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Searching for Fixed Point Combinators by Using
Automated Theorem Proving: A Preliminary Report

Larry Wos and William McCune

Abstract

In this report, we establish that the use of an automated theorem-proving program to study deep questions

from mathematics and logic is indeed an excellent move. Among such problems, we focus mainly on that

concerning the construction of fixed point combinators—a problem considered by logicians to be

significant and difficult to solve, and often computationally intensive and arduous. To be a fixed point

combinator, 9 must satisfy the equation &x = x(Qx) for all combinators x. The specific questions on

which we focus most heavily ask, for each chosen set of combinators, whether a fixed point combinator

can be constructed from the members of that set.

For answering questions of this type, we present a new, sound, and efficient method, called the ker-

nel method, which can be applied quite easily by hand and very easily by an automated theorem-proving

program. For the application of the kernel method by a theorem-proving program, we illustrate the vital

role that is played by both paramodulation and demodulation—two of the powerful features frequently

offered by an automated theorem-proving program for treating equality as if it is "understood". We also

state a conjecture that, if proved, establishes the completeness of the kernel method. From what we can

ascertain, this method—which relies on the introduced concepts of kernel and superkernel—offers the

first systematic approach for searching for fixed point combinators.

We successfully apply the new kernel method to various sets of combinators and, for the set consist-

ing of the combinators B and W, construct an infinite set of fixed point combinators such that no two of

the combinators are equal even in the presence of extensionality—a law that asserts that two combinators

are equal if they behave the same. This result sharply extends the earlier success obtained by the logician

Statman in February 1986. Perhaps more significant, we also apply the new method to yield a distinctly

different solution to the problem of constructing fixed point combinators from B and one other regular

combinator, a solution that involves the combinator N, with ((Nx)y)z = ({xz)y)z, rather than the combinator

W. The combinator N apparently has not been studied before. To further establish the value of automated

theorem proving for solving problems from combinatory logic, we adapt various techniques from

automated theorem proving to answer two previously open questions posed by the logician SmuUyan.



1, Introduction

"A formalized proof can be checked mechanically but cannot be mechanically discovered." The

preceding quote is taken from a paper by the outstanding Polish logician Lukasiewicz, a paper written in

1948 [Lukasiewicz48]. Obviously—and most fortunately—as we repeatedly demonstrate in this report,

he was mistaken. That such a famous logician held this position is completely understandable; indeed, to

have believed otherwise in 1948 might have required clairvoyance. To predict with great accuracy how

much progress will occur and what power will be available 40 years in the future is simply an awesome

task.

Indeed, for a striking example of what can occur, 40 years after the original pronouncement, we

have its refutation—not only do computer programs "discover" proofs, but often the discovery occurs in

astoundingly little computer time. Even more satisfying, occasionally a proof found by a computer pro-

gram answers a deep question. If the number of successes achieved with the assistance of a computer pro-

gram continues to increase at the rate evidenced by the preceding ten years, perhaps ten years from now,

many of the currently open questions will have been attacked and answered—or be under attack—by a

team consisting of a scientist and a computer program. As many already know—and as many will learn

from this report—the key to these successes in a substantial number of cases is automated theorem prov-

ing.

Automated theorem proving is a relatively young and challenging field concerned with computer

programs that reason logically. Such programs, called "automated theorem-proving programs", can be

used to prove theorems from mathematics, design logic circuits, verify computer code, solve puzzles, and

assist in many other activities that require reasoning. Our general objective in this report is to establish

the value of. automated theorem proving for research focusing on deep questions from mathematics and

logic. As evidence, we present a systematic and uniform method—called the kernel method—for attack-

ing a set of hard problems from combinatory logic. The main objective of this new method is to search

for fixed point combinatory. The kernel method relies heavily on the use of an automated theorem-

proving program and heavily on the concepts of kernel, superkerneU and methodology introduced in this

report. Although we focus on the specific field of combinatory logic, the material presented here

illustrates—even for those not interested in this field—how research objectives were identified, pursued,

and eventually reached. For example, we show how research can and did lead to the discovery of the new

and significant concepts just mentioned, and how further experimentation led to the appropriate

refinements of those concepts.

To complement our general objective of establishing the value of automated theorem proving for

research, our specific objective is to discuss in detail and then apply the new systematic kernel method to

search for fixed point combinalors. By definition, a combinator 6 is a fixed point combinator if 6 * =

x(Qx) for all combinators x. Fixed point combinators are of especial interest in combinatory logic because

of their relevance to various paradoxes. Of such paradoxes, perhaps the best known is the Russell Para-

dox which asks one to consider the set S whose members are all sets that are not members of themselves;

if 5 is a member of itself, then S is not a member of itself, and if S is not a member of itself, then S is a

member of itself. The Russell Paradox and other paradoxes can in fact be formulated in terms of fixed

point combinators; indeed, such combinators were known as paradoxical combinators in the early days of



combinatory logic. However, the interest in fixed point combinators is not confined to their relation to

paradoxes. The interest in such combinators also rests in part with the fact that Godel's self-referential

sentence and Kleene's recursion theorem can be interpreted as applications of fixed point combinators

[Barendregt8l].

In this report, we shall give numerous examples of fixed point combinators and of the concepts of

kernel and superkernel which play such a vital role in the new kernel method. From what we can ascer-

tain, the kernel method is the first of its kind; no other method exists for systematically constructing

(when they exist) fixed point combinators when given some arbitrarily chosen set of combinators. The

value of this new method rests in part with the fact that logicians consider the search for fixed point com-

binators often to require arduous and intensive computation, which contrasts sharply with the ease and

efficiency offered to a person or a theorem-proving program by the kernel method. The value of this new

method also rests in part with the fact thai, even when the set of combinators under consideration offers

sufficient power for the desired construction, a search for fixed point combinators can easily meet with

failure if one does not rely on the kernel method.

To demonstrate the power of the kernel method, we apply it first to the successful construction

(from the combinators B and W alone, defined in Section 1.3) of an infinite set of fixed point combinators

such that no two of the combinators are equal even in the presence of extensionality. This result sharply

extends an earlier success obtained by the logician Statman in February 1986 [Statman86]. The existence

of this infinite set is indeed interesting and unexpected, for—until Statman solved the problem—the ques-

tion concerning the existence of a single regular combinator to be used with B for the construction of a

fixed point combinator was still open. Even further, one can imagine how startled we were when we suc-

ceeded in later applying our kernel method to the construction (from B and W alone) of an infinite class of

infinite sets of fixed point combinators.

Perhaps more significant—and still later in our research—we applied the new method to finding a

distinctly different solution to the problem of constructing fixed point combinators from B and one other

regular combinator, a solution that does not involve die combinator W. This second solution relies on the

combinator N with

(VJCVVVZ) ((Nx)y)z = ((xz)y)z.

The combinator N apparently has not been studied before—at least, our preliminary examination of the

literature indicates that this is the case. In addition to this second solution, we have obtained solutions

that depend on H rather than on N as a replacement for W, and that depend on other regular combinators

in three variables to replace W.

To further illustrate how valuable automated theorem proving can be for studying aspects of combi-

natory logic, we adapt some of the techniques from automated theorem proving to answer the following

two open questions posed by the logician Smullyan [Smullyan87]. First, does the set consisting of the

combinators B and L alone satisfy the strong fixed point property (defined in Section 1.3)? Second, does

the set consisting of the combinators L and Q alone satisfy that property?

(VjtVyVz)((&t)y)z = ;t(yz)



We also use techniques adapted from automated theorem proving to give a simple proof of a theorem
Statman proved earlier [Statman86] in response to yet another question posed by Smullyan [Smullyan84].
The theorem asserts that no single regular combinator can, by itself, satisfy the strong fixed point prop-
erty.

1.1. Significance for the Bigger Picture

The material contained in this report represents the realization of a vision, a vision shared for many
years by researchers in the field of automated theorem proving. Simply stated, the vision concerns finding
some specific area of mathematics or logic that is very amenable to attack with an automated theorem-
proving program. For an area or set of problems to be correctly considered as very amenable to attack,
one essential property that must be present concerns the likelihood of success. In particular, when given a
randomly selected question from the specified area of mathematics or logic, the theorem-proving program
should succeed in answering that question at least half of the time. Of course, answers must be returned
in no more than a few CPU hours of the computer's time, and not in CPU days. Of especial satisfaction,
therefore, is the fact that the kernel method, when applied by our theorem-proving program OTTER
(Other Theorem-proving Techniques for Effective Research), returns the sought-after answers to the
selected questions more than 70% of the time, and returns them usually within a few CPU seconds on a
Sun 3 workstation. The randomly selected questions are taken from combinatory logic, and focus on the
presence or absence of fixed point properties (defined in Section 1.3).

The next essential property that must be present—for the specified area to be correctly considered as
very amenable to attack—focuses on the power of the automated theorem-proving program versus the
power of the mathematician or logician. In particular, if viewed as a contest—in the ideal case—the
theorem-proving program should win at least 80% of the time. Again we can report some early success;
in the few examples we have tried, when OTTER applies the kernel method to a question about fixed
point properties possessed by a set of combinators selected by some person in an audience of experts, in
almost all cases OTTER answers the question far more quickly thin does a logician. Were a lengthy con-
test held and won by a theorem-proving program applying the kernel method—rather than in any way
denigrating die skills of a mathematician or logician—we would simply have the desired evidence that
one vision of researchers in automated theorem proving had finally been realized.

The third essential property that must be present concerns the speed of execution, more specifically,
the source of that speed. For example, no doubt exists concerning the ability of a computer to dwarf the
performance of a person if the task that is assigned is simply arithmetic; the source of such increased
power rests with the fact that arithmetic tasks are ordinarily algorithmic. In contrast, until now, the
theorem-proving community has not had an example of consistent high performance when the assigned
task or set of tasks depends on logical reasoning—reasoning that is clearly not algorithmic in nature.
Again we can report satisfaction since the important fact is that the kernel method is not an algorithm for
constructing fixed point combinators; instead, the method provides a systematic approach for reasoning
about their construction. In other words, when the program OTTER applies the kernel method to a given
question, in no way is die program imitating what occurs for arithmetic problems or the like—in no way



is the program applying an algorithm. Instead, the kernel method can correctly be thought of as a global

strategy for searching for fixed point combinators, a strategy that sharply restricts the search that might

ordinarily be made.

We are not limited to the discussion of fixed point properties when our goal is to provide evidence
supporting our view that the vision of the researcher in automated theorem proving has now been realized.
Indeed, as further evidence—when we complete the book that will contain the material in this report as a
proper subset—we shall include material focusing on the use of an automated theorem-proving program
for attempting to construct a specific type of combinator from a given set of combinators. In particular,
for any chosen set of combinators, the object is to determine whether one can produce an expression from
the members of that set such that the expression behaves identically to some given combinator not in the
set under consideration.

Since we have completed our brief and not totally precise discussion of why the results presented in
this repoit are significant for the big picture—when the emphasis is on automated theorem proving—we
now turn to a discussion of the significance of those results for a second big picture, one focusing on com-
binatory logic. Such a second discussion—even if it appeals only to one's intuition—is particularly use-
ful when a report or book focuses on iields that are apparently unrelated; the fields of automated theorem
proving and combinatory logic, which are central to this report, certainly appear to be unrelated. Of
course, since the kernel method can be readily applied by an automated theorem-proving program to
answer—often with startling ease—deep questions from combinatory logic, from our viewpoint, the two
fields share an important connection.

Indeed, for the bigger picture as viewed from the perspective of combinatory logic, the significance
of our results rests with the suggestion that a researcher's chance of succeeding can be substantially
increased when the researcher relies on the assistance of an automated theorem-proving program. Of
course, the entire picture would be incomplete if we did not touch on the importance, to the rest of sci-
ence, of combinatory logic. Therefore, although the precise meaning of the relevant concepts must wait
its turn, let us turn to the importance and usefulness of combinatory logic.

If all goes as some researchers intend, perhaps''the most important use of combinatory logic will be
for computer programming. Just as one can use a Turing machine as a programming language, one can
also use combinatory logic for that purpose. Of course, for serious or efficient programming by a person
rather than by a computer, neither is a particularly good choice; indeed, were one to program in either
language, the experience would be tedious and painful. However, well-known and well-respected
researchers, such as David Turner, are most interested in programming languages that compile code into
combinators—combinators that are the machine instructions executed by the computer. In fact, such
computers have been designed and built. In the context of compiled code, the use of an automated
theorem-proving program to produce one type of combinator from a given set of combinators might be of
substantial value; by contacting the appropriate researchers, we are attempting to determine how valuable,
and will report what we learn in the book we mentioned earlier. To provide a more complete background,
we shall also include in that book examples of computer programs written in terms cf combinators.

With regard to the potential and general interest in the kernel method and fixed point combinators
with various properties, the significance of such combinators rests with their relevance to various



paradoxes. Therefore, perhaps the kernel method can be put to good use in some context that focuses on

paradoxical statements. Rather than attempting to clarify and amplify this remark and preceding

remarks—since this report is accurately labeled "preliminary"—we shall simply, and rather abruptly,

turn Co other matters, leaving the added material to be included in the proposed book. However, we note

that combinatory logic in general is of interest because every effectively computable function can be

obtained with this logic, and every recursive function is an effectively computable function.

1.2. A Map

At this point, we in effect give a map to aid one in deciding how to read this long report. Since the

audience for whom this report may be of interest is diverse, we include a review of the pertinent aspects

of automated theorem proving and a short introduction to combinatory logic. In particular, especially for

those unfamiliar wii'h theorem-proving programs, in Section 2 we review (by example) problem represen-

tation, the inference rule that was used for making deductions, various strategies employed for controlling

the search for interesting deductions, a procedure for canonicalization, a mechanism for discarding trivial

corollaries, and a test for assignment completion.

In the introduction to combinatory logic given in Section 3, we focus on an intuitive understanding

of ccmbinators, appropriate definitions, and a variety of questions that can be attacked with the assistance

of an automated theorem-proving program. However, one should not expect a deep and thorough treat-

ment of combinatory logic; in fact, we discuss only those aspects that are pertinent to our research.

Nevertheless, we do include sufficient material to tantalize and intrigue one.

With regard to combinatory logic, we cannot include much more than we do, for we are at best

novices in this field; our expertise lies in the area of automated theorem proving. We also note that, since

this is a preliminary report, the definitions and notation found here are subject to slight modification; in

particular, we may make a number of small changes for our final report on this study, that which we

expect will appear as a book within a year. In addition, certain promises we make here concerning results

and observations, may be only incompletely fulfilled; for the full story, we recommend the final report on

this study.

With both our general and our specific objectives in mind, we give in Section 4 a chronological

account of the role that an automated theorem-proving program played in our research, the research that

culminated in the formulation of the systematic kernel method, so central to this report. By giving a full

account of our study, we intend to provide—especially for those who are new to research—valuable clues

to be used in various other studies, many of which will be totally unrelated to combinatory logic. We

shall, therefore, include comments explaining why certain decisions were made and why certain paths of

inquiry were pursued. Although such accounts typically do not include material focusing on research that

did not succeed, we shall nevertheless discuss why various attempts to answer a given question failed, and

why various answers that appear promising fail to fulfill their promise.

In addition, our account will show that many of the questions in this area of logic can readily be

viewed as intriguing puzzles (see Section 1.3)—puzzles that one can attempt to solve knowing relatively

little about mathematics or logic. Despite the fact that many questions from combinatory logic—some of

which we answer in this report—can be studied without much expertise, their answers may indeed prove



significant.

Rather than learning about the kernel method as we did, which we chronicle in Sections 4.1 through
4.4, one may instead wish to immediately see how the kernel method works. If that is the case, one can
turn to Section 4.5 where we present a full treatment of the systematic kernel method for searching for
fixed point corabinators. If one chooses this path, then the earlier material can be used as reference
material, providing examples and illustrations of the various aspects on which we focus in Section 4.5 and
in its subsections. However, to learn about how research can occur—at least, how it did for us—one must
read Section 4 from its beginning.

If one prefers a more rapid treatment (than that given in Section 4) of what resulted from our
research, one can turn to Section 5, entitled "Highlights", where we give the most significant results of
our research. That section contains three major subsections, focusing, respectively, on answers to previ-
ously open questions and related material, on various unanswered questions that include some arising
directly from our research and that merit further research, and on conjectures that might be challenging to
study.

Even further, if one wishes just the headlines describing our new results, then Section 5.1, which is
currently entitled "'Summary of Highlights", is the recommendation. Perhaps, in the spirit of poking fun
at ourselves, we should have called Section 5.1 "Highlights of Highlights", especially since Section 5 as
a whole is rather lengthy for a section called "Highlights".

Finally, because of the nature of the various choices for reading this report, one should expect to
encounter a fair amount of repetition. However, if one chooses to begin at the beginning and read straight
through, one will benefit in a number of ways. In particular, as compensation for coping with the repeti-
tion, the person who chooses the straight route will learn how research can and did occur and will gain a
fuller understanding of the basic concepts and the methodology we present here. In addition, that person
will also experience directly the development of the kernel method from its birth to its relative maturity.

13. An Intriguing Puzzle

To see how intriguing questions from combinatory logic are—and to sample some of the results of
our research—let us consider a hard puzzle that can be solved by applying equality-oriented reasoning,
reasoning that is typical of mathematics and logic. To obtain its solution—which we give in this section
to further illustrate the mysteries and challenges offered by this field—one need not be familiar with com-
binatory logic. However, since a little background is needed, let us supply what is sufficient for attacking
and solving the puzzle, and then state the puzzle precisely.

The puzzle focuses on four combinators—B, W, S, and L—arranged in a square.

B W

S L

Their respective behavior is given by equations <1) through (4).

(1)
(2)
(3)



Next, we need the definition of a fixed point combinator; 0 is a. fixed point combinawr if and only if 0
satisfies

(5) ®x = x(&x)

for all combinators x. Finally^ we need to know what is meant by constructing a fixed point combinator
from a set P of combinators. To construct a fixed point combinator from a set P of combinators, one must
Snd an expression 9 satisfying equation (5), where 0 is expressed purely in terms of the elements of the
set/,.

Perhaps the most natural way to find such an expression is to consider the equations for the elements
of the set P under study—equations such as (1) through (4)—and begin drawing conclusions that are
justified by those equations. As an example of such reasoning, from equation (2), one can conclude that

and also conclude from equation (2) that

(Wy)y = (yy)y.

If one then applies transitivity to the two conclusions, one discovers how the combinator WW behaves; in
particular, one finds that

for all combinators y.

With the preceding information in hand, let us turn to the precise statement of the puzzle. The first
rule of the game requires one to consider the square

B W
S L

and select a pair of combinators, one from column 1 of the square, and one from column 2. The second
rule requires one to form the other three combinator pairs that can be formed by applying rule 1. The puz-
zle asks which, if any, of the four two-element sets that result from applying the two rules of the game can
be used to construct a fixed point combinator. Since, by definition, a set with this capacity satisfies the
strong fixed point property, one can view the puzzle as asking which, if any, of the four two-element sets
under discussion satisfies the strong fixed point property.

As the following results show, the consideration of the four combinators—B, W, S, and L, whose
behavior is given by equations (1) through (4)—is indeed sufficient for illustrating how subtle, complex,
and challenging the search for a fixed point combinator 6 can be, where 6 satisfies equation (5) and
where 0 is expressed purely in terms of the elements of P. Of course, if one wishes to attempt to solve
the given puzzle oneself, one must avoid reading the next few sentences—since they provide the answers
to the puzzle—and one must instead move immediately to Section 1.4.

hi particular, from B and W alone, one can construct such a 0 (see Section 4.1.4); but from B and L
alone, one cannot (see Corollary 3 of Section 5.3.6.2). In contrast, from S and W alone, one cannot con-
struct such a 9 (see Corollary 2 of Section 6.3.1); but from S and L alone, one can (see Section 4.5.4).



We shall discuss the corresponding four sets of combinators in detail in Section 4, and prove the

appropriate theorems. However, in contrast to relying on the natural and straightforward approach dis-

cussed earlier—that exemplified by drawing the conclusion that (WW)y = (yy)y—we show how one can

solve the four subpuzzles by relying directly and indirectly on the kernel method, which we introduce in

this report.

Of the two subsets that admit the construction of a fixed point combinator, by far the simplest to

study is the set consisting of S and L alone. The only fixed point combinator, known to us, that is con-

structible from S and L alone is {SL)L. Immediately, we encounter what may be an open question—a

question that asks one to prove that, other than (S!)L, one cannot construct a fixed point combinator from

S and L alone. As for the other set that satisfies the strong fixed point property—that consisting of B and

W alone—the *irst combinator that was found tha* satisfies

is the combinator we call 0 4 where

0 4 = (B(mV))((BW)((BB)B)).

This fixed point combinator was discovered in 1986 by the logician Statman [Statman86]. As one will

learn later in this report, the combinators B and W are exceedingly prolific—one can construct many other

fixed point combinators from just those two. At this point, we cannot easily show—even intuitively—

why neither the set consisting ^f B and L nor the set consisting of 5 and W satisfies the strong fixed point

property; for proofs of those results, see Section 5.3.6.

For now, by considering the interconnections of the four cases, we can immediately see that combi-

natory logic offers many challenges to meet and many intriguing puzzles to solve. Specifically, if one

either replaces B by S or replaces W by L, the strong fixed point property—possessed by the set consisting

of B and W alone—is lost. Given this fact, one might naturally conjecture that making both replacements

would certainly prevent the strong fixed point property from holding, but such is not the case. Instead, we

have something like the double negative in the English language or like a two-position switch—either

replacement alone removes the strong fixed point property, but the sequence of the two replacements in

either order restores it.

In addition to focusing on the strong fixed point property, we shall also focus in this report on the

weak fixed point property. The weak fixed point property asserts that, for all combinators x, there exists a

_v such that

y = xy.

We shall see—and one may already be able to prove without our assistance—that the strong fixed point

property implies the weak fixed point property.

i.4. The Basic Problem to Solve

Li one sense, constructing a fixed point combinator 0 from, say, B and W alone means using equa-

tions (1) and (2) and mathematical reasoning to produce a proof of the existence of an instance of equa-

tion (5) such that 0 is expressed purely in terms of B and W (see Section 4.3.3). Equivalently, but from

the viewpoint of automated theorem proving, constructing a fixed point combinator from B and W can



mean using paramodulation [RobinsonG69,Wos73] (see Section 2.2)—an inference rule used for
equality-oriented reasoning—to derive an appropriate instance of equation (5) starting with equations (1)
and (2).

Alternatively, as in our earlier paper [McCune87], such a construction might consist of extracting an
appropriate instance of equation (S) from a paramodulation-based proof by contradiction derivable from
equations (1) and (2) and the assumption that equation (5) is false. Such an assumption asserts that, for
each y, there exists some x depending on y violating equation (5). To make such an assertion, one can
write

(6) a(y,fly))*a<f(y)fi{yfiy)))

where the function /conveys the corresponding dependence, and the function a is used for the function
that occurs implicitly in equations such as (1) and (2) in which one combinator is applied to another. We
shall discuss problem representation in Section 2.1, elaborating on the use of functions such as/and a,
and showing that the preceding expression is actually an abbreviation for the commonly used notation in
which EQUAL or -.EQUAL precedes the corresponding statement. In Section 4, we shall give examples
of paramodulation proofs of both types.

In contrast to each of the alternatives for obtaining an instance of equation (5)—that of reasoning
forward from the appropriate axioms, and that of reasoning backward from the assumption that the strong
fixed point property fails to hold—in this report, we offer a third choice which, as it turns out, is far more
attractive and efficient to apply. Specifically, we show how the kernel method can be used effectively to
search for fixed point combinators when the method is given a chosen set of combinators. Indeed, we
show how the method succeeded in various cases, and succeeded in astoundingly little computer time.

1.5. More on the Content of This Report

In Section 4, we also revisit the five fixed point combinators 6 t through 9 5 , constructible from B
and W alone, that were presented in our earlier paper on the subject [McCune87], In that paper, those
combinators were named J through N; the reason for the new notation will become clear later in this
report when we enumerate certain sets of combinators (see Section 4.4.3). We then discuss how the use
of kernels and superkemels markedly improves the search for such objects regardless of the choice of
combinators to be used in the construction. For pedagogical reasons, we begin with cases far less compli-
cated than that focusing on B and W; among those cases, we study the set consisting of S and L alone,
which, of the four subpuzzles given in Section 1.3, is the simplest to solve.

When we do turn to the consideration of B and W, we clearly show why the study of kernels and
superkemels holds so much interest for us. We do so by focusing on the results mentioned earlier and on
other related results. For example, we discover that the research we reported earlier in [McCune87]—
which surprised and interested Smullyan, who posed the original question that prompted our study of
combinatory logic—is merely a bint of the richness offered by B and W. Specifically, rather than five
fixed point combinators that can be constructed and that one might reasonably suspect exhaust the class,
the use of kernels leads to finding an infinite set of such combinators. Then we discover that, in contrast
to the fact that the five previously presented combinators are all provably equal in the presence of
extensionality—a law that says that two combinators are equal if they behave the same when applied to



all other combinators—the newly found set contains an infinite subset such that no two of its elements are

equal even when extensionality is present. This result is particularly pleasing, for it substantially

strengthens our earlier results concerning ©| through 0 5 and, as mentioned earlier, sharply extends

Statman's 1986 result. Later discoveries include answers to questions concerning smaller fixed point

combinators constructible from S and K, and answers to questions focusing on the relationship of the

weak fixed point property to the strong fixed point property.

Of course, as so often occurs when open questions are answered, new questions—and even
conjectures—arise to take their place. Throughout this report, we pose such questions and conjectures,
some of which focus on the possible completeness of the kernel method for searching for fixed point com-
binators. We collect and present most of the open questions in Section 5.4, and most of the conjectures in
Section 5.5. Perhaps the most interesting conjecture—to us—asserts that, to every fixed p6int combina-
tor, there corresponds a kernel. The questions we pose are equally relevant to combinatory logic and to
automated theorem proving, although for different reasons. With regard to combinatory logic, their
answers are important for proving that certain sets of combinators—when considered as the only ones that
can be used—possess the sufficient properties for the construction of fixed point combinators, where other
sets lack those properties. Thus, in this report, we address both sides of the question concerning the
existence of fixed point combinators—that concerned with the sufficiency and that concerned with the
insufficiency of various sets of combinators for constructing a fixed point combinator.

Let us, therefore, set the stage for the detailed discussion of the kernel method by supplying the
appropriate background in Sections 2 and 3. We can then turn in Section 4 to the chronological account
of how the method was formulated, which will illustrate how valuable to research in mathematics and
logic the use of an automated theorem-proving program can be. In particular, we shall show precisely
where our computer programs were of use and what role they played. We shall also show that the prob-
lem of finding fixed point combinators is a difficult problem indeed. As we proceed, we shall answer the
question mathematicians and logicians most often ask when the subject of automated theorem proving
arises: When, if ever, will such programs be of real and substantial use as research assistants for answer-
ing hard questions? In this report, we give evidence that that time has arrived.

1.6. Notation and Conventions

We need little notation, and few conventions. With one exception, we use uppercase letters to
denote combinators and lowercase letters, « through z, to denote variables. The exception is the letter/,
which we use to denote an arbitrarily chosen combinator; the significance of this notation will be made
clear at the beginning of Section 3. For general discussions, we use 6 to denote a fixed point combinator,
r to denote a kernel, and £2 to denote a generator of a kernel. The use of a subscript usually denotes the
corresponding position in some enumeration—for example, 65 denotes that the fifth element of some
sequence is under discussion. Finally, in most cases, the use of a subscript/superscript pair ij denotes that
the j-lh element in some sequence has length j—for example, &l denotes that the fifth element of some
sequence is under discussion, and the element has length 9. One exception occurs when we write, for
example, I"? to refer to an expression that in turn points to an element that is the first element in some
sequence, where the element pointed to has length 9.
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2. A Review of Automated Theorem Proving

At this point, we turn to a brief review of the pertinent aspects of automated theorem proving, and
show how an automated theorem-proving program can provide valuable assistance for various types of
research. This review also provides the needed background for a clear understanding of how an
automated theorem-proving program can be used to apply the systematic kernel method (given in Section
4.5) for searching for fixed point combinators. Although the method does have the nice property that it
can be applied by hand, reliance on a computer program contributes materially to ease and accuracy. In
particular, the probability of overlooking an interesting kernel or combinator is sharply reduced when the
application of the method is assigned to the computer. The elements to be covered in our review are
representation cf information (by using the clause language), reasoning (the specific inference rule para-

i modulaiion for building in equality), strategies (including the set of support strategy) of various types for
controlling the reasoning, a procedure {demodulation) for rewriting information into a canonical form, a
procedure (subsumption) for discarding trivial corollaries, and a means (proof by contradiction) for the
program to determine that the given assignment has been completed.

As the name implies, the field of automated theorem proving focuses on the formulation and imple-
mentation of techniques that permit a computer program to prove theorems. The fields from which a
theorem may be taken include algebra, geometry, topology, set theory, or—as is the case in this report—
combinatory logic. The most widely used approach for proving theorems with a computer program
focuses on searching for a proof by contradiction. Therefore, to enable a program using such an approach
to attempt to prove a proposed theorem of the form if P then Q, one is required to define the field from
which the theorem is taken, to give the special or added) hypothesis of the theorem, and to assume that
the theorem is in fact false. To fulfill this requirement, one writes a set of statements of the form P and
(not Q), where F corresponds to the axioms of the underlying theory, the special hypothesis of the
theorem, and any lemmas one might wish to supply, and where Q corresponds to the conclusion of the
theorem. This set of statements is then given to the automated theorem-proving program in use, which
then applies logical reasoning in an attempt to complete the assignment of finding a proof by contradic-
tion.

To reason logically—and thus begin its attack on the given problem—the theorem-proving program
draws conclusions by applying one or more sound inference rules chosen by the researcher. The applica-
tion of each rule is directed by one type of strategy and restricted by another type. When a conclusion is
drawn, the program rewrites it into a canonical form by applying rules (demodulators [Wos67]) supplied
by the researcher or discovered by the program. The result is then tested (with the use of subsumption
[RobinsonJ65]) to see whether it is a trivial corollary of information the program already has and should,
therefore, be discarded. The result can also be tested to see whether it satisfies criteria, supplied by the
researcher, for measuring significance; if the conclusion fails the test, it is discarded. The goal is to
deduce some new conclusion that contradicts a conclusion drawn earlier or contradicts some input state-
ment. When such a discovery is made, a proof by contradiction has been found, and the automated
theorem-proving program in use "knows" that the given assignment has been completed.

Using the preceding summary of the program's actions as an outline for this section, let us sample
each of the main areas, beginning with a discussion of how one specifies the problem to be considered.
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Of course, for those who are familiar with automated theorem proving or automated reasoning, the

remainder of this section can be skipped or can be read very quickly to become familiar with our notation.

2.1. Representation

In this section, we mainly use the notation of the clause language, the language in which one usu-

ally converses with a theorem-proving program and which is used in our two reference bcoks

[Wos84,Wos87]. We take this action even though, without doubt, the various languages of mathematics

an logic are usually easier to read than the clause language is. Indeed, in later sections, we frequently

employ the notation of combinatory logic, which we give in Section 3.2, so that one can concentrate on

the logic itself and rely on previous exposure to mathematics and logic. However, we provide here a lim-

ited treatment of the clause language since one of our objectives is to introduce automated theorem prov-

ing to mathematicians and logicians. Our first examples will be taken from ordinary arithmetic, and then

we shall turn to examples from the less familiar field of combinatory logic, a field we introduce in Section.

3.

The conventions observed in the recommended source bcoks [Wos84,Wos87] require variables to

be chosen from among lowercase w through z, functions and constants to be written in lower case, and

relations (predicates) to be written in upper case. Also by convention, each variable is implicitly univer-

sally quantified (meaning "for all"), and each variable is relevant only to the clause in which it occurs.

In addition, by writing EQUAL for the equality relation, the program is able to treat equality as "under-

stood" or "built in". Finally, the symbol -i means not, and the symbol I means or. We shall only infre-

quently have need of statements io which or occurs; however, when we do, the expressions separated by i

are called literals. As we shall see, existence is not represented with variables; but, instead, appropriate

functions and constants are employed. In addition, we shall see that the logical operator and never occurs

within a clause, and is always assumed to be present implicitly between clauses. As for the operator if-
then, its place is taken by the use of not and or, using the equivalence of if P then Q with not P or q. To

be consistent with the material presented later and to prepare for the subject of combinators, we occasion-

ally violate one of the given conventions. Specifically, we use uppercase letters for the constants that

correspond to various specific combinators, kernels, and the like. Let us now turn to some examples.

To express the fact that

O+x = x

for all x, we write

EQUAL(sum(O,x),x)

where x is treated implicitly as a universally quantified variable ranging over all numbers, and 0 is treated

as a constant, formally, 0 is a Skolem constant. To express the existence of an additive (right) inverse, for

all x there exists a y such that

x + y = O,

we write the clause

EQUAL(sum(x,minus(x)),O)

where x implicitly ranges over all numbers, and where minus is an appropriate Skolem function.
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A Skolem constant is used for expressing the existence of some element that does not depend on the
universally quantified variables—for example, there exists a y such that for all x y + x = x, which is, of
course, closely related to the earlier example regarding 0. A Skolem function is used for existentially
quantified variables that do depend on other universally quantified variables—for example, for all x there
exists a v such that x + y = 0. A Skolem constant names the clement in question, and a Skolem function
names a function and, by its arguments, expresses the appropriate dependence. The respective
equivalents—given earlier in which the predicate EQUAL occurs—of the two arithmetic laws are called
clauses.

For the next examples, let us turn to combinatory logic itself and, specifically, to a theorem that fol-
lows from a more general result cited in Section 1 and proved in Section A—the result that asserts that 9 4

is a fixed point combinator constructible from B and W. The theorem to prove says Iha*., in the presence

of

(((Bx)y)z) = (x(yz))

and

there exists a 0 such that for all x

ex=x(ex).
The existence theorem under consideration is logically weaker than the corresponding theorem for 8 4

because the latter implies the former. After all, if one proves that

0 4 * = x(64Jt),

then one has obviously found a & of the desired type, namely, 0 = 0 4 . However, as so often occurs in
mathematics, the more general theorem is actually easier to prove than the less general because, as in the
case under discussion, one can focus directly on 6 4 and its properties rather than searching for 9 4 oi
some other combinator with the desired properties. In other words, concentrating on 0 4 provides clues
about how one might prove that it is a fixed point combinator. In Section 4.1, when we discuss the
attempts to prove these two theorems with the aid of the automated theorem-proving program FTP, we
shall shed additional light on why the mere general result is actually easier to prove than the less general
is.

The first step in presenting this theorem for consideration by an automated theorem-proving pro-
gram is to produce clauses that correspond to the required axioms. In addition to clauses to capture the
actions of B and W, we must include clause (1) for die axiom of reflexivity of equality.

(1) EQUAL(x,x)

Because of our choice of inference rule, which we discuss in the next section, no other equality axioms
are needed. Since the equations for B and W implicitly mention a binary function to show that one combi-
nator is applied to another, we must choose a function symbol to employ explicitly. We choose a for
apply as our function, and, observing the conventions of using upper case letters for predicates (relations)
and of using EQUAL for equality, we write two clauses

(2) EQUAL(a(a(a(B)x),y),z),a(x,a(y,z)))

14



(3) EQUAL(a(a(W,x)Ty),a(a(x,y),y))

to capture the actions of the corresponding equations, where a{x,y) means xy—which, in combinatory

logic means apply x to y. No other clauses are needed to characterize the theorem under study and to per-

mit the program to attempt to prove that theorem.

However, one additional step regarding representation is required if we wish the theorem-proving

program to "know" that it has succeeded in its attempt; that step enables the program to use the standard

means—finding a proof by contradiction—for determining assignment completion. The second and final

step required for presenting the problem is to produce the clause or clauses that arise from assuming (the

conclusion of) the theorem false. Since the conclusion is, formally, there exists a y such that for all x

yx = x(yx),

the clause

(4) ^EQUAL(a(y,f(y)),a(f(y),a(y/(y))))

is included.

To understand intuitively how clause (4) captures the assumed falseness of the conclusion of the

theorem, one notes that such an assumption implies that, for each chosen eombinator y intended to satisfy

the conclusion, there must be some eombinator fiy) dependent on the chosen eombinator y for which the

theorem fails to hold. In other words, a function/exists such that, for each chosen eombinator}' intended

to satisfy the theorem, / assigns an fty) to y violating the desired conclusion. On the other hand, to see

formally how clause (4) is obtained, first one notes that the assumption that the conclusion of the theorem

is false yields

not exists y such that for all x, yx = x(yx),

which is logically equivalent to

for all y exists x, yx * x(yx).

Finally, since the existentially quantified x is a function of the universally quantified y in the assumption
that the conclusion is false, one employs a new Skolem function,/, that depends on y to get clause (4).

2.2. An Inference Rule, Paramodulation

Although a general-purpose theorem-proving program offers a wide variety of inference rules, we

need introduce only one of those rules for the study in this report. Use of that rule, paramodulation

[RobinsonG69,Wos73], enables an automated theorem-proving program to treat equality as if it is

"understood" in the sense that no axioms other than reflexivity (x = x) need to be included when a prob-

lem is submitted for consideration. In particular, when paramodulation is applied to two clauses satisfy-

ing the appropriate conditions, a conclusion is obtained in the spirit of equality substitution. Actually, as

we shall see, priramodulation generalizes the usual notion of equality substitution.

For the actions of paramodulation to be easily understood, we need one concept, that of unification

[RobinsonJ65,Wos84,Wos87], This concept, which plays a vital role for our attack on problems in com-

binatory logic, is also required for other aspects of automated theorem proving presented later in this sec-

tion.
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To unify two expressions, the program must find terms to replace the variables in each such that the

two resulting expressions are identical (possibly with the exception of sign). When unification is applied

to two expressions both of which are clauses, the program always treats the two expressions as having no

variables in common; the program is allowed to take this action since a variable is relevant only to the

clause in which it occurs. The most general replacement for variables is always preferred, as evidenced in

the third example of paramodulation given shortly. The object is to maintain generality where possible,

which adds markedly to the efficiency of the theorem-proving program.

An automated theorem-proving program's preference for generality is but one difference between

computer-oriented and person-oriented reasoning. Since people often prefer to use a specific instance of a

general fact rather than the fact itself, we see that a typical theorem-proving program does not usually rea-

son as a person does. Paramodulation, as we shall see, is an excellent example of the kind of reasoning

used by theorem-proving programs that can hardly be said to imitate a person's reasoning. On the other

hand, for the kind of reasoning a person often uses but that a typical theorem-proving program does not,

we can turn to that area of mathematics known as group theory. For example, where the identity of a

group is denoted by e, the reasoning that permits deducing

(yz)(yz) = e

from the hypothesis that

xx = e

is not used by such programs, although such reasoning is quite typical of mathematics. The view of many

experts in the field of automated theorem proving is that using this type of reasoning, called instantiation,

would markedly decrease the efficiency of theorem-proving programs, even though mathematicians obvi-

ously use it very effectively.

2.2.1. Paramodulation Defined with Examples

Rather than giving a formal definition of paramodulation, we shall, as in the preceding section, rely

on examples. The first example illustrates the use of the simplest and most familiar form of equality sub-

stitution. The second illustrates a slightly more complex form of substitution in that variables occiy in
one of the hypotheses. The third example, substantially more complex, is by far the most interesting, for

it shows how paramodulation generalizes the standard notion of equality substitution.

For the first example, paramodulation applied to both the equation a + (-a) = 0 and the statement a

+ (-a) is congruent to b yields in a single step the statement (conclusion) 0 is congruent to b. In clause

form, from

EQUAL(sum(a,minus(a)),O)

into

CONGRUENT(sum(a,minus(a)),b)

one obtains the clause

CONGRUENT(0,b)

by paramodulation.
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For the second example, since variables such as x mean "for all x,', one can show that the following

example of equality-oriented reasoning is logically correct, logically sound. Paramodulation applied to

both the equation a + (-a) = 0 and the statement x + (-a) is congruent to x yields in a single step the state-

ment (conclusion) 0 is congruent to a. In clause form, from

EQUAL(sum(a,minus(a)),O)

into

CONGRUENT(sum(x ,minus(a)),x)

the clause

CONGRUENT(0,a)

is obtained. This example illustrates some of the complexity of paramodulation; in particular, the second

occurrence of the variable x in the into clause becomes the constant a in the conclusion, but the term con-

taining the first occurrence of x becomes the constant 0 in the conclusion. Although the unification of the

first argument of the from clause with the first argument of the into clause temporarily requires both

occurrences of the variable x to be replaced by the constant a, paramodulation then requires an additional

term replacement justified by equality substitution. In particular, in this second example, paramodulation

requires the replacement of a + (-a) by 0. \

Finally, for the third and complex example, paramodulation applied to both the equation x + (~x) -

0 and the equation y + (-y + z) = z yields in a single stepVhe conclusion y + 0- -(-y). In clause form,

from \
EQUAL(sum(x,minus(x)),O) \

into

EQUAL(sum(y,sum(minus(y),z)),z)

the clause

EQUAL(sum(y,O),ininus(minus(y)))

is obtained by paramodulation.
i

To see that this last clause is in fact a logical consequence of its two parents, one unifies the argu-

ment sum(x,minus(x)) with the term sum(minus(y),z), applies the corresponding substitution to both the

from and into clauses, and then makes the appropriate term replacement justified by the typical use of

equality. The substitution found by the attempt to unify the given argument and given term requires sub-

stituting minusiy) for x and minus(minus(y)) for z. To prepare for the (standard) use of equality in this

third example, a nontrivial substitution for variables in both the from and the into clauses is required,

which illustrates how paramodulation generalizes the usual notion of equality substitution. In contrast, in

the standard use of equality substitution, one does not apply a nontrivial replacement for variables in both

the from and the into statements.

Summarizing, a successful use of paramodulation combines in a single step the process of finding

the (in an obvious sense) most general common domain for which both the from and into clauses are

relevant and applying standard equality substitution to that common domain.
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The complexity of this inference rule rests in part with its unnaturalness if viewed from the type of

reasoning people employ, in part with the fact that the rule is permitted to apply nontrivial variable

replacement to both of the statements under consideration, and in part with the fact that different

occurrences of the same expression can be transformed differently. As an illustration of the third cited

property, in the third example of paramodulation, the (term containing tne) first occurrence of z is

transformed to 0, but the second occurrence of z is transformed to minus{mmus(y)).

2.2.2. Paramodulation Used for Combinatory Logic

In the spirit of the third example of paramodulation, we can now consider an example from combi-

natory logic in which we focus on the combinator W. By definition, W satisfies the equation

(1) (Wx)y=(xy)y

for all combinators x and y. If we search for conclusions that follow from considering W with itself, we

encounter the combinator WW and discover how it behaves. In particular, by applying mathematical rea-

soning to the case in which the variable x is set to W, we have

(2) (WW)y = (Wy)y = (yy)y

for all combinators y. The equality of the first two expressions of (2) is justified by merely substituting W

for x in (1) or, alternatively, by applying (1) to die first expression. The equality of the second and third

expressions of (2) is justified by applying (1) to the second or by choosing an appropriate instance of (1).

The equality of the first and third expressions—which is the interesting result because it gives the

behavior of the combinator WW—is justified, of course, by transitivity.

Instead of reasoning as the mathematician or the logician does—which we just illustrated—we can

apply paramodulation to determine how the combinator WW behaves. We take two copies of (1) with no

variables in common so that the use of paramodulation can be followed more easily, write the correspond-

ing clauses, and call them, respectively, (3a) and (3b). From

(3a) EQUAL(a(a(W,x),y),a(a(x,y),y))

into

(3b) EQUAL(a(a(W,u),v),a(a(u,v),v))

we obtain in one paramodulation step

(4) EQUAL(a(a(W)W),y),a(a(y,y),y))

as the result.

To see precisely how a single application of paramodulation produces (4) from (3a) into (3b), first

one notes that the program attempts to find an argument of clause (3a) and a term in clause (3b) such that

the two expressions unify. Among the successful unifications that occur, the program succeeds in unify-

ing the second argument of clause (3a) with the first argument of clause (3b), which produces the substitu-

tion W for x, y for w, and y for v. Then the program deduces clause (4) by next applying the given substi-

tution to produce the temporary clauses (3a') and (3b'). Finally the program replaces the first argument of

(3b') by the first argument of (3a').
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As in the third example of paramodulation given earlier, the usual notion of equality substitution

does not apply here—to clauses (3a) and (3b); in particular, since a nontrivial replacement of variables by

terms in both (3a) and (3b) is required to deduce clause (4), generalized equality substitution is being used

rather than the usual notion of equality substitution. In (3a), all occurrences of x are replaced by W to

obtain (3a')J in (3b), all occurrences of « and v are replaced by y to obtain (3b'). To stress the point, no

way exists to obtain clause (4) by merely making an appropriate replacement of variables in exactly one

of (3a) or (3b) followed by an ordinary use of equality substitution.

2.2.3. The Power of Paramodulation

We thus have a simple but striking illustration of the potential value offered by an automated

theorem-proving program for studies in mathematics and logic. In particular, a single application of para-

modulation leads to the deduction of an interesting conclusion that the usual mathematical reasoning

requires more than one step to yield. It is important to note the contrast between the two types of reason-

ing used to yield the information contained in clause (4). The mathematician or logician picks the

instances—the substitutions of terms for variables—that might be of interest, and then applies (the usual

notion of) equality substitution. Paramodulation, on the other hand, picks the (maximal) instances of the

from and into clauses automatically and, rather than deducing intermediate conclusions by applying the

corresponding replacement of terms for variables, instead combines the instance picking with a standard

application of equality substitution. Avoiding the retention of intermediate conclusions can contribute

markedly to the performance of a theorem-proving program. The instances that a person chooses may be

far less general than those chosen by the theorem-proving program in its attempt to apply paramodulation.

As a result, the program may deduce a conclusion that is far more general than z person might. Again the

program benefits, for its efficiency often increases by having access to general conclusions rather than

specific ones; people do not require such generality in most cases.

Summarizing, the inference rule instantiation—replacing variables by terms in a statement to deduce

a corollary—is frequently used, and used wisely, in mathematics and logic. Instantiation is not an infer-

ence rule offered by the typical theorem-proving program, for no known strategy exists for wisely choos-

ing appropriate instances even though mathematicians and logicians do have that ability.

To give a second illustration of the power offered by paramodulation—if combined with a procedure

(demodulation, which is discussed in Section 2.4) used by theorem-proving programs to simplify

expressions—we consider the following example so typical of mathematics. In the example, the conclu-

sion that is reached with a string of equalities—if one applies the usual type of reasoning that occurs in

mathematics—is drawn by a theorem-proving program in a single deduction step.

z = 0 + z = (x + (-*)) + z = x + ((-JC) + z)

This string of equalities is a proof of an obvious but useful lemma in arithmetic and in group theory, the

lemma that asserts the equality of the first and last expressio is in the string of equalities. In clause nota-

tion, we have from right inverse

EQUAL(sum(x,minus(x)),O)

into associativity
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EQUAL(sum(sum(u,v),z),su»n(u,sum(v,z)))

the program can deduce

EQUAL(sum(O,z),surn(x,sum(rninus(x),z)))

which it can then automatically simplify (see Section 2.4) to

EQUAL(z,sum(x,sum(minus(x),z)))

without producing any intermediate results.

If we return to the example from combinatory logic and continue to reason from (1) with itself or,

equivalently, from (3a) and (3b), we discover that focusing on a single axiom can produce a myriad of

conclusions. In fact, as we shall immsdiately see, the potential for drawing a large number of conclusions

is often so great that we see why there exists a need for using strategy to control the reasoning, a need that

we address in more detail in Section 2.3. The reasoning we shall apply is similar, although not identical,

to that (applied in Section 2.2.2) which yields (2)—or yields its equivalent (4) in clause notation.

Relying on the convention (commonly used in combinatory logic) that expressions are left associ-

ated unless otherwise indicated, the following conclusions can be correctly drawn. The most interesting

result in each case is the equality of the first and third expressions. Clauses expressing the following eight

equalities—one of which we have already discussed—can be obtained by paramodulating from the right

side of (3a) into various terms of (3b).

WWy = Wyy = yyy

W(Wxy)v = W(xyy)v = xyyw

Wu(Wxy) = Wu(xyy) = u{xyy){xyy)

W(xyy)v = xyyvv = Wxyvv

Wu(xyy) = u(xyy){xyy) - u(Wxy)(xyy)

Wu{xyy) = u(xyy)(xyy) -• u(xyy)(Wxy)

Wxy = xyy - Wxy

On the other hand, by paramodulating from the left side of (3a) into various terms of (3b), we obtain the

following eight equalities.

W(xyy)v = W(Wxy)v = Wxyvv

Wu(xyy) = Wu(Wxy) = u(Wxy)(Wxy)

W(Wxy)v = Wxyvv = xyyvv

Wu{Wxy) = u{Wxy)(Wxy) = u{xyy)(Wxy)

Wu(Wxy) = u(Wxy)(Wxy) = u(Wxy)(xyy)

xyy = Wxy = xyy

W(Wx)y = Wxyy = xyyy

WWv = Ww = vw

Fortunately, the consideration by an automated theorem-proving program of clauses (3a) and

(3b)—technically, of the equation for W in clause form with itself—will not be hindered by all sixteen

conclusions we have just listed. Instead, typically, the clausal equivalent of the second through the sixth
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equality of the first set and the first five of the second set will not be deduced by the theorem-proving pro-
gram because, as we sha'il see in the next section which focuses on strategy, paramodulation is almost
always restricted from considering into terms that are variables. Of the remaining conclusions, the pro-
gram will discard as trivial corollaries the last one of the first set and the sixth and eighth of the last set.
Trivial corollaries are discarded by using a procedure called subsumption, discussed in Section 2.5. The
program will, therefore, retain only clauses equivalent to the following three equalities.

WWy = yyy
W(xy)y=Wxyy
W(Wx)y=--xyyy

23. Strategy

In the preceding section {Section 2.23), we saw that the presence of a single axiom enables one to
draw 16 conclusions, each with one application of paramodulation. Each of those conclusions is obtained
by considering the axiom W with itself. One can imagine how many additional conclusions would be
drawn were we to continue reasoning by focusing on pairs of those 16 conclusions—which are the first
generation of descendants of W with itself—and then reason by focusing on the second generation. To
avoid the flood of conclusions that can result if reasoning is uncontrolled, an automated theorem-proving
program can use various types of strategy. On the one hand, some types of strategy are designed to direct
the reasoning; on the other, some types are designed to restrict it. From a different perspective, some
types of strategy are general in the sense that they apply to all inference rules, and others are specific in
the sense that they apply only to a single inference rule.

2 J.I. The Set of Support Strategy
i

Of those of a general nature, the only strategy we used for our study of combinatory logic reported j
here is called the set of support strategy [Wos65]. That strategy restricts the program's reasoning with the
intention of sharply retarding the generation of irrelevant conclusions. To use the set of support strategy,
one is required to choose a subset T of the set S of clauses given to the program to describe the problem to
be studied. The program then draws a conclusion only if it is recursively traceable to T. Therefore, at the
beginning of the program's attack on a problem—from a procedural viewpoint—an inference rule is
applied to a pair of clauses from S only if at least one of them is in T. Any clause that is retained is
automatically given the power of the clauses that are members of T. For example, an inference rule can
be applied to a pair of clauses if one of them is a clause not in S. Stated another way, with the set of sup-
port strategy, the program is not allowed to apply an inference rule to a pair of clauses both of which are
i n S - F .

Of those of a specific nature—in addition to the set of support strategy, which can be used to restrict
the application of any inference rule—we also used a number of strategies designed with the express pur-
pose of restricting the application of paramodulation. First, the program was not allowed to paramodulate
from or into a variable. This restriction prevents a myriad of conclusions from being drawn, as illustrated
in the preceding section. Such a restriction strategy is, in most cases, mandatory. After ail, paramodulat-
ing from or into a variable will always yield a conclusion since the corresponding unification can never
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fail. Second, in many of our attempts to prove various theorems, the program was allowed to paramodu-

late only from a specified side of each equality. In some cases, all paramodulations that were allowed

were from the left side only; in others, all were from the right only. Third, some attempts to complete an

assignment were restricted by requiring that the into term for each application of paramodulation have a

position vector (see Section 2.3.2) consisting of all Vs; in Section 4, we show how useful this strategy is.

2.3.2. Position Vectors

The position vector of a term is a it-tuple that gives the relative position of the term within a literal.

For example, the position vector [2,3,1] says that Tie corresponding term is the first subterm of the third

subterm of the second argument. For a concrete illustration—taken from the results of our research—of

the use of position vectors, the third occurrence of the constant W in the equality

EQUAL(a(a(B,a(a(B,a(a(B,a(W,W)),W)),B)),B),©i)

has the position vector [1,1,2,1,2,2]. (The first argument of this equality is in fact a fixed point combina-

tor, constructible from B and W, that plays a vital role in the study of such combinators.) For a second

example, if we write

FKED(a(a(B,a(a(B,a(a(B,a(W,W)),W)),B)),B))

to mean that the given expression is a fixed point combinator, then the entire expression—the argument of

the predicate FIXED—has a position vector of 1.

2.3.3. Strategy and Types of Proof

In addition to the strategies just discussed, we also use three strategies to restrict the program to

searching for a specific type of proof; all three types of proof are still required to be a proof by contradic-

tion. In the first strategy—designed to restrict the program to searching for input proofs only—the pro-

gram is required to consider paramodulation steps in which at least one of the two clauses is an input

clause, one of the clauses given in the problem description. In the second, the program is required to

search for forward proofs only. In other words, the program is not allowed to attempt a paramodulation

step in which one of the two clauses is an input clause that is included as a result of assuming the pro-

posed theorem false, an assumption that is typically made to enable the program to seek a proof by contra-

diction (see Section 2.1). In the third, the program is required to search for backward proofs only. The

program applies paramodulation to a pair of clauses only if at least one of the pair is an input clause that

is present as a result of assuming the theorem false, or is a descendant of such a deduction.

A forward proof should not be confused with what one might call a positive proof, a proof in which

paramodulation is applied only to pairs of positive clauses—clauses free of the negation symbol —>. In

particular, the assumption that the conclusion of some theorem under study is false might indeed intro-

duce a positive clause. Such a clause cannot be used for a paramodulation step in a forward proof. Simi-

larly, a backward proof should not be confused with a negative proof, a proof that consists of steps in

which paramodulation is applied to a pair of clauses at least one of which is negative—a clause all of

whose literals are preceded by -i. The input set of clauses may indeed contain a negative clause as one of

die axioms for the field from which the problem under study has been selected. In Section 4, we shall

give examples of each of the three types of proof (input, forward, backward) by giving examples of the
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corresponding strategy used to search for each type of proof. One could, of course, use a strategy that is a

combination of two of the given three strategies; for example, one might restrict the program to searching

for proofs required to be both input and forward.

Regardless of which strategy or strategies one chooses, the important point to note is that, for most

assignments given to an automated theorem-proving program, some form of strategy is essential for com-

pleting the assignment in a reasonable amount of computer time. What is not always recognized is the

fact that a corresponding remark holds when an assignment is given to a person rather than to a computer

program. Part of the confusion in this regard can be traced to the realization that we often are unable to

identify the specific strategy or strategies a person is using to produce one success after another.

2.4. Demodulation

The next topic for this review of automated theorem proving is that of canonicalization, which is

available to automated theorem-proving programs by the use of demodulation [Wos67]. In many areas of

mathematics and logic, one often rewrites each new item of information into a canonical form. In

automated theorem proving, a similar action can occur. A sharp difference, however, exists between

mathematics and automated theorem proving. In the former, one uses canonicalization when it seems

convenient and appropriate. In the latter, one cannot in most cases exercise such freedom for, without

automatically requiring each conclusion to be rewritten into a canonical form, the program will drown in

information. Of course, some conclusions will be unaffected by the particular choice of demodulators

[Wos67] in a given problem.

One other difference exists between the use of canonicalization by a mathematician or logician and

its use by a theorem-proving program. When a person uses various equalities for canonicalization, the

equalities are applied only to the expressions chosen by the person; when a program applies such equali-

ties, all expressions to which the equalities are applicable are in fact rewritten into a canonical form.

Now, let us examine some typical uses of canonicalization.

One might, for example, uniformly replace - ( - ' ) by t for any term t, or replace r(s+t) by rs+rt for

terms r, s, and t. For such term replacements, many automated theorem-proving programs offer a

mechanism, demodulation, referred to earlier that automatically rewrites expressions into a canonical

form based on some set of rewrite rules called demodulators. The demodulators can be included among

the input clauses, or the program can be asked to find potentially useful demodulators. For the two given

examples, the demodulators

EQUAL(minus(minus(x)),x)

and

EQUAL(prod(x,sum(y,z)),sum(prod(x,z),prod(y,z)))

can be used, respectively.

As one might predict, care must be taken in the choice of which equality clauses to attempt to use as

demodulators. In particular, an unwise choice can cause the program to loop. To see how looping can

occur, let us consider what will happen when the equation for W is used as a demodulator and when the

program encounters a term of a certain type. In particular, when the clause
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(W) EQUAL(a(a(W,x),y),a(a(x,y),y))

is used as a demodulator and the term WWW is encountered, this term will be transformed to itself repeat-
edly without ever terminating. For a more interesting example, one that will be studied in Section 4, let
us consider the expression

and what occurs when the two demodulators

(W) EQUAL(a(a(W,x),y),a(a(x,y),y))

and

(B) EQUAL(a(a(a(B,x),y),z),a(x,a(y,z)))

are applied to T with the object of producing a canonical form. Demodulation begins by successfully
applying W, then B, to obtain

a(x,D

which leads to another successful application of W followed by B to obtain

a(x,a(x,r))

which of course leads to yet another success and, in fact, to a nonterminating sequence of successful
applications of W and B. (As an aside, for those who enjoy a preview designed to increase one's curios-
ity, F is a kernel—in other words, is an example of the key to unlocking the puzzle of searching for fixed
point combinators in an efficient manner.)

Nevertheless, as long as one is careful about the choice of demodulators, the use of demodulation
can sharply increase the effectiveness of a theorem-proving program in its search for assignment comple-
tion. Even further, for many studies, without the use of demodulation the program will simply require an
inordinate amount of computer time to complete rather trivial assignments.

2.5. Subsumption

We now come to the next-to-the-last topic of this section, a mechanism that is almost always essen-
tial for a theorem-proving program to be effective. Although the use of various types of strategy does
indeed contribute markedly to the efficiency of an automated theorem-proving program, such a program
continues to deduce conclusions that are trivial and unneeded corollaries of existing clauses. For exam-
ple, if the program paramodulates/rom the second argument of the clause equivalent of

Wxy=xyy

into the first subargument of the second argument of the clause equivalent of

the program deduces the clause equivalent of

which is a trivial corollary, in fact an instance, of

Wxy-xyy



and is, therefore, immediately discarded. Toe procedure for discarding such deductions is subsumption
[RobinsonJ65]. The clause A subsumes the clause B if there exists a uniform replacement of terms for
variables in A that produces a clause that is a subclause of B. For our purposes in this study—since we
focus mainly on clauses free of I, the symbol for logical or—we can almost always use the more restricted
definition asserting that the clause A subsumes the clause B if some replacement of terms for variables in
A produces a copy of B. As an aside, if we wished to have our program use instantiation as an inference
rule to permit the program to imitate the corresponding type of reasoning (discussed in Section 2.2) that is
often used in mathematics, we would be forced to protect the instances that were deduced so that sub-
sumption would not immediately discard them.

Of especial use is the role of subsumption for removing clauses that assert the equality of a term
with itself; such an assertion is, needless to say, usually of little interest and seldom useful. To remove
such trivial clauses, the clause

EQUAL(x,x)

for reflexivity of equality subsumes many clauses that would otherwise be kept. This clause, which must
be included in the input if paramodulation is the chosen rule of inference, is also important in that a proof
often terminates with the deduction of a clause of the form

-JSQUAL(t,t)

for some term t.

2.6. The ANSWER Literal and Proof by Contradiction

We close our review of automated theorem proving by showing how one can easily extract, from a
proof by contradiction, information that may be hidden in such a proof. To be completely accurate, we
show how one can have the program itself extract a certain type of hidden information. Two existence
theorems will serve nicely for our purpose. For our two examples, to make it easier to see what occurs,
we choose the variables so that no variable appears in more than one clause.

The first theorem asserts that if one considers the set P of combinators such that P contains the sin-

gle combinator L with

(Lu)v = «(vv),

then one can prove that P satisfies a property known as the weak fixed point property—for all combinators

x, there exists a y such that

y = xy.

As usual, when we submit a (conjectured) theorem to an automated theorem-proving program and assign
the program the task of finding a proof, we assume that the theorem is false. We therefore assume that
there exists an x such that for all y

y*xy.

If we were simply seeking a proof and using the inference rule paramodulation, we would give the pro-
gram the following three clauses.

(1) EQUAL(x,x)
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(2) EQUAL(a(a(L,u),v),a(u,a(v,v)))

(3) -1EQUAL(y,a(f,y))

To see how clause (3) is obtained, recall that we must use a Skolem constant since the x that is assumed to
exist does not depend on any variables; we choose to use/.

As it turns out, clauses (2) and (3) contradict each other; to see this, one substitutes /for u, a(Lj) for
v, and a(a(LJ),a(Lj)) for y. In other words, the program would succeed in proving the theorem and
would have no need of paramodulation. However, as is transparent, to prove almost any theorem requires
some conclusions to be drawn—requires the use of paramodulation, or the use of whatever inference rule
has been chosen. More important, when attacking an existence theorem, one often wishes to have more
than a proof; in particular, one often wishes to find an object that possesses the property or properties of
interest. If in fact the goal is to And such an object, a proof of the type just completed does not immedi-
ately display the desired object. Therefore, one is forced to analyze the proof—as we do in similar proofs
in Section 4—to produce the appropriate construct.

Far more satisfying and less error prone is the approach that assigns the construction of the desired
object to the program. If one chooses this approach, one simply appends to the appropriate clause or
clauses a literal, the ANSWER literal, and assigns its arguments to be the variable or variables
corresponding to the object to be constructed. In our case, we replace clause (3), therefore, with clause

(3a) -iEQUAL(y,a(f,y)) I ANSWER(y)

and again assign the program the task of finding a proof by contradiction.

When seeking such a proof, the program behaves as if the ANSWER literal does not occur in any
clause. Almost identical to the preceding proof, the program immediately discovers that clause (2)
contradicts clause ( However, in contrast to the first given proof, this time the program returns the
clause

ANSWER(a(a(L,f),a(L,f)))

knowing that a proof by contradiction has been completed since a clause whose only literals are
ANSWER literals has been deduced. To find the y that must exist for the weak fixed point property to
hold for P consisting of L alone, one merely replaces all occurrences of / in the argument of the
ANSWER literal by x, which is justified since/occurs because of assuming the theorem false.

Although the first existence theorem was so simple to prove that one might find no need for using
the ANSWER literal, most other existence theorems—as one would expect—are far more complicated to
prove. In those cases—if the ANSWER literal is not used—to obtain the desired construct, the researcher
might be forced to execute a far more involved procedure to extract the object from a proof by contradic-
tion. To illustrate this point, let us consider our second existence theorem, a theorem whose proof is
somewhat more complicated than that of the first theorem. The second theorem asserts that if one consid-
ers the set P of combinators consisting of B and W alone with

«Bx)y)z =

and
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one can show that this set P also satisfies the weak fixed point property.

The following four clauses can be used when assigning a theorem-proving program the task of prov-
ing this second theorem, if we choose paramodulation as the inference rule and wish to have the program
construct the appropriate y.

(1) EQUAL(x,x)
(2) EQUAL(a(a(a(B,x))y),z),a(x,a(y,z)))
(3) EQUAL(a(a(W,x),y),a(a(x,y),y))
(4) -£QUAL(y,a(f,y)) I ANSWER(y)

If we wish to restrict the program to searching for a backward proof—which forces the program in this
case to deduce inequalities only—we place clause (4) only in the set of support. We note that, in contrast
to the discussion of the first theorem, here we are writing the clauses as we would ordinarily write them
when submitting a problem of this type to a theorem-proving program. In particular, we are not using
different variables in different clauses as we did earlier; instead, we let the program worry about treating
variables as being relevant only to the clause in which they occur. On the one hand, continually choosing
new variables to avoid confusion is a nuisance and a burden; on the other hand, not to do so increases the
likelihood of error and makes it more complicated to follow the deductive process.

The program finds the following proof by contradiction.

from clause (2) into clause (4)
(5) -JEQUAL(a(y,z),a(a(a(B,f),y),z)) I ANSWER(a(y,z))

from clause (3) into clause (5)

(6) -iEQUAL(a(y,y),a(a(W,a<B,f)),y)) I ANSWER(a(y,y))

from clause (1) and clause (6), as the result of testing to see whether a contradiction has been found,
(7) ANSWER(a(a(W,a(B,f)),a(W,a(B,f))))

One simply replaces all occurrences o f / i n the ANSWER literal by x to finish the construction of the
desired y that satisfies

y = xy

that is required by the weak fixed point property.

For constructing some object—as one often wishes to do in an existence theorem—a glance at this
example shows how much easier it is to use the ANSWER literal than to look through a standard proof by
contradiction to extract the desired object. The action of replacing all occurrences of /by x to obtain the
desired y brings us again into contact with the kernel mentioned earlier, W(Bx)(W(Bx)). Is this a sign that
we are about to embark on the important voyage, the voyage whose object is to become familiar with the
systematic method—the kernel method—for searching for fixed point combinators?

Summarizing, we see that an automated theorem-proving program can—in addition to proving vari-
ous proposed theorems that one might wish to prove—automatically extract hidden information of a cer-
tain type. Specifically, when the proposed theorem under consideration is one concerning the existence of
some object, the program can be assigned the task of displaying or constructing the object.
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3. Introduction to Combinatory Logic

In this brief treatment of the deep subject of combinatory logic, we shall mainly confine our atten-
tion to those aspects and definitions that are pertinent to the research presented in this report. Indeed, we
can do little more than that, for, as commented in the introduction, we are novices in this area of logic.
Nevertheless, the general observations we give in Section 3.2 explain why studies of the type reported
here may have substantial significance.

To prepare the way for those observations and, even more, for the material we present in Section 4
and later, we pause to address one technical line point concerning the use of the symbol / to denote an
arbitrarily chosen combinator. By addressing this point here, we can fulfill the promise we made in the
introduction when we said that we would explain why we use / to denote a combinator, which is the
exception to our rule of using uppercase letters for that purpose. The corresponding discussion focuses on
statements such as

((Bx)y)z = x(yz),

which implicitly are true for all combinators x, y, and z, versus statements such as the following. A kernel
is a set of combinators I"/ each of which reduces to/fy, where/is an arbitrarily chosen combinator. (The
concept of reduction is defined in Section 3.4; for the simpler and syntactic definition of kernel, one can
turn to Section 4.3; for the full and semantic definition of kernel, one can turn to Section 4.5.) In the most
technical sense, the first of the two given statements—that focusing on the actions of the combinator B—
is an example of compact and shorthand notation. In contrast, the second of the two statements—that
focusing on the definition of a kernel—is a rigorous statement, and not shorthand. Depending on one's
background, this distinction is somewhat enlightening or totally obvious. Since we wish that all who read
this report understand it fully, and since we are writing for a diverse audience—many of whom may never
have considered the distinction in question before—we make the following detailed comments showing
why one statement is shorthand and the other is not.

For example, in group theory, one writes

ex = x

to mean that the identity element e multiplied by x on its right is x, for any element x. Similarly, in ordi-

nary arithmetic, one writes

O+x=x,

and no confusion arises. However, in the most technical—and one might say pedantic—sense, one can
neither multiply e by the variable x in a group, nor add 0 to the variable x in ordinary arithmetic. After
all, neither ex nor 0 + x is actually defined. Rather, in a group, multiplication is defined for each pair of
elements, and not for an element and a variable. Similarly, in arithmetic, addition is defined for pairs of
numbers, and not for a number and a variable. Nevertheless, one is permitted to write ex and 0 + JC as a
shorthand notation to mean that, if one replaces JC by an appropriate object, the resulting equation is true.

In combinatory logic, we encounter the same situation. We write

((Bx)y)z=x(yz)

even though, technically, one cannot apply a combinator such as B to a variable. Strictly speaking, one
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can apply a combinator to another expression only if that expression is a combinator. Nevertheless, we

write such equations as shorthand for saying that if one substitutes variable-free expressions for each of x,

y, and z, then the resulting equation is true. No confusion results.

The connection to the concept of kernel rests with our use of the symbol/to denote an arbitrarily

chosen combinator. For example, when we say that a kernel is a set of combinators Tf such that Tf

reduces to jTf, where Tf contains occurrences of / and merefore is a function of / , we are speaking

precisely—one cannot, technically, reduce an expression that contains variables. When we say that T

(containing occurrences of x) reduces to xT, we are using shorthand, in the sense we have just discussed.

Such a statement means that, if one uniformly replaces x by any variable-free expression, then the first

term reduces to the second. The justification for this shorthand notation rests with the fact that / is an

arbitrarily chosen combinator. Indeed, if we prove that some expression T reduces to / T , then one can

replace/by any arbitrarily chosen combinator and the proof is still valid.

Therefore, when we make various statements in which / denotes an arbitrarily chosen combinator,

we could also write x in place of/ since such statements are true for all x. For example, we expect that no

confusion will arise when we occasionally switch from writing r reduces to /T to writing r reduces to xT,

and conversely. Equally, we may write Bf=f[@f) or Qx = x(Qx) interchangeably when referring to the

equation for the strong fixed point property. Because our use of / i s a convention, and because of the

importance of the fact that one can at any point replace / by any arbitrarily chosen combinator, we

shall—perhaps far more frequently than might seem necessary-—include the phrase "where/ is an arbi-

trarily chosen combinator,' so that the significance of a statement will not be missed.

Our use of/ also meshes well with automated theorem proving, for we often wish to reason back-

ward from assuming that some property fails to hold. Such an assumption frequently introduces a con-

stant, such as / , as when denying that the weak fixed point property holds—which is in fact the assump-

tion we make, as we shall see, when we search for a kernel. In the case where we succeed in obtaining a

proof by contradiction—if one takes into account the preceding remarks—we can then say without confu-

sion that, for example, we have proved that r = xT or have proved that T reduces to xT.

Summarizing, one might continually keep in mind that / i s a reserved symbol, reserved to denote an

arbitrarily chosen combinator. We thus see mat the use of/ serves us well for the case in which we are

being very careful—as in the (semantic) definition of a kernel, for example—and also for the case in

which we are focusing on the denial of some property, and the focus therefore shifts to involve an

appropriate constant.

3.1. Description of Combinatory Logic

Combinatory logic can be viewed as an alternative foundation for mathematics—which was Curry's

proposal [Curry58,Curry72]—or viewed as a programming language. On the one hand, although Curry's

original plan of producing a self-contained foundation for all of mathematics and logic was doomed to

fail, nevertheless the logic offers the same generality and power as set theory in the sense that essentially

all of mathematics can be embedded in it. On the other hand, any computable function can be expressed

in combinatory logic, and the logic can be used as an alternative to the Turing machine. In fact, combina-

tors have been used as the basis for the design of computers. This logic is concerned with the abstract
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notion of applying one function to another.

For a more formal definition, we can borrow from Barendregt [Barendregt81] who defines combina-

tory logic as a system satisfying the combinators S and K (defined shortly) with S and K as constants, and

satisfying reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity, and two equality substitution axioms for the function that

exists implicitly for applying one combinator to another.

A quick review of Section 2.2 leads one to the correct conclusion that, especially when paramodu-

lation is used as the inference rule, combinatory logic is clearly within the province of automated theorem

proving. In particular, to study combinatory logic with the assistance of an automated theorem-proving

program, we need only choose an appropriate function symbol—such as a to denote that one combinator

is applied to another—and supply the axiom for reflexivity of equality and those for 5 and K.

EQUAL(x,x)

EQUAL(a(a(a(S,x)Iy),z),a(a(x,z),a(y>z)))

EQUAL(a(a(K,x),y),x)

Finally, we can give the view currently held by Hindley and Seldin [Hindley86]: "The theories of

combinators and lambda calculus both have the same purpose; to describe some of the most primitive and

general properties of operators and combinations of operators. In effect, they are abstract programming

languages. They contain the concept of computation in full generality and strength, but in a pure distilled

form with syntactic complications kept to a minimum."

hi fact, when extensionality—which is defined shortly and is distantly related to, but different in a

vital way from, right cancellation—is present, lambda calculus and combinatory logic are provably the

same. When restricted to the study of some chosen set of combinators, such as B and W, such systems are

called (by Smullyan) applicative systems [Smullyan84]. Although, technically, we shall be concerned in

most cases with small applicative systems, we shall, nevertheless, simply refer to each study as combina-

tory logic. Let us, therefore, turn to the specific details that set the stage for Section 4.

3.2. Combinators Classified by Their Actions

One of the activities in combinatory logic is that of defining a class of combinators and then study-

ing that class. Each combinator—more precisely, each class of combinators—is defined by writing an

equation that specifies its actions on all other combinators. All combinators within a given class act the

same. For example, with the convention that expressions are considered to be left associated unless other-

wise indicated, each combinator in the class containing £ has an equation essentially identical to the equa-

tion for L,

for all combinators x and y. The only difference in the equations for the combinators in a class is the

occurrence of the specific combinator whose actions, are being given. In this logic, one talks about a class

of combinators that act like L or like S or like K, just as one might talk about a group, a ring, or a vector

space. Indeed, just as one can talk about some class of objects in terms of an element of that class, one

can refer to combinators in the same class by a common name. For example, Smullyan [Smullyan84]

refers to combinators that behave as L does as larks. We sometimes find it convenient—since terms like
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"lark" are not widely used—to talk about an L when referring to a combinator that is in the class contain-
ing L, Such references can sometimes be confusing.

For an illustration of how one might speak, let us examine the combinator BWB with

Bxyz = x(yz)

and

for all combinators x, y, and z. To see how the combinator BWB behaves, one applies the respective equa-

tions for B, W, and B again and finds that

BWBxy = W(Bx)y = Bxyy =.x(yy)

which, by taking the first and last expressions in this sequence of equalities, yields an equation identical to
the one we just gave for L except that BWB appears where L did. In combinatory logic, to express this
result, one says that L has been denned with B and W. In the terms that Smullyan uses, one says that
BWB is a lark. More casually, we might say that BWB is an L, or at least call BWB L, or, informally, say
that BWB = L. In contrast, in the strict sense of equality,

which we can see by applying the equation for W given earlier. As the following definition shows, the

distinction between the two uses of equal disappears when extensionality is present.

Definition. Extensionality: for all y and for all z (if for all x, yx = zx), then y = z.

The law of extensionality asserts that two combinators are equal, in the strict sense of the term, if
they behave the same—if their respective equations, when they apply, say that they have precisely the
same effect on all other combinators. Therefore, when extensionality is present, saying

BWB =L

is a correct statement even with the strict interpretation of equality. To prove this, we start with

BWBxy = x(yy) = Lxy,

apply (with the appropriate renaming of variables) the definition of extensionality to conclude that

BWBx = Lx,

and again apply the definition to get

BWB =L

to complete the proof.

Extensionality can be viewed as a weakening of right cancellation—for all y, z, and x, if yx = zx,
then x = y. Indeed, the law for right cancellation implies the law for extensionality. To see this, we con-
sider the following two clauses which are, respectively, the equivalent of right cancellation and exten-
sionality.

^EQUAL(a(y,x),a(z,x)) I EQUAL(y,z)
-^QUAL(a(y,h(y,z)),a(z,h(y,z))) I EQUAL(y,z)
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In the second clause, the Skolem function h is used to reflect the fact that extensionality asserts the
existence of an x that depends on v and z for all y and all r. To see that the second clause is implied by the
first, we merely replace* in the first by h(y,z) to obtain the second. Although we do not ordinarily assume
extensionality to hold, we shall consider one interesting case in which it does.

33. Combinators Classified by Their Properties

Since our research focuses on various combinators based on certain properties—the properties of a
combinator are not to be confused with the actions of a combinator—we need the following definitions.
In particular, we are interested in combinators that are termed proper, regular, eliminating, replicating,
permuting, and isolating.

Definition. A combinator is called proper if and only if (1) the left side of its equation is left asso-
ciated and consists of the combinator followed by some nonempty list of distinct variables and (2) the
right side consists of some or all of the variables that occur on the left side.

Definition. A combinator is called regular if and only if (1) the combinator is proper and (2) the

first variable on the right side of its equation appears precisely once and is identical to the first variable

occurring on the left side of its equation.

For example, the combinator M with

is proper but not regular; the combinator T with

Txy=yx

is also proper but not regular; but the combinator L with

is proper and regular. On the other hand, one paramodulatesyfrwi the second argument of B with

Bxyz=x(yz)

into the entire first argument of W with

Wxy = xyy

to obtain

B(Wx)yz = x(yz)(yz),

the result does not satisfy the requirements for an equation of a proper combinator—its left side is not
fully left associated, for example—and therefore does not satisfy the requirements for a regular combina-
tor either. Indeed, if we were given this expression, we would say that the expression fails to establish
that the combinator BW is proper, and therefore fails to establish that BW is regular. We say "fails to
establish'' because the given equality in which B and W occur does not settle the issue; in particular, a
different paramodulation step or some other approach might yield the sought-after equation for BW.

In fact, with the following method, such questions appear to be decidable, when termination is
guaranteed; by decidable, we mean that, when a question of the type is posed, a method exists that always
correctly returns either a yes or a no answer. One method—that appears to show that these questions are
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decidable—for answering such questions consists of writing the combinator under consideration followed

by a sequence of distinct variables, applying the left sides of the corresponding combinators one at a time,

and then, when all combinators have vanished, discarding the variables that have not participated in the

computation.

For the case of BW, if we guess that five variables are sufficient, we get

BWxyzuv = W(xy)zuv = xyzzuv,

which leads to the conclusion that

BWxyz = xyzz

since both of the variables u and v did not participate, establishing that BW is in fact both proper and regu-

lar. The same bit of information can be found with a single application of paramodulation; simply

paramodulate^-om the second argument of the equation for B into the term Wx of the equation for W. We

again have an illustration of the use of an automated theorem-proving program as an assistant for

research; in particular, one can use paramodulation instead of applying the given algorithm.

As an aside, to illustrate how one can discover additional information, we return to the equation

B(Wx)yz =x(yz)(yz)

and apply the right side of the combinator B to it to obtain

BBWxyz=x(yz)(yz),

which shows that the combinator BBW is also a regular combinator.

For a third example—an example that illustrates how carefully one must apply the requirements for

the definition of regular—we consider the combinator K with

and see that K is regular even though not all of the variables appearing on the left side of its equation

appear on the right side. According to the following definition, such combinators, in addition to being

regular, are also called eliminators and are termed eliminating. As the definition also shows, a combina-

tor need not be regular to be eliminating.

Definition. A combinator is called an eliminator if and only if (1) the combinator is proper and (2)

there exists at least one variable appearing on the left side of its equation that does not appear on the right

side. Such a combinator is termed eliminating.

Next we have combinators such as W, L, and M which are called replicators and are termed repli-

cating, combinators such as T which are called permuters and are termed permuting, and combinators

such as B, L, and M which are called isolators and are termed isolating.

Definition. A combinator is called a replicator if and only if (1) the combinator is proper and (2) a

variable appears more than once on the right side of its equation. Such combinators are termed replicat-

ing.

Definition. A combinator is called apermuter if and only if (1) the combinator is proper and (2) the

order of some subsequence of variables on the right side of the equation for the combinator is a nontrivial

permutation of the corresponding sequence of variables on the left side. Such combinators are termed
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permuting.

Definition. A combinator is called an isolator if and only if (1) it is proper and (2) the right side of

its equation consists of a single variable or is of the form vt for some variable v and some term t. Such

combinators are termed isolating.

Included among isolators are B, L, M, and K, where

Kxy = x;

K satisfies the definition of an isolator because no other variables appear on its right side except for the
first variable that appears there.

To illustrate how important is thu difference between combinators that do and that do not isolate, we
can consider L and W whose equations are identical except for the association of the variables on their
respective right sides. In contrast to L with

which is is an isolator, the combinator W with

Wxy=xyy

is not an isolator; the first variable, x, on the right side of W is attached to the first occurrence of y.

One can use a simple syntactic test to determine whether a given combinator is isolating, a test that
an automated theorem-proving program can easily use. One simply writes the equation for the given
combinator in the notation illustrated in Section 2.1, using the function a. If the second argument of the
corresponding positive equality unit clause—the right side cf the combinator's equation—begins with one
or fewer occurrences of the function a, then the combinator is isolating, and conversely.

For example, when one examines

EQUAL(a(a(W,x),y),a(a(x,y),y))

one sees that W is not isolating. In contrast, when one examines

EQUAL(a(a(L,x),y),a(x,a(y,y)))

one sees that L is isolating.

For our study of fixed point combinators, which we begin in earnest in Section 4 and which is cen-
tral to this report, combinators that are replicating and combinators that are isolating play an essential
role. Of course, a combinator can have more than one property from among the properties of replicating,
eliminating, permuting, and isolating. For example, the combinator L with

Lxy=x(yy)

is both replicating and isolating, in contrast to W with

Wxy = xyy

which is merely replicating.
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3.4. Key Concepts, Properties, and Theorems

To complete the background for the discussion of our study given in Section 4, we need to define a

few additional concepts and properties. The three most important properties are, respectively, the strong

fixed point property, the weak fixed point property, and *he P-reducible weak fixed point property. The

concepts to be defined are reduction, standard reduction, generalized reduction, expansion, generalized

expansion, fixed point combinator, a fixed point of a combinator, and a P-reducible fixed point of a com-

binator. With these additions and the statement of two key theorems, we shall be ready to present the

question that motivated the research we present in this report, and to discuss how it was attacked—and

solved. Then we turn to the topic so central to this report, the kernel method.

Definition. Where P is a given set of combinators, the strong fixed point property holds for/ , if and

only if there exists a combinator y such that, for all combinators x, yx = x(yx), where y is expressed purely

in terms of combinators in P. Any y with this property is called a fixedpoint combinator.

The simplest example we can give of a fixed point combinator is UU with

Uxy = y(xxy).

To see that UU is in fact such a combinator—although this shortcut seldom is useful—first replace all

occurrences, in the equation fcr U, of the variable x by U, and then rename the variable y to x to get

UUx = x{UUx),

which is clearly an instance of the defining equation for fixed point combinators. Since y = UU is

expressed purely in terms of die combinator U, the strong fixed point property, therefore, holds for the set

P consisting of U alone. The combinator U is another example of a combinator that is both replicating

and isolating, but U is not regular.

Definition. Where P is a given set of combinators, the weak fixed point property holds for P if and

only if for all combinators x there exists a combinator y such that y = xy, where y is expressed purely in

terms of the combinators in P and the variable x.

We can immediately give two examples of sets for which the weak fixed point property holds. If/,

consists of U alone, and if we let y be UUx, then from die equation for U we have

UUx=x(UUx),

which shows that the weak fixed point property holds for this choice of P since y is expressed purely in

terms of the combinators in P and x. Even further, we see that y does indeed depend on x—as allowed in

the definition of the weak fixed point property—since different values for x produce different values for y.

Of course, since one can prove, as we shall, that the strong fixed point property implies the weak fixed

point property, we could have immediately applied that result to show that P satisfies the weak fixed point

property since we showed earlier mat it satisfies the strong.

For our second example, we let P consist of L alone and y be Lx(Lx). From

Lxy=x(yy),

we have

Lx{Lx)=x{Lx{Lx)\
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and again the requirements of the definition are satisfied and, as usual, y depends on x. If one now rev-
erses the order of the questions by asking if P satisfies the strong fixed point property, one sees that the
expression Lx(Lx) is of no use in this context because the expression depends on x. In particular, to prove
that the strong fixed point property holds for a set, one must find an expression that depends only on the
elements in that set. As an application of Theorem 5 of Section 4.6, we shall prove that the set consisting
of L alone fails to satisfy the strong fixed point property—one cannot construct a fixed point combinator
from L alone. In Section 4, when we present our method—known as the kernel method—for searching
for feed point combinators, we shall revisit both expressions UUx and Lx(Lx) as examples of the key con-
cept of kernel on which, of course, the kernel method rests.

Definition. Where/and g are given combinators, g is a fixed point off if and only if g =fg.

For example, since UUB = B{UUB), UUB is a fixed point of the combinator B. For a second exam-
ple, LW(LW) is a fixed point of the combinator W. By using the concept of a fixed point of a combinator,
we can give the following alternative definition for the weak fixed point property holding for a set of com-
binators.

Definition. Where P is a given set of combinators, the weak fixed point property holds for P if and
only if for all combinators /there exists a fixed point g of/ such that the fixed point g is expressed purely
in terms of the combinators in P and/.

If the set P of combinators satisfies the strong fixed point property, then, for each combinator/, we
can select a fixed point gf of /such that the members of the resulting set of fixed points are very tightly
coupled, hi particular, there must exist a S such that 6 is a fixed point combinator expressed purely in
terms of the elements of P. Then, since 9JC = x(0x) for all combinators x, if/and g are two distinct com-
binators, their respective fixed points 6/and 0 g in the set under discussion are identical except that the
last symbol in one is /whereas the last symbol in the other is g. For a glimpse of what is to come when
we discuss kernels and the kernel method, we shall discover that, when the weak fixed point property is
possessed by one of the sets P of combinators we study, we can again construct a set of fixed points that
are very tightly coupled.

Definition. The sequence Co, C \,..., C* is a reduction, relative to the proper combinators A ( , /42 ,
..., Ak, of the expression C to the expression D if and only if (1) C = Co, (2) Q is obtained from C,_j by
applying (in the spirit of equality substitution) the left side of Ait (3) Ck = D, and (4) the terms that are
replaced are each free of variables. We say that A,- reduces C,_| to C,-. If the sequence COtC{,... , C* is
a reduction, relative to the proper combinators A j , A 2, ... , Ak, of the expression C *o the expression D,
then, for any expression B, the sequence BC0, BC i,..., BCk is a reduction of BC to BD, and the sequence
C0B, C \B,..., CkB is a reduction of CB to DB. If, for any expressions C and D, there exists a reduction
of C to l>, then C is reducible to D, or C reduces to D. Therefore, for any expressions A, B, C, and O, if A
reduces to B and C to D, then AC reduces to BD and there exists a reduction from AC to BD.

Definition. Where/and g are combinators, and where P is a given set of combinators, g is a P-

reducible fixed point off if and only if g is a fixed point of/and there exists a reduction that reduces g to
fg in which all of the steps in the reduction are with elements of P.
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For an example of the difference between a fixed point that is not and a fixed point that is a P-
reducible fixed point of a given combinator, let us consider the combinators B and W with

Bxyz = x(yz)

and

Wxy=xyy

and some arbitrarily given combinator/. Let h = BWBflJV(Bf)), and let g = W(Bf)(W{Bf)). Then ft is a
fixed point of/, but not a /'-reducible fixed point of/, where P consists of the combinators B and W alone.
One can prove that A is a fixed point of/by reducing A to fg—which can be done by applying B, W, and
B—and then replacing the first occurrence of W(Bf) infg by BWBf, which is justified since Bxyz = x(yz)
for all combinators x, y, and z. For this hah7 of the proof, we use the fact that if one expression reduces to
another, then the two expressions are equal. To complete the proof, one shows that h cannot reduce to fh
by applying elements of P, which can be done by simply exploring the possible reduction paths. In con-
trast, with a slight modification of the proof we have just completed, one can prove that g is a P-reducible
fixed point off. With a small amount of thought based on the proof just given, one can see that if one
combinator is a ^-reducible fixed point of a second combinator, then the first combinator is expressed
purely in terms of the elements of P and the second combinator.

Definition. Where P is a given set of combinators, the P-reducible weak fixed point property holds
for P if and only if for all combinators /there exists a P-reducible fixed point g off.

By using the examples we have given earlier in this section, we can easily give three examples of a
set that satisfies the P-reducible weak fixed point property. For our first example, we consider the set P
consisting of B and W alone and the infinite set of combinators W{Bf)(W(Bf)) as /ranges over all possible
combinators. To see that P has the desired properties, we borrow from an earlier example to show that
W(BfXW(Bfy) reduces to flW(Bj)(W{Bf))), and note that the reduction requires the use of B and W only and
is independent of/. For our second example, we consider the set P consisting of the combinator U alone,
the infinite set of combinators UUf as /ranges over all possible combinators, and argue as we did in the
first example. For our third example, we consider the set P consisting of the combinator L alone, the
infinite set of combinators LfiLf), and again argue as we did in the first example.

Given these three examples, one might naturally ask about an example of a set P that satisfies the
weak fixed point property but fails to satisfy the P-reducible weak fixed point property. Succinctly stated,
we know of no such set. In fact, as we conjecture in Section 5.5, we suspect that every set that satisfies
the weak fixed point property also satisfies the P-reducible weak fixed point property.

For the next definition, we review our earlier discussion of position vectors presented in Section
2.3.2, but give the discussion in terms of combinatory logic. The position vector of a term is a it-tuple
that gives ihe relative position of the term within the equation for a combinator or within some expression
involving combinators. For example, given an equation for some combinator, the position vector [2,3,1]
says that the corresponding term is the first subterm of the third subterm of the second argument (right
side) of the equation containing the term. For a second example, if 6 is a fixed point combinator, then the
position vector of 6 itself is the empty sequence of integers, since 9 has no relative position within itself;
in such a case, we denote the position vector by []. On the other hand, if we write



to permit an automated theorem-proving program to study 0 , as we would if we were reducing 0 , then 6
has the position vector 1 within the given clause. When determining the position vector of a term within
an expression, one might find it simpler to use the notation that explicitly employs the function a for
"apply", as in Section 2.1, rather than using the notation of combinatory logic. However, we need not do
so for our next illustration. Let us consider, for example, the expression

and the corresponding three occurrences of W. Their respective position vectors are [1,1,1], [1,2,1], and

[2,1].

By inspection, one can see what is meant by saying that, for example, the first occurrence of W is to
the left of the second. For other cases, however, saying one term is to the left of another is not sufficiently
precise for our purposes. Therefore, for precisely comparing two position vectors, we use the following
two conditions. First, the position vector V(A) of the term A is an initial segment of the position vector
V{B) of the term B if and only if V(B) can be obtained from V(A) by suffixing zero or more integers.
Second, the position vector V(A) of the term A is lexically less than or equal to the position vector V(B) of
the term B if and only if (1) V(A,) and V(B,) are the earliest pair of components of the two vectors that are
unequal and V(Aj) is less than V{Bi), or (2) V(A) is an initial segment of V(B). In other words, we adopt
the custom of lexical ordering that one finds in a dictionary.

For example, the position vector [1,1,1] is lexically less than or equal to the position vector [1,2,1],
the position vector [1] is lexically less than or equal to the position vector [1,1], and the position vector []
is lexically less than or equal to the position vector [1]. The position vector []—the empty sequence of
integers—says that the entire term is under consideration, as occurs when, say, we consider reducing 0 /
for some fixed point combinator 0 and some arbitrarily chosen combinator/.

For the following concept, we use only the second condition directly for comparing position vectors.
We focus on the first of the two conditions only when we compare that concept to existing concepts in
automated theorem proving.

Definition. A reduction C = C o , C \, C2,..., Ck = D is a standard reduction of C to D if and only
if, for (' = 1,2,... Jc-l, the position vector of the term to which A, applies is lexically less than or equal to
that to which Ai+i applies.

We can immediately illustrate the use of the concepts of reduction and standard reduction. For
example—as we learned earlier—the expression W(Bf)(W(Bf)) is reducible to the expression
flW(BfyW{Bf))) relative to the set consisting of B and W. To see this, first note that, since Wxy = xyy, W
applied to W(Bfl(W(Bf)) yields BflW(Bf))(W(Bf)). If B is then applied to the result, where Bxyz = x(yz),
one obtains the desired result. The given reduction is a standard reduction since, visually, W is applied to
the left of B—or, precisely, since the respective position vectors of the terms corresponding to the two
reduction steps are [] and [].

For a second example—illustrating that one can skip possible reductions—if one considers ilQQ
with ft = W(B(Bf)), one can apply W and then B as reductions. One obtains BfiSlClyCl, and one says that
this result is obtained from Him with a standard reduction. If one continues to apply reductions, but
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applies W to Q£l—that is, if one skips the application of B as a reduction—the result is still said to be

obtained from £IQQ with a standard reduction. In other words, a standard reduction is permitted to skip

reducible terms—in the example under discussion, to skip the reducible term whose position vector is [].

Again, we have a satisfying connection between combinatory logic and automated theorem proving.

From the viewpoint of automated theorem proving, a reduction C o , Ci,... , Ck, of C to D is merely a

sequence of paramodulations such that each paramodulation is from the left side of the equation for some

Aj, where 4, are proper combinators. To be standard, the position vector of the into term for the paramod-

ulation/rcw A( must be lexically less than or equal to that of the into term for the step from At + i .

On the other band, although reductions in a sense share the objective that the demodulation pro-

cedure has—the objective of producing a canonical form—certain important differences exist between the

two.

First, standard reductions, as pointed out, are allowed to skip reducible terms, but demodulation is

not. For example—chosen merely to easily illustrate the point—demodulation is required to apply W to

Bfi^BB)F, and then apply B to the result. A standard reduction could consist of either of the two steps

alone, but wculd not be permitted to make this two-step sequence, for the position vector of the first step

is [1,2] and of the second is [], and [1,2] is not lexically less than or equal to []. However, if the two steps

were interchanged, a standard reduction would result. Also, if one first applied B, a standard reduction

permits skipping the reduction that is then possible with W. In the given example, demodulation would

be required to apply W and then B, rather than simply skipping the application of W.

FOT a second difference, in the usual algorithm, demodulators are applied inside out and, within a

given level of function nesting, left to right. Also, v/hen a term is successfully demodulated, demodula-

tion is required to attempt to demodulate the subterms of the rewritten term; demodulation then uses an

outside-in rule. In contrast—before any terms have been rewritten—for standard reductions, the inside-

out requirement of the usual demodulation algorithm is replaced with an outside-in condition. If the usual

algorithm is viewed in terms of position vectors, when the program applies two demodulators, the first

must apply to a term whose position vector is lexically less than or equal to the second, or the second

demodulator must apply to a term whose position vector is an initial segment of the position vector of the

term to which the first demodulator applies.

Definition. The sequence Co, C t,..., Ck is an expansion, relative to the proper combinators A,,

A 2 , . . . , Ak, of the expression C to the expression D if and only if (1) C ~ Co, (2) C, is obtained from Q_|

by applying (in the spirit of equality substitution) the right side of A,, (3) C* = D, and (4) the terms that

are replaced are each free of variables. If there exists an expansion of C to D, then C is expandable to D.

The other remarks contained in the definition of reduction apply here but with the concept of reduction

replaced with the concept of expansion.

In other words, the sequence Co, C\,... , Ck is an expansion if and only if the sequence Ck, Q _ i ,

..., C o is a reduction. For example, the expression fiW(Bf)(W(BJ))) is expandable to the expression

W(Bf)(W(Bfi) relative to the set of combinators consisting of B and W, where / i s an arbitrarily chosen

combinator. In the obvious sense, the concept of expansion is the reverse of the concept of reduction.

Therefore, from the viewpoint of automated theorem proving, an expansion, Co, C | , . . . , Ck, of C to D is

merely a sequence of paramodulations such that each paramodulation is from the right side of the
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equation for some Ait where each A,- is a proper combinator.

Except for the concepts in which P-reducibility plays a role, the definitions we have given for reduc-

tion and expansion and the related concepts are taken from the standard treatment of combinatory logic.

For our purposes, we find it convenient to generalize certain concepts slightly, hi particular, we define a

generalized reduction and a generalized expansion by simply dropping the requirement that the terms

being replaced each be free of variables and adding the requirement that all variables in the terms being

replaced must remain unchanged. We take similar actions for the term generalized standard reduction.

In other words, from the viewpoint of automated theorem proving, the terms generalized reduction and

generalized expansion share the spirit of demodulation—in the from clause only can one apply a non-

trivial variable replacement. In contrast, the terms reduction and expansion as used in the strict sense of

combinatory logic go even further than demodulation by requiring that the into terms contain no vari-

ables.

Finally, when we turn in Section 4 to the discussion of various equations, kernels, and superkernels,

we make an additional generalization. At that point, for reductions and expansions, we allow a nontrivial

replacement for variables in both the from clause and the into term. Such usage includes reductions and

expansions that violate the spirit of demodulation and, in fact, extends the conesponding concepts to the

spirit of paramodulation in its most general form. Unless otherwise specified, when we use terms such as

reduction and expansion, we make no distinction between the usual notion of the corresponding term and

either of our generalizations. When the distinction is important, we shall be specific.

Theorem 1. If there exists a reduction of C to £>, then there exists a standard reduction of C to D.

Theorem 2, Church-Rosser Theorem of Combinatory Logic. If the expression C equals the

expression D, then there exists an expression E such that C and D are each reducible to E.

The Church-Rosser theorem makes combinatory logic behave substantially unlike many other areas

of mathematics and logic. In particular, knowing that two expressions are equal, one cannot ordinarily

guarantee that a third exists such that the two reduce to it. Equivalently, from the viewpoint of automated

theorem proving, the equality of two expressions does not imply that a third exists such that the two

demodulate to it. But, in combinatory logic, such a guarantee or implication does hold.

For example, if we consider the combinator M with

Mx = xx,

we see that MB(MW) = BB(MW) and also that MB{MW) = MB(WW). Therefore, BB(MW) = MB(WW).

By the Church-Rosser theorem, there must exist a third term to which the last two cited terms each

reduce. The term BB(WW) is such a term.

Of far greater interest is the example that focuses on some fixed point combinator 6 . Since 6 is a

fixed point combinator, Qx = x(Sx) for all combinators x. Therefore, if we select any arbitrary combina-

tor/, we can apply the Church-Rosser theorem to the two expressions Qf and fi&f) to conclude that some

third expression must exist to which the given two each reduce. Now if we choose for our combinator/

some combinator that does not occur in 6 and such that the equation for/involves at least two variables,

the common expression guaranteed by Church-Rosser to which Of and ftOJ) each reduce must have the

form/E for some S.
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Even further, we can see by applying a little extra thought that there must exist an infinite set of

combinators £y such that for each combinatory the infinite set contains exactly one combinator S^, and

such that for any two distinct combinators/and g that do not occur in 0 Eg can be obtained from H^ by

replacing all occurrences o f /by g. As for the combinators h that occur in 0 , each of the corresponding

5/, is identical to the Sy for/not in 0 except that/ is replaced by h. In other words, the members of the

infinite set of combinators S^ for all possible combinators/are very tightly coupled. Indeed, except for

the occurrence of the arbitrarily chosen combinator/, one single sequence of reduction steps is sufficient

to reduce/(G/) to/Ey regardless of which combinator/is under consideration. The significance of this

second example of the use of the Church-Rosser theorem will become clear only when we have fully dis-

cussed in Section 5.4.1.1 the kernel method and certain open questions concerning its properties.

Theorem 3. If the strong fixed point property holds, then the weak fixed point property holds.

One can easily see how a proof of Theorem 3 might proceed. After all, if the strong fixed point

property holds, then yx = x(yx) for some y and for all x. To establish that the weak fixed point property

holds, one must find for each x some z dependent on x with z = xz. One can merely let z — yx, which

exists by the strong fixed point property.

From the viewpoint of automated theorem proving, Theorem 3 can also be proved immediately. We

simply state the hypothesis, and assume that the conclusion is false, as discussed in Section 2.1. To say

that the strong fixed point property holds, we write the clause

EQUAL(a(0,x),a(x,a(0,x)))

for an appropriate Skolem constant 0 , and, to deny that the weak fixed point property holds, we write the

clause

-JEQUAL(y,a(f,y))

for an appropriate Skolem constant / . The program immediately finds a proof by contradiction since the

two given clauses contradict each other, which we can see by substituting/for x in the first and a(0</) for

y in the second.

We have come to the end of our introduction to combinatory logic, which completes the required

background needed to present our in-depth discussion of the question that is central to this report. That

question concerns the possible constructibility of fixed point combinators when given some chosen set P

of combinators to be used for the construction. In other words, given a set P of combinators, the question

we now investigate concerns the possible presence of the strong fixed point property for P.

4. The Problem of the Constructibility of Fixed Point Combinators

We now turn to the promised account of our research. The object of that research is the study, for

various given sets of combinators, of the presence or absence of the strong fixed point property. In partic-

ular, when the strong fixed point property is absent, for certain specific sets P, we shall show that one can-

not construct a 0 with

Qx=x(Qx)

for all combinators x. When the strong fixed point property is present, for certain specific sets P, we shall

construct an appropriate combinator 0 , a fixed point combinator. What makes such constructions
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especially significant is that each fixed p< ut combinator 6 is found by successfully applying a general
and systematic method, the kernel method on which this report focuses. The kernel method appears to be
the first of its kind—no other method, as far as we can ascertain, exists for systematically constructing
fixed point combinators when they exist. As we develop the kernel method—beginning with the
discovery of the first kernel (see Section 4.2) and culminating with the appropriate formal definitions (see
Section 45)—to have an accurate perspective, one must keep two important points in mind. First,
although we strongly conjecture in Section 5.5.1 that the kernel method is complete, we have not yet
proved that the method is guaranteed to find an appropriate fixed point combinator when one exists for the
set P of combinators under study. Indeed, in Section 5.4.1, we offer the corresponding open question as a
challenging research topic. Second, the kernel method is not an algorithm for constructing fixed point
combinators, but is, instead, a global strategy for conducting a search for such combinators.

In addition to being the first method for systematically conducting an appropriate search, the
significance of the kernel method rests in part with the fact that such searches can be computationally very
arduous. In other words, the attempt to prove that the strong fixed point property holds for a given set P
of combinators can require an exceedingly large effort. On the other hand, for those sets that do possess
the property—and that we have studied—the kernel method always succeeds, and succeeds very quickly,
in constructing an appropriate fixed point combinator. Even further, without using the kernel method, the
attempt to construct the desired combinator can easily fail even when the set P does satisfy the strong
fixed point property.

To put our research in perspective, to make this report self-contained, and to show precisely how
valuable an automated theorem-proving program proved to be for this research, we shall begin by focus-
ing on the specific problem that marked the beginning. Our discussion will follow closely the chronology
of our study from its inception to its culmination. The specific problem that marked the beginning took
the form of a request of relatively narrow scope. Specifically, we were asked by our colleague Ross Over-
beek to search for an approach that would enable our automated theorem-proving program FTP to con-
struct a fixed point combinator from the set P consisting of B and W alone. We were told of Statman's
success in finding such a combinator, which we call 9 4 , and we were also given a proof of its constructi-
bility. Implicit in the request was the requirement of showing that the program could solve this problem
without using Statman's result. The approach—which is markedly different from the kernel method on
which this report mainly focuses—used to fulfill that request is discussed in detail in our earlier paper
[McCune87] and discussed in detail here in Section 4.1.1.

Since we wish to compare the general systematic kernel method for constructing (when they exist)
fixed point combinators with our earlier approach, we shall review that earlier phase of our research. In
addition, by discussing 0 4 and four other fixed point combinators constructible from B and W—which we
reported in our earlier paper—we can show precisely how we discovered the key concepts of kernel and
superkernel on which the kernel method rests. We can then present and develop the basic method in
terms of those concepts. We shall also show why certain decisions were made at various points in our
research, for we also wish to show how research can be sharply aided by using an automated theorem-
proving program. Even further, we wish to shed some light on how one generally pursues some research
goal, especially for those who have little experience in that regard.
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Although we shall later apply (in Section 4.3.1) the kernel method to the study of B and W—the two

combinators that were our original interest—we shall first apply it (in Section 4.3) to other sets of combi-

nators whose study is far simpler. When we do turn to the application of the kernel method to the study

of B and W, rather than just those five fixed point combinators presented in our earlier paper, we shall

succeed in constructing an infinite class of infinite sets of such combinators. As we proceed, we shall

illustrate how complex the topic of the strong fixed point property is by giving a variety of examples that,

in various ways, come close but fail to have that property. As stated, our account of the research will be

essentially chronological.

4.1. The Original Problem

In this section, we focus on the specific problem that motivated our entrance into the field of combi-

natory logic. The account is essentially chronological—presenting the problem as it was given to us, and

then turning to our various attacks on the problem.

The specific problem causing our research to commence asks for a proof, obtained with an

automated theorem-proving program, that the strong fixed point property holds for the set consisting of B

and W alone. Formally, if one is given

Bxyz=x(yz)

and

Wxy = xyy

as combinators, the object is to use an automated theorem-proving program to prove that there exists a y

such that

yx = x(yx)

for all combinators x, where y is expressed purely in terms of B and W.

This problem was brought to our attention by our colleague Ross Overbeek. His interest in this

problem resulted from his study of a more general problem that he found in the book To Mock a Mocking-

bird by the logician Smullyan [Smullyan84]. The more general problem asks whether there exists a regu-

lar combinator such that, when considered with the combinator B, the resulting two-element set of combi-

nators satisfies the strong fixed point property.

The connection of the specific problem under discussion to the general problem posed by Smullyan

rests with the first solution that was found for the general problem. In particular, the logician Statman

found that the set consisting of B and W alone does in fact satisfy the strong fixed point property [Stat-

man86]; Smullyan calls combinators that satisfy the equation for the strong fixed point property sages.

Smullyan, in private conversation, had informed Overbeek of Statman's result. Statman proved that the

combinator that we call O4 with

8 4 = B{WW)(BW(BBB))

has the property that

e4x = x(QAx)

for all combinators x. In other words, Statman had answered Smullyan's question in the affirmative—one
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can construct a fixed point combinator from B and one other regular combinator, namely, W.

We are deeply indebted to all three people—Overbeek for bringing to our attention the specific

problem under discussion, Smullyan for posing the more general problem that caught Overbeek's interest,

and Statman for having provided the solution on which we first focused. Indeed, the study we present in

this report has brought us immense satisfaction and, in addition, may have led us to discoveries that will

prove very significant for combinatory logic.

When Overbeek suggested the problem, he told us of Statman's result. Overbeek also informed us

that the automated theorem-proving program ITP had failed in its attempt to solve the problem in its

abstract foan—there exists a fixed point combinator constnictible from B and W. Specifically, when para-

modulation was used as the inference rule for attacking this problem, and when the program was given the

clauses for B, W, reflexivity of equality, and the clause

-1EQUAL(a(y,f(y)),a(f(y),a(y,f(y))))

which is equivalent to assuming that no y exists such that for all x

yx = x(yx),

the program simply deduced a large number of conclusions without finding a proof by contradiction. This

tack of success is understandable, for, as we shall see shortly, the theorem in the abstract form is far more

difficult to prove than it might appear.

Overbeek also informed us that, by providing a fair amount of assistance, he had succeeded in get-
ting ITP to prove the more concrete theorem, namely, 6 4 is a fixed point combinator constnictible from B
and W. The denial of this easier-to-prove theorem is

where / is a Skolem constant arising from assuming the theorem false. To assist the program ITP, he

named the various subexpressions of 0 4 , and then submitted the corresponding problem. This attempt

succeeded; ITP used paramodulation and found a proof that 8 4 is indeed a fixed point combinator.

We can see intuitively why an automated theorem-proving program might find it far easier to prove

that 6 4 has the desired property rather than finding @4 or some other combinator of the appropriate type.

After all, if we compare the clauses

-TEQUAL(a(64,f),a(f,a(04,f)))

and

-£QUAL(a(y,f(y)),a(f(y),a(y,f(y))))

that arise from denying the respective theorems, we see that the first clause is free of variables; of course,

0 4 must be fully expanded. Therefore, in a loose sense, denying the two theorems reverses their respec-

tive generality—the denial of the theorem for 8 4 is less general than the denial of the abstractly stated

existence theorem. A theorem-proving program will ordinarily make fewer deductions when focusing on

a clause free of variables than when focusing on a clause in which variables are present. In particular, one

would expect the program to function more effectively when asked to prove the theorem about 64 than it

would when asked to prove the abstract existence theorem. In other words, although an existence theorem
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might admit an infinite number of solutions, the program might well find it easier to prove the logically

more general theorem about some specific solution. The same is often true of mathematicians and logi-

cians; they often use the specific solution as a clue to decide how to proceed.

With these remarks, we have fulfilled our promise (made in Section 2.1) to explain why the logi-
cally weaker theorem might indeed be harder to prove. We also correct and clarify the discussion of gen-
erality found in our earlier paper on combinators. Specifically, in our earlier paper we mistakenly talked
about one theorem being more general than another and implied that we meant in the logical sense;
instead, we should have talked about harder and easier to prove, or talked about abstract and concrete.
Consistent with this observation, we shall refer to theorems focusing on the existence of an appropriate
combinator as more abstract than related theorems focusing on some specific combinator with the
appropriate properties.

4.1.1. Our Original Approach

At this point, we focus directly on how we first attempted to satisfy Overbeek's request, that of hav-

ing a theorem-proving program construct (without assistance) a fixed point combinator from B and W

alone.

Despite acknowledging the greater ease of proving that the given combinator 0 4 has the desired
property when compared with finding such a combinator with no prior knowledge about its structure, we
nevertheless began our study with the intention of having the program ITP prove the more abstract form
of the theorem concerning B and W. At the general level, our objective was to find a means for the pro-
gram to succeed where it had formerly failed—to find a way for the program to construct a fixed point
combinator from B and W, rather than proving that some particular combinator supplied by the researcher
has the desired property. Specifically, to increase the program's efficiency sharply, our task was to formu-
late a strategy that would curtail the myriad of irrelevant clauses that would otherwise be generated when
FTP attempted to prove the more abstractly stated theorem.

We decided to begin with UP's paramodulation proof of the more concrete theorem, and use it as a
guide for finding a proof of the more abstract theorem. We made this choice because we prefer to aim at a
specific target, such as a known proof, rather than aiming at a general target in the form of finding some
acceptable proof. Using Overbeek's proof of the more concrete theorem as a guide, our first step was to
obtain by hand a succession of proofs—each also using paramodulation—of the more abstract theorem
asserting the existence of a fixed point combinator constructible from B and W. In general, we find it
profitable to produce such proofs by hand, for the corresponding search frequently leads to the seeds of
useful ideas.

Our goal was to find a much shorter proof than the one we had been given by Overbeek—to find a
proof in which each step is obtained by paramodulating from the right side of B or W. In other words, we
sought an input proof such that each deduction is an expansion from B or W. However, we allowed our-
selves to consider expansions in the most general sense, that in which paramodulation might rely on a
unification such that a nontrivial substitution occurs in both the from clause and the into term. Our deci-
sion to focus on input proofs relying on generalized expansions was based in part on an examination of
ITP's proof that 8 4 is a fixed point combinator, and in part on the desire to find a strategy to restrict ITP's
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application of paramodulation.

We did in fact find the desired proof—a proof that is both an input proof and a rorward proof. A

forward proof is one in which each deduction step involves only axioms or the hypothesis of the theorem

under study. In other words, the presence or absence of a -i sign, meaning not, is not the key; rather, we

are interested in semantic criteria in preference to syntactic criteria. With one exception, a forward proof,

therefore, avoids the use of all clauses that arise from assuming the conclusion of the theorem under study

false; the exception occurs at the last step of a proof by contradiction, that which focuses on a pair of

contradictory clauses. In contrast, a backward proof is a proof all of whose steps involve a clause arising

from assuming the conclusion of the theorem under study false, or involve a descendant of such a clause.

For historical considerations, we include the following proof since it played an important role in our

research.

Forward Input Proof by Hand of the Constructibility of a Fixed Point Combinator

(1) EQUAL(x,x)

(2) EQUAL(a(a(a(B,x),y),z),a(x,a(y,z)))

(3) EQUAL(a(a(W^),y)>a(a(x,y):y))

(4) -TEQUAL(a(y,f(y)),a(f(y),a(y,f(y))))

from the second argument of (2) into a(a(B,x),y) of (2)

(5) EQUAL(a(a(a(a(B,a(Btx)),y),z),w),a(x,a(a(y,z),w)))

from the second argument of (3) into the first argument of (5)
(6) EQUAL(a(a(a(W,a(B,a(B,x))),y),z),a(x,a(a(y,y),z)))

from the second argument of (2) into a(B,a(B,x)) of (6)
(7) EQUAL(a(a(a(W,a(a(a(B,B),B),x)),y),z),a(x,a(a(y,y),z)))

from the second argument of (2) into a(W,a(a(a(B,B),B),x)) of (7)

(8) EQUAL(a(a(a(a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),B)),x),y),z),a(x,a(a(y,y),z)))

from the second argument of (3) into the first argument of (8)

(9) EQUAL(a(a(W^(a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),B))pc)),y),a(x,a(a(y,y),y)))

from the second argument of (3) into the first argument of (9)

(10) EQUAL(a(a(WtW),a(a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),B)),x)),

a(x,a(a(a{a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),B)),x),a(a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),B))^)))a(a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),B))^))))

from the second argument of (2) into the first argument of (10)

(11) EQUAL(a(a(a(B,a(W,W)),a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),B))),x),

a(x,a(a(a(a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),B))^),a(a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),B))ji)),a(a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),B)),x))))

from the second argument of (3) into
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a(a(a(a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),B)),x),
a(a(a(B,W),a(a<B,B)1B)),x)),a(a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),B)).x))of (11)

(12) EQUAL(a(a(a(B,a(W,W)),a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),B))),x),
a(x,a(a(W,a(a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),B)),x)),a(a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),B)),x))))

from the second argument of (3) into
a(a(W,a(a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),B)),x)),a(a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),B)))x))of(12)

(13) EQUAL(a(a(a(B,a(W,W)),a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),B))),x),
a(x,a<a(W,W),a(a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),B)),x))))

from the second argument of (2) into
a(a(W,W),a(a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),B)),x)) of (13)

(14) EQUAL(a(a(a(B,a(W,W)),a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),B))),x),

a(x,a(a(a(B,a(W,W)),a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),B))),x)))

Clause (14) contradicts clause (4), and the proof is complete.

A glance at clause (14) shows that we indeed have succeeded in constructing the fixed point combi-
nator 84. In the notation of combinatory logic in which expressions are left associated unless otherwise
indicated, the given proof constructs

0 4 = B(WW){BW{BBB)).

4.1.2. A Study of Our Proof by Hand

Let us pause to examine what one might learn from the given proof, why one might prefer such a
proof, and how one might apply the knowledge to other problems in combinatory logic. Intuitively, the
motivation for using expansions rests with the desire to construct a fixed point combinator from B and W,
which in turn suggests that the object is to "build" an expression from B and W. Since expansions intro-
duce additional occurrences of the combinators occurring on their left sides, one might conjecture that,
rather than reductions, expansions play an important role in such constructions. In particular,
expansions—and therefore, the corresponding paramodulation steps—attempt to juxtapose (more or less)
one combinator with another, if the into term is appropriately chosen. We therefore have an intuitive
explanation for preferring expansions to reductions—and even preferring them to using some of each—
when reasoning forward from some set of combinators with the objective of constructing some combina-
tor with a designated set of properties.

In fact, the given preference for expansions can be applied to other types of construction problems in
combinatory logic. For example, let us consider the possible construction from B and W of a combinator /
that behaves as L does. In other words, in terms that are used in combinatory logic, let us attempt to
define L in terms of B and W. As usual, we begin by assuming that such a construction is not possible
using B and W alone, that no combinator exists that is expressible purely in terms of B and W and that
behaves as L does with L satisfying

Lxy=x(yy).

Such an assumption yields
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xflx)g{x) *fi.x)(g(,x)g(x))

for all x and for appropriate Skolem functions/and g.

Purely for convenience, let us abbreviate fix) and g(x) with/and g, respectively, even though, techn-
ically, such an action corresponds to proving a weaker theorem; one can verify that the argument we now
give applies equally without these abbreviations. Although for our purposes here we can equally apply
reductions or expansions to complete the argument, later we shall see that situations exist for which one
of the choices is not acceptable, especially when we discuss finding kernels. We choose to apply expan-
sions. If we now attempt to expand the inequality with B and W—equivalently, paramodulate horn the
right sides of B and W—we discover that the only successful applications involve a term on the right side
of the inequality.

The following quick proof is obtained, which we write as a mathematician might.

*fg *figg) = Bfgg = W(Bf)g = BWBfg

The proof is complete since x ranges over all combinators; in particular, one can set x to BWB to obtain a
contradiction. From the viewpoint of automated theorem proving, the program would succeed in finding
an equivalent contradiction by deducing the clause

-nEQUAL(a(a(x^,g),a(a(a(a(B,W),B),f),g))

which contradicts the clause

EQUAL(x,x)

for reflexivity, a clause that is always included for problems involving equality when the chosen inference
rule is paramodulation.

We complete our brief examination of the proof that, from B and W, one can construct a fixed point
combinator by noting that, after the first seven steps, the combinator 64 has been constructed, and noting
that the last three steps apply to the second argument to transform it to xCQ^x). Therefore, were it not for
the possibility of deducing far too many conclusions, we might have immediately had the program IT?
attempt to find this proof—or at least attempt to find one like it. In other words, even with the restriction
of requiring that each step of the proof involve one of the input clauses, our experience with theorem-
proving programs nevertheless suggested that a forward search for this type of proof might still generate a
very large number of clauses. Therefore, we decided that additional action must be taken before we could
have the program attempt to solve the given problem.

4.1.3. Extending Our Original Approach

Because of the concern for possible combinatoric explosion—later confirmed by an actual test with
ITF—we chose to attempt to invert our forward proof, which brings us back to our chronological account
of our attack on the given problem of proving the theorem that asserts that a fixed point combinator exists
that is constructible from B and W. Again we chose to seek the inverted proof by hand, starting with the
proof just discussed. We succeeded. We produced a proof that reasons backward from the denial of the
theorem and that consists only of reduction steps from B and W. Even further, if one takes its steps in
order and pairs them with the steps of the given forward proof, but taken in die reverse order starting with
the next to the final step of the forward proof, one obtains a set of contradictory pairs of conclusions. One
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must, however, pair the last step of the backward proof with one of the input clauses. In other words, the
backward proof we produced by hand is indeed the inverse, in the obvious sense, of the cited forward
proof.

For the following proof, one paramodulates from the left side of the appropriate clause. In contrast
to the forward proof given earlier, here we abbreviate the proof by omitting the specific into term relevant
for each step. Each deduced clause in the following proof conflicts with a clause in the forward proof.
When we use notation of the form CONF 13, we mean that the clause under consideration conflicts with
clause (13) of the preceding forward proof.

Backward Input Proof by Hand of the Constructibility of a Fixed Point Combinator

(1) EQUAL(x,x)

(2) EQUAL(a(a(a(B,x),y),z),a(x,a(y,z)))

(3) EQUAL(a(a(W,x),y),a<a(x,y),y))

(CONF 14)
(4) -nEQUAL(a(x,f(x)),a(f(x),a(x,f(x))))

from (2) into (4), (CONF 13)

(5) -nEQUAL(a(a(a(B,x),y),f(a(a(B,x),y))),
a(f(a(a(B,x),y)),a(x,a(y,f(a(a(B,x),y))))))

from (3) into (5), (CONF 12)
(6) -EQUAL(a(a(a(B,a(W,x)),y),f(a(a(B,a(W,x)),y))),

a(f(a(a(B,a(W^)),y)))a(a(x,a<y,f(a(a(B,a(W^)),y)))),
a(yif(a(a(B,a(W,x)),y))))))

from (3) into (6), (CONF 11)
(7) -EQUAL(a(a(a(B,a(W,W)),x),f(a<a(B,a(W,W)),x))),

a(f(a(a(B,a(W,W)),x)),a(a(a(x,f(a(a(B,a(W,W)),x))),

a(x,f(a(a(B,a(W,W)),x)))),a(x,f(a<a(B,a(W,W)),x))))))

from (2) into (7), (CONF 10)
(8)-£QUAL(a(a(W,W),a(x,f(a(a(B,a(W,W))>x)))),

a(f(a(a(B,a(W,W)),x)),a(a(a(x,f<a(a(B,a(W,W)),x))),
a(x,f(a(a(B,a(W,W))pc)))),a(xJ(a(a(B,a(W,W)),x))))))

from (3) into (8), (CONF 9)

(9) ^EQUAL(a(a(W,a(x,f(a(a(B,a(W,W))^)))),a(x,f(a(a(B,a(W,W)),x)))),
a(f(a(a(B,a(W,W)),x)),a(a(a(x,f(a(a(B,a(W,W)),x))),
a(xrf(a(a(B,a(W,W))*)))),a(x,f(a(a(B>a(W,W)),x))))))

from (3) into (9), (CONF 8)
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(10) -£QUAL(a(a(a(x,f(a(a(B,a(W,W))^)))^(x/(a(a(B,a(W,W)),x)))),
a(x,f(a(a(B,a(W,W)),x)))),a(f(a(a(B,a(W1W)),x)),
a(a(a(x,f(a(a(B,a(W,W)),x))),a(x,f(a(a(B,a(W,W)),x)))),
a(x,f(a(a(B,a(W,W)),x))))))

from (2) into (10), (CONF 7)
(11) ^EQUAL(a(a(a(x,a(y,f(a(a(B,a(W,W)),a(a(B,x),y))))),

a(a(a(B1x),y)/<a(a(B,a(W,W)),a(a(B(x),y))))),

a(f(a(a(B,a(W,W)),a(a(B,x),y))),a(a(a(a(a(Bpi),y),f(a(a(B,a(W,W)),
a(a(B,x),y)))),a(a(a(B,x),y)ff(a(a(B,a(W,W)),a(a(B^),y))))),

from (2) into (11), (CONF 6)
(12) -EQUAL(a(a(a(x,a(y,a(z/(a(a(B,a(W,W)),a(a(B^),a(a(B,y),z))))))),

a(f(a(a(B,a(W,W)),a(a(B,x),a(a(B,y),z))))r

a(a(a(a(a(B^),a(a(B,y),z))/(a(a(B^(W,W)),a(a(B,x),a(a(B,y)^))))),

from (3) into (12), (CONF 5)
(13) -^QUAL

a(a(a(B,W)^(a(B^),y))J(a(a(B,a(W,W)),a(a(B,W),a(a(B,x)fy)))))),

a(a(a(B,W),a(a(B^),y))/(a(a(B1a(W,W))^(a(B,W),a(a(B,x),y)))))),
a(f(a(a(B,a(W,W)),a(a(B,W),a(a(B,x),y)))),
a(a(a(a(a(B,W)^(a(B,x),y))/(a(a(B,a(W,W)),a(a(B,W),a(a(B^),y))))),

a(a(a(B,W)^(a(B^),y))/(a(a(B,a(W,W)),a(a(B,W),a(a(B,x),y)))))),

from (2) into (13), (CONF 2)

(14) -£QUAL(a(a(a(x,f(a(a(B,a(W,W)),a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B)^))))),
a(a(a(a(B,W).a(a(B,B)^))^(a(a(B,a(W,W)),a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B)^))))),
a(a(a(B,W)^(a(B,B),x)),f(a(a(B,a(W,W))3(a(B,W)^(a(B,B),x))))))),
a(a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),x)),f(a(a(B,a(W,W))^(a(B,W)^(a(B,B)^)))))),
a(f(a(a(B,a(WtW)),a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B)^)))),
a(a(a(a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),x)),f(a(a(B,a(W,W)),a(a(B,W)^(a(B,B)^»))),
a(a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),x)),f(a(a(B^(W,W))^(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),x)))))),
a(a(a(B,W),a(a(B,B),x)),f(a(a(B,a(W,W))^(a(B,W)^(a(B,B),x))))))))

Clause (14) contradicts clause (2), and the proof is complete.
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At this point in our study, we would have preferred to use the forward and the backward proofs

(each obtained by hand) to guide our attack with ITP by having the program conduct two separate

searches—a search for a forward input proof using expansions only, and a search for a backward proof

using reductions only. Unfortunately, the first of the two searches was at the time out of reach, for we

were not able to restrict ITP to the consideration of input deductions only, deductions such that at least

one of the pair of clauses to which the inference rule is applied is an input clause; we did add that option

to the program later. Therefore, at least with regard to a possible search for a forward proof, we decided

to settle for less than our preference, and instructed ITP to search forward from the axioms, restricted only

by the requirement that every attempt to draw a conclusion be based on the use of expansions.

Our decision to have the program search for a forward proof might seem odd in view of our reserva-

tion, expressed in the preceding section, concerning the possibly large set of deductions that might be

drawn by ITP. No, we had not changed our minds—we had little hope of ITP succeeding, especially

since we were settling for a less restricted search than desired. Rather, we pursued this course of action

because the cost to us was minimal, because an incomplete attempt might nevertheless contain valuable

results, and because our judgment concerning the likelihood of success might be in error—the program

ITP might find a forward proof. As it turned out, the program did fail to find a proof while searching for-

ward; far too many clauses were deduced.

We then had ITP attempt to find a proof by contradiction by reasoning backward from the denial of

the desired result, subject to the restriction of applying reductions only. For this search, we were also able

to have ITP restrict the application of paramodulation to considering input deductions only. We imposed

this restriction by having the set of support consist solely of negative clauses, which in turn caused the

program to deduce negative clauses only and prevented it from considering deductions that focus on a pair

of clauses neither of which is an input clause. Again the program failed to find a proof for, although this

search was less prolific than the forward search, too many clauses were deduced.

Because of the amount of CPU time required in each of the two unsuccessful attempts to find a

proof, and because each of the searches had failed to duplicate a major portion of the corresponding proof

by hand, it seemed obvious that far too much computer time would be required to force either branch to

its completion. However, since both the forward and the backward searches had made substantial pro-

gress when compared to the proofs we were using as a guide, we conjectured that the two searches taken

together might already contain a proof by contradiction. Therefore, based on criteria we give almost

immediately, we extracted from each of the two searches a subset of conclusions; the consideration of the

two subsets together turned out to be sufficient for reaching our original goal—the goal of having ITP

prove the more abstract theorem under study.

In particular, as reported in our earlier paper, we had the program consider 2500 clauses obtained

from the forward search and 4500 obtained from the backward search with the object of finding a clause

from each set such that the two clauses contradicted each other. Noting that, in both searches, we had

replaced clause (4) with a clause obtained by merely interchanging its arguments, we had the program

focus on the clauses, deduced in the two searches, that might be of use. From the forward search, we

included all 2500 clauses, all of whose first argument is of the form a(x,t) for some term r not a variable;

no other clauses could contradict any of the inequalities that were deduced by the backward search. (No
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clause among the 2500 deduced by the forward search had an argument of the form a(x,y).) The

justification rests with the observation that each clause deduced by the backward search has the property

that its first argument is an expression of the form a(f(x),r) for some term r not a variable, and, among the

various terms t and r, at least two might exist that permit the completion of a proof by contradiction.

4.1.4. Results of Our Original Approach

When the theorem-proving program FTP was assigned the task of finding a contradictory pair of

clauses by considering all 2500 clauses selected from the forward search versus all 4500 selected from the

backward search, the program was in effect required to make 11,000,000 comparisons;—each equality

versus each inequality. Actually, because of the use of a sophisticated indexing mechanism, the program

did not make nearly as many as 11,000,000 comparisons. The completion of this assignment revealed far

more than we had sought when trying to prove, in its abstract form, that the strong fixed point property

holds for the set of combinators consisting of B and W alone.

In particular, rather than simply proving the existence theorem—which was our goal—and in the

process constructing Statman's fixed point combinator QA, we had instead proved the theorem and found

five distinct fixed point combinators constructible from B and W alone. All five of the fixed point combi-

nators, called 6 ] , 62, 63 , 64, and O5, are given in the earlier paper, in that paper, they were called,

respectively, N, M, L, J, and K. The precise structure of each is found by examining the instantiations

required to establish the corresponding proofs by contradiction—the proofs consisting of an equality and

an inequality that contradict each other. In other words, rather than directly constructing each of 0 i

through 65 , we extracted these combinators from the corresponding proof by contradiction. In Section

4.3 and its subsections, we shall study 6 t through 9 S , but from the viewpoint of constructing each by

using the kernel method. That study will demonstrate the effectiveness and power offered by the new

approach for such constructions.

The entire search that succeeded in finding the five distinct solutions (6] through 65) to the prob-

lem of constructing fixed point combinators from B and W alone required approximately 35 CPU hours on

an Encore Muttimax (1 processor), which is the equivalent of 20 CPU hours on a Sun 3 workstation. A

bidirectional search, restricted as discussed earlier, did in fact find 0 4 in 1 hour on a Sun 3 workstation.

We conjectured that a far more efficient attack was possible, if appropriate strategies could be for-

mulated. For example, could we use canonical forms to produce a sharp increase in efficiency? If so,

demodulation would serve well. Of course, no problem exists with using B as a demodulator; in fact, we

did take that action when searching for backward proofs. But the use of W presents great difficulty. If

used as a demodulator, W has the potential of looping, non-termination. As a trivial example, W applied

to WWW does not terminate. Nevertheless, perhaps we could use B as a demodulator, and apply W judi-

ciously.

Instead, or even in addition, perhaps we could find a more powerful strategy for severely restricting

the application of paramodulation even more than it was restricted in the proofs we produced by hand. If

so, we could confine the program's attention to input proofs, and we could have the program use the more

powerful strategy to further restrict both the use of reductions and the use of expansions.
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In fact, a hierarchy of approaches might exist. For example, for forward proofs, one could simply

paramodulate freely from all retained clauses. One could then refine this approach to require that only

input clauses be used as from clauses. One could further refine the approach to require that paramodu-

lation be applied only from the right side of the input clauses—require that only expansions be used.

Finally, if the desired restriction strategy could be found—which it was, as we shall see in Sections 4.3

and 4.3.3—then one might, fcr example, require that the into term satisfy some property. Corresponding

remarks hold for backward proofs.

What was clear, when we reviewed our progress and the results obtained with ITP, was that some

new approach or strategy was needed. In particular, we concluded that starting with the denial of the

abstract existence theorem, with the intention of completing a backward proof by contradiction, would

require a substantial—and possibly an inordinate—amount of CPU time. On the other hand, an analysis

of the forward search showed that even more CPU time would be required to complete a (forward) proof

by contradiction starting with the axioms of B and W. Our conclusion was—and still is—that any of the

usual approaches for using a theorem-proving program to solve the problem under study would indeed

require too much CPU time. Therefore, only one choice remained; we must experiment further in search

of something new.
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4.2. The Discovery of the First Kernel

These next experiments proved most fruitful, eventually leading to the systematic approach—the
kernel method on which this report focuses—for searching for fixed point combinators. The experiments
were designed to see how valuable demodulation might be for increasing the efficiency of a search for
fixed point combinators constructible from B and W.

Since the first useful observation produced by our experiments concerns certain as-yet-undefined
properties shared by the five fixed point combinators 0] through 0 5 t we need the definitions of these
combinators and the definition of the concept of irreducible.

Si «B«B((B(WW))W))B))B)

G2 i(B((B;WW))W))((BB)B))

9 3 «B«B(WW))((BW)B)))B)

e 4 (B{WW)X(BW)((BB)B)) I* Statman's fixed point combinator */

0 5 {B{WWmB{{BW)B))B)

Definition. An expression A is irreducible with respect to some given set P of combinators if and
only if no reduction with an element from P applies successfully to A. More generally, we say that A is
irreducible if and only if A is irreducible with respect to the set P consisting of the combinators that occur
in A.

Our first useful observation was that, although the five fixed point combinators 6 | through 6s are
each irreducible with respect to the set P consisting of B and W, the corresponding expressions Q\f, 62/*,
Qjf, Qrf, Qsf, which come from denying that each is a fixed point combinator, are not irreducible. One
can easily see by inspection that f*i through 65 are each irreducible with respect to P. However, for far
more complicated expressions, one might not find it so easy to use inspection for such a determination. In
such an event, one can use an automated theorem-proving program for such tasks in the following
manner.

With an automated theorem-proving program, one can immediately establish the irreducibility with
respect to B and W of each of 9 j through 0 5 by merely using demodulation on the expression under
study. For example, if we employ the notation from automated theorem proving to study the combinator
0 i , we see that

0i = a(a(B,a(a(B,a(a(B,a(W,W)),W)),B)),B)

cannot be demodulated with

B = EQUAL<a(a(a(B,x),y),z),a(x,a(y,z)))

or with

W = EQUAL<a(a(W,x)>y),a(a<x,y),y))

when the demodulator is applied left to right—applied as a reduction—regardless of the chosen into term.
Of course, if applied as an expansion, then, for example, B does demodulate 0 ( , but expansions were not
of interest at this point in our research.
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To see that the second half of our observation holds—that concerning the reducibility, rather than

the irreducibility, of various expressions related to ©i through ©5—we can again rely on demodulation.

To begin with, the expressions to be studied—a{<$>\j) through a(05(/)—come from attempting to find a

proof by contradiction establishing that each of ©1 through ©5 is a fixed point combinator. For example,

the assumption that ©4 is not a fixed point combinator yields the clause

-^QUAL(a(©4,f),a(f)a(e4,f)»

where, as expected, / is an appropriate Skolem constant. Next, if we write out fully each of a<©i J)
through a(0sJ) and then repeatedly apply B as a demodulator to each, the single common expression

a(a(W,W),a(W,a(B,a(Bf))))

is obtained. Although it is far from obvious, we shall shortly se-. (in Section 4.3 and its subsections) that

this common expression contains the key to discovering our systematic kernel method for searching for

fixed point combinators; indeed—as we shall also see—if the appropriate reductions are applied to the

expression, one obtains a kernel.

However, before we elaborate on the role played by the common expression, and before we resume

our chronological account, we pause to show how fortunate researchers can be. In particular, had we still

been focusing directly on proving the abstract theorem that asserts that the strong fixed point property

holds for the set P consisting of B and W alone—rather than studying the particular combinators 6 i

through 65—we would have begun by assuming the theorem false to obtain the clause

-1EQUAL(a(y,f(y)),a(f(y),a(y,f(y))))

for the Skolem function/. In that case, we would not have discovered that ©]/through ©j/all reduce to

one common expression when repeatedly reduced with B. Having missed this discovery, we would not

have continued along the path that eventually led to our formulation of the concept of kernel. Finally,

unless some other path had led to this concept, we would not have found the systematic method central to

this report. In other words, were it not for the fortunate discovery of 6 ] through ©5 which caused us to

study them rather than continuing to directly study the abstract theorem concerning the possible presence

of the strong fixed point property for P consisting of B and W, we might have failed to discover the vital

concepts. Their discovery, of course, provides additional evidence of the value of using an automated

theorem-proving program as an assistant for research.

Having completed our discussion of the fortunes of research in general, let us return to the chrono-

logical account of our study of B and W. We did not immediately grasp the full significance of our

discovery that ©1/through ©5/all reduce to the common expression

WW(W(B(Bf»),

which is the way one would write this expression in the notation of combinatory logic. We knew, of

course, that W could not be used as a demodulator; too many terms exist for which the uncontrolled appli-

cation of the corresponding reduction leads to non-termination. For a trivial example, the expression

a(a(W,W),W) will demodulate to itself—forever.

However, to see what would be obtained, we did study the results of applying (where appropriate)

both W and B, as reductions, one step at a time to
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WW(W(B(Bf))).

One obtains the following sequence of equalities in which each expression is obtained from the preceding

by the appropriate reduction—a reduction, from the viewpoint of automated theorem proving, such that

the corresponding into term has a position vector of all l 's. Restricting reductions, as well as expansions,

to into terms whose position vector consists of all l 's will turn out to be most useful (see Sections 4.3 and

4.3.3), and the corresponding restriction strategy is the new powerful strategy to which we alluded to ear-

lier.

WW(W(B(Bf))) =

Bfl(W(B(Bf)))QY(B(Bf))))(W(B(Bfl))=

A(W(B(Bf))XW(B(Bf)))(W(B(Bf))))

4.2.1. The First Kernel and the Strong Fixed Point Property for B and W

We can focus on the set P consisting of B and W alone, and immediately mine this set of equalities

for results concerning the strong fixed point property, the weak fixed point property, and extensionaiity.

In addition, we can revisit this set in the next section to extract results concerning kernels, their relation to

the weak fixed point property, and the formulation of the systematic method for searching for fixed point

combinators. At that time, we shall carefully study the expression QSi£l witb

and the fact that QiiQ not only equals f(Q£Kl) but, far more significant, reduces XofliKlQ).

Let us begin by using the set

WW(W(B(Bf))) =
W(W(B(Bf»)(W(B(Bf)))=

of equalities—and the earlier result concerning the common expression to which 0 | / through 85/"

reduce—to show that the strong fixed point property holds for the set P consisting of B and W alone.

Rather than focusing directly on the corresponding existence theorem stated in the abstract form, we shall

show that the combinator 64 has the property

and the proof will be complete.

As is so typical in mathematics and in logic—and as is almost always the case in automated theorem

proving—we begin by assuming that 64 fails to have the desired property. We obtain, in the notation of

combinatory logic,
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B(WW){BW{BBB))f*j{B(WW)(BW(BBB))f)

for some Skolem constant/. To justify the existence of /as one would in mathematics, one could say that

the assumed falseness of the theorem

04jr = x(Q4x)

for all x implies that ior some element/the strong fixed point property fails to hold. If we now reduce

both sides of the inequality with three applications of B to get

we encounter two occurrences of the common expression to which each of 0 j / through 05/reduces. But

that expression is identical to the first element in the given sequence of equalities. We can, therefore,

apply W twice—as we did in obtaining the sequence of equalities—to each of the two occurrences of the

common expression. We obtain

W(B(BM W(B(Bf)))(.WB(Bf») *

We then use the sequence of equalities to further reduce the left side of the resulting inequality to get

where

which, as one says in mathematics, is a contradiction, and the proof is complete. Alternatively, from the

viewpoint of automated theorem proving, the proof is also complete since the program must have

refiexivity

EQUAL(x,x)

as an input clause for problems in which equality is present and paramodulation is the choice of inference

rule.

By summarizing the proof we have just completed, we can provide a glimpse of where we are

headed—in particular, we can touch on the importance of kernels for constructing fixed point combina-

tors. For our proof, we began by assuming that the strong fixed point property does not hold. However,

rather than assuming that no combinator 0 exists satisfying

Qx = x(®x),

we instead assumed the theorem false for the specific combinator 0 4 . In contrast, when we present the

kernel method, we shall see that one does not ordinarily have—nor does one need to have—the luxury of

knowing of a specific combinator on which to focus. After all, when one begins a new study, in general

no obvious candidate for a fixed point combinator is available. Typically, one must instead search with

essentially no clues, which is one reason why the kernel method for constructing fixed point combinators

is so attractive—the method does not depend on guidance from the researcher.

Continuing our summary, from the assumption that 64 is not a fixed point combinator, we obtain

the inequality
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but with 0 4 fully expressed in terms of B and W. We then reduce each side of this inequality by applying

B three times to obtain a second inequality

WWQ.

with

and obtain a third inequality

QQQ

by reducing both sides of the second inequality with two applications of W. The left side of this third ine-

quality is a kernel—an expression F such that F reduces to / F subject to certain additional conditions,

where/is the Skolem constant occurring in the denial that 64 is a fixed point combinator. In other words,

the third inequality has the form

with

F = QQfl.

At this point, we cease applying reductions to the right side of the inequality, but continue to reduce the

left side until a contradiction of the form

is obtained.

The kernel QQSl with

turns out to be the key to our entire study of fixed point combinators construe tible from B and W. In fact,

rather than being relevant just to the construction of €)\ through 0 5 , the discovery of the kernel £1Q£1 led

us to a most unexpected result. (We delay giving the definitions of kernel and of the related concept

superkernel until Section 4.3; there we learn that, from a syntactic viewpoint, a kernel is an expression T

that reduces to xT. In that section, we also present the appropriate theorems, various examples of kernels,

and the general systematic method for using kernels for attempting to construct fixed point combinators

when given some set P of combinators. In Section 4.5, we give the semantic and preferred definition of a

kernel and of related concepts; there we learn that a kernel with respect to a set P of combinators is actu-

ally a set of tightly coupled /'-reducible fixed points.)

We make one final observation before considering the weak fixed point property for the set P con-

sisting of B and W. When studying the strong fixed point property for P, instead of following the course

focusing on proving that 64 has the appropriate properties, one could have searched for and found the

kernel Q.Q.O., noting that QQCl =ft!ClQ£l). Then, rather than reducing, one could have expanded Qffll

with B and W, eventually finding the five fixed point combinators 9( through 65. As we shall see in Sec-

tion 4.3.2, such a two-stage search—attempting to find a kernel and, if successful, then attempting to find

a corresponding fixed point combinator—is far more efficient than conducting the search for such an
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object directly and in a single step.

4.2.2. Kernels Versus the Weak Fixed Point Property

To see directly—rather than relying on the appropriate theorem from combinatory logic—that the

weak fixed point property holds for the set consisting of B and W alone, one merely replaces the constant/

in Qftft with x to obtain AAA, and then examines the equalities obtained by applying to AAA the reduc-

tions corresponding to W, B, and B in order. Similar to the study of QQQ, one immediately discovers

that AAA reduces to x(AAA), which of course implies that

for all x. In other words, we have shown that for all x there exists a v such that

y = xy,

which is precisely the weak fixed point property. In particular, the y that must exist and depend on each

chosen combinator E is obtained by replacing x uniformly in AAA by the chosen £.

The distinction between the concept of kernel (of a certain type) and the concept of some y that

satisfies the weak fixed point property will become clearer in the next section. For now, one should not

conclude that all v with

y = xy

are kernels or, equivalently, that the class of kernels is identical to the class of those elements that estab-

lish the presence of the weak fixed point property. The distinction does not rest with the constant/versus

the variable x, for the syntactic definition of kernel allows for occurrences of x where one might have

expected/ to occur. Rather, the distinction rests with the difference between equal and reducible, as well

as other properties. In particular, if A reduces to B, then A = B;\he converse, however, is far from true. In

that direction, the closest we get in most cases is the Church-Rosser theorem which says that if A = B,

then there exists a C such that both A and B reduce to C.

With two examples, we can quickly sample the flavor of the difference between kernels and combi-

nators that satisfy the weak fixed point property. First note that x(AAA) reduces to *(*(£. \A)), but *(AAA)

is not the type of kernel on which we mainly focus in this report, for it lacks one of the required

properties—the property that all reductions that map it to x(x(AAA)) must satisfy the l 's rule. However,

y(AAA) is a y satisfying the weak fixed point property for the set P consisting of B and W alone, and is in

fact a semisimple kernel (see Section 4.5). For the second example, let

S - W(BBBx),

which is obtainable from A by expanding with B. We then have

SAA - AAA = *(AAA) = x(5AA),

showing that SAA satisfies the weak fixed point property for the set P consisting of B and W alone. But

SAA is not a kernel of any type since it does not reduce to JE(SAA).
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4.2.3. Exteosionality and the Equality of 9 , through 65

In this section, where we show that, when the law of extensionality is assumed, the five combinators

0] through 9 5 are all equal, we focus on the consequences that that discovery had for our research.

Extensionality asserts that two combinators are equal if they have the same effect on other combinators.

Let us briefly focus on extensionality and on the information we extracted from the set of equalities

given earlier. One might, at first glance, view right cancellation as a strengthening of extensionality —for

all y for alt z (if for all x, yz = zx), then y = z. After all, right cancellation—if, for all x, y, and z, yx = zx,

then y = z—implies extensionality. Nevertheless, such a view is essentially wrong; the relation is syntac-

tic rather than semantic. Such a view, therefore, can be misleading. Still, for some, familiarity with right

cancellation may aid in understanding extensionality.

Extensionality is frequently assumed to be present when studying combinatory logic. In its pres-

ence, some of the results already given lead to interesting consequences. In particular, we showed earlier

that each of B\f through β^reduces to the common expression WW(W(B(Bf))). If we now replace/by Jt,

where x ranges over all combinators, the same argument shows that each of &\x through 6 5 * reduces to

WW{W{B(Bx)))—equivalently, from the viewpoint of theorem proving, repeated demodulation with B

produces the same information from the five fixed point combinators under discussion. (That observation

was one factor that eventually led to the discovery of our first kernel, the cube of W(B(Bx)), and that

discovery caused us to pursue a research path that culminated much later in the semantic definition of ker-

nels and related concepts that we give in Section 4.5. The other factor motivating this phase of our

research was Smullyan's comments [Smullyan86] concerning the consequences of assuming extensional-

ity.) Therefore, all five expressions—β^r through 65*—are equal. We can immediately apply the

definition of extensionality to deduce that, in its presence, all five of 9] through 85 are equal.

We were led to this result by a letter from SmuUyan in which he proved that, in the presence of

extensionality, 64 = 65 and Q\ = Q2-
 W e used foe program ITP to complete the proof of the equality of

ail five combinators—when extensionality is present—and published the result in our earlier paper on the

subject. However, rather than producing for us a feeling of triumph, this result actually produced

disappointment—disappointment because, in the obvious sense, the five fixed point combinators are not

as distinctly different objects as we would prefer. Still, when extensionality is not present, no two of

them are equal, which can be seen from our earlier result that all five of 0 t through 0 5 are irreducible; we

did derive some satisfaction from that fact. The irreducibility of Q\ through &$ implies that no two are

equal because, if two of them were, then, by Church-Rosser, a third combinator would exist to which the

two reduce.

On the other hand, the kernels F | through r 5 defined and studied in Section 4.3.1, from wl :~h one

can construct Q\ through e 5 > are obviously equal—regardless of whether or not extensionality is

present—for F | through r 5 each reduce to r a , if one allows the empty set of reductions. As we shall

learn in Section 4.4.2.1, our disappointment was eventually replaced with delight—delight at discovering

a very large set of fixed point combinators constructible from B and W such that no two are equal even

when extensionality is present.
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4.2.4. Automated Theorem Proving and Research

We close this section with an observation, based on the material we have presented, concerning the

role of automated theorem-proving programs. If one reviews the results discussed here and studies how

they were obtained, one has a glimpse of the kinds of assistance that an automated theorem-proving pro-

gram can provide. More important, one finds strong evidence for the claim that the use of an automated

theorem-proving program does indeed provide valuable assistance for research.

In particular, the discovery of ©! through Qs—which resulted from the use of the program FTP—

triggered our study of the use of demodulation, which then led to our study of reductions in general.

Because of our emphasis on automated theorem proving and the corresponding approach to proving

theorems, we focused on QJ through 65/. That focus resulted in the discovery of our first kernel and,

somewhat later, in the formulation of the systematic kernel method for searching for fixed point combina-

tors, which is the topic of the next section of this report.

4.3. The Syntactic Treatment and Introduction of Kernels

In this section, we come to the syntactic definition and introduction of kernels. We discuss various

examples and, in general, prepare the way for presenting the kernel method which is central to this report

and which is presented in detail in Section 4.5. In that section, we give the formal and semantic definition

of a kernel, and then define various types of kernel.

We begin by resuming the chronology at the point where we in one sense discovered the concept of

kernel and, in another, formulated that concept. To be precise, where il = W(B(BJ)), we were already call-

ing C1QCI a kernel although we had not yet decided exactly what definition to use. To give the definition

on which we finally settled, we must first give the definition of the 1 's rule; the corresponding concept in

combinatory logic is that of head reduction.

Definition. The reduction CQ, C y Ck of the expression C to the expression D satisfies the 1's

rule if and only if the into term in each C, has a position vector consisting of all 1 's.

In other words, for a sequence of reductions to satisfy the 1 's rule, each reduction must apply to the

first symbol in the expression being reduced. If, for example, B is used to reduce BW{BBB)f\.o W(BBBf),

then that application of B satisfies the 1 's rule. On the other hand, if B is then used to reduce W(BBBf) to

W(B(Bf)), then that application of B fails to satisfy the 1 's rule.

We can now give a syntactic definition of kernel—more precisely, a definition of what would even-

tually be called simple kernel—but, for pedagogical and historical reasons, we delay giving the most gen-

eral definition. In the following definition, which we later generalize, we assume that no eliminator is

included among the combinators under consideration. We recall that an eliminator is a combinator such

that the list of variables on its right side is a proper subset of the list of variables on its left side. For

example, the combinator K with

Kxy=x

is an eliminator. We temporarily exclude such combinators from consideration because their presence

adds a degree of complexity that will, for now, simply obscure the picture. (To partially answer the obvi-

ous question that one might immediately ask, our desire to formulate a uniform approach, for searching
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for fixed point combinators, that would be useful for all studies—including studies in which eliminators
are present—lsd us to the classification of kernels that are simple, semisimple. and neither.)

Definition, syntactic. The expression F is a simple kernel with respect to the set P of combinators
if and only if (1) there exists a sequence A i,A2,... ,A* with/4,- in P such that F reduces to xT by applying
Aj in order as reductions, (2) the A, satisfy the 1 's rule, and (3) F is expressed purely in terms of elements
from P and the variable x, where x implicitly ranges over all combinators. More casually, we also call F a
kernel when all of the given conditions are satisfied except that all occurrences of the variable x are
replaced by the constant/, where/is an arbitrarily chosen combinator.

To provide for the curious a hint of what is to come and before turning to specific examples of a
simple kernel, let us pause for certain remarks—remarks whose significance and full meaning will
become clear only after one gains experience with kernels. The most important point to keep in mind is
that, until we turn in Section 4.5 to the semantic and formal treatment, we are discussing the concept of
kernel from a syntactic viewpoint, discussing it as an expression.

In both the syntactic orientation and in the semantic treatment that we come to later, we often refer
to a kernel by its name—using names such as Lx(Lx) or LfljLf). Rather than emphasizing the role of the
variable x, we are far more likely to use names such as LflLf) and make references to a kernel F that
reduces to/F when we are focusing on how an automated theorem-proving program searches for and uses
kernels. The main reason for this practice rests with the fact that the presence of variables permits a
theorem-proving program to pursue paths that we generally wish it to avoid. In Section 4.5, in contrast to
the syntactic definition, we give the semantic and preferred definition of kernel, and discover that a kernel
is a set of combinators that are very strongly related to each other.

Next, one might naturally expect to see both forms of the definition of simple kernel—that focusing
on/and that focusing on x—since/is an arbitrarily chosen combinator. After all, if F reduces t o / F for
an arbitrarily chosen combinator/, then F reduces to JCF for all combinators x; the converse is obviously
true. Of course, to be precise, the strict rules of combinatory logic do not permit one to reduce an expres-
sion F to xF where x is a variable. Indeed, the strict use of the term reduction requires that the term being
reduced contain no variables, and therefore no variables will occur after a reduction is applied.

Even further—again as one might expect from the discussion in the preceding sections—as we shall
learn in Section 4.5, each simple kernel acts like a function of the variable x that occurs in it. (Techni-
cally, a kernel induces a one-to-one function that maps a combinator/to an element of the kernel.) For
different choices of x, the kernel yields different combinator expressions. As we shall see when we visit
different simple kernels, each of those we visit includes one or more occurrences of the variable x or,
alternatively, of the arbitrarily chosen combinator/.

Summarizing, although we shall often say that F reduces to /T—since / is an arbitrarily chosen
combinator—we shall frequently say that F reduces to xT. We discussed such compact and shorthand
notation at the beginning of Section 3, justifying its use—in more detail than was needed by those who
are familiar with mathematics and logic, but perhaps with the care that benefits the uninitiated. With the
pause completed, we can now turn to specific examples of simple kernels, sometimes referred just as ker-
nels.
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The expression flflft is an example of a simple kernel with respect to the set P consisting of B and
. W alone, where £1 - W(B(BJ)). Equally, the expression AAA is also a kernel with respect to the same set

P, where A = W(B(Bx))—in fact, in the spirit of the preceding remarks, the same kernel. Indeed, we \

showed in the preceding section that Clilil is a kernel, and commented that the same argument shows that j
AAA is a kernel. By applying the appropriate reductions, one can ai*o show that among the other simple
kernels with respect to this set P are the left-associated cubes of the following four expressions:
W{BBBx), BWB(Bx), BW(BBB)x, B(BWB)Bx.

For a simple kernel for which neither B nor W plays any role, let P consist of the combinator U
alone, where

Uxy-y(xxy),

and let F be UUx; F is a kernel with respect to P. For a third example of a kernel, let P consist of S and L
alone with

Sxyz = xz(yz)

and

Lxy=x(yy),

and let F be Lx(Lx); F is a kernel with respect to P, even though S does not occur in F. We shall revisit
these and other kernels later.

4.3. L The Relation of Kernels to Fixed Point Combinatory for B and W

In the section, we focus on the use of kernels for constructing fixed point combinators from B and W
alone.

At this point in our research, we did not turn to other combinators to study. Rather, we continued to
focus on the set P consisting of B and W alone, and also on the five kernels (with respect to P) we have
just listed. These kernels—F], F2 , F3 , F4 , and F5—are named to reflect a mapping whose discovery
marked a high point in our research; the mapping pairs a kernel with the fixed point combinator from
which the kernel derives its numerical subscript {see Section 4.4.3). Here :'re the ten expressions that we
soon discovered naturally formed five pairs; each pair consists of a kernel and the corresponding fixed
point combinator that maps to it.

Fi =W(B(BxMW(B(Bx)))(W(B(Bx)))
61 = B(B(B(WW)W)B)B

F2 = W(BBBx)(W(BBBx))(W(BBBx))
62 = B(B(WW)W)(BBB)

F3 = BWB(Bx)(BWB(Bx))(BWB(Bx))

6 3 = B(B(WW)(BWB))B

F4 =BW(BBB)x(BW(BBB)x)(BW(BBB)x)
9 4 = B(WW)(BW(BBB))

F5 =B(BWB)Bx(B(BWB)Bx)(B(BWB)Bx)
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0 5 = B{WW){B{BWB)B)

To participate in our research, one should pause at this point, examine the five given pairs, and
attempt to discover the algorithm that pairs each kernel with its fixed point combinator. As one will even-
tually see, when we discuss various other fixed point combinators and their kernels, the algorithm we now
give and the mapping it defines apply to far more than the five given pairs &i through 65 and r t through

r5.
Algorithm for Mapping Fixed Point Combinators to Kernels

First, choose a combinator 0 from among 0 | through 0 5 . Second, write the expression

with 0 fully expressed in terms of B and W; the inequality is derived from denying that the selected com-
binator 0 is a fixed point combinator. The constant/is present because we are assuming the falseness of
the equation

for all combinators x. However—and here we have a satisfying mnemonic—/ will also play the role of
the arbitrarily chosen combinator that occurs in the (alternative and syntactic) definition of simple kernel.
Third, apply to 0/reductions that satisfy the l's rule until a kernel is encountered. Fourth and final, for
the image of 0 under the mapping, assign the kernel that is encountered.

Of course, since/ is an arbitrarily chosen combinator, we are also entitled to replace/by the variable
x in the kernel we obtain with the given algorithm. Observing the 1 's rule is important, for if one does not
observe it, one can arrive at the wrong kernel. For example, if one begins with 0/with

0 4 = B(WW)BW(BBB),

reduces with B, then reduces a second time with B but violating the l's rule, and finally reduces a third
time with B again violating the l's rule, one eventually arrives at r l f which is not the correspondent of
0 4 .

The given algorithm induces a one-to-one, onto, well-defined mapping from the set of five combina-
tors to the set of five kernels. Under the mapping, the correspondent of 0] is F t , of 0 2 is F2, of 0 3 is F3,
of 0 4 is r4 , and of 0 5 is T5.

4 J .2. The Role of Kernels for Proofs of the Strong Fixed Point Property for B and W

At this point in the report, we switch our focus slightly, switch to focusing on the use of kernels for
proving that the strong fixed point property holds for the set consisting of B and W alone.

To prove that the strong fixed point property holds for a set P of combinators, as we learned earlier,
one can either deny that it does and seek a proof by contradiction, or one can focus on a specific combina-
tor and prove that the combinator satisfies the equation for the strong fixed point property. We gave an
example of the former in Section 4.1.1, and an example of the latter in Section 4.2.1. In this section,
again focusing on the set P consisting of B and W alone, we examine a third possibility—we show how
kernels can play a vital role in searching for a proof that the strong fixed point property holds.
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If, from the preceding section, we identify the mapping with the sequence of reductions that induces
it, we have the first stage of a two-stage proof by contradiction that 0 is a fixed point combinator, where
0 is any combinator from among 0 | through 0 5 . In that stage, the reductions are applied to both sides of
the equation

which comes from assuming that the combinator 0 is not a fixed point combinator, and one obtains

where P is the kernel to which 0 is mapped. In the second stage of the proof by contradiction, the first
occurrence of F is then reduced to fT by the sequence of reductions that is known to exist because T is a
kernel. If one considers the two stages in order, one deduces that

/r*/r,
which, from the viewpoint of mathematics, signals the completion of a proof by contradiction. Alterna-
tively, from the viewpoint of automated theorem proving, if the two-stage proof is phrased in the clause
notation and found by a theorem-proving program, the program also obtains a proof by contradiction,
since the clause

EQUAL(x,x)

is always present in problems focusing on equality when paramodulation is used. As we shall see when
we present (in Section 4.5) the kernel method for searching for fixed point combinators from some given
set P of combinators, these two stages will be revisited, but they will be interchanged and will depend on
expansions rather than on reductions.

We can extract from this proof by contradiction, consisting of two sets of reductions, a proof in the
style of abstract algebra. At the same time, we can, by considering the specific application to 8 4 , in part
again show why we allow the constant/— which we continue to use both as an arbitrarily chosen combi-
nator and as a Skolem constant arising from denying that the strong fixed point property holds—to be
replaced by a variable in the alternative definition of kernel. The first part of the proof proceeds by reduc-
ing with B, W, W, B, W, B, B, and B.

A Proof, in the Algebraic Style, That 0 4 Is a Fixed Point Combinator

64x « B(WW)(BW(BBB))x = WW((BW(BBB))x) = W{(BW{BBB))x){(BW{BBB))x)=
BW(BBB)x(.{BW(BBB))x){{BW(BBB))x) = W(.BBBxX.(8W<lBBB))x)({BW(BBB))x)=
BBBx((BW(BBB))xX(BW(BBB))x){(BW(BBB))x)=

B(Bx)((BW{BBB))x)((BW(BBB))x)((BW(BBB))x)=
Bx{<SBW(BBB))xW.BW{BBB))x)){{BW(BBB))x)=

x(((BW{BBB))xX(BW(BBB))xX(BW{BBB))x))

We can complete the proof by extracting from the set of equalities

04x = BW(BBB)x«BW(BBB))xK(BW(.BBB))x),

which permits us to substitute for 64jr in x{^x) to get
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*(84Jt) = x(((BW(BBB))x)((BW(BBB))x)«BW(BBB))x)),

which implies that

since

e4jc = x{{{BW{BBB))xyjiBW{BBB))x){{BW(BBB))x))

from the first set of equalities. We have proved, therefore, that 84 is a fixed point combinator, and the

proof is complete.

We can revisit the given algebraic proof, but view the proof in terms of the use of kernels. One first

proves that 6 4 * = T4. Then one proves that F4 = *l^. Next, since 6 4 * = F4, JC(04JC) = xY+. Therefore,

64X = X(8 4 J: ) , and the proof that 64 is a fixed point combinator is complete.

Iα addition, a closer look at the algebraic proof shows that O4x reduces to F 4, which in turn reduces

to xT4. In other words, in addition to proving that 64 is a fixed point combinator, we also have a proof

that T4 is a kernel. Even further—as a sign of what is forthcoming—we have a proof that the fixed point

combinator under study reduces to a kernel.

4.3.3. Paramodulation and Strategy

The material contained in this section is intended mainly for those strongly interested in research in

automated theorem proving, and especially for researchers concerned with paramodulation and strategies

for controlling that inference rule. Certain aspects of the example we use are just a bit synthetic, but it

serves well as an illustration.

If the proof given in the preceding section is expressed in clauses rather than in algebraic

notation—except for the order of the arguments in the final equality—a corresponding paramodulation

proof (of the type mentioned in the introduction) is obtained. The proof that results is restricted by a

powerful strategy—every step but one satisfies the 1's rule. The one exception is the final step that yields

*(@4AT) = 64X. hi particular, an automated theorem-proving program could quickly find almost this entire

proof—starting with a clause that expresses that 64* = 84*—using the equations for B and W as from

clauses and paramodulating from their respective left sides.

The search would be efficient since, with the exception of the final step, all paramodulation steps

that do not satisfy the 1 's rule would be avoided; in other words, if we ignore the last step, each paramod-

ulation step would require an into term whose position vector is all l 's. Among the clauses found by in

effect applying reductions with B and W, the program would deduce a so-called first clause asserting mat

with

F4 = BW(BBB)x((BW(BBB))x)((BW(BBB))x)t

and the program would later deduce a second clause asserting that

If one considers these two deduced equalities and uses the fact that all paramodulation steps are in effect



reductions, then one see that F4 is a kernel. All steps in the deduction of these two clauses would satisfy

the I , s rule.

By relaxing the l 's rule to permit paramodulation into terms 5 within expressions of the form a(x,s),

the program could then substitute from the first argument of the first clause into the term r 4 in the first

argument of the second clause to obtain a clause asserting that

and the program could cease its attack—cease if the program had some condition to apply to indicate that

the assignment had been completed.

One of the most natural conditions to use—if a way can be found to present it in clause form—

focuses on a clause that captures the strong fixed point property, a clause that the program can use to

recognize it has found an instance of the relevant equation. For example, if one included the clause

^EQUAL(a(f(y),a(y,f(y))),a(y,f(y)))

which can be obtained by first assuming that the strong fixed point property fails to hold and then inter-

changing the two arguments of the resulting inequality, and if one prevented the theorem-proving pro-

gram from paramodulating into this inequality, then this clause could be used. The resulting proof would

be a forward proof and—if one did not include the inequality—not the usual proof by contradiction.

Of course, as we commented in Section 2, seeking a proof by contradiction is the preferable

approach for an automated theorem-proving program to take; testing pairs of clauses to see whether a

contradictory pair has been found is a simple—although sometimes surprisingly expensive—test for the

program to apply for determining that the assignment has been completed. Indeed, we know of experi-

ments in which 90 percent of the computer's CPU time is spent in testing to see whether two unit

clauses—clauses containing one literal—contradict each other. Research that produced a sharp decrease

in the computer time required to make such a test would clearly merit interest.

In both the theorem-proving version under discussion and the preceding mathematical version of the
proof that 0 4 is a fixed point combinator, the simple kernel F4 plays a vital role. Since simple kernels
such as F4 prove to be so valuable, and since such kernels rely so heavily on the use of the l 's rule,
immediately—from the viewpoint of automated theorem proving in general—a natural question to ask
concerns the possibility of using the 1 's rule as a restriction strategy when attacking other classes of prob-
lem with an automated theorem-proving program.

If we wish to have an automated theorem-proving program seek to prove that 9 4 is a fixed point
combinator, but follow the usual approach of searching for a proof by contradiction, we would begin with

-iEQUAL(a(e4^),a(f,a(e44)))

with 0 4 fully expressed in terms of B and W. We could then use the strategy that requires all paramodu-

lation steps whose into term is contained in the first argument o satisfy the l 's rule. For the steps whose

into term is contained in the second argument, we could extend the strategy to permit such terms to

almost satisfy the l 's rule in the sense that the leading / i s ignored—in other words, we could use a

pseudo I's rule. The program could find a backward proof that corresponds to the forward proof we just

gave, a proof relying strongly on the use of the kernel F4 .
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An examination of such a proof provides us with an interesting example illustrating why one must

be cautious about cavalierly using one particular option for paramodulation that occasionally is suggested

as the way one should implement paramodulation. The option in question has the program simultane-

ously replace all occurrences of a chosen into term, rather than replacing one occurrence at a time. Let us

see what happens if this option is exercised when attempting to prove that 64 is a fixed point combinator.

The proof by contradiction we have in mind would apply B and W as reductions until the clause

-1EQUAL(r4,a(f,r4))

is obtained, where T4 is fully expressed in terms of B, W, and the Skolem constant/that exists because of

assuming the desired result false. The program would then continue to use B and W to reduce both sides

of the inequality, applying where possible the reductions simultaneously to all occurrences of each chosen

into term. However, rather than at some point obtaining

-£QUAL(a(f,r4),a(f,r4))

as desired, the program would instead eventually obtain

^EQUAL(a<f,r4),a(f,a(f,r4)))

since F 4 reduces to/T4 , which is one of the properties of being a kernel.

In other words, rather than deducing a clause that contradicts the clause for reflexivity, the program

would deduce the first of many clauses that form an infinite loop. The program loops, of course, since

both occurrences of F4 will further reduce to/T4; as is obvious, we are assuming that the l 's rule is not in

use. On the other hand, if the l 's rule were in use in the modified form proposed to permit the needed

substitution to occur on the right side of the inequality, then the program would simply terminate that path

of inquiry with the deduction of a clause asserting that/T4 *fifT4). In either case, no contradiction would

be discovered if all steps were restricted to being reductions.

We therefore have an example of why the option of simultaneous replacement of all like into terms

should not be a requirement for paramodulation. Even further, we have an example of why the choice of

this option would, for the purpose under discussion, be unwise; indeed, such a choice would lead to

failure to reach the objective.

hi the given forward proof, and in the corresponding backward proof by contradiction, we noted that

the kernel F4 plays an important role. However, rather than being used in the form in which a Skolem

constant/is present, the kernel is used in the form in which the variable x replaces all occurrences of/,

which explains in part why we have alternatives for the definition of kernel. The remainder of the expla-

nation will be given when we again discuss kernels in the context of the weak fixed point property.

4.4. Superkernels

We now come to the point in our research at which we discovered—perhaps formulated is a better

word to use—a concept closely related to that of simple kernel, namely, the concept of simple super-

kernel. Reliance on this new concept, as we shall see, gives one an attractive alternative (presented in

Section 4.5.2) for applying the kernel method.
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More important, the study of superkernels in the context of B and W unveiled an unexpected piece

of the mystery concerning the construction of fixed point combinators. We say "unexpected,, because

we had no idea that more of the mystery remained hidden, especially after we had found the four combi-

nators (different from 0 4 ) that satisfy the equation for the strong fixed point property. Indeed, far greater

than the surprise that we and Smullyan experienced at finding 0 j through ©3 and 9 5 was our reaction to

what we discovered once we began studying superkernels. We were—and still are—startled at what we

found, startled to find how rich the B-and-W mine is if one is searching for fixed point combinators. The

B-and-W mine is infinitely rich. Let us immediately turn to the relevant details.

4.4.1. The Discovery of Superkernels

At this point in the report, we focus on precisely how we found those objects that we would eventu-

ally call simple superkernels.

Even though we had extracted obviously useful information from the fixed point combinators ©i

through 0 j , from the kernels Fj through r 5 , and from the mapping between the two sets, we found that

far more information could be extracted. In particular, we come to the discovery or formulation of the

concept of simple superkernel—a concept whose study led us to finding an infinite number of fixed point

combinators constructive from B and W, and then to finding an infinite subset such that no two of its ele-

ments are equal even when extensionality is present. To set the stage for introducing this new concept,

simple superkernel, let us again list T\ through F5 , and then examine these five kernels in a different

light—specifically, with regard to the possibility of reducing one to another by applying B and W.

Ti = W(B(Bx))(W(B(Bx)))(W(B(Bx)))

T2 = W{BBBxW(BBBx))<W{BBBx))

T3 = BWB(Bx)(BWB(Bx))(BWB(Bx))

T4 - BW(BBB)x(BW(BBB)xXBW(BBB)x)

F5 = B(BWB)Bx(B(BWB)Bx)(B(BWB)Bx)

Of course, we immediately note that all five of Fj through Fj are reducible, which we know because

each is a kernel. However, if we consider which of the five has the property of admitting a reduction only

if it satisfies the l 's rule, we discover that Fi has that property, but the other four do not. In particular,

except for F t , each of the other four kernels can be reduced by an application ofB that fails to satisfy the

l 's rule. From a slightly different perspective, we can write each of the five kernels as the cube of some

combinator or generator, respectively denoted as Q| through Q5 . Therefore—if we recall that we fre-

quently make no distinction between writing a specific kernel in terms of the variable ;r or in terms of the

constant/—in the notation focusing on generators, the kernel denoted earlier by Qiiil is now denoted by

&!&!&], where ill = BW{BBBx). With regard to reducibility with respect to B and W—and with the

new perspective—we discover that £lt is not reducible, but each of ii2 through il5 is reducible. We can,

therefore, reduce both the second and the third occurrences of the respective generator in F2 through F 5 ;

such reductions of F2 through F5 are clearly in violation of the 1 's rule.

In our continued interest in showing how research did occur, we can hypothesize that one might

respond to this observation that the 1 's rule is too restrictive since, if viewed from the perspective of iJj

through Q5, only Q2 admits a reduction violating the l 's rule. Such a rejoinder could lead one to suggest
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that a globalization of the l's rule might merit consideration—might, in fact, be a better property on

which to focus when compared to the given (strict) l 's rule. In other words, if paramodulalion is the

chosen rule for drawing conclusions—and despite the danger illustrated in the preceding section where we

discussed one of the options for applying paramodulation—perhaps it would be profitable to consider

simultaneous paramodulation steps into all like terms. Were one to play the game in this fashion, then

only F2 would admit a reduction violating the global 1 *s rule, and r 2 would then be the kernel that is sin-

gled out from among r t through F 5 . Let us show why this alternative is of substantially smaller interest

than adhering to the strict 1 's rule, and, more important, let us show why Fj rather than F2 is the kernel to

be given a special place. For pedagogical reasons, we first give a formal definition that is relevant to a

globalization of the 1 's rule; we define a global reduction.

Definition. The reduction C o , C | , . . . , Ck of the expression C to the expression D is termed a glo-

bal reduction if and only if, whenever some term t is replaced by a term s in a reduction step, then all like

terms are simultaneously replaced by s in that step.

Technically, a global reduction actually consists of applying identical reductions simultaneously to

all occurrences of some chosen into term. We shall also have need of its counterpart, a global expansion.

We can then talk about a global reduction that satisfies the 1 's rule to mean that each of the global reduc-

tion steps involves a term whose position vector consists of ail l 's. Similarly, we can talk about a global

expansion that satisfies the 1 's rule.

Immediately, we can study the difference between using ordinary reductions that satisfy the l 's rule

and using global reductions that satisfy that rule. With that focus, we shall see that F, rather than F2 is

indeed the kernel of interest. The preference for—and the power of—Fj rests with the fact that each of

r 2 through F5 is reducible with a global reduction to Ft—although, as we shall see immediately, the glo-

bal reduction that is applied to F2 to obtain F t does not satisfy the l 's rule or the global l 's rule. From

that viewpoint, F2 is not the kernel of interest; however, F) is since it is the only one of the five kernels to

which all five reduce; Fj reduces to itself with the empty set of reduction steps.

To prove that F2 through F5 each reduces to Vt, first we note that an application of B reduces

B(BWB)Bx, which is fl5, to BWB(Bx), which is Qj. A second application of B reduces fi3 to W(B(Bx)),

which is Cl[. We then note that an application of B reduces BW(BBB)x, which is ft4> to W{BBBx), which

is Q2 . A second application of £ reduces ft2 to W(B(Bx)), and ftt is obtained again. Since F2 through F5

are, respectively, the cube of il2 through Q5 , F2 through F5 each reduces to F(—although, as commented

earlier, a global reduction that violates the l 's rule is required for F2 . In contrast to F ^ the kernel F2

offers only one point of interest, namely, i22 *s *he o n ty generator from among the five generators for

which a reduction exists that does not satisfy the Ts rule.

By reviewing the preceding discussion, we see why Lie l 's rule, in the strict form, is preferred to its

global counterpart and, similarly, why ordinary reductions are preferred to global reductions. First, we

note that, if we were to focus on the globalization of the 1 's rule, then—except for F2—each of the ker-

nels under discussion admits exactly one reduction, and that reduction satisfies the global l 's rule. One

might mistakenly conclude from this observation that the kernel F2 is the most interesting kernel from

among r t through F5 . On the other hand, were we to focus on the strict l 's rule, then F, is the

exception—is the only kernel admitting a single reduction, and further, a reduction satisfying the strict 1 *s
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rule. We are not implying, however, that reductions satisfying the global 1 's rule are of no use—in fact,

quite the contrary. With one global reduction satisfying the l ' s rule, r 5 reduces to F3 , and with a second

global reduction satisfying that rule F 3 reduces to F\. Therefore, both Fs and F3 reduce with the global

l's rule to rx. As for F4 , use of the global 1 's rule yields F 2 .

But the picture now becomes slightly inhomogeneous. In particular, were this aspect of the study to

complete in a totally satisfactory manner, we would now find that F2 reduces to F t also with the global

l's rule. Unfortunately, as already shown, such is not the case; rather, we must apply a reduction that,

although it has the property of simultaneously replacing all occurrences of each chosen into term, does not j

satisfy the global l 's rule. To reduce F2 to Fj in a single step, we apply B simultaneously to all

occurrences ofBBBx; in other words, we apply a global reduction that violates the l 's rule.

If we combine the current discussion with the earlier concern for the option in which paramodu-

lation is required to attempt to replace all like terms at once rather than replacing a single occurrence, we

conclude that focusing on so-called ordinary as opposed to global paramodulation more readily points to

the kernel of interest. After all, the single occurrence option leads to choosing Fj as the kernel of interest,

which is the better choice from what we have said so far. Nevertheless, we also see that global reductions

are indeed the type of reduction to use when studying a set of related kernels with the goa! of finding one

to which they all reduce. The argument for preferring Fi , however, is far from complete, as we shall soon

see. Therefore, to complete that argument, we now define the concept of simple superkernel.

Definition, syntactic. The expression F is a simple superkernel with respect to the set P of combi-

nators if and only if (1) F is a simple kernel with respect to P and (2) exactly one reduction applies to F

and that reduction satisfies the 1 's rule.

The connection between the two given properties in the definition of simple superkernel rests with

the fact that, since a simple superkernel F is a simple kernel, F is reducible and, therefore, at least one

reduction can be applied to F. A simple superkernel is distinguished from an ordinary simple kernel in

that the latter always admits a reduction that violates the (strict) 1 's rule. On the other hand, if one applies

the sequence of reductions to a simple superkernel F that reduces F to xT, no guarantee exists that each

intermediate expression—each descendant—will share the unique reduction property that F has. For

now, we consider that the line of descendants terminates when xT is obtained, where F is some simple

kernel under study. When we come to the concept of kernel itself—of which simple kernel is a

subclass—we shall be interested in lines of descendants that do not terminate with xF, where F is a kernel

that is not simple.

As an example of what can occur with a superkernel's descendants, let us consider the superkernel

F | . If one reduces T\ with W and then with B, one obtains

Bx((W(B(Bx)))(W(B(Bx))))(W(B(Bx))), .

which admits a reduction with W that violates the l 's rule. One can summarize this situation by saying

that, although superkernels admit a single reduction such that the reduction satisfies the l 's rule, this

property is not necessarily inherited by its descendants under reduction. We are forced to include the

word "necessarily" in our summarizing sentence because superkernels exist for which all descendants

behave essentially as desired. The superkernel LflJLf) is such an example in that all descendants admit a
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single reduction, and that reduction satisfies the pseudo l's rule.

We chose the term superkernel to suggest that such an object behaves like a kernel, but more so—

more so in the sense that it offers great power for constructing fixed point combinators, just as ordinary

kernels do, but offers even more power. The added power of almost all superkernels comes in part from

the fact that other kernels can be obtained from them. For example, each of F2 through F$ can be

obtained from Fj . Therefore, since ©2 through 0 5 are obtainable, by respectively expanding F2 through

F5 , we see that the five combinators 0 i through 0 5 can all be obtained by expansions if we start with F | .

(Of course, in contrast to having all expansions observe the strict 1 's rule in the process of obtaining ©2

through 05, respectively, from F2 through F 5 , obtaining 0 j through ©5 from Fj requires the use of some

expansions that violate the 1 's rule.) However, if one is not concerned with this restriction rule, then F | is

indeed powerful, for one can pursue various expansion paths and obtain all of 0 j through 0 5 from F ( . In

fact, as we shall see when we discuss a variant of the kernel method in Section 4.5.2, one could approach

the construction of fixed point combinators from B and W purely from the viewpoint of the superkernel

F] . We shall give examples of other superkernels later in this report.

The process for obtaining kernels from a superkernel consists, as expected, of applying global

expansions that satisfy the l 's rule and also applying global expansions that violate the l 's rule—that

avoid terms whose position vector consists of all 1 's. Indeed, as an example, a glance at the earlier dis-

cussion of the reducibility of F2 through F$ to F | shows that focusing on F j , replacing the reductions by

the corresponding expansions, and inverting their order is just what is needed to obtain the set of kernels

under consideration. In particular, one can first obtain F3 from F r and then F5 from F3 , each by applying

a global expansion satisfying the l 's rule. To obtain Fj from F | , one simply applies a global expansion

simultaneously to a set of identical terms none of which satisfies the 1 's rule constraint. Finally, one

completes this aspect of the study by applying to Ti a global expansion satisfying the 1 's rule to obtain

F4 .

In other words, if one were to have discovered Fi first, one might then have been led quickly to the

discovery of each of F2 through T$. Then, from each of the five kernels, one could have discovered 9 j

through 05, respectively, and, at that point, one would have succeeded in constructing five distinct fixed

point combinators from B and W alone.

This entire process leading to the discovery of 0 | through 0 5 would have been—and actually is—

far more efficient than the brute-force approach we were required to use when we were confronted with

the original problem. Indeed, compared to the standard approach in automated theorem proving—or in

mathematics or logic, for that matter—of denying that a fixed point combinator exists with the object of

finding a proof by contradiction and, if successful, extracting from the proof tlie desired object, the kernel

method is far superior. As evidence, we note that our discovery of 0 | through ©5 did in fact require more

effort on our part, and far more CPU time for the computer. Specifically, as we shall learn in Section

4.5.3, when we asked our program ITP to study B and W in the context of fixed point combinators, the

equivalent of 20 CPU hours of computer time on a Sun 3 workstation was required to find ©i through ©5.

In contrast, when the problem was attacked with the kernel method applied by ITP, the same information

was found in 8 CPU minutes on a Sun 3 workstation.
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Still later—as we learn in Section 5.3.1—after we had fully developed the kernel method and after
the automated theorem-proving program OTTER (Other Theorem-proving Techniques for Effective
Research) had been designed and implemented, OTTER applied the kernel method to find in 2 CPU
seconds a proof that the set P consisting of B and W alone satisfies the strong fixed point property. We
shall, as promised, give in Section 4.5.2 the precise method for searching for fixed point combinators—a
method that closely follows the outline we have just given—and then apply the method to the study of B
andW.

Of course—and this fact was disappointing when pointed out by Smullyan in private correspon-
dence [Smullyan86]—0j through 0$ are not distinct when extensionality is present; as commented ear-
lier, he supplied proofs that ©4 = ©5 and 0[ = 0 2 . That disappointment lingered until we made the star-
tling discovery alluded to earlier, the discovery that establishes that F| is far more useful, as we shall see
in the next section, than we had originally thought—even more useful than evidenced by the existence of
01 through 05. This additional use for F ^ and therefore the additional power offered by it, also contri-
butes to the choice of the term superkernel. However, rather than attempting to show how the discovery
was made, let us present specific results, and then focus on various properties of the results.

4.4.2. Other Superkernels for B and W

In this section, we discover that Ft is not the only superkernel that exists with respect to the set con-,
sisting of B and W alone.

As discussed in Section 4.1, during our original exploration of the B-and-W mine, we stumbled onto
a vein that yielded more than the fixed point combinator 0 4 that initiated our study—we found Oi
through ©5. That particular vein, as we prove later, quickly runs out—0| through 05 exhausts it. How-
ever, as we learn in this section, further exploration of the B-and~W led to the discovery of a far richer
vein—a vein located not far from the first vein, and one that runs forever. Let us set the stage for extract-
ing the riches from that second vein.

We begin by considering the expression

a6 = W(B(B(Bx)))

obtained from Clt by inserting an addition! B immediately to the right of W and fully right associating
the result. (The notation involving, for example, 0$ will be completely explained in Section 4.4.3 where
we impose an enumeration on a set of combinators.) Next, let us consider the left-associated fourth power
of Q6, and call the result F6 . First we note that F6 is reducible, but only one reduction is possible, a
reduction with W satisfying the l's rule. Second, we note that, if one applies to F6 in order the reductions
W, B, B, and B, one obtains

which says that F6 reduces to x(F6). Third, we note that the given reductions all satisfy the l's rule. We
thus see that the expression F6 is a simple superkernel with respect to!' consisting of B and W alone.

Of course—for now—we are mainly interested in the construction of fixed point combinators, not
just the discovery of superkernels. However, at least for F | , we already observed that its discovery could
have led to the discovery of four additional kernels F2 through F5, and each of these five kernels in turn
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could have led to the construction of the five fixed point combinators 0 | through 0 5 . The natural ques-

tions to ask concern the possibility of expanding T6 to a fixed point combinator, and the possibility of

expanding T6 to the construction of additional kernels that might in turn expand to yet more fixed point

combinators. In other words, in contrast to extracting Qt through ©5 from various proofs of the abstract

form of a theorem that asserts that combinators exist that satisfy the equation for the strong fixed point

property, we might instead construct fixed point combinators directly by expanding various kernels.

If, for example, we begin with T6

W(B(B(Bx)))(W(B{B{Bx))))(W{B(B(Bx))))(W(B(B(Bx))))

and expand three times with

Wxy = xyy

subject to the constraint of the l 's rule and the constraint of always choosing the shortest term that

expands, we obtain

W(WW)(W{B{B(Bxy)))

as the result. Then, if we apply four expansions with B, each to the entire expression under consideration,

and therefore each satisfying the l 's rule, we obtain in order

B(W(WW)W(B(B(Bx)))

B(B(W(WW))W)B(B(Bx))

B(B(B(W(WW))W)B)B(Bx)

B(B(B(B(W(WW))W)B)BB)x

as the result, which we rewrite as Q6x.

At this point, the construction of the desired fixed point combinator related to F6 is virtually com-

plete. In fact, we need only recall that

which follows from the fact that T6 reduces to A(F6), and then apply the expansions just presented to the
right side of this equality as well. We obtain

Q6x = x(&6x),

which is obviously an instance of the equation for the strong fixed point property. Summarizing, we have

succeeded in first finding a new superkernel, and then using it to find a corresponding fixed point combi-

nator constructible from B and W alone. When we present the kernel method for constructing (when they

exist) fixed point combinators from some arbitrarily given set P of combinators, we shall see that what we

have just witnessed very closely resembles an application of that method.

Let us pause to supply certain relevant history. To begin with, we focused on the form of the super-

kernel that contains the Skolem constant/rather than that containing the variable x to ensure that our pro-

gram does not apply any unwanted instantiations during its search for kernels or for fixed point combina-

tors. (The search for kernels derived from superkernels is described in Section 4.5.2 as the first stage of

the three-stage kernel method; the search for fixed point combinators from kernels is described as the

second stage of the two-stage version presented in Section 4.5.1, or the third stage of the three-stage
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version of the kernel method.) In particular, were we to focus on the form of the superkernel containing
the variable x, then various paths corresponding to various instantiations of x would be considered by the
program, and we wish to avoid those paths.

Next, we chose to study F6 in the context of possible superkernels in part because earlier in our
research we had discovered a superkernel smaller than Fj, nan ly, W{Bx)(W{Bx)). We reasoned that if
the square of W(Bx) is a superkernel, which it is, and since the cube of W(B(Bx)) is a superkernel, then the
fourth power of W(B(B(Bx))) deserves study. The other force for studying F6 rests with the success we
had with F f . In short, because of the two given reasons, we were encouraged to pursue the study of F6,
encouraged despite having already discovered that the use of the smaller superkernel W(Bx)(W(Bx)) does
not lead to the construction of a fixed point combinator from B and W alone. We shall see, in Section
4.5.5, that this smaller superkernel is in fact useful in another context.

Noting the strong connection between F6 and Fj and the fact that one could parallel the construction
of 0 | from Fj to obtain 0 6 from F6, the next natural step was to explore the possible constructibility of
other kernels from F6 to parallel the construction of F2 through F5 from F^ We found 13 kernels con-
structible from F6. As in our discussion of how one could have found F2 through F5 from Fj , to find the
additional kernels, we used global expansions satisfying the l 's rule and global expansions violating that
rule. In particular, we used our program to search for new kernels, starting with the superkernel F6 =
Q6S26Q6Q6, where Cl6 = W(B(B(Bf))). Again, we used the form of the generator in which the Skolem
constant/occurs, rather than that in which the variable x occurs, to avoid certain search paths.

The program's search was one of level saturation; for each into term of potential interest in fi6, the
program applied, where possible, an identical expansion to all three copies of the chosen term—applied in
effect, but not actually, a global expansion. Once all such into terms were considered, the resulting ker-
nels (each of level 1) were collected and any duplicates removed; the program then turned to applying the
same approach to a newly found kernel of level 1. The approach terminates when an expression of the
form pf is found, where p contains no occurrences of/.

If, instead of terminating the search, the corresponding branch of the search were pursued, no addi-
tional information of value would be found; further expansions merely yield expressions that offer no
more power thin one of those kernels already found. We are, of course, interested only in the set of ker-
nels no two of which offer the same power for the construction of fixed point combinators. Summarizing,
we do, therefore, have a use for paramodulation where a single into term is the focus of attention—even
though other like terms exist—and also for paramodulation where the unification focuses on an into term
simultaneously with all like terms.

For the following 14 kernels, including the superkernel Fg, which result from the program's efforts,
we simply give the generator of each and note that each kernel is the fourth power of its generator. For
each generator, we are permitted the replacement of the constant / by the variable x because the
corresponding global expansion path applies.

W{B{B(Bx)))
W(B(BBBx))
W(BBB(Bx))
BWB(B(Bx))
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W(BB(BBB)x)

BWB(BBBx)

W{B(BBB)Bx)

BW{BBB){Bx)

B{BWB)B{Bx)

BW(BB{BBB))x

B(BWB)(BBB)x

BW{B{BBB)B)x

B(BW(BBB))Bx

B(B(BWB)B)Bx

Because we now understood how we could have found 0 | through ©5 by using kernels—which is
the second stage of the two-stage method we shall present for attempting such constructions—we decided
to consider the 14 kernels and attempt to construct from each a fixed point combinator. Only later would
we discover that the mapping from kernels to fixed point combinators is not necessarily one-to-one—
kernels exist from which one can construct moro than one fixed point combinator. Our program found the
following 14 fixed point combinaiors constructible from B and W\ each is obtained from the kernel whose
generator is given in the corresponding position of the preceding list.

The procedure for obtaining a fixed point combinator from the corresponding kernel adheres to the
following rules: expand with B or W such that the into term satisfies the 1 's rule; consider an into term
only if it contains the symbol /, always choose the shorter of two into terms to expand when a choice
exists.

B(B(B(B(W(WW))W)B)B)B

B(B(B(W(WW))W)B)(BBB)

B{B(B{W{WW))W){BBB))B

B(B(B(W(WW))(BWB))B)B

B(B(W(WW))W)(BB(BBB))

B{B(W(WW)XBWB))(BBB)

B(B(W(WW))W)(B(BBB)B)

B(B(W(WW))(BW(BBB)))B

B(B(W(WW))(B(BWB)B))B

B{W{WW))(BW(BB{BBB)))

B(W(WW))(B(BWB)(BBB))

B(W(WW))(BW(B(BBB)B))

B(W(WW))(B(BW(BBB))B)

B(W(WW))(B(B(BWB)B)B)

(In Section 5.3.4.2, we learn that one can construct more than one fixed point combinator from each of the
14 kernels, if one relaxes the rule of always choosing the shorter of the two possible into terms.)

At this point, we were about to make a discovery that we would find remarkable and that would
simply produce elation. To make this discovery and complete this phase of our research, all we had to do
was compare, summarize, and generalize our results and observations in the following way. First, we
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note that the square of W(Bx) is a superkernel, but one that fails to expand to a fixed point combinator

constructive from B and W alone; as commented earlier, this superkernel will, however, be useful in

another study (see Section 4.5.5), Next, we observe that the cube of W{B{Bx)) is a superkernel from

which one can obtain four other kernels; each of the five kernels leads to the construction of a fixed point

combinator with respect to B and W. Then, we note that the fourth power of W(B(B(Bx))) is a superkernel

from which one can obtain 13 additional kernels; each of the 14 Leads to the construction of a fixed point

combinator from B and W. Therefore, by applying an argument almost identical to that used earlier, we

should be able to conclude that the fifth power of W(B(B(B(Bx)))) will work—will prove to be a super-

kernel from which many kernels can be obtained, each of which leads to the construction oi a correspond-

ing fixed point combinator.

Further, since we know that the first two superkemels lead, respectively, to the construction of 5 and

14 fixed point combinators, we should also be able to predict the number at the next stage. A review of

the preceding discussion of F 6 is sufficient to show that, in fact, all is as it should be with regard to the

kernel expressed as the fifth power of its generator—we can prove that we have found the next in the

sequence of superkemels, and can predict the number of fixed point combinators that can be traced to the

new superkernel. With regard to this fifth power superkernel, 42 kernels can be derived from it, and 42

fixed point combinators can be constructed from B and W, one from each kernel. Finally, we could draw

the desired general conclusions, and here they are.

4.4.2.1. Intermediate Summary Concerning β-and-W Fixed Point Combinators

At this point we give a partial summary of the results pertinent to the construction of fixed point

combinators from B and W alone. As we shall learn in Section 4.S.4, to make the summary complete

would require too much additional information at this time—information that we only obtained later in

our research.

One obtains a superkernel—that will lead to the successful construction of fixed point combinators

from B and W alone—by taking the right-associated expression, which will turn out to be the generator of

the sjjperkernel, consisting of W, followed by *-l occurrences of B, followed by a variable x, and then tak-

ing the left-associated k-th power of the resulting generator with k>3. From this superkernel, if one

includes it in the count, one obtains p kernels where p is the number of ways to associate k+l letters.

Each of the kernels leads to the construction from B and W of a fixed point combinator; the correspon-

dence is one-to-one. In Section 4.7, we shall see that, if we do not adhere to all three rules given earlier

for expanding a kernel in the attempt to construct a fixed point combinator, in general the mapping from

kernels—derivable from a single superkernel—to fixed point combinators is many-to-one.

We can finally put this entire discussion in perspective and present the discovery that did indeed

astound us. From B and W alone, one can construct an infinite number of fixed point combinators. This

infinite set can be partitioned into classes, each class consisting of a finite set of combinators all of which

contain 2k-\ occurrences of B and k occurrences of W, where the superkernel from which the class is

obtained is the Jfc-th power of the generator of the superkernel.

In the context of the preceding remarks, the classes consist of 5 combinators of length 8, 14 of

length 11, 42 of length 14, ... . Each class is generated by a single superkernel, a fully left-associated
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expression of its fully right-associated generator. In other words, the number of elements in a class is

equal to the number of v/ays one can associate k+l letters, where the superkernel from which the class is

obtained is the £-th power of an expression or generator consisting of k+l letters, counting multiple

occurrences.

Within a class, ordinarily no two combinators are equal; however, if one assumes extensionality,

then all elements of a given class are equal. We shall supply proofs of both assertions near the end of this

subsection. If one chooses two distinct classes and selects an element from each, those two elements are

provably not equal; this statement holds even when extensionality is present, which provides a most satis-

factory contrast to the fact that, in the presence of extensionality, 6 t through 0 5 are all equal.

We therefore have constructed from B and W an infinite set T{BW) of superkemels each of which

leads to the construction of a finite class of fixed point combinators such that, when extensionality is

absent, one can prove that no two elements within a class are equal. Since we have already discussed how

one obtains the appropriate kernels from the superlcernels in T{BW), for convenience we sometimes refer

to the resulting set of kernels also as Y(BW). On the other hand, even when extensionality is present, we

can still construct an infinite set of fixed point combinators no two of which are equal. We simply form a

subset of the infinite set of combinators constructible from T(BW) by selecting one element of each class

(defined by the length of its elements), where the union of the classes is the set of combinators generated

by T(BW). Let us call that union ®{BW), and keep in mind that its elements are combinators that are con-

structed directly and indirectly from the superkemels in T(BW).

We were thus able to assuage the disappointment produced by our earlier discovery—made because

of certain proofs supplied to us by Smullyan—that showed that 9 j through 65 are all equal in the pres-

ence of extensionality. In fact, the universe had rotated 180 degrees; in contrast t<J the five combinators

reported in our earlier paper, we now had access to an infinite set Q{BW) of fixed point combinators con-

taining an infinite subset such that no two elements of the subset are equal even when extensionality is

present. But far more riches lay ahead. Indeed, we were to discover later, as we shall relate, that even at

this point we were naive about what could be extracted from the B-and-W mine.

4.4.2.2. Two Proofs Concerning the Possible Equality of B-and-W Fixed Point Combinators

We now fulfill an earlier promise by giving two proofs concerning the possible equality of fixed

point combinators constructible from B and W alone.

Let us complete the account of this phase of our research by proving the assertions concerning the

possible equality of various pairs of fixed point combinators constructible from B and W when exten-

sionality is absent and when it is present. The entire argument rests on the Church-Rosser theorem for

applicative systems. That theorem states that if two combinators are equal, then a third combinator exists

such that the first two are reducible to the third. The converse, of course, is clearly true; if two combina-

tors reduce to a third—whether or not the third is in fact one of the two—then the two are equal. The

proof that, in the absence of extensionality, no two combinators in a class (defined by the length of its ele-

ments) are equal follows from the fact that all of the combinators contained in the infinite set we con-

structed are irreducible. No reduction with BorW applies, for example, to 6 | through 65 or 10 any of the

14 combinators constructed by starting with F6 . By Church-Rosser, if two elements of a class were equal.
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then a third combinator must exist such that the two reduce to it, which cannot be since all combinators

under consideration are irreducible. These observations in fact prove that no two combinators in the

entire set constructed from F(BW) are equal when extensionality is absent.

In contrast, when extensionality is present, all elements in each class are provably equal. For a

proof of this fact, merely recall that all elements within a given class reduce to the superkemel used to

construct that class. However, since no reduction exists that reduces two different superkemels to a third

expression, we can again apply the Church-Rosser theorem to deduce that the infinite s?t of superkemels

has the property that no two of its elements are equal, whether extensionality is present or not. We there-

fore conclude that, if one selects two different classes from those whose union is the infinite set con-

structed from T(BW), and then selects one element from each, the two elements can be proved to be

unequal even in the presence of extensionality. How far we have traveled from the discovery of five fixed

point combinators that, in the presence of extensionality, are provably equal!—we have proved that we

can extract from the infinite set ®{BW) of combinators an infinite subset such that no two elements of that

infinite subset are equal even in the presence of extensionality.

If one reviews what we have learned to this point concerning the construction of fixed point combi-

nators from B and W alone, one finds that these two combinators, when considered together, offer

astounding power. Even further, one sees how complex this aspect of combinatory logic is, and what

beauty is present if viewed from an algebraic outlook.

Along that same line of thought, we can draw an analogy that might serve as a preview of what we

discuss in Section 4.7 when we revisit B and W. We have at this point succeeded in finding a set of fixed

point combinators that we can enumerate (see Section 4.4.3), starting with 6) through 65 , then number-

ing those obtained from Fg, and proceeding in an orderly fashion. If we take this action, we obtain a

one-to-one mapping of this set of combinators onto the positive integers. One can then take the integers,

construct from it the rationale, and extract from the rationals an infinite class of infinite sets. Consistent

with this analogue, one might wonder what can be done with the infinite set of combinators so far con-

structed. When we revisit B and W, let us see how much of this analogy applies and, depending on how

far w>? get, what we learn about the power of the set P of combinators consisting of B and W alone.

4.4.3. Enumerating an Infinite Set of Fixed Point Combinators

We now consider the infinite set of fixed point combinators constructed in the preceding section,

and then well-order them in such a way that the set naturally maps to the positive integers. In other

words, we show how one can take the 5 combinators that reduce to r t . the 14 that reduce to T6r the 42

that reduce to Yw, —, and arrange them in such a way that one can identify the first, the second, and, in

general, the n-th for any positive integer n. Of course, when we say, for example, that the five combina-

tors (9 j through 65) reduce to T\, we are allowing one to use reductions that violate the l 's rule. By

focusing on the reducibility of combinators to superkemels rather than to kernels, we are setting the stage

for showing that the superkemels, even more than the kernels derived from them, play the key role in our

enumeration.
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4.4.3.1. Three Properties of Patterns Based on the Ways to Associate Letters

So that our procedure for enumerating the fixed point combinators constructive from B and W alone

will be easy to follow, we pause to study three properties possessed by the patterns for associating three or

more letters. The first useful property concerns the numbers 5, 14, and 42—which happen to be the

number of combinators in the classes that are, respectively, reducible to F | , F6 , and r M . If one were

asked about the significance of a sequence of numbers beginning with these three numbers, one might

respond with the observation that these numbers give, respectively, the ways one can associate k letters

The second useful property concerns a procedure for assigning nuro'jers to the various patterns for

associating letters, when one has a choice about the association. For example, the first choice to be made

occurs when associating three letters; one can left associate the expression fully, or one can right associate

it fully. As we shall see—because the first superkernel of interest has a generator consisting of four

letters—we shall ignore the association patterns for three letters and, instead, begin with those for four

letters. For the enumeration of the various association patterns, we shall choose to assign 1 to the fully

right-associated pattern rather than to the fully left-associated, first, because we shall in general observe

this preference for our enumeration of the infinite set of combinators, and, second, because the super-

kernels from which the combinators are constructed can each be expressed in terms of a fully right-

associated generator.

To amplify the second factor, the right-associated pattern of the generator of each superkemel will

be crucial for assigning the appropriate positive integer to the combinator that directly corresponds to that

superkernel. Even further—as we shall see in this section—the assignment of the appropriate integer to

the respective combinators that directly correspond to each of the kernels derived from a given super-

kernel depends on the association of the letters in the generator of the respective kernels; that association

is in tum strongly related to the pattern of the letters in the generator of the superkernel from which the

kernels are derived.

To continue our illustration of the scheme for numbering the various patterns for associating letters,

we note that five ways exist to associate four letters. Now, since the number of ways to associate, for

example, four letters does not depend on the presence or absence of duplicate letters—which is the third

property of interest concerning association patterns—we can focus on the number of elements in each

subgrouping of letters and ignore the letters themselves. With that observation, and with the preference

for right association over left association, the five associations are in order of preference 1,(1,2), 1,(2,1),

2,2, (1,2),1, and (2,1),1. These five patterns would ordinarily be assigned, respectively, the numbers 3

through 7 had we assigned the numbers 1 and 2 to the two ways to associate three letters. However—

because of an oddity or property of the set P consisting of B and W alone—when we enumerate the

infinite set of combinators, we shall ignore the two patterns for associating three letters and begin number-

ing with the patterns for associating four letters. The justification for this decision will be obvious when

we focus directly on the various superkernels, including the supei Kernel W(Bx{W(Bx))).

We could then extend the enumeration of patterns of association by next considering the 14 patterns
that arise from associating 5 letters. Again, we would simply consider the patterns based on the sub-
groispings of symbols and the number of symbols in each subgrouping, rather than being concerned with
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the actual letters themselves. For example, since 5 ways exist to associate four letters—were it not for our
intention of ignoring the two ways to associate three letters—the so-called patterns of the form 1,4 would
be ordinarily be assigned the numbers 8 through 12, and then the patterns 2,(1,2) and 2,(2,1) would be
assigned the numbers 13 and 14, respectively. However, since we intend to ignore the two ways of asso-
ciating three letters, these patterns will receive, respectively, the numbers 6 through 10 and 11 and 12.
The given procedure could be extended in the obvious fashion, assigning the patterns for associating
letters tc positive integers, resulting in a one-to-one onto mapping, which completes our detour into the
study of association patterns in general.

4.4.3.2. The Enumeration Procedure

We are now prepared to enumerate the infinite set of combinators constructed in the preceding sec-
tion; obviously, we apply a procedure closely related to that just illustrated. The focal point for the
enumeration is the set of superkernels consisting of I^ = rf, F6 = FJi\ F^ = F^, and, in general F3*+2

for k 2, where F8, for example, is used as a shorthand notation for referring to the superkerael that gen-
erates the combinators of length 8. The connection between these superkernels and the patterns of associ-
ation of letters rests with the symbols that occur in the generator of each superkerael. In particular, we
begin with F ( , recall that F, is the cube of W(B(Bx)) = fl|, and note that four symbols occur in the gen-
erator £21.

Next—and here we come to yet another illustration of the delight offered by mathematics in general
and by combinatory logic specifically—if one looks at Fj and the four kernels F2 through F s that one can
obtain from F|, an interesting mapping begins to emerge, if one takes note of the ways to associate four
letters. The mapping yields a one-to-one onto correspondence between the set consisting of the kernels
Fj through Fs and the five patterns for associating four letters—the letters W B B and x of which the gen-
erator £2) consists. Now if one wishes to attempt to find the precise mapping and determine, without our
assistance, which kernel is mapped to which association patteni, we recommend pausing immediately. If,
instead, one prefers simply to see how it all works, then one can continue on.

The mapping is obtained by starting with the letters W, B, B, and x of the generator ilu marking
them so that one can follow their movements as one applies global expansions to obtain the various ker-
nels, and then recognizing the association pattern (of four letters) that results when one ignores all other
combinator occurrences. For example, F!—which is obtained from F, by the empty set of global
expansions—is mapped to the pattern 1,(1,2) since Q\ = W{B(Bx)). Next, the kernel F2, which is
obtained from Y\ by a global expansion with B that violates the 1's rule, is mapped to the pattern 1.(2,1).

To see why this is true—and here and for the next three kernels, so that all will be clear, we expli-
citly give parentheses that do not ordinarily appear in combinatory logic—note that die generator Q; is
W(((BB)B)x); but the first occurrence of B is ignored because it arises from the global expansion that
yields F2 from Ft and, therefore, is not descended from one of the original four letters in Fj. In other
words, one ignores the first occurrence of B in (he generator £i2 when one is seeking to correctly identify
the corresponding association pattern. If one continues along this line of reasoning, one sees that F3, gen-
erated by fl3 = ({BW)B)(Bx), is mapped to the pattern 2,2; the first occurrence of B is introduced by a glo-
bal expansion. Then, we find that F4, generated by (SBW)(S.BB)B))x, is mapped to the pattern (1,2),1; the
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first two occurrences of B are introduced by global expansions. Finally, we find that r 5 , generate! by

((B(((BW)B)))B)x, maps to the pattern (2,1),1.

However, as indicated when we discussed mapping association patterns to positive integers, we
wish to begin with the association patterns for four letters, and skip those for three. Let us see why. We
immediately encounter the property (of B and WO that causes us to introduce the oddity in our
enumeration—the oddity that results in an assignment of positive integers different from that dictated by
consideration of all patterns of association for three or more letters. The property of note asserts that,
when B and W are the only eombinators under study, the superkemel W(Bx)(W(Bx)) is not relevant. Its
lack of relevance rests with the fact that one cannot construct fixed point eombinators from B and W alone
that correspond to or emanate from W(Bx)(W(Bx)); we show why this is so in Section 4.5.5. Were
W(Bx)(W(Bx)) relevant, then we would begin assigning positive integers based on the association patterns
for three letters since this superkemel is generated by an expression consisting of three letters. Therefore,
since the superkernel W(Bx)(W(Bx)) plays no role for our infinite set of eombinators, we assign the posi-
tive integers based on association patterns for four or more letters, and 1 through 5 are, respectively,
assigned to H , Tj, F3, F<j, and F5. The fixed point eombinators that are, respectively, constructed from
these five kernels inherit the corresponding numbering, which explains how we chose the designation for
the set of eombinators 0 j through 0 5 .

One can then consider the 14 kernels that are derived from F$—including, of course, F& itself—and
map the corresponding fixed point eombinators to the positive integers 6 through 19. For example, the
superkernel F6 has its corresponding combinator mapped to 6, and the kernel obtained from F6 by a glo-
bal expansion with B that focuses on the deepest term possible has its corresponding combinator mapped
to 7. The fixed point eombinators that one constructs from considering the superkernel F20 come next,
and are similarly mapped to the positive integers 20 through 61. Since one can continue to obtain super-
kernels by inserting a B to the right of W in the generator of the preceding superkernel and then fully right
associating the result, one can find a fixed point combinator constructive from B and W alone that maps
to any chosen positive integer n. We thus have a mapping from the infinite section 0(BW) of eombinators
constructed in the preceding set to the positive integers.

The mapping is one-to-one because of the procedure we have used to produce it. (Of course, if the
mapping from fixed point eombinators to kernels were not one-to-one, we would be forced to add a rule to
address that problem. But, for the infinite set under discussion, the mapping from eombinators to kernels
is one-to-one.) The mapping from the infinite set of combinatory to the positive integers is onto, and one
can Mrly easily find the combinator that is mapped to a given integer in the following way.

One first computes the first few values for the number of ways one can associate four letters, five,
six, and such. One considers these values in order, and computes a set of numbers by taking the first
number (5), adding the first two (5 + 14), adding the first three, and, in general, adding the first k. The
object is to find two numbers during the additive part of the computation such that the first is a number
less than or equal to the n that one is seeking to find the inverse image of, and the second is greater than or
equal to n. Of course, n may be so large that one must return to the first part of the computation, that
focusing or computing the number of ways to associate some number of letters, in order to find a sum
that is greater than or equal to the n under consideration.
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The number of summands that is required to compute the smaller of the two numbers that traps n

dictates the number of superkernels that must be skipped to arrive at the superkernel and corresponding

class of combinators in which the inverse image of n resides. In particular, if the smaller of the two

numbers is strictly less than n and the number of summands required to obtain that smaller number is k,

then one skips the first k superkernels; if the smaller number equals n, then one skips the first k-\ super-

kernels.

For example—since we shall learn that the classes whose union is Q(BW) are, respectively, com-

posed of combinators of length 8, 11, 14, 17, and the like—if n = 65, then one enters the class whose

superkernel is T ^ because 5 + 14 + 42 = 61, forcing one to skip T^ = T? and r 6 and T ^ . In that case,

obviously, one also knows that the kernel of (he desired fixed point combinator is located close to F6 2

because 62 is close to 65 and 62 is the inverse image of the combinator whose kernel is F62 . Similarly, if

n is 59, then r 2 0 is the superkernel of interest, and the kernel of the desired combinator is located far from

F2o but still in the set derived from the superkernel I^o-

Of course, one need not process the kernels within a class one at a time, but one can, instead refine

the search. The refinement we have in mind focuses on computing the number of ways to associate k

letters by using the values for numbers less than k. Then one uses these subcomputations to suggest

where to look in the class of combinators that one has determined to contain the inverse image of the n

under consideration. Thus we see that indeed the infinite set of combinators under study does map onto

the positive integers.

Reviewing the material in this section now shows even more clearly why we number association

patterns with a preference for the more right associated over the more left associated. This action gives

Y\ the first place in the enumeration, which it deserves for its role in producing 0 ( through 65 and pro-

ducing, by continued insertion of the combinator B, the infinite sequence of superkernels. The preference

for right-associated patterns also matches well the implied preference for kernels that are not far from the

superkernel from which they are obtained, not far in the sense that fewer rather than more global expan-

sions are required to obtain them. Of course, we do encounter one drawback with our preference and the

corresponding enumeration; global expansions that violate the 1 *s rule lead to kernels with lower numbers

in the enumeration when compared to those yielded by global expansions that satisfy the 1 's rule. Since

the enumeration is driven by the letter patterns in the superkernels, which in turn determine the letter pat-

terns in the kernels derived from them, we also see why superkernels play an even more important role in

our study than do kernels.

4.4.3.3. Comparing Combinators within a Class

We close this section (Section 4.4.3.3} with a hint about the relation that the various combinators

within a given class bear to each other, putting that hint in the context of information we already know.

We mostly confine our attention to Q\ through 0 5 , but note that the observation applies to the other

classes as well.

As we noted earlier, each of 6 | through 6 S is irreducible, contains the same number (3) of

occurrences of W, and the same number (5) of occurrences of B. Also as we noted, the number of

occurrences of W is equal to the power (3) of the generator of the superkernel I*i, and the number of
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occurrences of B is equal to 2&-1, where it is the power of the generator in the formula for Tt (or the
appropriate superkemel). The structure—and therefore the precise, pattern of the occurrences of B and W
within a combinator—of the combinators within a class varies according to when, which type of, and how
many global expansions are applied to the superkemel to obtain the corresponding kernel, which in turn
detennines how many expansions must be then applied to free the fixed point combinator from the
Skolem constant/or, equivalently, from the variable x.

We thus see how the properties of each combinator are essentially completely determined by those
of its corresponding kernel, which are in turn determined by those of the superkemel from which the ker-
nel is obtained and those of the path pursued to obtain it. This observation produces added interest when
one takes into account the fact that Q\ through 65 are provably pairwise unequal—if extensionality is not
present—but the kernels Ft through F5 are all equal even when extensionality is absent; F, through F5

each reduces to Tx. Again, we find that much of the mystery for constructing fixed point combinators—at
least, for B and W—is unraveled by studying superkernels and the kernels derived from them. We also
add to one's understanding of why we are so fond of and so intently interested in superkernels. As we
study sets of combinators other than that consisting of B and W alone, the reasons for our preoccupation
with superkernels will become even clearer.

Now, the appropriate action to take is to—finally!—present the systematic kernel method for the
construction (when they exist) of fixed point combinators. As we shall see, the kernel method applies
regardless of which set P of combinators one is asked to study—or at least it has to all sets we have stu-
died. The waiver we have added to the preceding sentence does not arise from the fact that sets exist for
which one cannot construct a fixed point combinator; we do study such sets later in this report, especially
in Section 5.3.6. Rather, the waiver arises from the fact that we have not yet succeeded in proving that
the kernel method is complete, that is, always succeeds when it should; we address that question in Sec-
tions 5.4.1.1 and 5.5.1.

4.5. The Kernel Method for Searching for Fixed Point Combinators

We now come to the heart of this report, the presentation of the systematic method for searching for
fixed point combinators. Since the method relies heavily on the use of kernels, we naturally call the
method the kernel method. The kernel method, as we commented in the introduction, appears to be the
first systematic means for searching for fixed point combinators. Fixed point combinators were known as
paradoxical combinators in the early days of combinatory logic, because the Russell Paradox and other
paradoxes can be formulated in terms of fixed point combinators. As commented in the introduction, the
Russell Paradox asks one to consider the set S whose members are all sets that are not members of them-
selves; if S is a member of itself, then S is not a member of itself, and if S is not a member of itself, then S
is a member of itself. Fixed point combinators are also of interest because Godel's self-referential sen-
tence and Kleene's recursion theorem can be interpreted as applications of such combinators [Baren-
dregt81].

As evidence of the power of the new method which relies heavily on the use of kernels, we shall
apply it to the successful construction of the infinite set of combinators obtained from the study of Fj, F6,
F^), and the rest of that sequence of superkernels. We thus again see why we are so fond of and so
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intently interested in superkernels. For additional evidence, we shall show how use of the kernel method

enabled us to extract far more from the B-and-W mine—enabled us to make the startling discovery of an

infinite class of infinite sets of fixed point combinators constructive from B and W alone. That infinite

class contains as one of its members the infinite set Q(BW) of fixed point combinators. That infinite set of

fixed point combinators contains, among others, 0) through 0 5 . In Section 4.4.3.2, we showed how one

can enumerate @(BW),

For evidence that establishes the generality of the kernel method, we again study Smullyan's ques-

tion [Smullyan84]: Can one construct a fixed point combinator from B and one other regular combinator?

However, in contrast to relying on the use of the combinator W, we answer that question in the affirmative

by studying other combinators to take the place of W, among which is N with

Nxyz = xzyz

for all combinators x, v, and z, where, by a convention in combinatory logic that we observe here, all

expressions are assumed to be left associated unless otherwise indicated. We also observe the convention

that JC, y, and z and such always refer to variables that range over all combinators. The combinator N is a

new combinator, at least in the sense that neither Smullyan nor Barendregt are familiar with it—which we

learned, respectively, from a phone conversation and a letter—and in the sense that we have not as yet

found any references to it in the literature. In addition to the answer relying on the use of the combinator

N, we also present alternative answers to the Smullyan question, among which is that focusing on B and

H alone with

Hxyz = xyzy

(see Section 5.3.5).

Since the application of the kernel method to the study of certain sets, such as that consisting,

respectively, of B and W and B and N, is complex—as we shall see when we turn to specific applications

in Section 4.5.4—we first apply the method to two very simple cases- Fortunately, as we shall see, the

complexity arises from the properties of the combinators themselves—which is how it should be—and

not from the properties of the kernel method. The two simple cases demonstrate the versatility and ease

of use—for a researcher or an automated theorem-proving program—offered by the kernel method for

constructing fixed point combinators. A study of those two cases will amply prepare one for the thorough

exploration of the B-and-W mine and the B-and-N mine that follows.

Definitions and Conventions

For the person who has decided to begin with this section rather than reading our chronological

account of how we formulated the kernel method, we shall present in this section certain material we have

already covered. By taking this action, we can make this section virtually self-contained and, for those

who have read the earlier sections, provide a review and summary of that earlier material. In addition, we

shall present new materia!1 >o enable us to fulfill certain promises concerning the generalization of various

concepts and concerning the fine details required to fully understand the kernel method. The treatment of

this material will be brisk.
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We begin with the definitions of a kernel and of a superkernel. However, in contrast to the earlier

definitions given, respectively, in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.1, here we define kernel and superkemel in their

full generality and discuss the earlier-presented concepts of simple kernel and simple superkernel as spe-

cial cases. In addition, we treat the concepts of kernel and superkernel semanticaily rather than syntacti-

cally. (For those who enjoy the historical aspects of research we point out that we formulated the seman-

tic definitions we give in this section almost eighteen months after we had discovered the concepts as syn-

tactic objects, as expressions satisfying certain requirements.) We also include other definitions that a> 2

relevant, and various examples to aid in one's understanding of the different concepts.

Definition. The sequence Co, C i,... , C* is a reduction, relative to the proper combinators A j , A 2,

..., Ak, of the expression C to the expression D if and only if (1) C = C o , (2) C, is obtained from Q_| by

applying (in the spirit of equality substitution) the left side of Ah (3) Ck = D, and (4) the terms that are

replaced are each free of variables.

For our next definition, that of kernel, we have two choices, syntactic and semantic. Although the

syntactic form of the definition—which we give first—is clearly the simpler, the semantic form captures

the precise mathematical nature of the concept of kernel as a set rather than as an expression.

Definition, syntactic. Where P is a set of combinators, the expression F is a kernel with respect to

P if and only if there exists a sequence A \, A 2 , . . . , Ak with At u> P such that F reduces to xT by applying

Aj in order as reductions, and F is expressed purely in terms of elements from P and x, where x ranges

over all combinators.

For the semantic definition of kernel, we need the definitions of fixed point of a combinator—not to

be confused with fixed point rombinator—and P'-reducible fixed point of a combinator. In addition, so

that the precise nature of the concept of kernel will be clear, we shall follow its definition with a detailed

discussion focusing on the need for the added precision present in the semantic definition.

Definition. Where /and g are given combinators, the combinator g is a fixed point off if and only if

g=fg-

Definition. Where / and g are given combinators, and where P is a given set of combinators, the

combinator g is a P-reducible fixed point off if and only if (1) g is a fixed point of / a n d (2) there exists a

reduction that reduces g to fg in which all of the steps in the reduction are with elements of P.

Definition, semantic. Where C is the set of all combinators, and where P is any given subset of c,

the set F of P-reducible fixed points is a kernel with respect to P if and only if (1) for al l / in C there exists

exactly one P-reducible fixed point Tf o f / in F and (2) there exists a unique sequence of reduction steps

with elements of P with the property that this sequence reduces Tf to fTf for any/in C. Where F is a ker-

nel with respect to some given set P, and where x implicitly ranges over all combinators, we say that Tx

reduces to xTx or, simply, that F reduces to xT. Finally, we frequently refer to a kernel by its name by

saying, for example, the kernel W(Bx)(W(Bx)), or by the pattern of symbols that occur in one of its ele-

ments by saying, for example, the kernel W(Bf)(W(Bf)).

If T is a kernel with respect to some given set P of combinators, then F induces a function that maps

every combinator / t o a P-reducible fixed point of/. The image of each combinator/under this induced

functioc is F^. The range of the induced function is the kernel F itself. Even further, the P-reducible
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fixed points of the set r are very tightly coupled. In particular, if one considers two combinators f*g,

then Yf is identical to Tg except that certain occurrences of/have been replaced with occurrences of g.

Let us study the various aspects of the concent of kernel, especially since one could easily conclude

that the given definition is needlessly complicated. First of all, to see why we cannot say "all occurrences

off,, let us consider the set P consisting of the single combinator L. Only one kernel exists with respect

to P, as far as we know. That kernel is Lx(Lx). One of its elements is LL(LL)7 and one of its elements is

LB(LB). Clearly, although these two given elements of the kernel Lx(Lx) are very tightly coupled, one

cannot replace all occurrences of L in the first and obtain the second. Instead, one must replace only the

second and fourth occurrences of L by B.

As for the second important aspect of our definition, defining a kernel with respect to some given set

P to be a set of P-reducible fixed points is not sufficient, for such a definition does not adequately couple

the elements of the set. To see why this is so, let us focus on the set P consisting of the combinators B

and W. From P, as we learned in Section 4.4.2, one can construct an infinite set of distinct kernels (ker-

nels in the sense of the formal and semantic definition we have just given). Among those kernels are G j ,

G 2, G 3 , and the like. Were it not for the second condition of our definition of kernel—the condition that

tightly couples the elements of a kernel—one could construct a set A of /"-reducible fixed points, one for

each element of the infinite set C of combinators, by replacing x in I^ by f\, x in F2 by fi,..., for the ele-

ments fi of C. Where/^ g, there do not exist two elements ty and A^ of the resulting set such that Ag can

be obtained from A^ by simply replacing / b y g. In contrast, when we informally define a kernel as a F

that reduces to xT, implicit in this informal definition is the existence of a unique reduction that appropri-

ately couples all of the elements of f.

Since we have completed the detailed discussion that addresses the need for the added precision in

the semantic definition of the concept of kernel—when compared to the syntactic—we now turn to the

definitions of kernels of various types.

Definition. Where P is a set of combinators, the set F is a superkernel with respect to P if and only

if (1) F is a kernel with respect to P and (2) exactly one reduction applies to each of the elements of F and

that reduction involves the first symbol in F. From the syntactic viewpoint, a superkernel is an expres-

sion that is a kernel that admits exactly one reduction, a reduction that involves the first symbol of the

expression. In other words, the only reduction step that applies to a suyerkernel—from the semantic or

syntactic viewpoint—is a reduction that satisfies the 1 's rule, to be defined almost immediately.

As one can show with the appropriate review, the kernels and superkernels encountered in the

preceding material all have one property in addition to those given in the more general definitions.

Specifically, but informally, for each of the kernels and superkernels on which we have previously

focused, all of the corresponding set of reduction steps that establish each to be, respectively, a kernel or a

superkernel must satisfy the l 's rule, which we define here again. Indeed, that additional property

explains why we referred to those kernels and superkernels, respectively, as simple kernels and simple

superkernels. The corresponding formal definitions rely on the following concepts.

Definition. The position vector of a term is a it-tuple that gives the relative position of the term

within the equation for a combinator or within some expression involving combinators, see Section 2.3.2

for examples and discussion.
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Definition. The reduction Co, Ci,... ,Ck of the expression C to the expression D satisfies the l's

rule if and only if the into term in each C, has a position vector consisting of alt 1 's.

Definition. The set F is a simple kernel with respect to the set P of combinators if and only if (1) F

is a kernel with respect to P and (2) the reductions that reduce each element Fy to/ry all satisfy the l 's

rule. From the syntactic viewpoint, a simple kernel is a kernel F such that all reduction steps that reduce

F to xT satisfy the 1 's rule.

Definition. The set—syntactically, expression—r is a simple superkernel with respect to the set P

of combinators if and only if F is a superkernel with respect to P and, as a kernel, is also simple.

Between simple kernels and (so to speak) ordinary kernels, we also consider semisimple kernels;

similarly, we consider semisimple superkernels. For those two concepts, we need the following

definition.

Definition. The reduction Co. C\, ... , Ck of the expression C to the expression D satisfies the

pseudo I's rule if and only if the into term in each C,- has a position vector consisting of all 1 's, where the

computation of the position vector is permitted to ignore any and all occurrences of leading/s with / a n

arbitrarily chosen combinator.

To see what we mean by leading f, in the expression

only the first two occurrences of / a re considered leading/s.

Definition. The set F is a semisimple kernel with respect to the set P of combinators if and only if

(1) F is a kernel with respect to P and (2) the reductions (if any) that reduce each element F^ to fTf, after/

isolates, all satisfy the pseudo l 's rule. From the syntactic viewpoint, an expression F is a semisimple

kernel if and only if F is a kernel such that all reductions (if any) that reduce F to xT after x isolates

satisfy the pseudo 1 's rule.

Definition. The set—syntactically, expression—r is a semisimple superkernel with respect to the

set P of combinators if and only if (1) F is a superkernel with respect to P and (2), as a kernel, F is also

semisimple.

Since the set of reduction steps that are needed to reduce an element Tf of a kernel to fTf after/iso-

lates may be empty, every simple kernel is a semisimple kernel. (It follows that every simple superkernel

is a semisimple superkernel.)

Examples and Relationships among Kernels of Various Types

Before we turn to specific examples, let us make certain observations concerning kernels in general.

For that purpose, we let P be an arbitrarily chosen set of combinators for which kernels exist with respect

to P, and let F be such a kernel.

To begin with, teclwically speaking, F is a function of the arbitrarily chosen combinator/, where F

reduce? 'o xT. Since F reduces to xT—which follows from the fact that F is a kernel—F = fT for any

arbitrarily chosen combinator/. Since/is an arbitrarily chosen combinator, F = xT for all combinators x,

which implies that P satisfies the weak fixed point property—for all x, there exists a >, such that y-xy.
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The proof of this assertion is immediate; one simply lets y be r . In other words, any expression that is a

kernel with respect to a set P of combinators will always serve as the y needed to show that that set

satisfies the weak fixed point property. Just as the y, in the equation for the weak fixed point property,

depends on x, so also does the kernel depend on x. However—and here we have a signific intly stronger

result—if the y that satisfies the equation for the weak fixed point property is actually a kernel, then y

reduces to xy, rather than simply being equal to xy.

Let us now turn to various examples. For the set P consisting of L alone with Lxy = x(yy), the

expression Lx(Lx) is a simple superkernel, and, therefore, a semisimple superkernel, with respect to P. If

we add the combinator S to P with Sxyz = xz(yz), then Lx(Lx) is still a simple superkernel with respect to

the expanded set of combinators. For a superkernel that is semisimple but not simple, we consider the set

P consisting of B and M with Bxyz = x(yz) and with Mx = xx, and the expression BxMiBxM). To present a

superkernel that is not even semisimple, we consider the set P consisting of B, S, and / with lx = x, and

the expression S{Bx)I(S(Bx)I). As for a simple kernel that is not a superkernel, we can focus on the set P

consisting of B and W with Wxy = jcyy, and the expression BWBx(BWBx). If we next focus on the expres-

sion W{Bx)(BWBx), we have a semisimple kernel that is not a superkernel. Finally, if we again consider

the set P consisting of B, S, and /, the expression SII(I(Bx(SII))) is a kernel with respect to Pt but not a

superkernel and not even semisimple.

With these definitions and examples in hand, we can now turn to the kernel method itself.

4.5,1. Description of the Two-Stage Kernel Method

The kernel method for searching for fixed point combinators can be applied as a two-stage method

or a three-stage method. We first focus on the two-stage version and, after completing that discussion,

then turn t<. the three-stage version, a discussion of the properties of the kernel method and various con-

jectures, and a summary of how the kernel method is applied. Consistent with our custom, we present the

two-stage version of the kernel method by giving ever more detailed pictures of it.

4.5.1.1. Top Level of Detail

At tiie top level, the kernel method consists of two stages. In the first stage, the object is to find ker-

nels with respect to the set P of combinators under consideration. The object of the second stage of the

kernel method i> to search for fixed point combinators constructible from the elements of that set P. The

connection betv/een the two stages rests with the use by the second stage of the kernels found in the first

stage. Of course, depending on the properties of the set P of combinators, failure may occur at either

stage—as it should.

Motivation for Interest in Kernels

Our interest in kernels comes in part from the typical desire in mathematics or in logic of finding

necessary anc' sufficient conditions for some property to hold. The property in focus here, of course, is the

strong fixed point property. We are seeking necessary and sufficient conditions for a set P of combinators

to satisfy that property. The following condition is sufficient. If there exists a T such that 6/reduces to T

which in turn reduces co/F for an arbitrarily chosen combinator/, then
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e/=r=/r,
which implies that one can substitute 6/for F i n / F to obtain

e/=/re/),
which implies that

since / is an arbitrarily chosen combinator. If the condition holds, then of course F is a kernel with

respect to P—in the most general sense of the term kernel—which explains much of our interest in ker-

nels.

To find a necessary condition for a set P of combinators to satisfy the strong fixed point property—

and the connection of such a condition to kernels—we can apply the Church-Rosser theorem. In particu-

lar, let P be a set of combinators that satisfies the strong fixed point property. Then

8 * = •*(©*)

for all combinators x, and therefore

for an arbitrarily chosen combinatory; in other words, we can focus on a combinator/that is not in P.

Next, in the spirit of combinators that are isolating (see Section 3.1), let any term s be called isolated if

the term is not grouped with any terms to its right and no terms occur to its left. For example, in the

expression flOf), tbe first occurrence of / i s isolated. From the Church-Rosser theorem, 6/andy(6/) must

both reduce to some common expression E. Since/is not in P, the isolated occurrence of / in y(9/) must

remain isolated, which implies that E has the form /A for some A. Therefore, a necessary condition for

the set P to satisfy the strong fixed point property is that there exists an isolator S, and there exists a A

such that 9/reduces to/A. In Section 3.1, we defined a combinator to be an isolator if the combinator is

proper and the first variable on the right side of its equation is isolated from the rest of the right side.

If we could force the issue a little further, then indeed we would have the perfect connection of the

strong fixed point property to kernels. Specifically, if we could also prove that, for some A of the type

just discussed, e/must first reduce to A, then we would have 9 / reduces to A which in turn reduces to/A.

Such a A would be a kernel, and we would then have a theorem of the form one often seeks: A set P of

combinators satisfies the strong fixed point property if and only if there exists a kernel F with respect to P

such that there exists a fixed point combinator 9 with 9/reducing to F^ in F, where/ is an arbitrarily

chosen combinator. Currently, we have not yet succeeded in forcing the issue to this point, which is one

of the completeness aspects of the kernel method we address in Section 4.5.3.

If we switch our focus of attention by replacing the strong fixed point property by the weak fixed

point property, we can again apply the type of analysis we have just given, and we have another reason

for our interest in kernels. In particular, the existence of a kernel F with respect to the set P of combina-

tors is sufficient for P to satisfy the weak fixed point property. To amplify this comment, since F is a

function of the arbitrarily chosen combinator /—for example, the kernel QQQ with Q - W(B(Bf))

depends on the choice of /—the existence of a kernel F immediately establishes that the weak fixed point

property holds. After all, if F reduces to /F , then F = / F . Since/is aiii arbitrarily chosen combinator, we
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can choose for y in the equation for the weak fixed point property the kernel F and have

y = xy

for all x, with y clearly depending on x.

On the other hand, for u necessary condition for/* to satisfy the weak fixed point property, we first

note that for all x there must exist a y such that

which implies that y depends on x. Then, by a slightly more complicated argument than the one we gave

earlier that invoked the Church-Rosser theorem, we see that both y andfy must reduce to /A for some A

and for an arbitrarily chosen combinator/. In other words, we again have arrived at essentially the same

necessary condition, a A must exist such that y reduces to f*D. (Here we have an excellent example of a

situation that calls for the use of the definition of kernel in which the Skolem constant/ takes the place of

the variable x\ we choose this form because we wish to prevent the theorem-proving program from fol-

lowing paths that might occur if the program is allowed to instantiate jr.) However, again we note that we

have not yet proved that the presence of the weak fixed point property for a set P implies that a kernel F

with respect to P must exist. In particular, we cannot as yet assert that P satisfies the weak fixed point

property if and only if a kernel with respect to P exists.

Since we continually focus on both the strong and the weak fixed point properties throughout this

report, the preceding remarks show why we are indeed interested in—actually, fascinated with—the study

of kernels and, of course, with the study of superkernels.

4.5.1.2. Second Level of Detail

At the next level of detail, the first stage of tljs kernel method searches for kernels by beginning with

tbe assumption that none exists—by assuming that no F exists with T reducing to/F—and searching for a

proof by contradiction. However, rather than coping with this assumption directly, the first stage of the

method focuses on the equation

y*fy

obtained by denying that the weak fixed point property holds for the set P of combinators that is under

study. This action is taken in part because no obvious way exists to deny that kernels exist; in particular,

the property of one expression reducing to another cannot be stated in first-order predicate calculus. Of

course, unless some additional restriction is made, a proof by contradiction obtained with the given ine-

quality as the focus would prove only that the weak fixed point property holds for P. Therefore, to obtain

a proof that a kernel exists--more precisely, to actually produce a kernel—the first stage of the kernel

method is require! to use expansions with the elements of P.

To comment further on the distinction between proving that the weak fixed point property holds and

proving that a kernel exists, we emphasize that we are not interested in simply finding ay such that y = xy\

rather, our goal is to find a y such that y reduces to xy. This distinction is important, as we saw in Section

4.2.2 where we briefly examined the case in which there exists a y that satisfies the equation for the weak

fixed point property but fails to be a kernel. For a second example of such a y—one somewhat pertinent

to our study of B and W—if one considers BWBx{W(Bx)), one finds that indeed y = xy, but > does not
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reduce to xy. In other words, this y can be used to prove that the weak fixed point property holds for the

set P consisting of B and W alone, but the direct consideration of the expression itself does not prove that

a kernel exists—although, its use, if the appropriate actions are taken, sheds some light on the possibility

of constructing a kernel with respect to the set P.

Because of this distinction between one expression being equal to another and—the stronger

property—one expression reducing to another, we use expansions in the search for a kernel. The first

stage of the kernel method is successful in finding a kernel when an inequality is obtained that contradicts

one of the equations that captures the actions of an element of-/, or contradicts the axiom of reflexivity.

Second Stage at the Second Level of Detail

In contrast to the first stage where the weak fixed point property is the focus of attention, the second

stage of the kernel method begins with the assumption that the strong fixed point property fails to hold for

the set P being studied. The search is conducted by applying the elements of P as expansions to the vari-

ous kernels that are found in the first stage of the method, where the kernels that are found contain

occurrences of the Skolem constant/. If we replaced / b y the variable x, we would be violating the strict

rules of combinatory logic—one cannot, strictly speaking, reduce or expand expressions containing

variables—but, more important, the automated theorem-proving program might follow paths that would

then exist because variables unify with terms that do not unify with constants.

In this stage, the program "knows , , it has succeeded when it finds an expression of the form &f. Of

course, for the program to have actually constructed a fixed point combinator 6 , 6 must be free of any

occurrences of/, the program does not test for this fireeness property, but instead leaves that task to the

researcher. The task can be made trivial if the researcher uses the ANSWER literal and uses the clause

^EQUAL(a(y,f(y)),a(f(y),a(y,f(y)))) I ANSWER(y)

whose first literal arises from assuming that the strong fixed point property does not hold.

4.5.1 J . Third Level of Detail

For the third level of detail concerning the kernel method, we focus on the actions one can take if

the method is to be applied by an automated theorem-proving program. In particular, we come to the

answers to questions about problem representation, choice of inference rule, and the type of strategy that

one might employ.

Representation for Stage 1 of the Two-Stage Kernel Method

For the first stage of the kernel method, one can present the assignment to a theorem-proving pro-

gram by choosing clauses that capture the actions of the combinators in P, a clause for reflexivity of

equality, and a clause that corresponds to assuming that the weak fixed point property fails to hold. For

example, if the combinatory is an element of P, then the clause

EQUAL(a(a(a(B,x),y),z),a(x,a(y,z)))

can be used. The clause

EQUAL(x,x)



suffices for reflexivity. However, rather than simply requiring the use of a clause denying that the weak

fixed point property holds, the kernel method requires using the clause

-iEQUAL(y,a(f,y)) I ANSWER(kerneI(y))

instead.

We require appending the ANSWER literal to the clause one would ordinarily use so that, when the

program succeeds in applying the first stage of the kernel method, the kernel will be found as the argu-

ment of the ANSWER literal (see Section 2.6). Use of the ANSWER literal saves the researcher the trou-

ble of solving for the kernel the program finds; in particular, one is not required to analyze the various

unifications that were used to complete the corresponding proof. We recommend the use of the function

kernel within the ANSWER literal as a mnemonic to permit the researcher to easily follow the program's

progress. As we discussed in Section 2.6, when the ANSWER literal is used, the program ignores this

literal when testing to see whether a proof has been completed.

Inference Rule for Stage 1 of the Two-Siage Kernel Method

Having discussed the representation of the problem, we can quickly answer the question concerning

the choice of inference rule. By definition, paramodulation is the choice for the kernel method.

Strategy for Stage 1 of the Two-Stage Kernel Method

For the following discussion of the strategy used for stages 1 and 2, one might find it instructive to

consult An Example of Applying the Kernel Method, which we give in the unnumbered section whose

title is "Strategy for Stage 2 of the Two-Stage Kernel Method". One can choose the first illustration, if

one wishes to take the viewpoint of automated theorem proving, or one can choose the second, if one

wishes to take the viewpoint of combinatory logic. If one wishes to understand how we chose the type of

strategy to use, we give that discussion when we come to the fourth level of detail.

The first aspect of our strategy for stage 1 requires that the expansions always be applied to the right

side of the inequalities that can be traced to the assumption that the weak fixed point property fails to

hold. After all, we are seeking a y that reduces to xy, rather than merely trying to prove that there exists a

y with y = xy. We next require that all expansions satisfy the 1 's rule; later in this report, we shall dis-

cover that this requirement must be relaxed when, for example, one is searching for semisimple kernels,

kernels such as W{Bf)(BWBf). Finally, we require that every expansion be applied to a term containing an

occurrence of/. Again, we shall discover that this requirement also must be relaxed; otherwise one would

fail to find kernels such as LO(LO)f with Lxy = x(yy) and Oxy = y(xy).

Contrary to the typical use of an automated theorem-proving program in which finding a single

proof ends the search, the first stage of the kernel method is ordinarily permitted to continue finding one

proof after another; each proof corresponds to finding a new kernel. In fact, the program sometimes finds

a second kernel by extending the path of inquiry that has just succeeded in finding a smaller kernel. For

example, if the program continues along the path that yields the kernel W(BJ)(W(Bf)) and further expands

the clause that leads to this kernel, it finds the kernel BWBfLBWBf).
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Representation for Stage 2 of the Two-Stage Kernel Method

With regard to the second stage of the kernel method—keeping our comments at the third level of

detail—the program continues to use almost all of the input clauses that are used in the first stage, those

clauses that capture the actions of the combinators in P and the clause for reflexivity. In addition, the pro-

gram uses some of the clauses that are deduced by the first stage—specifically, those that give the infor-

mation about which kernels were found—but we require replacement of the predicate ANSWER by the

predicate FPF to mean fixed point of/ (see Section 3.4), and removing the occurrence of the function ker-

nel. These clauses take the form

FPF(r)

where F ranges over the various kernels that are found in the first stage of the kernel method. This nota-

tional change meshes well with the clause

-,FPF(a(x?f)) I ANSWER(fixed(x))

which can informally be thought of as meaning "if a kernel F can be expanded to the point at which an

expression of the form 9 / i s obtained, then a fixed point combinator 6 has been constructed". As already

noted, the program "knows , , it has succeeded when it finds an expression of the form 9f. If 6 is free of

any occurrences of /—which the researcher can determine by inspecting the argumeat of the ANSWER

literal—then a fixed point combinator has been constructed.

From the viewpoint of combinatory logic, the reason that finding such a e is sufficient for knowing

that a fixed point combinator has been constructed is that, if one starts with a kernel F = / T and succeeds

in expanding F to &f, one can then apply the same expansion to expand/F to/(9/). In other words, since

two expressions are known to be equal if one can be obtained by expansion from the other, the program

has found a 6 with Of=fiQf). Such a result asserts that a fixed point rombinator 6 has been constructed

from the elements ofP skce, from one viewpoint, we can then simply replace/by x without destroying

the underlying argument. We thus again see why both definitions of a kernel, that in which a constant/

occurs and that in which a variable x occurs in place off, are useful. From a different viewpoint, the pro-

gram is implicitly focusing on expressions of the form

for some 0 expressed in terms of the elements of P alone, where the inequality comes from denying that

6 is a fixed point combinator.

Indeed, a contradiction will be found by the program exactly when an expression of the form 6 / i s

deduced. Unfortunately, 6 may still contain occurrences of/, which is contrary to uie goal; however,

when a fixed point combinator has in fact been constructed, 6 will be free of such occurrences when a

contradiction is obtained.

Inference Rule for Stage 2 of the Two-Stage Kernel Method

As expected, the kernel method requires the use of paramodulation as the inference rule.
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Strategy for Stage 2 of the Two-Stage Kernel Method

With regard to strategy, we recommend that the program be given the kernels one at a time for its
search for fixed point combinators. Next, we usually recommend treating the generator of the kernel
under consideration as a constant—for example, W(Bf) is the generator of the kernel W(Bf)(W(BJ))—and
recommend using expansions that satisfy the l 's rule until exactly one occurrence of the generator
remains. Our experience so far suggests that to ignore the use of the 1 's rule does not lead to useful infor-
mation. However, as we shall see when we study the set P consisting of L and S alone, there exist cases
where one must ignore the recommendation of temporarily treating the generator of the kernel as a con-
stant.

When the program has progressed to the point at which the generator of the kernel under considera-

tion occurs exactly once, the generator is then replaced by its definition to permit further expansion with

the elements of P. At that point, we use a strategy similar to that used in the first stage of the kernel

method. We then impose the strategy of requiring that all expansions involve a term containing the con-

stant/, and that all expansions observe the l's rule. However, in contrast to the search for kernels, we

know of no cases in which useful information is missed if one observes the given restriction strategy. In

those cases in which one cannot obtain an expression in which the generator occurs exactly once—such as

that focusing on S and L—the program is permitted the immediate replacement of the generator with its

definition followed by expansion with the elements of/,, subject to the given restrictions.

An Example of Applying the Kernel Method

from the Viewpoint of Automated Theorem Proving

(1) EQUAL(x,x)

(2) EQUAL(a(a(a(B,x),y),z),a(x,a(y,z)))
(3) EQUAL(a(a(W,x),y))a(a(x,y),y))
(4) EQUAL(a(M,x),a(x,x))

(5) -iEQUAL(y,a(f,y)) I ANSWER(kernel(y))

(6) -£QUAL(a(y,z),a(a(a(B,f),y),z)) I ANSWER(kernel(a(y,z)))
(7) -JEQUAL(a(y,y),a(a(W,a(B,f)),y)) I ANSWER(kernel(a(y,y)))
(8) ANSWER(kerneI(a(a(W,a(B,f)),a(W,a(B,f)))))

Clause (7) contradicts clause (1), establishing that a kernel, W(Bf)(W(Bf)), has been found.

(1) EQUAL(x,x)

(2) EQUAL(a(a(a(B,x),y),z),a(x,a(y,z)))
(3) EQUAL(a(a(W,x),y),a(a(x,y),y))

(4) EQUAL(a(M,x),a(x,x))

(5) EQUAL(fl,a(W,a(B,f)))

(6) FPF(a(Q,tt))
(7) -TFPF(a(x,f)) I ANSWER(fixed(x))
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(8) FPF(a(M,r)>
(9) FPF(a(M,a(W,a(B,f))»
(10) FPF(a(a(a(B,M),W),a(B,f»)

(11) FPF(a(a(a(B,a(a(B,M),W)),B)),f)
(12) ANSWER(fixed(a(a(B,a(a(B,M),W)),B)))

In clause (11), we have an expression of the form 0/with/free. Since clauses (11) and (7)
contradict each other, and since 6 contains no occurrences of /, 9 = B(BMW)B is a fixed point
combinator constructed from B, W, and M.

An Example of Applying the Kernel Method
from the Viewpoint of Combinatory Logic

(1) * = x
(2) Bxyz = x(yz)
(3) Wxy = xyy
(4) Mx-xx

(5) y*fy

(6) yz * Bfyz
(7) yy*W(Bf)y

Statement (7) contradicts statement (1), establishing that a kemel, W(Bf){W(Bj)), has been found.

(1) x = x
(2) Bxyz = x(yz)
(3) Wxy = xyy
(4) Mx = xx
(5)
(6)

(7)
(8) BMW(Bf) =
(9) B{BMW)Bf=flp.&)

From statement (9), we have an expression of the form 0 / with / free. Since © contains no
occurrences of/, 6 = B(BMW)B is a fixed point combinator constructed from B, W, and M.

4.5.1.4. Fourth Level of Detail

Since we now have a somewhat detailed description of how the program can apply the two-stage
kernel method, let us turn to the fourth level of detail, that giving an analysis of the reasons for some of
our decisions with regard to strategy and related matters. Since various subtleties and complexities arise
in the following discussion, one might prefer to delay reading this material until we have applied the
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kernel method to various sets P. In that event, one might wish to move directly to Section 4.5,2, where

we present the kernel method as a three-stage approach for searching for fixed point combinators. How-

ever, since that treatment and the material that follows it touch on points that may be somewhat obscure

until one has experienced various applications of the kernel method, the wise course might be simply to

avoid that material for now. On the other hand, for those who wish a glimpse of the entire picture, we

note that, after we discuss the three-stage view of the kernel method, we turn in Section 4.5.3 to an exami-

nation of properties of the method, including various conjectures.

An Analysis of Our Choice of Strategy for Stage 1 of the Two-Stage Kernel Method

We begin our analysis by focusing on our decisions regarding the choice of strategy to use in stage 1

of the two-stage kernel method. We prefer to use expansions applied to the right side of inequalities that

can be traced to the inequality

y*fy

rather than using reductions—even though we are seeking a F that reduces to/T—because there exist ker-

nels that will not be found with reductions but that will be found with expansions. For example, the ker-

nel ClftSl with Q = W(B{Bf))—a kernel whose derivation we give in Section 4.7—is found in stage 1 with

the approach we have given. But this kernel will not be found if reductions are used in place of expan-

sions.

The second aspect of our strategy—the requirement that all expansions satisfy the l ' s rule—is

present because we are typically seeking simple kernels. In the definition of a simple kernel all reductions

are required to satisfy the l 's rule, and no reduction is applied after /isolates. On the other hand, since

there exist sets P of combinators that satisfy the strong fixed point property such that the kernels

corresponding to the fixed point combinators are semisimple, for those cases one must relax the strategy.

In particular, when a kernel is semisimple—which means, if the kernel is not simple, that a reduction

must be applied even after/isolates—one is sometimes forced to paramodulate into a variable, into the

variable y of fy. Equivalently, but from the viewpoint of combinatory logic, one may be required to

expand the variable y of fy to rind the desired semisimple kernel. Since little knowledge in this regard

exists now, we immediately encounter an interesting area for research: Under which conditions is one

required to consider into terms that are variables?

Even though we eventually focus on kernels in general, for the examples on which we focus in the

next few sections, simple kernels are all that is needed, which means we can observe the given restriction

strategy of applying an expansion only if it satisfies the 1 's rule. Eventually, since we wish to provide a

universal method for searching for fixed point combinators, we must address the problem of searching for

semisimple kernels and also for searching for kernels that are not even semisimple.

An Example Concerning Kernels That Are Not Semisimple

For an example of the case requiring the definition of kernel to be extended to include semisimple

kernels and those that behave even more poorly, we consider the combinators B, C, S, and /, whose

respective actions are given with the following equations.

Bxyz = xiyz)
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Cxyz = xzy

Sxyz = xz(yz)

lx = x

This set of combinators is of particular interest in that one can construct any noneliminating combinator

from Jiese four combinators—formally, this set is complete for noneliminating combinatory logic. (In

Section 3.3, we defined a combinator to be eliminating if it is proper and if there exists at least one vari-

able appearing on the left side of its equation that does not appear on the right side.)

Next, we consider the fixed point combinator B(BM(CSl))B and its (more general, and not even

semisimple) kernel F equal to the square of CSl(Bx). To reduce this kernel F to xT, one must apply a

reduction with / after x isolates, and a reduction that does not even satisfy the pseudo l 's rule. As

expected, we wish this F to be captured by some definition of kernel since the spirit of that concept

focuses on an expression for which reductions cycle F to xT, to x(xF), to x(xlxT)), forever, and the given F

certainly has that property. Even more important, we wish to present a method that will easily find this

fixed point combinator, and the kernel method will do so, with the more general definition of kernel given

at the beginning of this section. In other words, we are showing why our original concept of a kernel

proves to be inadequate—showing why the study of kernels that we now classify as simple, although it is

clearly of interest, is not adequate for a full study of the strong fixed point property. Nevertheless, we

admit openly to preferring, for certain aesthetic reasons, simple kernels to those that are not simple.

Now, if one considers this F—the square of CSI{Bx)—and applies reductions that satisfy the l ' s rule

until x isolates, one sees that additional reductions are required to obtain JCF. Specifically, a reduction

with / is needed, a reduction that violates the l ' s rule and, in fact, violates the pseudo 1 's rule—/ must be

applied to a term whose position vector does not consist of all 1 's, even if x is ignored. In other words,

we cee that F is not even semisimple; a reduction with / is required that does not satisfy the pseudo l 's

rule.

An Interesting Question

Obviously, we can and did eventually extend the definition of kernel appropriately, but, for now, let

us act as if such cases do not exist. Put another way, let us confine our attention to those cases for which

we can demonstrate that our original definition of kernel is sufficient—that focusing on simple kernels

only. With these actions, we can revisit, but from a slightly different viewpoint, an interesting research

question. What properties of a fixed point combinator are sufficient and what properties are necessary for

its kernel F to reduce to fC without requiring any reductions after / isolates, where / is an arbitrarily

chosen combinator? The examples we discuss will amply illustrate how the version under discussion of

the kernel method works—the version that rests on the definition of simple kernel given in Section 4.3—

and will establish that its use gives a person or a computer a powerful means for searching for fixed point

combinators.

Additional Analysis of Our Choice of Strategy for Staue 1 of the Two-Stage Kernel Method

As for the final aspect of our strategy for controlling stage 1 of the kernel method—the requirement
that every expansion apply to a term containing an occurrence of/—we impose this requirement to
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prevent the program from finding kernels whose use can lead to the construction of uninteresting fixed
point combinators. For example, in stage 1, the program can find the kernel F4, which is equal to the
cube of BW(BBB)f. If during its search for kernels, the program were to continue along the path that
yields F4 and expand with B, then it could find a kernel whose use leads to the combinator 6 4 ' with

0 4 '= B(WW)(B(BW)(BB)B).

The combinator 6 4 ' is trivially equal to 0 4 , even in the absence of extensionality, and, in fact, reduces to
0 4 , which mates the combinator 0 4 ' quite uninteresting.

Despite the value of avoiding such uninteresting results—which is why we typically require that
every expansion be applied to a term containing at least one occurrence of/when searching for kernels—
we again note this practice is not free of a price. As indicated earlier, the observance of this practice can
cause one to fail to find the desired kernel, a kernel such as LO{LO)f. Our only solution now is that of
suggesting more research, research that focuses on a strategy to find kernels of all types—simple, semi-
simple, and other—but without producing trivial and uninteresting kernels, where a kernel is termed
trivial when its use leads to a combinator that reduces to one that will be discovered without the use of the
trivial kernel.

An Analysis of Our Choice of Strategy for Stage 2 of the Two-Stage Kernel Method

As for our choice of strategy governing the second stage of the two-stage kernel method, we require
that all expansions satisfy the l's rule because our experience shows that those paths not observing this
restriction merely lead to duplicating results. However, we have not proved that this must be the case.
We require that every expansion involve a term containing the constant / in order to avoid constructing
combinators that are equal to ones that we construct by observing the requirement. For example, if an
expansion with B is applied to the term B{BWB)Bf on the path that leads from the kernel F5 to the fixed
point combinator 05—applied before the point at which the generator of Fj occurs exactly once—then
one can succeed in finding a combinator that reduces to 85. The combinator that is obtained is, therefore,
equal to 65, and this equality holds even in the absence of extensionality. Finally, we recommend the
strategy of attempting to remove all but one occurrence of the generator of a kernel before replacing the
generator by its definition—at least, in many cases—to avoid duplicating results.

If we focus jointly on the requirements that expansions must satisfy the 1 *s rule and must involve a
term containing an occurrence of/, we can see why one might terminate the stage 2 search under the fol-
lowing condition. When the expansions are applied to the point at which /frees, then the search ceases;
by freeing, we mean that we have an expression of the form 0 / Of course, as pointed out earlier, 0 is not
necessarily a fixed point combinator, for, to be so, it must itself be free of any occurrences of/.

A Duality between Isolating and Freeing

We thus encounter a duality between isolating and freeing, a duality that might merit exploration.
The two concepts are dual in the sense that to isolate a term such as/means to produce,/? for some t—to
separate/from the rest of the expression with / o n the left. To free a term such as/means to produce tf
for some t—to separate/from the rest of the expression, but with/on the right. The second aspect of the
duality between isolating and freeing rests with the fact that one isolates a term, such as /, by applying
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reductions, but one frees a term by applying expansions.

As we have seen, both concepts—isolating and freeing—play a vital role for the search for fixed

point combinators, even more so if the search is conducted with the kernel method relying on the

definition of simple kernel given in Section 3.3. In particular, in stage 1—if the object is to find simple

kernels—we search for a r that reduces t o / T such that no reductions are applied after/isolates. Even

when one searches for kernels that are not simple, one seeks a F that reduces to /T , where the isolation of

/ signals that the goal may be near at hand. One might, upon reading the preceding remarks, comment

that we use expansions and not reductions, which adds some confusion. Our response to such a justifiable

comment is that we are forced to use expansions because reductions are not always adequate for the task,

and, at least for simple kernels, one must not confuse the goal with the method for reaching that goal.

Then, in stage 2, we use the kernels found in stage 1 to attempt to construct an expression 0 / with /free

of 0 . We ordinarily terminate the stage 2 search precisely when/frees—of course, with the intention of

having a 0 that contains no occurrences off.

The concept of isolating/is also of value for the other side of the question concerning the construe-

tibility of fixed point combinators. In particular, when we prove that the strong fixed point property fails

to hold for a given set P of combinators—as in Theorem 6 of Section 4.6 and in Corollary 3 of Section

5.3.6.2, when we study the set P consisting of B and L—we rely heavily on showing that one cannot iso-

late/. In addition, this lack of a path that isolates/is of use when we prove that a set P of combinators

fails to possess the weak fixed point property (see Theorem 7 in Section 4.6).

4.5.2. Description of the Three-Stage Kernel Method

Having completed our analysis focusing on why we have chosen the various strategies for control-

ling both stage I and stage 2 of the two-stage kernel method, let us revisit the method, but now present it

as a three-stage method and show how superkernels can play an important role. In the first of the three

stages, the object is to find superkernels rather than kernels, again using the combinators in P to expand

the right side of inequalities that can be traced to the inequality

which arises from assuming that the weak fixed point property fails to hold for P. The object of the

second stage is to find kernels by focusing on the superkernels found in the first stage. Finally, in the

third stage, the object is to construct fixed point combinators from the kernels found in the second stage.

Stage 1 of the Three-Stage Kernel Method

In the first stage of the three-stage version of the kernel method, the program uses the same clauses

it would use in the first stage of the two-stage version. Since it is not clear that there exists a simple and

straightforward means for preventing the program from pursuing paths that lead to finding kernels in addi-

tion to finding superkernels, perhaps the wisest course of action is to search for superkernels as a team

consisting of the researcher and the program. For example, in view of the fact that superkernels must not

admit a reduction other than that satisfying the 1 's rule, the program could be instructed to produce a

small set of results, which the researcher could then examine, discarding the ones that, if completed, will

admit a reduction that does not satisfy the 1 's rule.
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We can immediately touch on how one might decide that a partial result will lead to finding a kernel
rather than finding a superkernel, giving a fuller treatment in a later section. Earlier in this section, we
mentioned the kernels W(Bx)(W(Bx)) and BWBx(BWBx). The first of these two is a superkernel, and the
second—which is not a superkernel—is obtainable from the first by a global expansion with B. The
expansion path that leads to finding the superkernel produces the inequality

yy*W(Bf)y,

which contradicts the axiom of reflexivity. If the ANSWER literal were used, then the clause correspond-

ing to the given inequality would contain a literal whose argument is the superkernel W(Bf){W{Bf)). If the

program continues along the same expansion path and expands with B, then the inequality

yy*BWBfy

is obtained, leading to the kernel BWBfifiWBf), which will be found in the corresponding ANSWER
literal. To obtain this last inequality—and here we have, perhaps, a strategy thar can be used by a person
or by a program for avoiding the pursuit of kernels that are not superkernels—the into term that is
expanded in the preceding inequality is W(Bf). From this example, we can extract—and then attempt to
determine under which conditions it works—the following rule for preventing a person or a program from
pursuing paths that lead to kernels that are not superkernels. The only terms—from the viewpoint of
using paramodulation, the only into terms—that are considered for expansion are those that contain the
constant /, but that do not end in /. This rule could be used with the two-stage version of the kernel
method to have the program pursue only those paths that might lead to superkernels.

The inference rule one must use is, as expected, paramodulation. Unless one is seeking superkernels
that require a reduction after the constant/isolates, the search is restricted to applying expansions all of
which satisfy the 1 's rule.

Stage 2 of the Three-Stage Kernel Method

For the second stage of the three-stage kernel method, the program considers those clauses from the
first stage whose argument is a superkernel. The object is to successfully apply global expansions to these
superkernels and then, recursively, to any expressions that are obtained. The search along any specific
path is terminated when the constant / is freed; further expansions merely produce kernels that lead to
uninteresting fixed point combinators, if they lead anywhere.

For example, the kernel F4 that leads to the construction of 64 is equal to the cube of BW(BBB)f.
One could globally expand T4 with B to get a kernel equal to the cube of B(BW)(BB)Bx. From this ker-
nel, one obtains 64', which is equal to 64 even in the absence of extensionality and is, therefore, decid-
edly uninteresting. Each successful global expansion produces a kernel.

Inference Rule for Stage 2 of the Three-Stage Kernel Method

In contrast to the two-stage approach, paramodulation in the usual sense is r\ol the inference rule to
use. Instead, one uses a rule called hyperparamodulation [Wos80], a rule that can treat terms many at a
time rather than one at a time. Specifically, when an into term has been chosen for possible expansion, all
like terms are considered simultaneously. In other words, the program applies a global expansion, rather
than an ordinary expansion. Like terms are expanded, if possible, simultaneously and in the same
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manner.

Strategy for Stage 2 of the Three-Stage Kernel Method

The strategy for finding kernels from superkernels permits using global expansions that violate the
1 's rule as well as those that satisfy it. This extra latitude is required to avoid missing useful kernels. For
example,

F2 = W{BBBx){W{BBBx)KW{BBBx))

is obtained from the superkernel

Ti = W(B(Bx)XW{B(Bx)))(W(B(Bx)))

by applying a global expansion with B that violates the 1 *s rule—equivalently, by applying an expansion
that violates the global 1 's rule.

Strategy for Stage 3 of the Three-Stage Kernel Method

The third stage of the three-stage method is treated as the second stage of the two-stage method
is—relying on the same notation, using paramodulation, and restricted with the same strategy. The search
in the third stage is terminated as soon as the constant/is freed. However, as commented earlier, we are
not guaranteed that a fixed point combinator 6 has been found; such a 6 must be free of any occurrences
off.

Comparison of the Two-Stage and Three-Stage Versions of the Kernel Method

At least conceptually—and perhaps with regard to efficiency—the three-stage version of the kernel
method has somewhat greater appeal than the two-stage version does. In particular, the three-stage ver-
sion has a more mathematical flavor than does the two-stage version, and its application seems to provide
the researcher with more insight concerning the nature of the set P of combinators under investigation. A
person might find it more convenient to apply the three-stage version of the kernel method rather than the
two-stage, of course substituting algebraic notation for the clause notation that a theorem-proving pro-
gram would use.

4.5.3. Properties of the Kernel Method

Before we turn to specific applications of the kernel method, we pause to examine certain properties
of the method and to present certain relevant conjectures. The kernel method is general; it can be applied
to any set F of combinators. The kernel method is easy to apply for a person or a program, at least in
principle, and obviously far more effective than the brute-force approach we used to find e t through 65
in our original attack (see Section 4.1.1) on fixed point combinators constructive from B and W alone. In
particular, the kernel method is far more effective than the standard approach that one would take in
automated theorem proving or in mathematics or logic. As we noted, the brute-force approach required
approximately 20 CPU hours on a Sun 3 workstation to find 6[ through 65, and the kernel method
required (with FTP) 8 CPU minutes to complete that search. Of course, there exist cases that admit the
construction of a fixed point combinator but that require a substantial effort—even if the kernel method is
used.
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An Example of a Mere Complicated Fixed Point Combinator

For the person who wishes to immediately see an example of a more complicated fixed point combi-

nator, let us focus on the combinators S and AT with

Sxyz=xz(yz)

and

Kxy = x

and the shortest (in symbol count) fixed point combinator we know of that is constructible from S and K

alone, namely,

S(K{SS(SKK)(SS{SK))))(S{KS)K).

As far as we know, the given fixed point combinator is in fact shorter than any previously known, if the

construction is limited to the use of 5 and AT alone.

Two Questions Concerning Completeness

Although we shall provide strong evidence of the usefulness and power of the kernel method, there

remain two unanswered questions concerning the completeness of the method. First, is the kernel method

complete, complete in the sense tkat the method will always construct a fixed point combinator for the set

P under study when such a construction is possible—when the set P satisfies the strong fixed point prop-

erty? Equivalently, the first question asks whether the method establishes that the question focusing on

the presence of the fixed point property is semidecidable—asks whether the metiiod will always succeed

in proving, for those sets P for which it is true, the theorem that asserts that the strong fixed point property

holds.

From a slightly different viewpoint, the first question asks whether the following conjecture is true:

to every fixed point combinator 6 , there corresponds a kernel T such that Qx reduces to r which in iurn

reduces to xF. For this conjecture, as shown earlier when we examined the set P consisting of B, C, S,

and /, we of course have in mind the more general definition of kernel given at the beginning of this sec-

tion (Section 4.5) rather than that given in Section 4.3. We believe that this conjecture is true, and believe

that the kernel method—with the more general definition of kernel—is a method that establishes that the

question focusing on the presence of the fixed point property is semidecidable.

This conjecture seems most reasonable in that one can easily and quickly prove that if the strong

fixed point property holds for a set P of combinators, then the weak fixed point property holds for P also

(see Section 3.4, Theorem 3). Therefore, in the obvious sense, the conjecture amounts to asserting that if

the strong fixed point property holds for a set P, then the reducible weak fixed point property holds—for

all x there exists a y such that y reduces to xy.

To prove the preceding assertion must require more ingenuity than proving that the strong implies

the weak since, to prove that strong implies weak, one is showing that if there exists ay such that for all x

yx = x{yx),

then for all x there exists a y such that

y = xy.
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hi other words, in a sense, one is proving that the quantifiers can be interchanged, so to speak, with of
course a corresponding change in the relevant equation. To prove that strong implies reducibly weak, on
the other hand, one must show that, from an equality, one can obtain a result about reducibility. In the
simplest sense, since in general Qx does not reduce to x(Qx), one must expect to encounter far more
difficulty in proving the more general result.

Implicit in our position regarding the kernel method is the belief that one cannot embark on a search
that is infinitely long without finding a kernel or finding a fixed point combinator when either of the two
is in fact constructible. We also conjecture that, when one is restricted to the consideration of regular
combinators, the fixed point combinators obtained with the kernel method are irreducible—in combina-
tory logic, have a normal form—whether one uses the two-stage or the three-stage version. However, the
restriction to regular combinators may not be enough, for there may exist fixed point combinators, involv-
ing regular combinators only, that cannot be reduced to an irreducible form; if so, we indeed have another
puzzle to solve.

In addition, we conjecture that restricting the study to the use of regular combinators implies that
one need only search for simple kernels. In other words, we conjecture that, to every fixed point combi-
nator with the property that all combinators occurring in it are regular, there corresponds a simple kernel
such that the fixed point combinator can be obtained from the kernel by expansion—indeed, can be
obtained by using the kernel method restricted to the search for simple kernels.

We can immediately show why the admission of combinators that are not regular presents a prob-
lem. The fixed point combinator LO(LO) with Lxy = x(yy) and Oxy = y(xy) does not have a normal form.
Its kernel is LO(LO)f. Despite the unnerving behavior we encounter here, both this fixed point combina-
tor and its kernel can be found with the kernel method. Unfortunately, to find this kernel requires an
expansion that does not involve a term containing/, which means—as we commented earlier—that cases
exist for which our strategy does not apply universally. Incidentally, with this example, we witness an
unusual event—&x reduces to x(Bx), where e is LO(LO).

The second completeness question focuses on a different aspect of the kernel method. Will the ker-
nel method always find a kernel when one exists for the set P of combinators under study? Of course, the
method as given is not complete in this sense, for it does not address the case in which the kernel requires
a reduction after the constant / isolates. However, it appears that, if we make certain obvious extensions
to the method, the result is complete in this sense. The corresponding conjecture, as well as those just
mentioned, might prove to be fascinating research topics.

Using the Kernel Method to Show That the Strong Fixed Point Property Fails to Hold

Next we come to the use of the kernel method for the other side of the question concerning the con-
structibility of fixed point combinators, the side that asks one to prove that, for the set P under considera-
tion, the strong fixed point property does not hold. (We discuss this aspect of combinatory logic more
fully in Section 5.3.6.)

For the so-called negative side of the question—although the kernel method is designed to search
for kernels and then attempt to use those it finds to construct fixed point combinators—the method can
still provide important clues. Specifically, if one studies a set P of combinators with the kernel method,
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and if a substantial amount of effort by the researcher or a substantial amount of CPU time by the com-
puter is expended without constructing a fixed point combinator, then the conjecture that P fails to pos-
sess the strong fixed point property is definitely in order. Unfortunately, as is so often true in science, we
cannot give a quantitative value for' 'substantial" for a person or for a computer.

To prove such a conjecture, one must, of course, supply a formal proof. However, an examination
of the partial results obtained with the kernel method—whether obtained by person or by computer—may
indeed provide an important clue about how to proceed to complete the required formal proof.

The Kernel Method for Studying the Weak Fixed Point Property

Just as one can use the kernel method to study the strong fixed point property for some arbitrarily
chosen set P of combinators, one can also use the method to study the weak fixed point property. If the
weak fixed point property does in fact hold for the set P, then we conjecture that the kernel method will
always succeed in finding a kernel. On the other hand, if a kernel is found, then the weak fixed point
property does indeed hold,—in fact, it holds in a very strong way. After all, every kernel can serve as a y
such that

y=xy,

which says that, if one finds a kernel, one has proved that the weak fixed point property holds for P.

But, even more, every kernel can serve as a y such that y reduces to xy, the reducible weak fixed
point property; the converse, as we pointed out earlier in this section, is not necessarily true of a y for
which one has merely shown that y = xy. Indeed, the expression BWBx(\V(Bx)) can serve as a y that
satisfies the equation for the weak fixed point property, a y that establishes mat the set P consisting of B
and W alone satisfies the weak fixed point property. However, one can see by merely applying the obvi-
ous reductions that BWBx(W(Bx)) is not a kernel—if we call the expression A, A does not reduce to xA.

Again, as with the strong fixed point property, if the first stage of the kernel method,—in either the
two-stage version, or the three-stage version—fails to yield results after a substantial amount of effort or
CPU time, then one can strongly conjecture that the weak fixed point property does not hold for the set P
under study. If one wishes to prove such a claim true, one must, of course, supply an appropriate formal
proof.

A Look Ahead

Let us now turn to various applications of the kernel method—to the consideration of various sets P
of combinators—keeping in mind that we shaft focus exclusively for a while on simple kernels. Only
later, after one has gained familiarity with simple kernels, will we turn to kernels that even lack that prop-
erty. We have chosen to delay facing the added complexity inherent in the concept of kernel in its full
generality until we have focused or enough examples that the researcher has a good grasp of how it all
works. One does not pay any significant price for this delay because the study of simple kernels suffices
to illustrate most of what is needed for the search for fixed point combinators. We shall show by example
how one finds various simple kernels, and then how one considers these kernels in the attempt to con-
struct a fixed point combinator.
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Although we shall often rely on the notation of combinatory logic—for those who are interested in

automated theorem proving or concerned about how the program functions—one can keep in mind that

the inference rule to be used is paramodulation. We shall use expansions that satisfy the 1 's rule, apply-

ing each to the right side of inequalities that can be traced to the inequality that originates with the

assumption that the weak fixed point property fails to hold. We shall also use other aspects of the strategy

we have discussed in this section, such as always expanding a term that contains the constant/.

As a sample of what is to come, and to illustrate some of the intriguing behavior of combinatory

logic, we shall find kernels, such as W(Bx)(W(Bx)), that in fact do not lead to the construction of fixed

point combinators—at least not for the set P that we are studying at the time. Failures of this type are not

detected until stage 2, and accurately predicting such failures by merely glancing at the kernel under con-

sideration is not always easy.

There do, however, exist kernels that are obviously useless for the purpose a t ' and. For example,

the kernel W(B(Bx)W)(B(Bx)W) is—with a little insight—of no use for constructing a fixed point combi-

nator from B and W alone. Its uselessness in this context follows from the fact that, regardless of the

number of expansions with B and W, the final occurrence of W in this kernel will maintain its position,

which means one can never obtain an expression of the form Of. A quick explanation of why the last

occurrence of W stays put rests with the fact that the equations for both B and W—Bxyz=x(yz) and Wxy =

xyy—hxve the property that the last variable on the right side of the equation is the same as the last vari-

able on the left.

Of course, the two examples we have just examined are little more than nuggets. Therefore, to see
how rich the various mines actually are, let us begin by applying the kernel method to the simple exam-
ples referred to earlier, and then extensively explore the B-and-W mine to extract its treasure, and later
turn to exploring the B-and-N mine which, from what we know, has never been explored before by any-
one. In particular, the combinatory with

Nxyz*xzyz

has P"t been studied by Smullyan or Barendregt in any context.

4.5.4. Applying the Kernel Method

As promised at the beginning of Section 4.5, we begin our study of applying the kernel method with

two very simple cases. We then turn to the application concerned with the study of B and W. For these

examples, although we apply the two-stage version rather than the three-stage version, we shall make cer-

tain observations concerning the use of the three-stage version, especially for the application to B and W.

Example 1 of Applying the Kernel Method

For our first application—although example 2 is even simpler—we focus on the set P of combina-
tors consisting of 5 and L alone, where these two combinators have the following properties.

Lxy*x(yy)
Sxyz*xz(yz)

As expected, we also have as part of our axioms



x = x,

the axiom of reflexivity of equality.

As dictated by the first stage of the kernel method, we also consider the weak fixed point property
which states that, for all x, there exists a y such that

y = xy.

Of course, we assume that the property does not hold. We obtain

where y is a universally quantified variable that implicitly ranges over all combinators, and, from the
viewpoint of automated theorem proving, / is a Skolem constant arising from our assumption that the
weak fixed point property fails to hold. From the viewpoint of mathematics, / is a combinator thai, by
assumption, exists from the assertion that the weak fixed point property fails to hold.

The given inequality is included because, in the first stage of the method, we are searching for ker-
nels, and a very close connection exists between the existence of kernels and the presence of the weak
fixed point property, as we noted in various ways. In particular, when one succeeds in constructing a ker-
nel F with respect to some set P of combinators, then one has also succeeded in proving that the weak
fixed point property holds for P. Although we can only conjecture that the converse is true—that the
presence of the weak fixed point property is equivalent to the constructibility of a kernel—we neverthe-
less act as if it is, which accounts for our use of the given inequality.

To review again why finding a kernel implies the presence of the weak fixed point property, we first
note that, when one constructs a kernel, one has proved that F reduces to fT for an arbitrarily chosen com-
binator/. But that proof also shows that I \ with all occurrences of/replaced by JC, reduces to xT. In other
words, showing that a kernel exists with respect to P implies that T =xY, where T is expressed in terms of
elements from P and the variable x. This equality is an instance of the equation defining the weak fixed
point property. When a specific value of the variable x is chosen—when a specific combinator is under
consideration—then the y that must exist and depend on JC, required by the weak fixed point property, is
obtained by substituting the chosen value for all occurrences of x in T and in xT.

The first stage of the kernel method immediately considers applying expansions with L and S to the
given inequality and to its descendants, continually searching for a deduced inequality that contradicts one
of the three given equalities—the first two that, respectively, give the actions of L and S, and the third,
which is the axiom of reflexivity. In contrast to the approach for constructing kernels from a
superkerael—the approach that applies simultaneous expansions to like terms—here we apply each
expansion to a single occurrence of a term.

Although, ordinarily, the first stage requires at least some expansion, in this case the program
immediately finds a contradiction without such steps. The contradiction is provided by the inequality

and the equality

Lxz = x(zz),
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which is simply an alphabetic variant of the axiom for L, written in this form to permit us to easily give

the substitution that establishes the contradiction. The substitution—corresponding to the successful

unification of the two given expressions—establishing the contradiction consists of replacing x by/ , z by

Lf, and y by LftLf).

We thus see that Hie first stage of applying the kernel method to the set P consisting of L and 5 ter-

minates and yields the expression LfiLf), which is a kernel since it reduces to fiLfiLj)) with one applica-

tion of I . This kernel is obtained either by applying the given substitution and seeing how the variable y>

is correspondingly instantiated, or by using the ANSWER literal. Immediately, one notes that the distinc-

tion between two expressions being equal and the stronger condition that the first reduces to the second

comes into play here. In particular, proving that

LflLf)=ftLf(Lf))

would not have sufficed, for the definition of kernel requires a F that reduces to /T , or, equivalently, a T

that reduces to xT where the variable x appears wherever the Skolem constant/appears.

Having found a kernel at stage 1—and without using any expansions—we can turn to the second

stage and attempt to construct a fixed point combinator from this kernel, using L and 5 as possible expan-

sions. If we apply our strategy of writing the kernel in i:rms of its generator Lf, no expansions apply. We

therefore skip that step and instead consider LfiLf) directly even though its generator occurs more than

once. The only expansion that applies to LfiLj) is S, which yields SLLfas the result. Since we now have

an expression of the form 6/with G containing no occurrences of/—in other words, we have succeeded

in freeing/—our work is essentially finished.

Indeed, to complete a proof showing that SLL is the desired object, we merely apply the same

expansion to fiLfiLJ)) and obtain

SLLf=flSLLf),

proving that SLL is a fixed point combinator constructive from S and L alone. Actually, in the most

technical sense, we must either begin with

Lx{Lx)=x(Lx{Lx))

as the equation for our kernel—which is justified by the given argument establishing that LfiLf) is a

kernel—or we must add the obvious step of replacing/by x in the equality that completed our proof. In

either case, the kernel method for searching for fixed point combinators succeeds in proving that the set

consisting of S and L alone satisfies the strong fixed point property.

Some Observations Concerning Example 1

Before turning to the second example, which is even simpler, we make the following observations.

The kernel Lx(Lx) is a simple superkernel, since the requirements of the corresponding definition are

satisfied. Specifically, no reduction applies other than one satisfying the 1 's rule. Next, the attempt to

apply global expansions with L and 5—with the object of finding kernels from superkcrneis—yields noth-

ing from this superkernel. Nevertheless, we still have established that, for the set P consisting of L alone,

the weak fixed point property holds. In particular, we have

Lx(Lx)=x(Lx(Lx)),
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which is an instance of the equation characterizing the weak fixed point property—for all x there exists a y

such that

y = xy.

We conjecture that no other superkernels, and no other kernels, exist that are constructible from 5
and L alone. In addition, we conjecture that no other fixed point combinators—other than SLL—are con-
structible from 5 and L alone. The second part of our conjecture concerning 5 and L follows from the
more general conjecture concerning the completeness of the kernel method, discussed in the preceding
section; in the section on highlights, we return to this completeness aspect in the context of the
corresponding open question that asks about the accuracy of the conjecture. Specifically, for every fixed
point combinator 0 , does there exist a (not necessarily unique) kernel F that expands to 0?

We immediately have two open questions for possible research. Is Lx(Lx) the only kernel that exists
with respect to the set of combinators consisting of L alone? Is SLL the only fixed point combinator that
can be constructed from S and L alone?

Example 2 of Applying the Kernel Method

Let us now focus on an even simpler application of the kernel method. The case concerns the set P
consisting of U alone.

Uxy = y(xxy)

To give the relevant substitution easily, let us proceed as we did in Example 1 and consider

Uxz = z(xxz)

and

and —as in the study of L and S—the empty set of expansions needed to complete a proof by contradiction
at stage 1 of the kernel method. The substitution that consists of/for z, U for JC, and UUf for y completes
such a proof. Equivalently, from the viewpoint of automated theorem proving, the corresponding two
clauses unify, and the given substitution is obtained from the unification of the two.

The kernel UUf, which is obtained by applying the given substitution and seeing how y is
correspondingly instantiated, could be considered by stage 2 for possible expansion with U with the inten-
tion of constructing a fixed point combinator. However, since the constant / is already free, such con-
sideration is not necessary. By an argument that is almost identical to that we just used to obtain the ker-
nel UUf, we immediately see that

= x(UUx),

which is just what is needed for stage 2. Therefore, UU is a fixed point combinator constructible from U,
and its kernel is UUx.

Although we shall give other examples of this type later, nevertheless this case is very unusual, for

seldom does one encounter the case in which Qx reduces to x(Qx); the same equation

UUx = x(UUx),
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which we can obtain almost by mere inspection of the equality and inequality that characterize the prob-
lem, establishes that both the weak and the strong fixed point property hold for P consisting of U alone.

If we continue as we did in the preceding example, we note that no other fixed point combinators
and no other kernels appear to be constructive from U alone, which again suggests two open questions
for research. In other words, if we were viewing the kernel method from the three-stage perspective, the
second stage would yield no additional kernels, and the first and third stages would require no expansions.

Example 3 of Applying the Kernel Method

For our third application of the kernel method, let us fulfill our promise of revisiting P consisting of
B and W alone—let us begin exploring the B-and-W mine with the intention of extracting its riches. As
with any mine, some veins are far richer than others, some are barely worth working, and others run out
almost immediately.

To start our exploration, we rely on four statements. But, in contrast to our earlier approach in
which we chose the variables so that no two statements share a variable—a decision motivated by the
desire to introduce the material gradually—here we simply write the statements in their natural form.
Therefore, most variables are shared by all statements, which is fine since variables are relevant only to
the statement in which they occur—equivalently, from the viewpoint of automated theorem proving,
relevant only to the clause in which they occur. Since we are studying B and W in the context of the two-
stage approach for searching for fixed point combinators, we have the following statements (or their
equivalent in clauses) to consider.

(1) x = x
(2) Bxyz = x(yz)
(3) Wxy = xyy
(4) y*fy

Among others, the following two inequalities are deduced in stage 1.

(5) yz*Bfyz
(6)yy*W{Bf)y

The first of the two inequalities is obtained by expanding the input inequality (4) with B, and the second
by expanding the result with W. The automated theorem-proving program first detects a contradiction
between statements (S) and (2) and then, if allowed to proceed, detects a contradiction between statements
(6) and (1). Although an analysis of either contradiction will produce the same information, we prefer to
focus on the second because it is easier to see what the program has found.

An examination of the substitution (unification) on which the second proof by contradiction rests
shows that a kernel, W(Bfi{W(BJ)), has been constructed. The substitution consists of replacing y in state-
ment (6) and x in statement (1) by W(Bf). Of course, if one were using the program in the manner we
recommend, this analysis would be unnecessary, for the ANSWER literal would contain as its argument
the kernel W(Bf)(W{Bf)). Actually, the argument of the ANSWER literal would be

kemel(a(a(W,a(B,f)),a(W,a(Btf))));

nevertheless, for convenience, we shall often omit the use of the functions a and kernel. If one wishes to
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verify that stage 1 has indeed found a kernel—that the given F does reduce to JT—one simply applies to

F the reductions in reverse order that correspond to the expansions that led to finding that kernel. In par-

ticular, the application, as reductions, of W followed by B suffices.

Since stage 1 has succeeded in finding a kernel, and since we recommend that stage 2 consider such

kernels one at a time, the kernel method now attempts to complete the construction of a fixed point com-

binator. As it turns out, the program does not succeed, for the kernel W(Bf)(W(Bf)) cannot lead to the con-

struction of a fixed point combinator from B and W alone. However, as we shall see in Section 4.S.5, this

kernel is of use when the set P is extended to consist of B, W, and M\ in fact, for this extended set of com-

binators, W(Bf)(W(Bj)) is a useful superkernel. We shall also give in Section 4.5.5 an intuitive explana-

tion of why this kernel fails us in our quest for fixed point combinators constructive from B and W alone.

The program's effort even at this point has not been wasted, despite the inability to use

W{Bfiy/{Bf))) in the context of the strong fixed point property. In particular, by finding the kernel

W(Bj)(W(Bf)), the program has succeeded in showing that the weak fixed point property holds for the set

P under study. By merely replacing/by x in this kernel, one has a y that obviously depends on x and that

has the required property that

y = xy

for all combinators x.

If this visit to the B-aad-W mine were our first exposure to what it contains—in particular, if we did

not already know about 0 ( through 0$—we would still be encouraged to note that the kernel method had

succeeded in proving that the weak fixed point property holds for the set P consisting of B and W alone.

After all, since the strong fixed point property implies the weak fixed point property, we could be close—

metaphorically, since we have found silver, perhaps further exploration will lead to the discovery of gold

in the β-and-W mine.

Indeed, if we continue along the path that yields

G)yz*Bfyz,

in addition to the inequality (6) leading to W(Bf)(W(Bf)), we deduce the conclusion

xyz*B(Bf)xyzz,

which in turn leads to

yyz±W(B{Bf))yz

which contradicts statement (1). An analysis of this proof by contradiction yields a second kernel, a ker-

nel reminiscent of, but not identical to, the kernel Tx. In particular, the analysis yields flftz rather than

Qiiil as the kernel, where ft = W(B(Bj)), (Strictly speaking, we call expressions such as Qiiz kernel

schemata; in Section 4.6, we shall extensively study the expression QQz.)

If the second stage of the kernel method attempts to expand QQz, it succeeds. Even further, if the

program imposes the strategy of treating the generator of a kernel as a constant until expansions produce

an expression containing a single occurrence of the generator—for this case, £2—one of the expansion

paths Leads to the expression WWCl. An analysis of this expansion path shows that the variable z is

instantiated to CI = W(B(Bj)), and we find ourselves in effect again studying the kernel F ( .
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As we saw earlier, the use of r ( by the second stage of the kernel method does indeed lead to the

construction of a fixed point combinator—the combinator 0 t . In other words, the second stage finds 0 j

as a fixed point combinator constructible from B and W alone. The approach for finding 0 t in the second

stage observes the strategy of considering WWCl and replacing Q. by its definition, and then relying on the

strategy of requiring all expansions to satisfy the l 's rule and applying them only to terms containing an

occurrence of/. Summarizing, the two-stage kernel method succeeds in its search, and proves that the

strong fixed point property holds for the set P consisting of B and W alone.

If the kernel method is viewed as a three-stage procedure, the program could use F t and find I~2

through Ts, each of which leads, as we know, to its own fixed point combinator. Alternatively, if used as

a two-stage procedure, the first stage would also find—in addition to Fj—F2 through F5 . Therefore, we

have the choice of letting the first stage of the two-stage version of the kernel method find kernels, some

of which may be superkemels, or testing each kernel as it is found to see whether it is in fact a super-

kernel, which means using the three-stage version. In the latter case, the superkernel could be used to find

kernels, rather than finding them with the first stage; this approach appears to offer more efficiency, which

explains our preference for the three-stage version of the method.

The first stage of either version would also construct various other superkemels, including F6 =

W(B(B(BJ)))(W(B(B(Bf))))(W(B(B(Bf))y). However, when compared to relying on the kernel method

entirely, the approach discussed earlier for constructing additional superkemels from Fj—the approach of

inserting the combinator B to the right of W in all occurrences of the generator of the preceding

superkernel—is simpler, more direct, and apparently more efficient. As one might suspect, combinatory

logic is sufficiently complex that such a mechanistic approach to generating superkemels from earlier

superkemels seldom succeeds. In Section 4.7, we shall see that, in addition to F] = ilQQ, we can

profitably study other instances of the kernel schema iifiz and use those instances for constructing fixed

point combinators different from 0 | , 02, and the like.

Comparing the Power of the Kernel Method to a Standard Approach

With regard to constructing the B and W fixed point combinators 0 | through ©5, we obtain very

satisfying results from a comparison of the kernel method with that given in our earlier paper, where we

used the straightforward (and one might say brute-force) method—equivalently, the standard approach in

automated theorem proving or the approach in mathematics or logic.

With the theorem-proving program ITP, the straightforward method required the equivalent of 20

CPU hours on a Sun 3 workstation; the kernel method required 8 CPU minutes on that machine. Even

more satisfying, with our new program OTTER applying the refined version of the kernel method, 2 CPU

seconds suffice to prove that from B and W alone one can construct fixed point combinators. The straight-

forward method requires extracting the fixed point combinators from the proofs by contradiction—we

shall give an example—but the kernel method requires virtually no such extraction. Finally, and most

important, the brute-force method sheds little or no light on related constructions other than 0 t through

0s ; in contrast, the kernel method finds many interesting kernels.

For example, one could have found the infinite set F(5W) through the use of the kernel method. In

addition, the discussion just completed shows that use of this systematic method finds the kernel schema
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W(B(Bfl)(W(B(Bf)))z. From this schema, we can produce an infinite class of kernels, each obtained by an

appropriate instantiation of z. One rule for obtaining a member of this class is that of instantiating z by a

term expressed purely in terms of some association of Q's, where il = W(B(Bf)). In Section 4.7, we

explore some of these instantiations, hi the promised book, we explore other instantiations of z that lead

to the construction of fixed point combinators.

Although later we shall discuss in detail some of these instantiations and the corresponding fixed

point combinators they lead to—instantiations such as the replacement of z by Qfl, by (iiQ,)Cl, and by

Q(£2ft)—we can make certain observations to show how interesting this infinite class of kernels is. If one

excludes the kernel QQQ, already studied, this class of kernels generates an infinite class of infinite sets of

fixed point combinators—constructible from B and W alone—whose properties are quite different from

those of the fixed point combinators obtained from F(BW). For example, the one-to-one mapping of ker-

nels to fixed point combinators is replaced with a many-to-one mapping. The ability to construct the

fixed point combinators, corresponding to a kernel, by focusing exclusively on expansions satisfying the

l 's rule appears to be preserved. However, we cannot say for certain that this is true, for there do exist

paths from a kernel of the type under discussion that violate the l 's rule. Our experiments with

flfl(Qftft) suggest that these additional paths, if followed, merely produce fixed point combinators that

duplicate those that can be constructed by observing the l 's rule.

Similar to an earlier comment, we note that—in contrast to constructing fixed point combinators

directly from kernels—if we instead generate kernels from a superkernel, we must then use global expan-

sions that satisfy and global expansions that violate the 1 's rule. On the other hand, by letting stage 1 find

all kernels for the assigned study—such as that leading to the construction of S\ through 6s—the

required expansions all satisfy the 1's rule because the respective kernels are constructed right to toft, thus

avoiding the need to apply an expansion violating the l ' s rule as is needed when generating r 2 through

Fj from T|.

In short, with regard to power, scope, and efficiency, the kernel method dwarfs the straightforward

or brute-force approach for constructing fixed point combinators from some given set P. In other words,

the kernel method is far superior to the standard approach taken in automated theorem proving or in

mathematics and logic. As far as we can ascertain, the kernel method is the only systematic method for

constructing—when they exist—fixed point combinators, a property that makes this method indeed

appealing.

As additional evidence of the usefulness and importance of the concept of kernel—before we con-

tinue our exploration of the B-md-W mine—we pause to discuss in Section 4.S.S how one can use kernels

that appear to have failed to fulfill their intended use. We shall follow this discussion with a study in Sec-

tion 4.6 of how one can attempt to prove that the strong fixed point property fails to hold, when that is the

case. Only then—after we cover these two topics—do we allow ourselves in Section 4.7 to again enter

the B-md-W, searching for, and then extracting, its hidden riches.
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4.5.5. Kernels That Mistakenly Appear to Be Useless

In this section, to avoid discarding as useless kernels that fail to be useful in the study in which they

are found, we focus on using such kernels for other studies.

By a useless kernel, we mean a kernel that cannot be directly used—regardless of the choice of the

set P of combinators—to construct a fixed point combinator. Of course, were it not for the fact that such

abundance would essentially destroy the interest and beauty, we would prefer that each kernel found in

stage 1 of the two-stage kernel method be used by stage 2 to complete the desired construction for the

given set P under consideration. Fulfillment of such a preference is obviously an impossibility; there

exist sets P of combinators that satisfy the weak fixed point property, but that fail to satisfy the strong

fixed point property. For example, in Section 4.6 we prove Theorem 6 which establishes that the set P

consisting of B and L alone fails to satisfy the strong fixed point property; that set does, however, satisfy

the weak fixed point property, which can be proved by considering the kernel Lx(Lx). Nevertheless, since

we would not have it all our way if we could, we prefer not to waste any kernels that the first stage of the

two-stage kernel method finds.

In particular, when presented with a kernel, we would like to find a set P of combinators for which

the given kernel leads to the construction of a fixed point combinator. What we strongly suggest in this

section is that no kernels are useless—given a set P of combinators and a kernel with respect to that set,

we show how one can extend P to a set P' so that the given kernel can be used to construct a fixed point

combinator for P'. Put another way, we show how one can take a set P, known to satisfy the weak fixed

point property because of the existence of a kernel F, and extend P to a set P' such that P' satisfies the

strong fixed point property.

Even further, the proof that P' fulfills the claim rests on the use of Y to construct a fixed point com-

binator from P\ Finally, we show how P can be extended to P' in a nearly minimal way—in other

words, we show how to embed a set satisfying the reducible weak fixed point property in a set that is not

much larger and that satisfies the strong fixed point property. Of course, the nearly minimal property is

the interesting property, for we could simply add S and K to achieve everything since S and K form a

complete set of combinators. Such an extension is not very satisfying, especially because AT is an elimina-

tor and researchers often wish to avoid the use of eliminators.

One way to attempt to avoid wasting any kernels—or, for that matter, wasting any superkernels—is

to pause and consider what must occur for a kernel to be successfully used for constructing fixed point

combinators. At the same tune, we can examine the differences between kernels and fixed point combina-

tors both from a general viewpoint and from the viewpoint of the kernel method. A natural choice for a

starting point is the consideration of the two simple examples discussed in the preceding section, that

focusing on S and L, and that focusing on U alone.

Putting the Kernel UUx to Use

Since the second example is the simpler, we begin by seeing what we can learn from its considera-

tion. Earlier, we found that the fixed point combinator UU can be constructed from U alone, and can be

obtained at stage 2 from the corresponding kernel (/[//found at stage 1. Stage 2 is not required to take

any action because/is already free. Since the expression f/f/frorn which/is free contains no occurrences
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of/, the kernel method is in fact successful in its search for a fixed point combinator when presented with
the set P consisting of U alone. In other words, to construct the desired combinator, one takes the kernel
UUf found in stage 1 of the kernel method, and simply discards/.

The simplicity of this application of the kernel method might be misleading; one might conclude
that, since stage 2 took no actions, we cannot learn anything from this example. Such is not the case.
Indeed, to see what we learn, let us be very precise and write the kernel as UUx rather than as UUf. Let us
continue in this precise mode and note that UUx = x(UUx), which we in effect learned at stage 1. Our
choice to be precise—perhaps pedantic is a better word—immediately makes it easy to see an important
difference between kernels and the fixed point combinators constructed from them, when such construc-
tion is possible. The kernel UUx explicitly depends on x in contrast to the fixed point combinator UU
which is independent of all combinators not in the set P, which consists of U alone. The kernel UUx can
serve as a y satisfying for all x there exists a y with

y=xy,

which is, of course, the equation for the weak fixed point property. In contrast, the fixed point combinator
UU can serve as a v satisfying there exists a y such that for all x

yx = x(yx),

which is, of course, the equation for the strong fixed point property.

Summarizing, kernels are each a function of the particular value chosen for x, a function of the
chosen combinator; fixed point combinators are each independent of the value chosen for x, independent
of the choice of combinator. From the viewpoint of stage 2 of the two-stage kernel method, we can
rephrase this remark and say that stage 2 constructs (if successful) a fixed point combinator from a kernel
by constructing an expression that is independent of AT from one that is dependent on x.

Obviously, for the kernel UUx, nothing is directly required of stage 2; one merely drops the variable
x. Finding the kernel UUx establishes that the set P consisting of U alone satisfies the weak fixed point
property. Noting that UUx = x(UUx) and that UU is obviously independent of* establishes that P also
satisfies the strong fixed point property. Therefore, to extend this set P to a set P' from which one can
construct a fixed point combinator requires no action. In that regard, the next example is more interesting.

Putting the Kernel Lx(Lx) to Use

If we now focus on the results of applying the two-stage kernel method to the set P of combinators
consisting of 5 andL alone, we recall that, in stage 1, the kernel LfiLf) is found. Then we note that stage
2 applies 5 as an expansion to this kernel to construct the fixed point combinator SLL. If we consider this
example in the terms used to analyze the preceding example, we see that stage 2 obtains an expression
SLL which is independent of x f̂ om an expression Lx(Lx) which is dependent on x. To do so, stage 2
must remove the duplicate occurrences of x in the kernel, and must also freer from what is intended to be
a fixed point combinator.

To remove duplicate occurrences of some term by expansion, cue must apply a combinator that is
itself a replicator. In the case under discussion, the combinator S with

Sxyz = xz(yz)
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is used. (No such action is required in the preceding example because no undesirable duplication exists in

the kernel UUx.) To free a term, as stage 2 frees x when it considers Lx(Lx), one must expand with a

combinator such that the last variable on the left side of its equation is a variable that is matched with the

term to be freed. Again, the combinator S is used. Success is obtained because its last variable, z, is

matched with x in Lx{Lx).

We thus learn that, for examples like LftLf)—which we have actually studied at this point as

Lx(Lx)—a replicator must be used. In addition, we learn that the replicator or replicators must free x, or

some other combinator or combinators must be used. Finally, from the viewpoint of stage 2 and its use of

kernels, we recognize that what results is a fixed point combinator if the expression from which x is freed

is independent of*—contains no occurrences of*.

Before returning to our main interest, exploration of the B-and-W mine, we can invert some of the

preceding discussion and extract from this second example a little more. In particular, we can imagine

that we have been presented with the kernel LfiJLf). We can also imagine that we have been requested to

use this kernel to construct a fixed point combinator, and to do so in a way that supports the suspicion that

no kernel need be wasted or discarded. Even if we had not experienced the success of stage 2 and did not

know much about the kernel method in general, we might still understand enough about the desired con-

struction to realize that one or more replicators must be used to remove the duplicate occurrences of / i n

LjiLj). In addition, if we knew of the strong fixed point property, we would certainly know that we must

find a way to free/. Therefore, our response to the hypothetical request might be to look at a list of repli-

cators to see whether any looked promising. If we happened upon S, we might indeed immediately see

that this combinator could be used to remove unwanted duplication, possibly to free/, and, therefore, to

construct SLL from LflLf).

On the other hand, if we first happened on the combinator M with

Mx = xx,

we might instead—noting that M is a replicator—apply M as an expansion and obtain M(Lf). If we took

this action, we would be encouraged since the result contains no duplicate occurrences of/. We might

then search for a way to conveniently free/. Our experience with 5 , gleaned from the study of the fixed

point combinators 6 | through 65 , might immediately have led us to consider using B as an expansion to

free/. By doing so, we would obtain BML as a fixed point combinator, constructive from B, M, and L,

whose corresponding kernel is indeed Lf[Lf). In other words, we would have succeeded in fulfilling the

hypothetical request of showing how one can avoid wasting the discovery of the kernel LflXf)—avoid in a

(so to speak) minimal way wasting this kernel—and we would be better prepared for returning to the dis-

cussion of B and W and making use of the next kernel we consider.

In fulfilling the request, we would have shown how to extend the set P consisting of L alone—

which we can prove satisfies the weak fixed point property but fails (see Theorem 5 of Section 4.6) to

satisfy the strong fixed point property—to either of two sets that each do satisfy the strong fixed point

property. For the first extension of P, we formed the set P' by adjoining S only; for the second set, we

formed the set P" by adjoining M and B to P. The set P' shares with the set P the property that it con-

tains only regular combinators; the set P " does not have this property because M is one of its elements.

Both extension sets do not rely on the use of eliminators, such as K—a feature that often pleases
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researchers. Finally, the kernel Lx(Lx) maintains its property of being a superkernel, for both P' and P''.

Putting the Kernel W(Bx){W(B.x)) to Use

Let us now return to the first kernel that stage 1 of the two-stage kernel method finds when the ker-
nel method is applied to the set P of corabinators consisting of B and W alone. That kernel, W{Bf)(W(Bf)),
did not prove useful for constructing fixed point combinators from P; in Section 4.5.5, we shall show
intuitively why this kernel fails in that regard. What we show here is how this kernel—which inspection
shows to be a superkernel with respect to the set P—can be used, by choosing the appropriate context, for
the construction of fixed point combinatcrs. This kernel merits study because it precedes, in a sense we
now discuss, all elements in the sequence of superkemels that begins with T\, the superkernel that led to
finding the set T(BW) of superkemels and the corresponding infinite set &(BW) of fixed point combina-
tors.

In particular, we noted when studying T(BW) that one obtains from I^ the next superkernel F6 by
inserting a B to the right of W and then fully right associating the result. Obviously, one can obtain I^
from W(Bx)(W(Bx)) by the same type of move. In other words, the superkernel W(Bx)(W(Bx)), rather than
r { , could be used to generate T(BW). In addition, no smaller superkernel, constructible from B and W
alone, exists. Therefore, one might say that W(Bx)(W(Bx)), rather than F | , is the actual origin of the
infinite set of fixed point combinators we studied earlier—the set that can be traced to T(BW)—even
though this superkernel has no fixed point combinator as its correspondent.

In view of the position that W(Bx)(W(Bx)) holds, it—more than many other kernels—deserves seri-
ous attention. Therefore let us show how this kernel can be used for establishing the presence of the
strong fixed point property for other sets P of combinators—even though it fails in this regard for the set
consisting of B and W alone—and further suggest in turn that all kernels found by the two-stage kernel
method are useful (with minimal effort) for constructing fixed point combinators, even if other combina-
tors must be adjoined. Of course, by doing so, we show that superkemels found by the three-stage kernel
method are also always of use in some context. For our attack, we can imitate the actions we could have
taken to cope with the hypothetical request to make use of the kernel Lx(Lx).

We can begin our attack by searching for a combinator to remove the duplicate occurrences of x in
W{Bx)(W{Bx)). Among the various combinators mentioned in this report to this point, one exists that is
clearly promising if used to expand this superkernel. That combinator,

Mx=xx,

obviously unifies with the superkernel—its right side has the superkernel as an instance, in fact. Access
to an automated theorem-proving program certainly is not needed for observations of this type to come
immediately to mind. Indeed, one of the pleasing properties of the kernel method is that both stages are
often very easy to implement by hand, and, even better, one can often immediately see what actions are
required to achieve one's objective.

For example, by hand, one can instantly produce from the superkernel the following sequence of
expressions, each obtained by applying an expansion that satisfies the l 's rule.

W(Bx)(W(Bx)),
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M(W(Bx)),
BMW(Bx),
B(BMW)Bx

For this sequence, one has simply looked for appropriate combinators to apply as expansions, and then
one has applied them. In particular, after choosing and then using the replicator M to remove the dupli-
cate occurrences of x, one turns to choosing and using some combinator—in the case under discussion,
the combinator B—that can eventually free x.

Simply stated, that is the key—choose one 01 more replicators to use as expansions to remove dupli-
cate occurrences of the undesired symbol(s), and then choose combinators to use as expansions to free the
undesirable symbol(s). Both choices are dictated by the pattern of the symbols in the expression under
consideration. If one has had experience with various combinators, the replicator M is a natural choice
since the superkemel W(Bx)(W(Bx)) is an instance of xx, the right side of the equation for M. Sines ker-
nels often take the form ftfl, ftftft, and the like, where ft is a generator, one can usually use the replica-
tor M profitably when the goal is to extend a set P to a set P' of combinators for which the given kernel
can be used for constructing fixed point combinators. Having chosen and applied M to obtain the fully
right-associated expression M(W(Bx)), a natural choice to use as an expansion to free x is B because
repeated use of B as an expansion produces ever more left-associated expressions from right-associated
expressions. Since the generators of kernels frequently are right associated, and since expansion of them
with a replicator frequently produces a right-associated expression, one often finds the combinator B very
useful.

Restricting the application of expansions by requiring that each application satisfy the l's rule
meshes well with the kernel method and the desire to avoid duplicating results. For example, if we relax
this restriction, we can obtain the fixed point combinator BM(BWB) from the superkemel W(Bx)(W(Bx)).
However, as we shall shortly see, the same result can be obtained from a kernel that in turn is obtained by
the three-stage kernel method from the given superkemel. As noted in Section 4.5.1.3 with regard to the
two-stage method, and noted in Section 4.5.2 with regard to the three-stage method, in general we recom-
mend using the strategy of observing the 1 's rule when applying expansions to obtain the various fixed
point combinators for their (so to speak) natural corresponding kernel.

Summarizing, the superkemel W(Bx)(W(Bx)) serves well for proving that the strong fixed point
property holds for the set of combinators consisting of W, B, and M. Although the discovery of this
superkemel was made while studying the set P consisting of B and W alone, and although we soon found
that this superkemel was of no use in that context, we were nevertheless able to achieve the objective of
using the superkemel for constructing fixed point combinators by merely adjoining the single combinator
M. Unfortunately, the addition of M results in a set P' that does not consist of regular combinators only.
Since P already satisfies the strong fixed point property, our main gain by extending P to P' is the
demonstration that we can make the superkemel W(Bx)(W(Bx)y useful for the construction of fixed point
combinators. The property of being a superkemel is not lost by extending P in this manner.

If we wish to use the superkemel under discussion for constructing fixed point combinators, but also
wish to extend P in a way that preserves the property of containing regular combinators only, then the
replicator M cannot be considered. Instead, another combinator immediately comes to mind, the
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combinator 5 with

Sxyz * xz(yz).

The choice of the replicator 5 is almost as natural as the choice of M, for the right side of S obviously
matches the symbol pattern of W(Bx)(W(Bx)). Since this pattern occurs rather frequently in kernels, one
can often profitably use S to find a set P' for which a given kernel leads to the construction of a fixed
point combinator.

The expansion with 5 yields SWW(Bx), which says that we need only find a combinator to free x,
since the unwanted duplicate terms have been removed. Again the combinator B is an obvious choice. Its
application yields B(SWW)Bx, which means we have constructed the fixed point combinator B(SWW)B.
The addition of S to P yields a set of combinators that contains only regular combinators and a set for
which W(Bx)(W(Bx)) is still a superkerael, but with the added property that its use leads to the desired
construction. The expansions that stage 2 could use to find B(SWW)B from W(Bx)(W(Bx)) all satisfy the
l'srule.

Proceeding in the fashion just illustrated gives one a bonus. Specifically, if one wishes to present a
proof in the algebraic style that some given 6 constructed by the two-stage kernel method is a fixed point
combinator, one can proceed in the following manner. First, one considers a sequence of reductions that
corresponds to the expansions used by stage 2 to obtain 6 from a kernel F, but in reverse order. Then,
second, one applies this reduction sequence to x(Qx) to obtain xT, and also applies the sequence to Ox to
obtain F. Third and finally, one considers the sequence of reductions that corresponds to the expansions
used by stage 1 to find F, but in reverse order, and applies the sequence to F by itself to obtain xT. And
here we have a justification for having stage 1 continue to expand, in its search for a contradiction, to the
point at which the axiom of reflexivity

x-x

comes into play, hi particular, if the program ceases its stage 1 search by finding a kernel, but finding it
before reflexivity comes into play, then one must look for the expansions that would have been used, if
one wishes to have the needed reduction sequence that reduces r to xT. If one follows the given three
steps, one then knows that Bx = F = xYt and that x(Qx) = xT, so Qx « x(Bx), which completes the sought-
after proof.

Since W{Bx)(W(Bx)) is a superkerael for the set P'consisting of B, W, and M and for the set P " con-
sisting of B, W, and 5, we can see what kernels stage 1 of the three-stage kernel method can find from this
superkerael. Recalling that the rule we use for obtaining kernels from superkernels is that of applying
global expansions until x is free in all occurrences of the generator of the superkernel, we find that
BWBx(BWBx) is the only new kernel that is found, for P' or for P ".

If we focus on this new kernel and restrict our study to P' to see what (if any) fixed point combina-
tors we can construct, we obtain the following expressions by using expansions satisfying the l's rule.

BWBx(BWBx)

M{BWBx)
BM(BWB)x

We immediately see that the expression BM(BWB) is a fixed point combinator constructible from the set
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P' consisting of Bt W, and M. Consistent with what we learned earlier, we recognize that continued
expansion of either B(BMW)B or BM(BWB) produces no additional fixed point combinators of interest.
Such actions merely produce expressions reducible to—and therefore equal to—one of the two fixed point
combinators we have constructed from B, W, and M.

Just as one could have found each of 6 ( through 6 3 by focusing exclusively on the superkemel r t ,
one could also find both B(BMW)B and BM(3WB) by expanding the superkernel W(Bx)(W(Bx)). Of
course, to do so, one must use expansions that violate the 1 's rule. As we noted earlier, we prefer to
observe the strategy that requires all expansions to satisfy the l's rule—when one is seeking to expand a
kernel to a fixed point combinator—to avoid duplicating the results one obtains from other kernels. For
example, the combinator BM(BWB) whose corresponding kernel is BWBx(BWBx) can be constructed from
the superkernel W(Bx)(W(Bx)) if one uses expansions that violate the 1 's rule. Therefore, for reasons of
simplicity and efficiency, we prefer adhering to the restriction of requiring all expansions to satisfy the 1 's
rule. Still, regardless of the choice of the set P, again we see that more than one way exists to search for
fixed point combinators starting with a given superkernel.

If we shift our attention from P' to P"—in other words, focus on B, W, and 5—we can still use the
new kernel BWBx(BWBx) profitably. In particular, we can construct the fixed point combinator
S(BWB)(BWB) by following our usual approach. We are immediately confronted by two fixed point com-
binators, BM(BWB) and S(BWB)(BWB), that are provably unequal—they are each irreducible and obvi-
ously unalike—in the absence of extensionality. But the two combinators have a common kernel,
BWBx{BWBx). This phenomenon is different from 6 i through 0 5 , for each of them corresponds to a
different kernel, F\ through F5, respectively. The similarity rests with the fact that, as is true for 6 i
through 9 5 , both S(BWB)(BWB) and BM(BWB) share the same superkernel.

The set P" behaves with respect to the kernels BWBx{BWBx) and W(Bx)(W(Bx)) as the set P'

does—the replicator that is adjoined to P to obtain P ", for example, does not appear in either of the ker-
nels that are used to construct fixed point combinators. This remark might lead one to ask about finding a
kernel for the subset of P "that consists off? and S alone, or lead one to ask about the presence or absence
of the weak fixed point property for that subset. We lean in the direction that says that this subset does
not satisfy the weak fixed point property, and therefore, no kernel can be found with respect to this subset;
but, we have no proof of either claim. For the subset consisting of S and W alone, we can prove that the
weak fixed point property is absent and, therefore, no kernel exists with respect to this subset The proof
rests on the realization that, for a subset to satisfy the weak fixed point property, the subset must contain
an isolator; neither S nor W is an isolator (see the remark that follows Theorem 4 of Section 4.6).

If we return to the consideration of P\ but in the context of the preceding discussion, we find the
situation far cloudier. Although we shall eventually discuss the possible presence of the strong fixed
point property for the subset consisting of B and M alone, if we wish to avoid adding any complications at
this point, we can only make the following observations. The set consisting of B and M alone does satisfy
the weak fixed point property, which we can prove by noting that M(BxM) is a kernel. (Incidentally, this
kernel is discussed by Smullyan on page 135 in his book To Mock a Mockingbird [Smullyan84]; how-
ever, in private conversation with him, we were informed that he had no idea that a method like the kernel
method existed.) The kernel M{BxM) cannot be expanded to a fixed point combinator when b and M are
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the only admissible combinators to use. Its inadequacy rests with the fact that reductions, if applied to Qx

and its descendants, with B and with M each must produce an expression with the property that any

subexpression containing x must end in x.

As for the other two-element subset of P', that consisting of W and M, we can prove that this subset
fails to satisfy the strong fixed point property. The proof rests on the consideration of a possible reduction
of some hypothetical 6 that is assumed to be a fixed point combinator for this subset. If one appends x to
such a e and applies reductions with W and M, one can show that all expressions that are obtained are of
the form CD where D must consist only of occurrences of*. From this conclusion, by using the Church-
Rosser property, we can show that one cannot reduce 6JC to xA for an appropriate A; we give the formal
details of this proof in Section 5.3.6. We also can prove that the subset of P' consisting of W and M in
fact fails to satisfy the weak fixed point property (see Corollary 2 of Section 5.3.6.1).

The Uselessness of the Kernel W(Bx)(W(Bx)) for B and W Alone

Let us close our discussion of the superkernel W(Bx)(W{Bx)) by focusing on why it is useless for

constructing fixed point combinators from B and W alone. If one restricts expansions to those applica-

tions of B and W satisfying the Ts rule, then, as an example of what can occur, along one path one obtains

W(BxXW(Bx))

B(W(Bx))W(Bx)
B(B{W{Bx))W)Bx,

which admits no additional expansions. For a sample of what can happen if we permit expansions violat-
ing the l 's rule, one can obtain

W(Bx)(W(Bx))

W(BxXBWBx)

BWBx(BWBx)

B(BWBx)(BWB)x

BB(BWB)x(BWB)x

B(BB(BWB)x)(.BW)Bx

B(B{BB{BWB)x))BWBx

and continue until no additional expansions apply.

For these two examples of paths that one might pursue, as well as the others that can be considered,
inspection shows that no way exists for the two occurrences of x to be reduced to one. However, if one is
to succeed in constructing a fixed point combinator, one must show that an expression can be obtained
containing a single occurrence of*. Therefore, we have the suggestion, at least intuitively, of a proof that
the superkernel W(Bx)(W(Bx)) cannot be expanded to a fixed point combinator constructible from B and
W alone.

The Uselessness of the Kernel Lx(Lx) for B and L alone

Having given the type of argument one might use to show that no fixed point combinator can be
constructed from a specific given kernel, we can attempt to apply the argument to the study of the set P
consisting of B and L alone. Smullyan asked us to consider this set, for be did not know if it had
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sufficient power to construct a fixed point combinator. Earlier, we saw that Lx(Lx) is a superkernel with

respect to the set of combinators consisting of L alone; therefore it is a superkernel with respect to the set

P consisting of B and L since B does not occur in the superkernel. The preceding argument, if applied to

possible expansions with L and B, would yield

Lx(Lx)

B(U)Lx
BBLxLx,

suggesting that no fixed point combinator can be constructed from P, starting with the given superkernel.

This observation strongly suggests that no fixed point combinators can be constructed from P in any

way—even if one does not focus on the given superkernel—since Lx(Lx) yields no additional kernels.

Of course, we would prefer to say proves rather than suggests, but we have not yet succeeded in

proving that, for every fixed point combinator, a kernel corresponding to that combinator must exist. A

proof of that theorem, which would establish the completeness of the kernel method, is the object of one

of the open questions we pose for research in Section 5.4.1. In addition, there exist other superkernels, for

example, L(Bx)(UJx)(L(Bx)) and UB{Bx))(L(B{Bx))){L(B{Bx)))(UB(Bx))) and the like. Indeed, the

expression L(Bx){L(Bx))z is a kernel schema.

If one were attempting to show that the consideration of B and L alone cannot suffice to construct a

fixed point combinator, and if one attempted to employ an argument similar to that used regarding

W(Bx)(W(Bx)), then the obstacle of these additional kernels would be encountered. Instead, we can

approach—and often succeed in answering—questions focusing on establisiiing the lack of fixed point

combinators construetible from certain given sets of combinators in another way, "'ich is the topic of the

next section, Section 4.6. Before we turn to that topic, however, let us see what v •_ have learned from the

material in this section.

Twists and Turns for Kernels That Mistakenly Appear to Be Useless

The following material directly and indirectly focuses on a number of questions that include those

with incomplete answers and those on which we can shed little light. Common to the questions are vari-

ous observations gleaned from comparisons concerning combinators that behave the same, concerning

kernels that are closely related, and concerning reducibility versus equality. Since following this particu-

lar trail through our studies of combinatory logic requires one occasionally to double back, cross narrow

but raging streams, navigate hairpin turns, and leap deep crevasses, one might choose to avoid this trail

entirely and instead turn to the next section, Section 4.6.

The Beginning of the Trail

When one is presented with a kernel, one immediately knows that any set containing the combina-

tory occurring in that kernel satisfies the weak fixed point property. For example, if given the kernel

LfiLj), one merely replaces/by x to obtain

Lx(Lx)'x{Lx{Lx)),

which is an instance of the equation
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for the weak fixed point property. Since Lx(Lx) can serve for y in the preceding equation, we know that

any set containing L must satisfy the weak fixed point property.

What cne might not immediately see is that our use of the kernel LftLf) is not restricted to sets con-

taining L. In particular, we noted in Section 3.2 that one could speak informally and say that BWB = L, or

speak carefully and say that BWB is in the same class as L. Depending on the context, either mode of

speech is allowed because BWB behaves as L does,

BWBxy=x(yy).

Therefore,

BWBx(BWBx) - x(BWBx(BWBx)).

Especially if one has never seen the expression F = BWBx{BWBx) before but has had some experi-

ence with kernels, one might instantly consider the possibility that a stronger condition exists than T -

xT—perhaps F reduces to JCF. If so, and if no reductions are required after x isolates, then F is in fact a

simple kernel. Such is the case. So, we have indeed found another use for the kernel LfiLf); in particular,

we have found an alternative proof establishing that any set containing B and W also must satisfy the

weak fixed point property.

A Rapid Stream

If the preceding discussion causes one to spontaneously conclude that any combinator in Z-'s class

behaves exactly as BWB does, then a small error is made. For a glimpse of what can go wrong, we con-

sider the combination QM with

Qxyz=y(xz)

and

Mx^xx.

Although one can quickly see that QM is an L, the attempt to reduce QMx(QMx) to x(QMx(QMx)) meets

with one small difficulty. When one applies a reduction with Q, one obtains x(M(QMx)) with x isolated,

and one is therefore tempted to cease applying reductions.

If one resists this temptation to stop and instead applies M as a reduction even though the applica-

tion does not satisfy the 1 *s rule, then one shows that QMx(QMx) reduces to x(QMx(QMx)). At that point,

one has clearly proved that any set containing Q and M must satisfy the weak fixed point property

whether L is present or not. Of course, in the obvious sense, L is present, at least the L that is QM. How-

ever, Lx(Lx) reduces to x(Lx(Lx)) without any reductions being used after x isolates, but this is not true

when L is replaced with QM.

Since, to put it mildly, we would find it awkward to have Lx(Lx) be a kernel but QMx(QMx) not be

one, the obvious solution—had we not already presented it—is to extend the definition of kernel to

include both expressions. In particular, we see directly why we consider kernels of various types—why,

for example, we also study semisimple kernels. Indeed, QMx(QMx) is a semisimple kernel, for the proof

that it is a kernel requires a reduction that satisfies the pseudo l 's rule but does not satisfy the (strict) l 's
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rule.

When one discovers the fixed point combinator S(QM)(QM), additional pressure exists for the con-
sideration of kernels that are not simple. Indeed, if one calls this combinator 0 and writes out the type of
proof we prefer for showing that Qx = x(<&x), one finds that the expression that acts like the kernel that
naturally corresponds to 9 is in fact QMx(QMx). Therefore, if one extends the kernel method to the con-
sideration of kernels like QMx(QMx), the extended method can be used to prove that the set P consisting
of Q, M, and S satisfies the strong fixed point property.

Occurrences like the one under discussion demonstrate the complexity of combinatory logic, and of
mathematics and logic in general. So-called puzzles that focus on how one should define a concept that is
apparently understood—or understood intuitively—are part of the intrigue and charm of these fields.

Doubling Back on the Trail

As for the other branch concerning the possible temptation—the branch that assumes that one suc-
cumbs to rather than resists the temptation to continue to reduce x(M(QMx))—we can profitably explore
it In particular, one might conjecture that the beginning of the reduction sequence is missing and, there-
fore, that M(QMx) is actually the kernel. The conjecture is a good one, for M(QMx) does reduce to
x(M(QMx)) and does not require any reductions after x isolates, which means that MiQMx) is a simple
kernel. Consideration by the kernel method of this kernel leads to the construction of the fixed point com-
binator BMiQM).

In other words, if one succumbs to the temptation to avoid reductions after x isolates, one backtracks
and finds a kernel that proves that the set P consisting of the combinators Q, M, and B satisfies the strong
fixed point property. In contrast, if one resists the temptation to avoid using reductions after x isolates,
then one finds that an extension of the kernel method leads to proving that the strong fixed point property
holds for the set consisting of Q, M, and S—the combinator B is replaced by the combinator S, if one
shifts from one kernel to a second to which the first kernel reduces.

A Crevasse to Cross

If we carefully select from the various discoveries we have made, we find that the spectrum contin-
ues to widen. For the first discovery to consider, the fixed point combinators 6 | through 85 (which are
pairwise unequal in the absence of extensionality) each reduce to a distinct kernel, all of which in turn
reduce to a common superkernel T\ with respect to the set consisting of B and W alone.

For the second—the consideration of which already leads to sharp differences from the first—the
fixed point combinators S(BWB)(BWB) and BM(BWB) (which are unequal) both reduce to a common ker-
nel BWBx(BWBx), which reduces to W(BxXW(Bx)), a superkernel for both P'and P" with /»'consisting
of B, W, and M and with P " consisting of B, W, and S.

For the third—where we find further differences—the unequal fixed point combinators SiQMYQM)
and BM(QM) reduce, respectively, to distinct kernels; but the kernel M(QMx) corresponding to the second
fixed point combinator reduces to the kernel QMx{QMx) corresponding to the first. Furthermore, M(QMx)
is a superkernel for the set consisting of Q and M; but—with the definition of kernel in its fullest sense—
so is QMx(QMx), After all, neither M(QMx) nor QMx(QMx) admits a reduction other than the obvious
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one that satisfies the l 's rule. Taking the preceding observations into account, we se^ that the first of the

two is a simple superkernel, and the second is a semisimple superkemel, both with respect to the set P of

combinators consisting of Q and M alone. To add to the complexity, each of BWB and QM is in the same

class as L is.

For a second set of differences and similarities, we can begin by noting that Lx(Lx), which is a

superkemel with respect to the set of combinators that occur in it, reduces to fiLx(Lx)) without requiring

reductions after x isolates. In contrast, if we consider Lx(Lx) and replace L with BWB—a decision

motivated by the fact that BWB is an L—we see that BWBx(BWBx), although it reduces to

x(BWBx(BWBx)) without requiring any reduction after x isolates, is not a superkernel with respect to the

set of combinators that occur in it. Then, with the same motivation, if we consider QMxiQMx), we find

that the sequence of reductions that shows it to be a kernel requires a reduction after x isolates, which is

unexpected since QM is an £ and Lx(Lx) is therefore obviously closely related to QMxiQMx). Finally,

with a similar motivation, we see that M(QMx) is a kernel, and one that can be proved to be a kernel

without requiring reductions after x isolates. But, if we note that QM is an L, we might expect M(Lx) to

be a kernel; but M{Lx) is not.

We even have a third set of comparisons. The set of combinators that contains only L satisfies the

weak fixed point property, but fails to satisfy the strong fixed point property (see Theorem 5 of Section

4.6). Therefore, the presence of L in some set of combinators does not guarantee that the set satisfies the

strong fixed point property. In contrast, even though BWB is an L and QM is an L—and one might, there-

fore, expect that the presence of either pair in a set brings to that set no more power than L does—the

presence in a set of combinators either of B and W or of Q and M is sufficient for that set to satisfy the

strong fixed point property and, of course, the weak fixed point property.

Of course, we know that the presence of B and W is sufficient, for we have studied that pair and

found it to be strikingly productive for constructing fixed point combinators. To prove that the presence

of Q and M in a set P of combinators is sufficient to establish that P satisfies the strong fixed point prop-

erty, one need only consider the combinator Q(QM)M. Its natural kernel correspondent is M(QMx),

which happens to reduce to the kernel QMxiQMx), and also happens to be the natural kernel correspon-

dent for the fixed point combinator BM(QM).

Of course, as we discused earlier in this section, the superkernel equal to the square of W(Bx) is not

useful for such constructions. For constructing fixed point combinators from B and W alone, one must

instead move to the next superkernel in the chain, the superkernel equal to the cube of W(B(Bx)). As for

the set consisting of Q and M alone, one can find the kernel M(QMf) in stage 1 of the two-stage kernel

method by applying one expansion with Q that satisfies the l 's rule to the inequality

to obtain

xz*Qxfi,

which contradicts the equation for M

Stage 2 can then use this kernel to construct Q(QM)M by applying one expansion with Q that satisfies the
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l 's rule. Therefore, although the presence of L in a set of combinators does not guarantee that the set

satisfies the strong fixed point property, the presence of either the pair B and W or the pair Q and M does.

The differences in the behavior of L, B and W with BWB an L, and Q and M with QM an L—and

such differences in general—may be completely explained in terms of the kernels that one can find with

the kernel method. Obviously, we would be more than pleased if this were the case, for it would be one

more plaudit for the kernel method. For example, if the two-stage or three-stage version of the kernel

method considers L alone, the only superkernel it finds is LflLf). If either version considers Q and M

alone, then the method finds the superkernel M{QMf) among others. Although M(QMf) is a kernel, MLf is

not, even though QM is an L.

If either version of the kernel method considers B ;<nd W alone, the first superkernel it finds is

W(Bf)(W(BJ)), from which it finds the kernel BWBfifiWBf). In contrast to M(QMf), a replacement of BWB

by L yields a kernel. However, the superkernel W(Bf)(W(Bj)) is not useful for establishing that the pres-

ence of B and W guarantees the presence of the strong fixed point property. As noted, one must move to

the next superkernel in the chain, the superkernel equal to the cube of W{B(Bf)).

Hairpin Turn

We can take a slightly different approach to a study of the differences between L, B and W with

BWB an L, and Q and M with QM an L, which will naturally lead to the next topic of reducibility versus

equality. Since Q(QM)M is a fixed point combinator, we know that any set of combinators containing Q

and M must satisfy the strong fixed point property. We also know that the strong fixed point property

implies the weak fixed point property. Given these two facts, one can immediately ask the following

question. How can we use the knowledge of a specific y that satisfies the statement, there exists a y such

that for all x

yx = x(yx),

to obtain a (different) y that satisfies the statement, for all x there exists a y with

The path we recommend is to append a variable to the fixed point combinator under study, and

reduce the result in search of a kernel; of course, since in some cases focusing on simple kernels is not

sufficient, the broader definition of kernel must be used, that which allows reductions after x isolates.

However, in the case under discussion, if one reduces Q(QM)Mx, one obtains the kernel M(QM)x, and no

reductions are required after x isolates—the kernel that naturally corresponds to Q(QM)M is simple.

Speaking generally but informally, we can say from a strong y, one attempts to obtain its

corresponding reducible weak y—not the same y—by finding the kernel that corresponds to the fixed

point combinator, which is the strong y. In other words, one can put into the strong/weak framework our

comments about a fixed point combinator and its corresponding kernel; the kernel for a given fixed point

combinator is the reducible weak y that corresponds to a given strong y.

Of course, we do no? know whether our conjecture asserting that the kernel method is complete in

this regard is true—we have not yet proved that to every fixed point combinator there corresponds a ker-

nel. This conjecture, put into the context of a weak correspondent of a strong y, asserts that to every
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strong y there corresponds a reducible weak y—of course, not the same y. As already noted, we do know

that we must rely on the broader definition of kernel, which one can see from studying the fixed point

combinator S(QM)(QM) whose kernel is QMxiQMx). To reduce that kernel T to xT requires a reduction

after x isolates. In contrast, the reducible weak y that corresponds to the strong y SLL is Lx(Lx), which

requires no reductions after x isolates to prove that Lx(Lx) is a kernel. Nor does the reducible weak

correspondent of S(BWB)(BWB), BWBx(BWBx), require any reductions after x isolates.

The completion of this part of the picture, and the connection to the preceding remarks about which

L's guarantee the presence of the strong fixed point property, rests with the different behavior of QM and

BWB, each of which is an L. In particular, a study of Q and M alone by the kernel method leads to the

construction of Q{QM)M whose reducible weak correspondent is M(QMx), which reduces to QMx(QMx),

and which one can informally write as Lx(Lx). hi contrast, a study by the kernel method of B and W alone

first leads to the superkernel W(Bx)(W(Bx)), from which one obtains BWBx(BWBx), which also can be

informally written as LfiLf). But BWBx(BWBx) is not the reducible weak correspondent of any fixed point

combinator expressed purely in terms ofB and W.

In fact, even the approach that produces QMx(QMx) from M(QMx) fails; in other words, one cannot

even obtain the kernel BWBx(BWBx) by reducing the weak correspondent of some fixed point combinator

expressed purely in terms of B and W. Indeed, if one wishes to focus on a reducible weak correspondent

of some strong y with respect to B and W alone, one must consider an expression such as r ( = QQil,

where SI = W(B{Bx)). But such expressions do not reduce to any expression that can be informally writ-

ten in terms of L.

Finally, the kernel Lx(Lx) is not the weak correspondent of any fixed point combinator expressed

purely in terms of L—the set of combinators consisting of L alone does not satisfy the strong fixed point

property. One might say that some L's are more powerful than other L's, just as some groups, in the

mathematical sense, have far more interesting properties than others. Other than this last tiny observation,

precisely what we should make of these similarities and differences is far from clear at this time. So the

picture continues to alternately become clearer and cloudier. Perhaps one key to the mystery rests with

the study of reducibility versus equality—the former obviously implies the latter, but not conversely.

A Switchback

From the perspective of equality and reducibility, the knowledge that SLL is a fixed point
combinator—that

for all combinators x—permits one to immediately deduce that both S(BWB)(BWB) and S(QM)(QM) are

fixed point combinators. In particular, in the style of proof we prefer, one proves that SLL is a fixed point

combinator by reducing both SLLx and x(SLLx) with 5 to obtain, respectively, Lx(Lx) and x{Lx{Lx)).

Then one takes advantage of the knowledge that the first of the two expressions is a kernel and reduces it

with L to obtain x(Lx(Lx)). Since both SLLx and x(SLLx) reduce to a common expression, they must be

equal, and the proof is complete.

Next, if we focus on S(BWB)(BWB), we can take the preceding proof and produce a second proof by

merely applying the combination BWB where we had applied L. After all, BWB is an L, so it behaves as L
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does. However, to make such a minute transformation of the first proof to the second, we must rely on
our knowledge that BWB is in fact an L. On the other hand, if we did not know this fact, then we would
simply pursue our usual course in such proofs, that of applying as reductions B, W, and B. In other words,
we would consider the combinators separately rather than as the combination BWB. Although the proof
would nave extra steps in it, it would still resemble the first proof—that focusing on L directly—and, in
particular, no reductions would be needed after* isolates.

For the third case, that focusing on the expression Q(QM)M, we could simply transform the first
proof by the minute action of replacing the reductions with L by ones with QM, used as a combination.
However, if one were not aware that QM is an L—or, for that matter, if we wished to produce a proof pre-
cisely in our usual style of applying combinators one at a time—then one would encounter a possibly
interesting difference. In particular, although the kernel QMxiQMx)—which is not the natural kernel of
the fixed point combinator Q(QM)M—appears on the branch that proceeds from Q{QM)Mx and also
(farther out) on the branch that proceeds from x(Q(QM)Mx), if one wishes to use this kernel in a proof,
then one is forced to apply a reduction on the first branch even after x isolates. This difference results
directly from the consideration of Q and Mas separate combinators rather than as the combination QM.

A Gentle Downhill Slope

From here on, the path is downhill, mostly concerned with reviewing material presented earlier in
this section. To begin with, we learned that one need not discard a kernel as useless simply because it
fails to play the role it was intended for. For example, if one were unaware of Theorem 5 of Section 4.6
which says that one cannot construct a fixed point combinator from a single regular combinator, then one
might have attempted to apply the kernel method to the consideration of the combinator L by itself for
such a construction. Stage 1 of the two-stage method or of the three-stage method would return LfiLf) as
the only superkernel. Since no expansion with L applies to LfiLf), even if we relax all restrictions, stage 2
returns nothing.

Nevertheless, even though LfiJLf) is discovered in the doomed attempt to construct a fixed point
combinator from L alone, one could put this kernel to good use. By giving the kernel method access to
the combinator S, it finds SLL as a fixed point combinator; if instead, one gives the method access to B
and M, it finds BML as a desired object. In both cases, no other solutions are found if the method focuses
exclusively on the kernel LftLf).

If one has the kernel method begin from the beginning, then the consideration of S and L together
appears to produce nothing new. However, for the second case, the kernel method finds the superkernel
M(BxM), but discovers correctly that no fixed point combinator can be constructed with 5, M, and L, start-
ing with this superkernel. The clue explaining why M(BxM) is useless in this regard is that each of B, M,
and L has the property that the same variable appears at the end of the left side and the right side of the
equation that characterizes the combinator. Therefore, a reduction of &x and of x(Qx), where 6 denotes a
fixed point combinator expressed in terms of B, hi, and L, must force x to be the last symbol at each stage.

We are not certain whether other interesting results are obtainable from the consideration of the vari-
ous subsets of the set consisting of B, M, and L. We have studied the possible presence or absence of the
strong fixed point property for the subset consisting of B and M alone, and our study has led us to
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conjecture that this subset cannot satisfy the properly—which is also Smullyan's conjecture. Eventually,
we shall present our incomplete effort in that regard.

Since we have not yet completed our study of B and M—and, therefore, cannot satisfy the curiosity
of logicians or of ourselves on the topic—we shall instead supply a diversion in lieu of the desired infor-
mation. This diversion does fit with some of our discussion, for it makes use of the kernel Lx(Lx).
Specifically, if one considers the combinatory with

Nxyz = xzyz,

then one can use Lx(Lx) to construct from B, L, and N the fixed point combinator N(BBL)L. The fixed

point combinator N(BBL)L is a reduction with B of the fixed point combinator SLL, which can be seen by

noting that BN{BB) is an S. Both fixed point combinators have as their corresponding kernel Lx(Lx).

This combinator N, which may not have been studied by many researchers—or may not have been
studied by any before us—is unusually useful for constructing fij.ed point combinators from kernels.
When used in conjunction with B, its power is in part derived from the fact that B as an expansion left
associates expressions, and N as an expansion prefers them that way in contrast to S which does not. The
other major contributing factor to the power of AT rests with the fact that kernels are frequently expressible
as a left-associated power greater than 1 of some generator, and the generator is frequently right associ-
ated. Although we could continue to focus on this diversion concerning the combinator N, we instead
return to comments about the kernel Lx(Lx) and results obtained with it.

In addition to the use of Lx(Lx) as a kernel, we can make use of the fixed point combinators we
obtain by combinator adjunction. From SLL, in view of part of our earlier discussion, we can immedi-
ately produce the fixed point combinators S{QM){QM) and S(BWB){BWB) since QM and BWB are each an
L. From BML, we can similarly produce BM(QM) and BM(BWB). Of course, as already noted, one can-
not predict by inspection what the kernel correspondent of each will be, predict the precise kernel from
which each is obtainable by the kernel method. To make such a determination, one appends x to the com-
binator and applies a sequence of reductions, the first part of which consists of reductions satisfying the
1 's rule, and the last part of which is either empty or applied after* isolates.

As expected, one cannot escape redundancy—redundancy in the form of constructing a given fixed
point combinator more than once, or, for that matter, redundancy in the material we present about fixed
point combinators. For example, if one is studying B and W as the only combinators of interest, and if the
kernel method is applied to this study, it returns W(Bf)(W(Bf)) as one of the superkemels it finds. Again,
as with LfiLf), the method cannot construct any fixed point combinators from this superkernel if it is
restricted to the use of B and W alone.

The similarity to LfiLf) continues, for the method can profitably use S or use the pair B and M. In
the first case, the kernel method constructs B(SWW)B as a fixed point combinator, and in the second case
it constructs B(BMW)B as such. However, the superkernel W(Bf)(W{Bf)) does offer more than iftLf) in
the sense that, from it, one obtains the kernel BWBfLBWBf). This kernel can be obtained by global expan-
sions applied to the superkernel to which it belongs, or directly by stage I of the two-stage kernel method.
If one continues to search with B and W for kernels constructive from the superkernel under considera-
tion, nothing else is discovered.
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A quick way to know that the search for kernels from superkernels should be discontinued along a

given path is to stop when the Skolem constant/goes free, meaning that every occurrence of the genera-

tor of the current expression has the form £/for some E containing no occurrences of/. This stop condi-

tion is similar to that used when searching for a fixed point combinator along a path that begins with a

kernel. Specifically, such searches along a given path should be terminated when one obtains Of for some

9 , which can be rephrased to the condition that says to stop when/goes free. Stopping at such a point

does not guarantee that a fixed point combinator has been constructed, for 9 may contain occurrences of/.

Nevertheless, we do rely on this condition, and simply inspect what we find.

If, after/goes free, one does continue to search for fixed point combinators by applying additional

expansions (not necessarily satisfying the l 's rule), and if 6 is indeed free of occurrences of/, one simply

finds other expressions that are obviously equal to that already in hand. For example, if one obtains 64/"

with

one can expand further along one path to get (with/appended)

J1 =B(WWKBW(WBB))

J2=B{WWXBW(WWB))

J3 = B(WWKB(BWKWW)B)

J4 =B(WW)(BBBW{WW)B)

and along another path to get (with/appended)

J5=BBWW(BW(BBB))

among other expressions. Although each of ( / ] ) through (7s) is provably a fixed point combinator, each

is also reducible to 94—regardless of the presence or absence of extensionality—and, therefore, the addi-

tional expansions merely produce other versions of the fixed point combinator 6 4 .

We can summarize this discussion in the following way. Since, in most cases, we are interested in a

fixed point combinator only if it is irreducible, and since ( / t ) through (Js) are each reducible to 64 , they

offer little interest. By avoiding expansion paths of the type just discussed, we can reduce, but not elim-

inate, the redundancy that one encounters. Incidentally, as commented earlier, the fixed point combina-

tors 61 through Q5 are each irreducible.

For the type of redundancy for which we have no simple rule for avoiding, we focus on the kernel

BWBx(BWBx). Although this kernel is of no use for constructions from B and W alone, one would

immediately suspect it is of use for others if either S is adjoined or M is adjoined. After all, BWB is an L

and, therefore, the kernel resembles Lx(Lx) very closely. If one does in fact attempt to make use of this

kernel, in the first case one again constructs S(BWB)(BWB), and in the second one constructs BM(BWB).

Since we have seen these combinators before, we find little pleasure in finding them again along a slightly

different path of inquiry. Of course, one could have anticipated the outcome if one took the various facts

into account and remained aware of the relationships such as BWB is anL.
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4.6. Where Fixed Point Combinators Fear to Tread

In the preceding section, we presented a detailed treatment of a systematic method—the kernel
method—for searching for fixed point combinators when given some set P of combinators to use for such
a construction. In that same section, we then successfully applied the kernel method to the study of vari-
ous sets. In other words, we used the kernel method to prove that the strong fixed point property holds for
a variety of sets P of combinators, each proof resting on the actual construction of an appropriate fixed
point combinator. In this section, in contrast, for certain sets P we address the other side of the
question—that of showing that the strong fixed point property is not satisfied. We show, in particular,
what actions one might take when the kernel method fails to construct a fixed point combinator after what
the researcher decides is a substantial amount of computer time or—if applied by hand—a substantial
effort. Specifically, we show how one can prove, for two different sets of combinators, that die strong
fixed point property cannot be satisfied. In Section 5.3.6, we generalize the two results and also give
related results.

Of course, the long-term goal is to know when one can and when one cannot construct a fixed point
combinator for a given specific set P of combinators. By studying various sets that do satisfy the strong
fixed point property, one can, theoretically, be on the way to finding out which conditions are sufficient
for the desired construction. On the other hand, by studying sets that fail to satisfy the property, one
might discover the necessary conditions. Of course, either study might meet with severe obstacles. For
example, the second study requires knowing that a given set P does indeed fail to satisfy the strong fixed
point property, but such knowledge is often lacking, which brings us back to the main topic of this sec-
tion. Specifically, how might one proceed in the attempt to prove that no fixed point combinators can be
constructed from a given set P of combinators? Since this question is so closely related to both the ques-
tion focusing on necessary conditions and the question focusing on sufficient conditions for such con-
structions, our approach will be to attack all three questions more or less simultaneously. A natural
course to take is to consider what we have learned from our successes and our failures.

As we learned, the program or person applies the first stage of the two-stage method by beginning
with the denial of the weak fixed point property, and uses expansions to search for kernels; in the second
stage, if any kernels are found in the first stage, the program or person attempts to expand each to one or
more fixed point combinators. Alternatively, one can apply the three-stage method whose first stage
searches for superkernels rather than searching for kernels; if any superkernels are found, then the second
stage searches for kernels by expanding each superkernel subject to various expansion rules, and the third
stage attempts to construct from each kernel that is found one or more fixed point combinators.

We also learned that, although application of the kernel method can strongly suggest what may be
true, the method itself does not directly address the question of proving that no fixed point combinator can
be constructed from a given set P of combinators. Of course, when no kernels are found in the first stage,
then we predict with confidence that no fixed point combinators are constructible from P; unfortunately,
as discussed in the preceding section, we cannot take this position with certainity since we do not yet
know whether the kernel method is in fact complete. Therefore, since establishing that a property does
not hold is often as interesting as establishing that it does, we focus in this section on methods for show-
ing that fixed point combinators are not constructible for various sets P.
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As we proceed, we suggest that one recall that, for the example of P consisting of B and L, we did

show how the kernel method attempted to address the lack of such constructions, but we could not be

definitive because of certain missing pieces of the theory. Specifically, we do not know for certain that,

for every fixed point combinator, a kernel must exist from which the combinator can be constructed,

which is what we mean when we say we do not know if the kernel method is complete with respect to

constructing fixed point combinators. In addition, we have not yet proved that our method finds all ker-

nels that exist—the method that focuses on finding and then expanding superkernels, or the method whose

first stage searches directly for kernels. One could refer to this aspect as completeness with respect to

constructing kernels, in contrast to completeness with respect to constructing fixed point combinators.

Let us begin our discussion of the cases where fixed point constructions fail with a discovery made

in the preceding section. There we learned that one can find a superkemel with respect to some given set

P of combinators such that, apparently, neither the superkemel nor the kernels obtained by expanding it

are sufficient for constructing a fixed point combinator from the elements of P alone. We examined two

interesting cases in that regard. In the first, we studied the set P consisting of B and W alone, the super-

kernel W(Bx)(W(Bx)), and the kernel BWBx(BWBx) obtained from that superkemel. In the second, we stu-

died the set P consisting of L alone and the superkemel Lx(Lx) from which we obtained no additional ker-

nels.

In one sense, when the desired construction fails, the fault lies with the superkemel or kernels them-

selves. In another sense, however, the fault lies with P itself; P may not contain precisely what is needed

to complete the desired construction. Although we can make some observations about kernels, our main

success concerns sets P and their properties. Specifically, we can identify certain necessary properties of

P for it to satisfy the strong fixed point property, and—perhaps because we have nothing to contribute on

the related topic—we suggest that the question concerning sufficient properties is worthy of future

research.

A Preliminary Search for Some Necessary Conditions

To begin our study of what properties of P are necessary for constructing fixed point combinators,

and to show how subtle this topic is, we review certain properties of W(Bx)(W(Bx)). Although a study of

examples may only indirectly address the question of why some set P fails *o satisfy some desired prop-

erty, we can justify such an indirect approach because it so often succeeds, at least for us, and because it

illustrates one approach to research.

First of all, W(Bx)(W(Bx)) is a superkemel with respect to the set P, where the only combinators in P

are B and W. Second, ail indications suggest that this superkemel is useless for directly constructing a

fixed point combinator from the elements of P. All is not lost, however, for, ifP is extended to the set P'

consisting ofB, W, and M, then this superkemel proves to be very useful. Indeed, if we expand with the

elements of the larger set P', we construct the fixed point combinator B{BMW)B. Summarizing, we have

a kernel that lacks at least one crucial property for constructing a fixed point combinator from B and W

alone. Although we cannot say what that property is, we did discuss intuitively why this kernel fails to

lead to such a construction for the set P even though the desired combinator—for example, any of 9 t

through 95—does exist. In particular, we are still unable to provide a precise statement about what is
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sufficient for some set P of combinators to possess the strong fixed point property.

In addition, at least so far, our demonstration of how one might conduct research has not yet led to

an adequate identification of many of the properties P must have to at least give it a substantial chance of

satisfying the strong fixed point property. In particular, our example of results obtained from stage 1 of

the kernel method has not yet enabled us to find enough interesting properties that P must have for P to

satisfy the strong fixed point property. Therefore, perhaps we can profitably apply one of cur recom-

mended approaches to research—that of attempting to isolate the diverse aspects of a problem with the

intention of uncoupling various properties.

In particular, to see what we can learn, we can focus directly on an example of results obtained from

stage 2 by itself. We can then look at the two examples together and perhaps gain some insight into what

properties are indeed needed for the strong fixed point property to hold. We take actions of this type—

focusing on the separate stages of a procedure and studying examples pertinent to each—because, occa-

sionally, such actions lead to finding a missing piece of the underlying theory. By following this

approach, we can show how complicated it all is, and also continue to show how research can be con-

ducted. And of course, we might finally succeed in identifying some of the necessary properties that a set

must have for it to satisfy the strong fixed point property. Then we can turn to some theorems concerning

the absence of the strong fixed point property and apply those theorems to various sets P.

With regard to an example pertinent to the second stage of the two-stage kernel method—in order to

isolate stage 1 from stage 2—let us examine an expression A that works.well for that stage, but that does

not work well for stage 1. By working well for stage 2, we mean that one can expand the expression A to

H/for some a and some Skolem constant/, suggesting that S is in fact a fixed point combinator. By not

working well for stage 1, we mean that the expression A fails to satisfy the requirements for being a

kernel—in particular, A does not reduce to/A—suggesting that 3 is in fact not a fixed point combinator.

We use A and S rather than F and 0 because the latter two symbols are reserved, respectively, for kernels

and fixed point combinators, and we are not actually focusing on either. The example in question focuses

on using B and W to expand an expression that contains four occurrences of W(Bf). To make it easy to

follow the various expansions, we frequently denote W(Bf) by fl, which is a slight extension of our use of

this Greek letter for the generator of a kernel.

The following sequence of equalities shows why, if the expression we now give were chosen for

study, one might indeed have been encouraged.

B(£Xl)QCl = BBCXISIQ = W(BB)£IQ& = W(W(BB))nn =

W(W(W(BB)))£l = B(W(W(W(BB))))W(Bfl = B(B(W(W(W(BB))))W)Bf

We thus see that, if by some means one had discovered the expression Q£l(£iQ), one might have

suspected that a fixed point combinator was nearby. After all, the corresponding expansions just given

would have been rewarded—rewarded in the sense that a crucial part of the proof of constructibility of a

fixed point combinator would have been obtained; in particular, one obtains an expression of the form Ef

with E free of any occurrences of/ In addition, if one then took into account the fact that W{Bf)(W(Bj)) is

a superkernel that fails to lead to a fixed point combinator constructible from B and W alone and also con-

sidered the apparent reason for the failure, one might have been further encouraged.
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The apparent reason for failure of the superkernel W(Bf)(W(Bf)) to lead to the construction of a fixed

point combinator rests with the inability of the combinator W to perform its magic, that of removing the

duplicate occurrences of/. In contrast, the new expression flfl(ft£2) does expand sufficiently; W can

work its magic, yielding an expression with one occurrence off, and an expression of the form 5/with 5

obviously containing no occurrences off and/free.

Unfortunately, despite these encouraging observations, a piece would still be missing—an aspect of

the potential proof must still be addressed. Specifically, when one attempts to prove that the starting

expression Q£1(QQ) is a kernel, one fails. In particular, if one applies reductions to this expression, one

obtains the sequence

which is not acceptable since / i s not isolated. Instead, one is required to obtain

and thus the promise is not fulfilled, for the expression QQ,(ilQ) is in fact not a kernel. Nevertheless, the

example does illustrate a viable approach to research.

Completion of the Search for Some Necessary Conditions

Having tried an indirect approach that does in fact not produce the precise information about why a

set P fails to possess the strong fixed point property, we turn to a second approach that does lead to suc-

cess. In particular, we consider various sets P that do satisfy the strong fixed point property with the

intention of discovering what is common to them. For example, in the preceding sections, we learned that

the set P consisting of B and W alone has this property in abundance—an infinite set of fixed point combi-

nators can be constructed from B and W alone. For a second example, the set consisting of S and L alone

has the property, but barely; we were able to find only one appropriate combinator, SLL. Similarly and

next, when P consists of U alone, UU appears to be the only fixed point combinator that can be con-

structed. Finally, when we constructed B(BMW)B, we proved that the set P consisting of B, W, and M

also has the strong fixed point property. Given these four sets, we can immediately focus on what proper-

ties are common to them.

Rather than attempting to enumerate by inspection various common properties of the four sets with

the intention of solving the problem of knowing when one can and cannot construct fixed point corabina-

tors, we instead focus on the most obvious property shared by the four sets—from each, we can construct

a fixed point combinator 6 . We can, therefore, shift our attention to how we usually prove that some

given combinator 6 is a fixed point combinator. We typically begin with the equation

e*=x(ex)
with the object of showing that the equation holds for all combinators x.

Our preferred style of proof proceeds by invoking the Church-Rosser theorem—when two expres-

sions are equal, then a third expression exists such that each of the two original expressions reduces to the
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third. Therefore, if the given equation holds, a third expression must exist—possibly equal to one of the
two—such that both @x and x(Qx) reduce to it. Since the claim is that 6 is constructive from the ele-
ments of the given set P, one is permitted the use of a specific reduction step only if the corresponding
combinator is an element of P.

We need not focus on a specific P, but let us assume that no variables occur in 0; if any did, we
could simply replace them with any combinator of our choice since Qx = x(&x). Let us also assume no
eliminators are among the elements ofP, to enable us to state the argument more simply. Finally, let us
assume that we are focusing on an instance of the equation for the fixed point combinator in which the
variable x has been replaced by an arbitrarily chosen combinator/. Since the type of proof we are pursu-
ing relies on reducing both sides of the equation for the strong fixed point property to a common expres-
sion, the first important point to note is that the only possible expressions that 6 / and fLQf) can both
reduce to must have a leading/. Since this point is crucial, let us pause and examine this observation in
some detail.

First of all, the equation characterizing the strong fixed point property must hold for any combinator
x. Therefore, as indicated, we can let/be such a combinator, and, since the equation must hold for all
combinators x, the equation must hold for/not an element of P. Equivalently, we can choose/as we
would if we were starting with the denial that 6 is a fixed point combinator and using an automated
theorem-proving program to attempt to find a proof of that claim. It follows that no reduction with an ele-
ment ofP can apply to a term whose first symbol is/—from the viewpoint of automated theorem proving,
no paramodulatton will succeed involving the left side of an element ofP and an into term beginning with
/. Therefore, if one succeeds in reducing both 9/andjf 9/) to some third expression, that third expression
must begin with the/of /(©/); that occurrence of/will not disappear. In particular, the supposed pair of
reductions that reduce 0/and ,/(©/), respectively, to a third expression must ignore the leading/in fi,0fi.
The common expression to which both 0/and/(0/) reduce must, therefore, have the form/A for some A.

Next, we observe that, since 0 contains no occurrences of f—0 is expressed purely in terms of ele-
ments from P—some single reduction step must replicate/as 0/is being reduced tofA. After all, 0/and
fl&f) are each being successfully reduced tofA,f{Qfi contains one more occurrence of/man does 0/, and
none of the reductions being used—and here is a case in which we rely on the lack of any eliminators in
the set P—can remove an occurrence off. The set P, therefore, must contain at least one replicator—
some combinator such that a variable on its left occurs more than once on its right. To be transparent, the
/o f 0/is the only occurrence of/, and a second occurrence must be produced because 0/and/(0/) are
both being reduced to a third expression. Some reduction, therefore, must unify a term containing this
single/with a variable on its left side, and then produce at least two occurrences of / in the result, imply-
ing that the variable in question must occur more than once on the right side. In other words, we have
found one of the necessary conditions that P must satisfy for P to possess the strong fixed point
property—P must contain at least one replicator.

We can complete our analysis concerning necessary conditions by observing that the first occurrence
offinfi&f) remains isolated throughout the reduction process—the third expression to which 0/and fl&f)
both reduce must have the form /A for some A. Therefore, a combinator must exist in P that isolates one
of the occurrences of/that result from reducing 0/to/A, and we have found another necessary condition.
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Some Useful Theorems

We have thus proved the following useful theorem.

Theorem 4. If P is a set of combinators such that the strong fixed point property holds for P, then P
must contain a combinator that is a replicator and a (not necessarily different) combinator that is an isola-
tor. Any fixed point combinator Q constructed from the elements of P must contain an occurrence of a
combinator such that, when it is applied to reduce 0 / t o the common expression to which flQf) reduces,
the combinator replicates/, where/is an arbitrarily chosen combinator. Finally, any fixed point combina-
tor 6 constructed from the elements of P must contain an occurrence of a combinator such that, when
applied as a reduction to e / t o reduce Of to the common expression to which fi,Sf) reduces, the combina-
tor isolates/, where again/is an arbitrarily chosen combinator.

Theorem 4 gives necessary conditions for a set P of combinators to satisfy the strong fixed point
property. If we replace the strong fixed point property in Theorem 4 by the weak fixed point property,
then the corresponding theorem is also true, which gives us necessary conditions for a set P of combina-
tors to satisfy the weak fixed point property.

We can quickly apply Theorem 4 to one of the four cases cited in the introduction of this report.
There we claimed that the set P consisting of 5 and W alone fails to satisfy the strong fixed point property.
We can easily prove this claim now by applying Theorem 4 and examining the two equations

Sxy = xz(yz)

and

Wxy = xyy

for S and W. We immediately see that P does indeed contain a replicator; both S and W have that prop-
erty. However, neither S nor W is an isolator, as one can see by inspecting the right side of each; in par-
ticular, neither S nor W can isolate an occurrence of/. Therefore, the set P consisting of S and W alone
cannot satisfy the strong fixed point property.

We can use Theorem 4 to prove another useful theorem (Theorem 5) concerning sets P that cannot
satisfy the strong fixed point property. This theorem answers, in the negative, the following previously
open question posed by Smullyan in his book To Mock a Mockingbird [Smullyan84]; Statman also
answered this question [Statman86], but his proof is quite different from ours. Does there exist a single
regular combinator such that one can construct from it alone a fixed point combinator?

Theorem 5. If P consists of a single regular combinator, then P fails to satisfy the strong fixed point
property.

Proof. Let *P be the only element in P, and let 4* be a regular combinator. Assume by way of contradic-
tion that P in fact satisfies the strong fixed point property. Then, by Theorem 4, Hf must be a replicator.
Since W is regular, the first variable on its right side must occur exactly once. Therefore, since *F repli-
cates some term, Y must contain more than one variable. In addition, the replicating variable must not be
the first variable on the right side of its equation, which is also the first variable on the left side of that
equation.



Now if *F is applied as a reduction to an expression of the form AB with A free of any occurrences of

some constant/and A and B are not empty, then—with the following detailed argument—we can prove

that the expression CD that is obtained is such that C is not empty, D may be empty, and C is free of any

occurrences of/. To see that this conclusion is valid, first note that B must unify with the last variable on

the left side of the equation for *F. Next, since the equation for *F must contain more than one variable on

its left—a replicating variable must exist on the left that is different from the first variable that occurs

there—and since all of the variables on its left are distinct because 4* is regular and therefore proper, D

must not unify with the first variable on the left side of the equation for 4*. Then we note that, since by

Theorem 4 4* must isolate / i n some application, the first variable on its right must be isolated from the

rest of the expression on its right. In particular, the right side must be of the form xS for some nonempty

expression S of variables, where S contains no occurrences of x. Next note that, since the variable x

occurs on both sides of 4*, C must not be empty. Even further, C is the expression substituted for x in the

reduction with *F. Finally and most important, C must be free of occurrences of/because x is isolated

from S.

To complete the proof, we now apply 4* as a reduction to 0/ , where 9 is an assumed fixed point combina-

tor constructible from 4* alone. By earlier remarks, repeated application must eventually reduce Of to/A

for some expression A. But & is free of any occurrences off. Therefore, each reduction with *F produces

some CD with C not empty and free of/ We can then conclude that, regardless of the number of applica-

tions of 4*, at no point will an expression of the form fA for some A be produced, which contradicts the

original assumption that P satisfies the strong . ted point property, and the proof is complete.

For the curious reader, we nc.e that, in the proof of Theorem 5, we did not assume that the regular

combinator is noneliminating. Because we did not make such an assumption, D could in fact be empty.

For example, the right side of the equation for 4* could have the form x(yy) with the left side of *F con-

taining three or more variables. Our proof of Theorem 5 appears to be simpler than that credited to Stat-

man.

From the proof of Theorem 5, we can extract a useful lemma, Lemma 1.

Lemma 1. If 4* is a combinator that is reguto, that contains more than one variable on its left side,

and that is isolating, then reducing the expression AB with 4* when A is free of occurrences of some sym-

bol, say/, produces an expression CD with C not empty and free of occurrences of/.

Proof. The proof of this lemma is essentially the second paragraph of the proof of Theorem 5.

Examples of isolating combinators include B, L, and £/, which have the following equations, respec-

tively.

Bxyz = x(yz)

Lxy=x(yy)

Uxy = y{xxy)

Of these three combinators, L and U are replicating, and B and L are regular.

A review of the preceding theorems and observations suggests we might now be able to complete

our analysis of the four cases cited in Section 1. When P consists of S and W, we have already given the

answer: Theorem 4 shows that P cannot satisfy the strong fixed point property. When P consists of B
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and W alone, an abundance of fixed point combinators can be constructed, which we have done, so the
strong fixed point property holds for this P. When P consists of S and L alone, again we know that the
strong fixed point property holds because of SLL. We are left with the case in which P consists of B and
L alone. This case is covered by Theorem 6, which we now easily prove—indeed, we give two proofs of
that theorem.

Theorem 6. A fixed point combinator cannot be constructed from B and L alone.

Proof. The combinators B and L are each isolating. By Lemma 1, if either is applied to an expression of
the form AB with A free of occurrences of/with both A and B nonempty, then the expression CD will be
obtained with both C and D nonempty and with C still free of occurrences of/. For & to be a fixed point
combinator, a reduction of 6 / to /A must exist. But, if 0 / is repeatedly reduced with B and L, one can
never obtain an expression of the form /A for some A, and the proof is complete.

We give the following alternative proof for Theorem 6 because it may provide one with additional
techniques that can be used elsewhere.

Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that the strong fixed point property holds for the set P consist-
ing of B and L alone. Then there exists a combinator 8 , which is constructed from B and L atone, such
that, for an arbitrary combinator/, Gf-fi&f). (We use the constant/rather than F to be consistent with
our notational convention when denying some theorem is true.) By the Church-Rosser property for appli-
cative systems, there exists a combinator A such that Of reduces to A andj^G/) also reduces to A. (The
reductions that are used are paramodulations from the left sides of B and L.) Sincere/) reduces to A, and
since the first occurrence of /cannot be affected by any reduction with B or L, A must be of the form/5
for some combinator E. Therefore, 9 / reduces to/E for that same 5. The combination 6/obviously has
the form CD, where C contains no occurrences of/. Let us consider a one-step reduction of CD and show
by case analysis that the result CD' is such that C contains no occurrences of/.

Case 1. The reduction involves C only or D only. Obvious.

Case 2. The reduction is with B and involves both C and D. Then C must unify with (Bx)y, D must unify
with 2, C" must be the image of JC, and D' must be the image of yz. Therefore, C must be a subterm of C,
which implies that C" contains no occurrences of/.

Case 3. The reduction is with L and involves both C and D. Then C must unify with Lx, D must unify
with y, C" must be the image of x, and D' must be the image of yy. Therefore, C" must be a subterm of C,
which implies that C contains no occurrences of/.

We can conclude that, regardless of the number of reductions we apply starting with CD — Of, we can
never obtain an expression of the form C*D* with C* containing an occurrence of/. In particular, we can
never reduce QftoJE, and we have arrived at a contradiction. In other words, the proof is complete; the
strong fixed point property fails to hold for the set P consisting of B and L alone.

With the following theorem, Theorem 7, we can strengthen the result that asserts that the set P con-
sisting of 5 and W alone cannot satisfy the strong fixed point property. In particular, the set P fails to
satisfy the weak fixed point property.

Theorem 7. If the set P of combinators satisfies the weak fixed point property, then P must contain
an isolator.
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Interesting Comparisons

Wβ can now make some interesting comparisons that again illustrate the complexity and beauty of

combinatory logic and, especially, of the construction of fixed point combinators. ,From Theorem 5, we

know that the set P consisting of L alone fails to satisfy the strong fixed point property. However, since

Lx(Lx) is a kernel, we know that this set P does satisfy the weak fixed point property; we recall the every

kernel serves well as a y for which

y = xy

holds. From Theorem 6, if we extend P by including B, one still cannot construct a fixed point combina-

tor from this extended set, even though the first stage of the two-stage kernel method is successful. How-

ever, if we extend P further to consist of the combinators L, B, and M, then the strong fixed point property

does hold for the resulting set. In particular, the sequence

Lx(Lx)

M(Lx)

BMLx

is precisely what is needed to complete a proof that BML is a fixed point combinator constructible from P.

Although one could not be certain, one might have easily guessed that such would be true since we

showed earlier that BM(BWB) is a fixed point combinator, and BWB is an L. In Section 3.2, we noted that

saying that BWB is an L means that BWB behaves the same as L does, satisfies the same equation. Of

course, noting that BWB is an L and part of some fixed point combinator does not obviously guarantee

that one can simply replace BWB by L since the actions of the individual combinators that combine into

another combinator may permit one to complete a proof in contrast to using the entire combination at

once. However, as it turns out, a careful analysis will enable one to prove that such a replacement will in

fact always work. The proof rests on the fact that the equations for proper combinators have the property

that their respective left sides are fully left associated, which implies that, for example, QM or BWB or L

must unify with a single variable or be part of a term that unifies with a single variable when a reduction

is applied. Of course, one might be forced to apply a reduction after x isolates for the type of proof we

prefer.

For example, in the proof that we prefer showing that SLL is a fixed point combinator, one first

reduces SLLx to its natural kernel correspondent Lx(Lx), and then reduces LX(LK) to x(Lx(Lx)) with a sin-

gle application of L. No reductions are required after x isolates; the kernel Lx(Lx) is a simple kernel. On

the other hand—keeping in mind that QM is an L—when we prove that S(QM)(QAf) is a fixed point com-

binator, we first reduce S(QM)(QM)x to its kernel QMx(QMx), but we then must apply two reductions to

this kernel to obtain x(QMx(QMx)), the second of which is a reduction with M after x isolates. In other

words, the kernel QMxiQMx) that corresponds to the fixed point combinator S(QM)(QM) is a semisimple

kernel even though its (so to speak) equivalent kernel Lx(Lx) is simple. If we instead study

S(BWB)(BWB), we find that it behaves precisely the way SLL behaves; its kernel is BWBx(BWBx), which

is simple.

If we pursue this line of inquiry somewhat further, we find another striking difference in the

behavior of the various L's. Specifically, from the superkernel Lx(Lx), we cannot construct a fixed point
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combinator from the combinators that occur in that kernel—namely, L—which follows from Theorem S
of Section 4.6. On the other hand, from the kernel QMx{QMx), the second stage of the two-stage kernel
method will succeed in constructing the fixed point combinator Q(QM)M. The reason for this success,
when compared to the failure with using L to construct a fixed point combinator from the kernel Lx(Lx),
rests with the fact that each of Q and M can be used separately to expand the kernel QMx(QMx). In other
words, even though QM is an L, we have an example in which one kernel is useless for the construction of
fixed point combinators in contrast to a (so to speak) equivalent kernel that is useful.

Of course, if one closely examines the fixed point combinator Q{QM)M, one discovers that its
natural kernel correspondent is M(QMx), and not QMx{QMx). From what we know, the fact that one
could have forced the proof, that Q{QM)M is a fixed point combinator, to continue past the kernel
M(QMx) to rely instead on the kernel QMx(QMx) has essentially no significance. Each of the two kernels
is a superkemel, and, as it turns out, the first simply reduces to the second; such occurrences are encoun-
tered rather frequently.

To add further to the possible confusion—actually, we prefer to say, to add further to the intrigue
and challenge of combinatory logic—we note that a study of the combinator QLM shows it to be, as
expected, a fixed point combinator, but one whose corresponding kernel is Lx(Lx). Indeed, although the
reduction of QLMx does, at one point, arrive at M(Lx)—which one would expect since the reduction of
Q(QM)Mx arrives at M(QMx)—we cannot think of any significant conclusions to draw from this
occurrence. In particular, M(Lx) is just not a kernel.

If we turn our attention back to the kernel WBx(WBx) with the object of emulating our study of the
kernel QMx(QMx), we find disappointment. Specifically—as we have learned more than once—we can-
not construct a fixed point combinator from this superkemel, even if we are allowed to expand with both
B and W. Indeed, instead of paralleling the successful construction that produces the fixed point combina-
tor Q{QM)M, our attempt with W(Bx)(W(Bx)) more or less mirrors our attempt with the kernel Lx{Lx). Of
course, we have the small difference that we can succeed in expanding W(Bx)(W(Bx)) with B in contrast to
totally failing with L applied to Lx(Lx), but the corresponding expansion path, as we saw earlier, leads
nowhere.

Only if we take a global view do we find the study of W(Bx)(W(Bx)) profitable for constructing fixed
point combinators from the combinators mentioned in it. In particular, we could view this superkemel as
the real origin of the sequence that we have studied, the sequence beginning with I^ equal to the cube of
W(B{Bx)). We could have obtained F| from W(Bx)(W{Bx)) by the procedure that we discussed in Section
4.4.2, the procedure that relies on the insertion of B to the right of W in the generator of the preceding
superkemel. In fact, to contribute to the mystery of combinatory logic, we know that the set consisting of
B and W satisfies the strong fixed point property, but, although BWB is an L, the set consisting of L alone
does not. Our earlier comments also show that this mystery is reinforced; the set consisting of Q and M
satisfies the strong fixed point property, but, although QM is an L, we cannot simply replace the combina-
tion of Q and M with L.

Of course, some of the mystery is explained by the obvious fact that the association of the combina-
tors in an expression gives or takes away power. For example, if we let E denote a combinator such that
Exyz = xyzipcyz), then one can show that EQM is a fixed point combinator whose kernel is QMx(QMx). In
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contrast, EL is not a fixed point combinator—one cannot reduce ELx, for the combinator E involves three
variables. This example clearly does not contradict our earlier observations concerning the replacement
of a combination of combinators by its equivalent to obtain a second fixed point combinator from a first.
In particular, no justification exists for even considering L when studying EQM since Q and M are not
present in the form QM. Therefore, when applying £ as a reduction, Q and M are unified with separate
variables, rather than being a term or part of a term that is unified with a single variable.

A little more of the mystery is explained by considering an example showing that one can apply {so
to speak) part of a combinator without being able to apply the entire combinator. For example, S(KS)K is
a combination that acts like B, where Sxyz = xz(yz), Kxy = x, and Bxyz = x(yz). If one reduces, as much as
possible, S(KS)Kxy, one obtains S(Kx)y. In contrast, one cannot reduce Bxy at all. These little asides add,
at least for us, to the understanding of how combinatory logic works. For yet another illustration, we note
that one can often find the equational properties of a proper combinator (or a proper combination of com-
binators) by simply appending a sequence of variables and then performing the corresponding reductions.
For example, the sequence

BWBxy = W(Bx)y = Bxyy = xyy

shows, as we have already seen, that BWB is an L. If some of the appended variables do not participate in
the reduction, one simply discards them.

Let us return to the set P consisting of L alone and recall that we learned that extending this P to
contain S is sufficient to have the strong fixed point property hold with SLL a fixed point combinator. For
a similar analysis, we also discussed the superkernel W(Bx)(W(Bx)) and the fact that it cannot be expanded
to a fixed point combinator from fl and W alone, but adjoining M is sufficient, for one can then obtain
B(BMW)B as the corresponding desired combinator by expansion.

Finally, by maintaining our focus on the combinator L, we can make one more interesting com-
parison of the strikingly different behavior and properties of individual combinators. In particular, we
note the sharply weaker power offered by the use of a regular combinator when compared to that of a
combinator that is not regular. For example, as proved, the combinator L by itself offers insufficient
power for constructing a fixed point combinator even though it has enough power to prove that the weak
fixed point property holds. In contrast, the combinator U with

Uxy = yixxy)

has the needed power, which one can see by recalling that UU is a Sxed point combinator.

For a second example—and here we can apply the procedure of appending variables to see how
some combination behaves—the combinator CB(BWT) with

CB(BWT)xyz = x(zyz)

is regular and therefore, by Theorem 5 of Section 4.6, lacks the power for constructing a fixed point com-
binator if used by itself; it does, however, have enough power to satisfy the weak fixed point property, as
one can see from studying the kernel schema CB(BWT)xy(CB(BWT)x). (If one wishes to simplify this
case by focusing on a specific kernel, one can set the variable y to any chosen combinator.) To determine
for oneself how the combination CB(BWT) behaves, one can use the following equations.
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Bxyz= x(yz)

Wxy = xyy

Cxyz=xzy

In contrast, if we replace CB by BQ3, note that the combinator BQ S(BWT) satisfies

and call that combination E, then E does have sufficient power for constructing fixed point combinators.

Specifically, E{EE)E is such that E{EE)Ex = x(E(EE)Ex). To study this combinator, one can use the

preceding equations and that for Q$.

We thus have arrived at an interesting parallel to certain earlier results, specifically, to the results concern-

ing / and U. We note that CB(BWT) acts like L, for it satisfies the weak but not the strong fixed point

property. We also note that BQ3(BWT) acts like U\ it alone is sufficient for proving that the strong fixed

point property holds for a set.

A natural question to ask at this point concerns sufficient conditions for guaranteeing that some set P

of combinators satisfies the strong fixed point property. This area might well be an interesting research

area; in particular, one might try to prove a result closely related to the converse of Theorem 4 of Section

4.6. We can offer only a few unsatisfactory observations, all of which focus on trivial sets of sufficient

conditions. For example, if P contains B and W, then the strong fixed point property holds. Similarly, if

P contains U, or contains 5 and L, everything works well. Perhaps a study of these various sets P, as well

as others that satisfy the strong fixed point property, will shed a little light.

We close this section by fulfilling our promise of citing other open questions deserving attention.

For example, the combinator

is obviously a replicator, and the combinator

Bxyz = x(yz)

is obviously an isolator. In view of Theorem 4 of Section 4.6 and the results concerning B and W,

perhaps the set P consisting of B and M alone satisfies the strong fixed point property. This question was

asked of us by Smullyan in a private conversation, and at one time we were convinced we had an answer;

but now, we are not certain. Because of our respect for Smullyan, we devote an entire section in the

forthcoming book to this question and to our incomplete attack on it.

Finally, there is the question—perhaps questions is a better term—surrounding the possible com-

pleteness of the kernel method. These questions, as one might predict, currently occupy our attention

more than any others, and we therefore feature them in yet another section, Section 5.4.1. Specifically—

for the first of the two vital questions—is it the case that to every fixed point combinator 0 their

corresponds a kernel r such that Qx reduces to r which in turn reduces to JCF? Second, if one applies

either the two-stage or the three-stage version of the kernel method without the various restrictions con-

cerning variables and the l 's rule, is it the case that the method will find all kernels F?
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4.7. Another Family of Fixed Point Combinators for B and W

In this section, we return to our study of the set P of combinators consisting of B and W alone. Our

goal is to extend the results of Section 4.4.1. Having found in that section that B and W are sufficient for

constructing fixed point combinators of lengths 8, 11, 14, 17, and, in general, 3k+2 for all k>2, one

might naturally ask about the existence of fixed point combinators for the other possible lengths. To

answer this question, let us review some of the results presented earlier.

First, recall that we focused in Section 4.4.1 on various classes of combinators, grouped according

to their length. For example, those of length 8 were traceable to the superkernel rt = β ^ f t , with Qt =

W{B{Bx)), those of length 11 were traceable to T 6 = a6Q6Q6Q6 with fl6 = W(B(B(Bx))), and those of

length 14 were traceable to T^ = ^20^20^20^20^20 with £22o - W(B{8(B(Bx)))). Next recall that the

number of fixed point combinators for the first three classes is, respectively, 5,14, and 42, and, in general,

the number in a class of this type is equal to the number of ways to associate n letters, where n is the

number of symbols (not counting parentheses) in the generator of the corresponding superkernel. Each

superkernel is obtained from the preceding superkernel by inserting a B to the right of W in its generator,

observing the rule that the generator of each superkernel of the type under discussion is right associated.

As for fixed point combinators of length less than 8 constructible from B and W alone, none exists.

The proof of this assertion will be given later in this section. As for fixed point combinators of length 8,

exactly five that are irreducible—9i through 0 5 studied earlier—can be constructed. We also delay giv-

ing a proof of this assertion until after we have answered the question we are studying, that concerned

with combinators of lengths other than 3*+2 for k>2. Finally, we note that we are interested only in

fixed point combinators that are irreducible, combinators such that any attempt to reduce them with B or

W fails. For example, although the combinator

0 4 ' = B(WW)(B(BW)(BB)B)

has length 9 and, if substituted for 0, satisfies the equation

for the strong fixed point property, 0 4 ' is not of interest for our search for fixed point combinators. We

have no interest in 0 4 ' because © 4 ' reduces with B to © 4 , and therefore © 4 ' is trivially equal to 0 4

regardless of the presence or absence of extensionality.

With the brief review in hand, we can now turn to our attack on the question regarding the existence

of other classes of fixed point combinators constructible from B and W alone. In particular, we can search

for combinators of the lengths not yet found. For this phase of our research, we shall as usual focus

heavily on expansions with B and W—paramodulations from the right sides, respectively, of

Bxyz = Jt(yr)

and

Wxy = xyy.

Of course, as expected, we prefer to conduct our search for new classes of combinators by relying

heavily on the kernel method. In the first stage of that method, in addition to finding the superkernel

W(B(Bf)) cubed, which we have studied extensively, one also immediately finds the superkernel
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BW(B(Bf)) cubed. The following expansions with B and W, starting with the negation of the equation for
the weak fixed point property, lead to its discovery.

y*fy
yz * Bfyz
uvz * B(Bf)uvz
uvv*W{B{Bf)u)v
uvv*BW(B(Bf))uv

Since the last of these inequalities contradicts the reflexivity property of equality, x = x—which can be
seen by the appropriate use of unification—we know that a kernel has been found.

The kernel is the cube of BW(B(Bf))—alternatively, the cube of BW(B(Bx))—which is obtained by
analyzing the contradiction that is found, or by examining the argument of the ANSWER literal when one
uses such a literal. We have in fact found a superkernel since no reduction applies to this kernel other
than that involving its leading symbol. By applying B ?nd W as reductions, one can check that this
superkernel—which we shall call F? to reflect the length of the combinator that can be constructed from it
and also to reflect that that combinator is the first in some ordering—does indeed reduce toflT*). As we
shall soon see, this new superkernel opens another path to discovering additional classes of fixed point
combinators constructive from B and W alone. However, before we can explore this path, we make vari-
ous observations in keeping with our objective of showing how research can be conducted, and we
correctly record history.

The Actual Discovery of F?

We did not discover F? in the manner just discussed, that of examining what one finds in the first
stage of the kernel method; in fact, if we can trust memory, the kernel method had not yet been formu-
lated. Instead, we made the discovery directly as a result of attempting to modify the superkernel F | =
£U2n, with £1 — W(B(Bf)), from which one can construct S j through 65. Our goal in attempting to
modify F t was to find irreducible fixed point combinators of length 9. We thought some modification of
interest might be feasible because we had already studied the relation of F | to F6 and then to F^—in par-
ticular, we had discovered that an insertion of an extra B to the right of W proved profitable. Put another
way, if inserting a B to the right of W yields success, perhaps one can in some fashion insert a B to the left
ofW.

A glance at T\ and at F t immediately shows that indeed a uniform replacement of W by BW pro-
duces the new superkernel. If one then expands F? with B and with W, one discovers the fixed point com-
binator

B{B{B(WW)BW)B)B,

which is just the combinator of length 9 we were seeking. As a preview of what is to come, note that the
fixed point combinator of length 9 we have just given closely resembles 6 | ; one can obtain it by replac-
ing the third occurrence of W in 0 i by BW. We thus have a nice example of how pursuing a research path
based on insight motivated by imitation of earlier success led to a desired result that would later be corro-
borated by pursuing a more general research path based on extending a uniform methodology.
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If one attempts to apply the same technique and proceed further in this direction to find a fixed point

combinator of length 10, the attempt fails. In particular, a uniform replacement of BW in F? by BBW

does not yield a kernel, a fact that one can check by applying the appropriate reductions.

Resuming the Search for Other Classes of Fixed Point Combinators

Having updated our historical account of our research, we can resume the search for interesting

classes of fixed point combinators by focusing on F? and its relation to F | , the superkernel from which

61 through 65 can be constructed and from which other superkernels such as F 6 and F ^ can be found.

We noted earlier that the application of various global expansion rules to T\ yields the four kernels F 2

through Fj, and that the application of expansions subject to the 1 's rule to each of F t through F 5 leads to

the construction of 6 j through 85, respectively. Mathematics and logic again exhibit orderliness, sym-

metry, and beauty—in particular, we can apply the same approach to F? as we did to F t , obtaining four

additional kernels and four additional fixed point combinators.

The five combinators one obtains closely resemble 6 | through 65, respectively, except that the

third occurrence of W (counting from the left) is replaced by BW. Here are the five.

6? (B((B((B(}VW))(BW)))B))B

Si (S((B(WW))(BW)))((BB)B)

e l {B{{B{WW)){{B{BW))B)))B

el (B(WW))«B(BW))((BB)B))

el (B(WW))((B(.(B(,BW))B))B)

The parallel extends even further. First, just as one can obtain additional superkernels from F t by

repeated insertion of a B to the right of W and dien fully right associating the result, one can also obtain

additional superkernels from F? in the same way. In this fashion, one obtains F5 2 , F^j, F ^ , and the like.

Second, each of the superkernels in this sequence of superkernels is obtainable from a superkernel in the

sequence Fi , F 6 , F ^ , and the like by simply replacing W by BW in all occurrences of the corresponding

generator. Third, from each of the new superkernels, one can obtain additional kernels by applying global

expansion rules in a manner similar to the way we obtained F 2 through F 5 from F | . In other words, we

have a set of sets of kernels with each set a companion to one of the sets generated, respectively, by F, ,

Fβ, F2o, and the like. Also—as with the sets of combinators derivable from Fj , F 6 , and the like—the

number of combinators in each of these new sets is, in ascending order, S, 14, 42, and, in general, the

number of ways in which n letters can be associated. However, in contrast to the originally studied sets of

kernels, for the new sets, n is one less than the number of elements in the generator of the corresponding

new superkernel—equivalently, n is the number of symbols, exclusive of grouping symbols, in the gen-

erator of the old superkernel. Fourth, from each kernel in this infinite set of sets of kernels, one can

obtain precisely one fixed point combinator by applying expansions with B and Wsubject to the l 's rule.

The fixed point combinators of each new set, considered in ascending order, have respective lengths 9,12,

15, and, in general 3k for all Jt > 3.
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Summarizing, we have in fact succeeded in constructing another infinite set of combinators that

parallels our construction presented in Section 4.4.1. As before, we have a one-to-one mapping from ker-

nels to fixed point combinators. In short, we have succeeded in reaching our goal of constructing new

classes of combinators of lengths different from those given in Section 4.4.1. So far, in our study of the

set P consisting of B and W alone, we have constructed 5 combinators of length 8 and from these as com-

panions S of length 9,14 of length 11 and from these as companions 14 of length 12,42 of length 14 and

from these as companions 42 of length 15 However, as we shall see immediately, our study eventu-

ally revealed an even richer source of fixed point combinators constructible from the elements of P—we

uncovered a far richer vein in the B-and-W mine.

A Far Richer Vein for Constructing Fixed Point Combinators from B and W

To discuss the new source of combinators, we now turn to where the parallelism between F? and T9
t

breaks down. Pursuing this new path of inquiry will finally lead to the examination of the overwhelming

abundance of fixed point combinators mentioned earlier when we talked about an infinite class of infinite

sets. In particular, instead of constructing a third infinite set of combinators that are companions of the

infinite set studied in Section 4.4.1, we shall show how one can construct an infinite number of infinite

sets of combinators.

Our first action in that regard is to return to applying the kernel method and to a closer examination

of the extraction of superkemels. Indeed, let us return to the sequence of expansions given at the begin-

ning of this section, the five expansion steps that could have been used to discover T\.

y*fy
yz * Bfyz
uvz * B(Bf)uvz
uw*W(B(Bf)u)v
uw*BW(B(Bfl)uv

For the extraction of F? from the fifth and last inequality—which is accomplished by analyzing the

unification that shows that this inequality contradicts reflexivity—we are forced to set u = v = BW(B(Bfj).

We note that, for the contradiction, we have no choice about how to replace the variables of that final ine-

quality. In contrast, however, note that a close examination of the following sequence of inequalities,

which one could have used to discover rf , shows that the situation is markedly different.

yz * Bfyz
uvz * B(Bf)uvz

uuz * W(B(Bfi)uz

The most important difference one finds when extracting r f from this sequence of inequalities,

when compared to extracting Ff from the preceding sequence, is that one has a degree of freedom—not

all of the variables in the last inequality must be replaced with variable-free expressions to obtain a

contradiction with reflexivity. Indeed, rather than finding the superkernel F? = SKIQ,—which more

closely reflects the way we have treated this phase of our research—a careful analysis of the unification

that establishes the contradiction with reflexivity shows that the more general expression Qiiz is found.
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(For finding the various kernels and superkernels, one might prefer to rely on the ANSWER literal rather
than being forced to analyze the unification establishing that a contradiction has been found; the
ANSWER literal can be used to present the sought-after construct explicitly.)

The expression flftz is more general than QQQ in the sense that CIQQ is an instance of it. hi fact,
as we noted in Section 4.5.4, we call such an expression a kernel schema because all instances of it are
kernels. One can easily check that all instances of QSiz are kernels by choosing an arbitrary instance e of
z, replacing Q. by its definition W(B(Bf)), reducing with W and B constrained by the l's rule, and finding
that one indeed obtains fl&lQE). Even further, all instances of Q£lz are simple kernels.

Because of its generality, the discovery of this kernel schema fliiz proved to be most significant, for
its use, as we shall immediately see, leads to the construction of an infinite class of infinite sets of fixed
point combinators, where the construction depends on B and W alone. A comparison of the paths that
lead to this discovery and that lead to T? provides an example of how the smallest differences at one end
of a path can result in immense differences at the other end. Specifically, the small difference between the
two expansion sequences rests with the term in the third inequality to which W is applied, hi the sequence
that could have been used to discover I*?, the right side of W is unified with the term B(Bj)uvz. In the
sequence that could have been used to discover F?—more precisely, to discover Q£iz—the right side of
W is unified with the term B{Bf)uv. From this small difference—from the viewpoint of automated
theorem proving, unifying with a term versus unifying with one of its subterms—we encounter the
immense difference of finding T\ and the means for finding five fixed point combinators of length 9
versus rinding £i£lz and, as we shall see, the means for constructing an infinite class of infinite sets of
combinators, some of which fulfill our desire for finding combinators of some of the lengths not yet
encountered.

To see precisely how the use of Oil? does indeed lead to the construction of an infinite class of
infinite sets of fixed point combinators—and to complete our study of such constructions from the set P
consisting of B and W alone—we again point out that ii£lz is a kernel schema with £2 = W(B(Bf)). The
replacement of the variable z by any expression, even if that expression contains combinators other than B
and W, always yields a kernel—in fact, all instances of iHlz are simple kernels. We restrict our attention
to instances that are free of variables and free of all combinators other than B and W, for we are focusing
exclusively on B and W and on the variant of kernel in which a Skolem constant/occurs, rather than that
in which a variable occurs in place off.

Of course, from the viewpoint of combinatory logic, the constant / denotes an arbitrarily chosen
combinator. For example, our favorite ClZKl is a kernel—and, in fact, a superkernel—obtainable from
Q£lz by replacing z by Q. More generally, since the only reduction that applies to fift is one that satisfies
the l's rule, all instances of ClQz such that the expression substituted for z is irreducible are superkernels.
In contrast, the instance iifl(QQ) of Q£lz, although a kernel, is not a superkernel—-the second occurrence
of £l£l is also reducible with W. We shall call objects such as Qft(£X2) pseudo-superkernels; they admit
a reduction that does not satisfy the l's rule, but they do not reduce globally to another kernel. In addi-
tion, as with a superkernel, one can derive a set of kernels from them by globally expanding, where some
of the global expansions satisfy the 1 's rule, and some violate it.
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The contrast between ftQ(ftQ) and QQSi, or any of the kernels we studied to derive F(BW), is far

greater than the distinction between being a pseudo-superkernel and a superkernel. For, although one sees

that £)&(&&) is a kernel by applying reductions to QQ(SKl) that satisfy the l's rule and continuing until

the first occurrence of/ isolates to obtain ft£lQ(Q£l)), one finds that Q£l(Q£l) does not even globally

reduce to a superkernel. Therefore, Q£l(QQ) is unlike the kernels in any of the sets we studied earlier—

for example, P 2 through T5 which reduce to Tj. If one searches for a global reduction with the object of

eventually finding a suitable superkernel to which CKl{Q£l) reduces, one first finds that each occurrence

of flfl reduces to BfiilSl) and no further. One is then faced with the choice of again reducing each

occurrence of Qβ, or of applying B in a manner consistent with the l's rule. In either event, one never

finds the sought-after superkernel. Nevertheless, we shall see that, not only is £K2(QQ) useful for con-

structing fixed point combinators from B and W alone, but that Qft(ftft) is in fact rather prolific in that

regard; in other words, in our exploration of the B-and-W mine, we have come upon a very rich vein

indeed. We shall also see that £i£l(£i£l) is useful for deriving other kernels.

Let us proceed in part as if the study of ftfl(£2fl) were taking place at this very moment. By taking

this approach, we can in effect practice research—can apply some of the techniques for conducting

research that we have been illustrating throughout. We note immediately that, when trying to construct

fixed point combinators from £l£l(£lil), one should expect behavior somewhat or radically different from

that encountered with r t and with its related superkernets such as r 6 . After all, we just saw that, unlike

nOQ, DQ(QQ) does not have a superkernel to which it globally reduces. Despite this expectation of odd

behavior, the appropriate action is simply to rush forward, using what might be relevant from the study of

QQil, and see what occurs.

Naturally, we attempt to apply expansions to QCHQil), but restrict our attention to those satisfying

the l's rule; as it turns out, applying expansions that violate the 1 's rule leads to the construction of fixed

point combinators that duplicate those found by observing the 1 's rule restriction. We choose this expan-

sion approach because, although O£l(QQ) is not a superkernel, it is still a kernel and, therefore, offers the

potential for constructing fixed point combinators just as all kernels offer that potential. In addition, that

approach worked with the other kernels constructed from B and W alone.

Two possible expansions exist for the first step. We can apply B to the entire expression Qft(Q£2),

or we can replace fi by its definition W(B(Bf)) and apply B to the definition of Q. Our view is that one

should, if possible, always delay applying an expansion to such a definition until all occurrences but one

of the generator of the kernel—in this case, Cl—have been removed. Of course, as we learned earlier,

studying kernels such as LfiLf) whose generator is Lf can lead to the construction of a fixed point combi-

nator, such as SLL. Such a construction succeeds without observing our preference of waiting until one

occurrence of the generator remains. In other words, we avoid considering any expansion applied to fl

until exactly one occurrence of Q remains—we treat Q as a constant, expanding its definition only when

il occurs once. Therefore, the first step we apply is that of expanding all of £lil(£2£l) with B to obtain

We immediately encounter some of the expected different behavior of ftft(ftft) when compared

with, say, iiiKi. In particular, there exist two applicable expansions that satisfy the l's rule and that

apply to B(QQ)Q£l—in sharp contrast with the fact that, at each point on the path from QQil to the place
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where one occurrence of fi remains, only one applicable expansion exists satisfying the l's rule. We can
either expand with W—as we did with QftQ—to get W(B(£l£l))Q., or we can expand with B to get
BBQQQU. In the first case, for further expansion, we have no choice; we must expand W(B(fl£2))£2 with
B, since we are restricted to expansions that satisfy the l's rule. The second case, however, is quite
different from the first; as with B(ffil)QQ., we again have more than one choice. In particular, we can
expand BBilQQil in three ways with W, and all of the three satisfy the l's rule. Using the equation

Wxy = xyy

for W, we can expand BBOSl, BBQQCl, or BBCXX1Q by unifying the right side of the equation for W
with a term in BBQQQQ. In other words, we continue to encounter the expected odd behavior of the ker-
nel £X2(QQ) when compared to the behavior of any of T| through Fs, for example.

At this point in the research, we thus have four promising paths of expansion to explore. If one pur-
sues this line of attack to its logical conclusion—to the point at which one occurrence of il remains—one
can traverse not just the four paths mentioned so far, but instead one can traverse a larger set of paths,
nine of which produce the following results of interest.

W(W(W(BB)))Q,
W(W(BW(BB)))Q,
W(W(B(BWB)))&

W(BW(W(.BB)))n
W(W(B(BW)(BB)))S1
W(BW(BW(BB)))n

W(BW(B(BWB)))ii
W(BW(B(BW)(BB)))£l
W(B(BW(BW))(BB))Cl

The other paths one might traverse in search of a possibly useful expression for constructing fixed
point combinators—an expression that contains Q exactly once—clearly seem to be fruitless. For exam-
ple, by pursuing one of the so-called fruitless paths to its conclusion, one can obtain

W(W(BWBB))Q,

which is obviously very closely related to the first of the nine listed expressions. In fact, the expression in
question is reducible to the first of the given nine by applying B to it, which means that the candidate
expression is trivially equal to one of the nine we have already designated as interesting.

To avoid the corresponding wasted effort, we can tighten our rules for exploring the paths emanating
from £2fl(£2fl). We simply add the restriction that every expansion that is applied on the path from
fift(QQ) to that point at which exactly one Q remains must involve at least one occurrence of Q. As a
consequence of this rule, one is not allowed, for example, to expand the term W(BB) with B—in other
words, one is prevented from applying the expansion that leads to the fruitless result we have just been
examining. Summarizing, a violation of the newest restriction rule will merely lead to an expression that
is reducible to one of the nine listed expressions, a conjecture that seems to be obviously true. The expan-
sion paths that involve an fl but that violate the l's rule, as commented earlier, duplicate one of the nine
results; we verified this fact with one of our automated theorem-proving programs by exploring all such
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paths.

The next task in our research is to consider each of the nine listed expressions in the attempt to pro-
duce a fixed point combinator. Rather than continuing to "practice" the application of various research
techniques, we shall instead quickly present the results. We imitate the process that yields ©i from F t ,
0 2 from F2, and the like. With the object of obtaining an expression of the form 0 / with 0 expressed
solely in terms of B and W, we expand (subject to the 1 's rule) each of the nine listed expressions, after
replacing Q by W(B(Bf)), and indeed obtain nine fixed point combinators constructive from B and W
alone. For each fixed point combinator, the required expansions are, respectively, with B, B, and B—the
first to free W from W(B(BJ)), and the last two to free the two occurrences of B. Here are the nine fixed
point combinators that one constructs.

B(B(B(W(W(W(BB))))W)B)B

B(B(B(W(W(BW(BB))))W)B)B
B(B(B(W(W(B(BWB))))W)B)B

B(B(B(W(BW(W(BB))))W)B)B

B(B(B(W(W(B(BW)(BB))))W)B)B

B(B(B(W(BW(BW(BB))))W)B)B

B(B{B{W(BW{B{BWB))))W)B)B

B(B(B(W{BW(B(BW)(BB))))W)B)B

B(B(B(W(B(BW(BW))(BB)))W)B)B

If we now collect and condense the results obtained by our study of £2£2(£2i2), we find that our stra-
tegy for directing our search for fixed point combinators is indeed effective. Starting with £2£2(QQ), we
have succeeded in constructing—rather than the single fixed point combinator that one might have
expected if one extrapolated from Fi through F5—one fixed point combinator of length 11, three of
length 12, three of length 13, and two of length 14. Even further, we have succeeded within our standard
constraints, those we used to construct 0 i through 0 3 , and those that could have been used to construct
©i through ©5.

In particular, our approach consists of beginning with a kernel, such as £2£2(Q£2), and focusing on
its (so to speak) generator, in this case £2. We then apply expansions, all of which satisfy the l's rule and
involve a term containing at least one occurrence of the generator—tl is treated in effect as a constant dur-
ing this phase. We continue expanding until the generator occurs precisely once. At that point, we
replace the generator by its definition and apply additional expansions, all of which satisfy the l's rule,
and all of which involve a term containing the Skolem constant /—from the viewpoint of combinatory
logic, containing the arbitrarily chosen combinator/. If we do not insist that every expansion applied at
this point satisfy the l's rule, as with F] and 0 2 through 0 5 , we obtain fixed point combinators that are
obtainable from kernels derivable from Qil(SlCi). If we do not insist that every expansion involve a term
containing/, then we obtain fixed point combinators that are trivially reducible to ones we obtain within
our restrictions; extensionality is not relevant to this remark. We stop expanding when we obtain 0/,
where 0 contains only combinators from the set P that we are studying. For our current discussion—and
perhaps in the vast majority of cases—this approach produces an irreducible fixed point combinator.
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We must exercise some caution when we say the majority of cases, because of the existence of the
fixed point combinator LO(LO) which can be found with an extension of the kernel method that allows
expansions into terms that do not contain an occurrence off. This combinator is not irreducible, in fact,
does not have a normal form. In particular, if one attempts to reduce LO(LO)—in the terms of automated
theorem proving, if one attempts to demodulate this expression—one obtains O(LO(LO)) after one reduc-
tion with L. Obviously, an attempt to reach a termination point, a point at which no reductions apply,
must fail. The fault does not lie with the presence of a replicator—in this case, L—for the fixed point
combinators we succeeded in constructing from B and W each contain an occurrence of a replicator, and
all are irreducible.

More important than the preceding remarks—at least with regard to the goal of constructing so-
called missing combinators—our approach leads to filling in one of the gaps regarding combinators of
various lengths; in particular, we have succeeded in constructing combinators of length 13. Of course, we
also found additional combinators of length 11,12, and 14. If we then return to our earlier study of QQQ,
and continue to imitate that study, we are left with two interesting questions with regard to ftli(flfl).
First, can we produce other kernels from £Xl(Qfl) by global expansion as we produced F2 through r5

from n , even though QQ(£IQ.) is itself not a superkemel? Second, what are the properties of the map-
ping from the sets of fixed point combinators to the new kernels (if any) from which they evolve? In
addition, one might wonder what would occur if we had allowed il to be replaced by its definition before
that point at which one Q. remains, and then applied one or more expansions to the result. Finally, one
might wonder about possible invariants for the various classes of combinator in which only B and W
appear.

As for the first question, one might guess its answer by quickly considering the relation that each of
r2 through r5 has to n , and then noting that the generator of T{ is Q, which is also the generator of
nft(Qft). Making such guesses is one of the research techniques that we sometimes employ, and we sug-
gest this action because of our continued objective of showing how research can be conducted. The most
obvious guess is correct; if one globally expands £Kl(Q£l) with B and W along all possible paths—
expanding all four occurrences of 12 simultaneously in the same fashion—one obtains four useful kernels.
Of course—just as with the global expansion of Fi = iiilil—in addition to the four useful kernels, other
kernels can be obtained. For example, £t = W(B(Bf)) can be expanded to W(BBBf)—which generates a
useful kernel—and then further expanded to W(WBBf), which generates a kernel that is not useful. The
reason that the latter result is not useful is that it trivially reduces to the former, and leads to a fixed point
combinator that trivially reduces to one that is obtainable with the kernel generated by W(BBBf).

We thus find that one can profitably imitate the approach that succeeded in the earlier study of
iiiiil, the difference being that one expands four occurrences of £2 at this point, in contrast to expanding
three in the earlier study. To summarize the results, one again obtains five expressions that, respectively,
generate five kernels. Here are the five useful generators—including that which prompted pursuit of this
path—that one obtains.

= W(BBBf)
= BWB(Bf)
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n4=BW(BBB)f

Q5 = B(BWB)Bf

The five kernels are simply of the form AA(AA), where A ranges over the five generators £lt through £1$.
Of equal interest, we can obtain these kernels even though ft£2(£2ft) is not a superkemel.

With regard to the second question, that concerned with the properties of the mapping from sets of
combinators to their respective kernels, we can apply to the four new kernels extracted from il£l(il£l) the
approach that we applied to fift(Qn) itself. The remarks we made earlier concerning the paths and
restrictions regarding the construction of the nine combinators from Q£l(Ci£l) hold here as well. From
each of the four kernels, we obtain nine fixed point combinators. Therefore, in contrast to the one-to-one
mapping from &i through 9s to their respective kernels Ft through Tj, here we have a nine-to-one map-
ping from sets of combinators to their respective kernels. For each of the five kernels related to and
including £&(£K2), the corresponding nine fixed point combinators are all obtained by applying expan-
sions with B and W that satisfy the l's rule. In other words, if one wishes to find the kernel that
corresponds to one of the 45 fixed point combinators obtained from Q£t(Q£2) and the four kernels derived
from it, one merely affixes /and applies reductions satisfying the l's rule. Paths exist within this restric-
tion that lead from nine of the 45 combinators to iiil(Qfl), in contrast to the single path from 9 ] to Tj.

If one does not impose the l's rule restriction and instead affixes/and reduces along an arbitrary

path starting with one of the nine combinators in a set, one can arrive at a kernel that does not correspond

to the combinator under consideration. For example, as with

9 4 = B(WW)(BW(BBB)),

one could start with one of the nine combinators obtained from and corresponding to AA(AA) with A =
BW(BBBf), reduce with B satisfying the l's rule, and then reduce with B again but violating the l's rule.
In this way, one would arrive at Q£l{£lQ)—just as one could begin with 9 4 and arrive at Tx, which is not
the kernel corresponding to 94 under the mapping we have discussed—and would fail to arrive at the
appropriate kernel.

Next, within a given ŝ t of nine combinators, each of the members (if one ignores the association of
symbols) has the same tail or end—specifically, all of the symbols of the corresponding kernel in order—
with the constant/, of course, excluded. The beginning of each combinator, within a set of nine, consists
of the number of B's needed to free/from the rest of the generator of the corresponding kernel. The order
of the symbols in the middle of the members of a set of nine combinators reflects the choice of expansion
path traversed on the way from AA(AA) to the point at which only one occurrence of A remains, where A
is, respectively, ft] through Q5.

Somewhat hidden in the last remark is the question about what would have occurred had we
replaced il—perhaps all occurrences of CI—by its definition, and then expanded the result. On the one
hand, had we replaced all occurrences of SI by its definition W(B(Bf)) and then globally expanded the
result, the interesting results we would have obtained would merely duplicate what we constructed from
the other four kernels obtained from CKl(Qii). To see that this is true, one might re-examine the deriva-
tion of r 2 through F5 from F) and consider the combinators 6 | through 6 3 . On the other hand, had we
replaced one or more fl's by its definition but not globally expanded the result—not treated like terms in
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the identical manner—we would simply be unable to complete the construction of a fixed point combina-
tor.

Finally, regarding invariants, first note that 6 | through 0 5 each contain three occurrences of W.
One of the occurrences results from the W that appears in the corresponding kernel, and the other two are
present because of the need to remove two of the three occurrences of fl in QiKl. Then note that W
occurs four times in each of the 45 combinators constructed from il£l(Q£l) and the four kernels derived
from QQ(Q£2). One occurrence of W results from its existence in the corresponding kernel, and three
result from the need to remove three of the four ft's, or its equivalent, in the corresponding kernel. As for
the number of occurrences of B, QCKl and its four derived kernels behave differently from £l£l(£l£l) and
its four derived kernels. For 9 | through 9 5 , B occurs five times in each. For the fixed point combinators
constructed from £X2(£2Q) and its derived kernels, the number of fl's varies depending on the expansion
path that was taken to reach the point at which one SI, or its equivalent, remains.

If one wishes to continue along the obvious line of inquiry and desires to find a set of fixed point
combinators constmctible fiom B and W alone such mat all (or most) members of the set contain five
occurrences of W, then six, and more, a way exists to satisfy that desire. Let us immediately show how
one can find such a set, omitting many of the details that we have supplied for our earlier studies. How-
ever, as we proceed, one must be prepared for a change. The number of occurrences of W may not be the
same for all members in a set of fixed point combinators constructed from a given kernel.

Finding the Desired Sets of Combinators

To find the desired sets of combinators, we simply return to the study of QClz. If one instantiates z
to Q£Xl, one obtains the kernel ft£(QQ£l). One can then apply to QQ(QQQ) the procedure we used
when studying fift(ftft), and construct a set of fixed point combinators most of which contain exactly
five occurrences of W. Those that are constructed with this approach but that do not contain five
occurrences of W contain four occurrences. For example, there exists an expansion path focusing on
QQ(£i£l£l) such that a single expansion with W removes two occurrences of CI. Here is the initial seg-
ment of such a path.

One can expand this last expression with W in two ways, obtaining the following two expressions.

W(W(B(WB)))Cl
W(BW(B(WB)))£l

To complete the construction, one simply expands each of the two expressions with B three times.

To construct additional fixed point combinators containing exactly four occurrences of W such that
the kernel to which they correspond contains five occurrences of W, one globally expands ft£2(£lflft) to
derive four new kernels. These new kernels are related to Oil(QQ£l) as the four kernels derived from

are related to nft((2Q). If one explores the other expansion paths that begin with Ofl(&£X2), it
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appears that all of the fixed point combinators that result contain exactly five occurrences of W.

One encounters additional contrasting results if one replaces the study of ftft(Qftft) with a study of

ftft(ft(ftft)). Although as expected one can again construct fixed point combinators, where ftft(ftftft)

leads to combinators not all of which contain the same number of occurrences of W, it appears that all

combinators obtained from ftft(ft(ftft» contain exactly five occurrences of W.

To construct, from B and W alone, fixed point combinators containing six occurrences of W—as one

might immediately guess—one studies ftft(ftft(ftft», obtained by instantiating z of fiftz to ftft(ftft).

The picture continues to change. Where most of the combinators one obtains from ftft(ftft(ftft)) do

indeed contain six occurrences of W, some contain five and some four occurrences. The number depends

on how many times—zero, one, or two—a single expansion with W removes two occurrences of ft.

Similarly, for certain instances of flflz that contain seven occurrences of ft, a single expansion with W

can remove three occurrences of ft, resulting in a corresponding deficit in the number of occurrences of W

in the fixed point combinator(s) one constructs from such a kernel. The generalization of this remark

holds for the appropriate instances of ftftz containing eight, nine, and more occurrences of ft.

A glance at the full set of variable-free instances of flftz in which each instance contains exactly six

occurrences of ft suggests that the association of the β-expression that replaces z plays a vital role in

determining which properties the corresponding sets of fixed point combinators will have. Since we have

not made a study of this set of instances, we can only conjecture that the cardinality of the combinator set

may vary as the focus shifts from one instance to another, and that, with regard to the lengths of the com-

binators in a set, the results will also vary.

As for fixed point combinators containing seven, eight, and more occurrences of W—although we

have not attempted to supply a formal proof—it seems clear that they can be constructed from a kernel

that is obtained by choosing an appropriate, variable-free instance of ClClz. Specifically, all that is

required is that the instance contain seven, eight, and, in general, the number of occurrences of CI that

equals the number of occurrences of W one wishes.

Invariants of Sets of Combinators

Even further, z can be instantiated to any association of ft's to yield a kernel from which one can

derive various other kernels. From each of the kernels, one can construct a set of fixed point combinators.

For most members of a given set, the number of occunences of W is equal to the number of occurrences

of ft in the chosen instance of ftftz. In other words, if we ignore the exceptional combinators, the

number of W's is an invariant of the set of sets constructed from the corresponding instance of ftftz and

its derived kernels.

For a set of such sets, the number of occunences of B is not a constant, for it depends on the expan-

sion path that is taken to produce an expression containing exactly one generator of the kernel For each

variable-free instance of ftftz, it may be that all sets within the corresponding set of sets of fixed point

combinators contain the same number of elements; if so, each of the kernels in that part of the space leads

to the construction of the same number of combinators, and we have another invariant.

Finally, we have the invariant pertaining to the tail or end of each combinator, if we partition the

combinators based on the generator of the corresponding variable-free instance of ftftz. In particular, if
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we call the generator A, then the tail of all fixed point combinators obtained from any kernel generated by
A consists of the symbols in the order that they occur in A, excluding the constant/. For example, all
fixed point combinators constructed from flflfl, from QQ(Oft), from £3Q(£2Qfi), and from
Qft(ftf2(Qft)) end with W, B, B since ft = W(B(Bfi). On the other hand, if we consider a variable-free
instance of Qflz such that the term replacing z is not an expression purely in terms of SI, then, from B and
W alone, one may fail to construct a fixed point combinator.

Completing Our Search for Fixed Point Combinators Constructible from B and W

We can complete our search for combinators constructible from B and W alone by noting that, if we
take actions corresponding to those we took when studying Q.QQ and apply them to other instances of
ililz, we can obtain two other sets of sets of fixed point combinators. For the first set, we proceed as we
did when constructing combinators of length 9 that are companions to the five (Gt through 65) of length
8. We merely choose an instance of CiQz such that the replacement term is an expression purely in terms
of ft and replace W by BW in all occurrences of the generator of die corresponding pseudo-superkernel,
derive the related kernels with the global expansion rule, and then construct the corresponding set of fixed
point combinators by traversing the various expansion paths.

For the second set of sets, we proceed as we did when obtaining combinators of length 11, 14, 17,
and the like from the superkernel T{ = ftftft. For the first set in the set we are constructing, we merely
choose an instance of Q£lz such that the replacement term for z is an expression purely in terms of £2 and
insert a B to the right of W in all occurrences of the generator, requiring that the resulting generator be
fully right associated. The result is a pseudo-superkernel from which we can derive related kernels and
then construct appropriate combinators. By repeating the process—inserting yet another B to the right of
each W and right associating—we obtain the next set in this set of sets. The remaining sets are obtained
similarly. Summarizing, we can find combinators of any length greater than or equal to 8, with Uie excep-
tion of 10.

Two Promised Proofs

We are left with the task of supplying two promised proofs: first, no irreducible fixed point combi-
nators exist that contain 7 or fewer symbols and that are constructible from B and W alone; second, there
exist precisely five irreducible combinators of length 8 that are constructible from B and W alone. For
both proofs, we relied on the use of one of our automated theorem-proving programs and a brute-force
approach. Specifically, we had the program examine all possible irreducible combinators 6 through
length 9, where each 6 consists of some association of the combinators B and W. Our approach consisted
of affixing the constant/to a candidate combinator 6, and then reducing with B and W to see whether we
could obtain an expression with a leading/that is isolated.

The justification for this approach rests with the fact that every irreducible fixed point combinator 9
with / appended must reduce to fA for some A. After all, if 6 is a fixed point combinator, then, by
definition,

for all combinators x and, therefore,
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for an arbitrary combinator / that does not necessarily involve B or W. By Church-Rosser, there must
exist a A' such Out both e/and/(6/) reduce to A'. But, since no reduction with B or W can involve the
leading/ infiBf), A' must be of the form/A for some A.

Of all such expressions 6/, none with 6 of length less than 8 proved suitable, five ( 6 | through 65)
with 8 of length 8 were accepted, and five (0? through 65) with 6 of length 9 also were accepted. The
consideration of the irreducible 6 of length 10, by affixing/ to 6 , also showed that no irreducible fixed
point combinators of that length exist. Although this brute-force approach is far from elegant, it does
demonstrate the value of access to an appropriate theorem-proving program. Of course, we would be
delighted to find—or, for that matter, to be given—an elegant proof showing that no irreducible fixed
point combinators of length less than 8 can be constructed, exactly five of lengths 8 and 9 exist, and none
of length 10 exist.

We can restrict our attention to irreducible combinators e since, if 6 ' is a fixed point combinator
constructible from B and W alone, then 9 ' must have a normal form—6' must reduce to some irreducible
6. The justification for this assertion rests with the fact that 6 /must reduce to/A for some A, and there
must exist, therefore, a standard reduction of 6'f to/A. But, by the nature of 8 and W, such a standard
reduction must systematically consider every symbol of 9 ' in order until / i s isolated—must contain a
step reducing a term that begins with a symbol of 6 ' for every such symbol. If 6 ' did not reduce to some
irreducible 6 , then the standard reduction under discussion would never terminate with the isolation of/,
which it must.

A Review of the Exploration of the B-and-W Mine

We close our study of the set P consisting of B and W by briefly reviewing the entire picture, and by
making a few observations. The most important point to note is that the set consisting of the combinators
B and W does indeed possess the strong fixed point property—one is able to construct from B and W alone
a wide variety of fixed point combinators. When we were told of Statman's discovery of the combinator
that we call 64—a discovery that answered a question posed by Smullyan—and began our study of B and
W, we had no idea of how powerful the two combinators are when considered together. In fact, from
what we know now, no one would have guessed the true nature of things.

As we commented earlier, Smullyan seemed surprised and pleased to discover that—because of our
successful construction of 9 j through 65—9 4 is not the only solution to the problem of constructing,
from B and W alone, a fixed point combinator. However, his pleasure—and, even more, our elation—was
more than tempered by the fact that 6j through 05 are provably equal in the presence of extensionality.
As it turned out, our disappointment was dwarfed by our reaction to the results obtained when we com-
pleted our study. Rather than merely finding 6 | through 65, or finding an infinite set of combinators of
the desired type, as we have shown, we in fact found an infinite class of infinite sets of the combinators
we were seeking. We also found, within the infinite set Q(BW), an infinite subset such that no two of its
members are equal even in the presence of extensionality.

Perhaps more important, we found a uniform method for constructing, from a given set of combina-
tors, fixed point combinators whenever such a construction is possible. Or, at least, that is how it appears
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at this time—we have not as yet succeeded in proving that our method is complete. Our method, called

the kernel method, is as far as we know the first systematic method for searching for fixed point

combinators—equivalently, the first systematic method for showing, when it is true, that a given set P of

combinators possesses the strong fixed point property. In addition, the kernel method appears to be the

first systematic method for proving, when it is true, that the weak fixed point property holds for some

given set P.

The kernel method, as we have shown, meshes extremely well with our long-term goal of automat-

ing various aspects of research in mathematics and logic—our goal of sharply expanding the uses of an

automated theorem-proving program. However, even without access to a computer program, one can

easily apply the kernel method in many cases. We plan to apply the method to the study of various sets P

to show which have the strong fixed point property and to find, for sets that do possess the property,

shorter fixed point combinators than those already known.

For sets P for which the strong fixed point property does not hold, we can use the kernel method,

with high probability, for their identification even though it is not designed for that purpose. In particular,

if a search for kernels constructible from the elements of some given set P yields none after a few seconds

of use by a computer or a few minutes by a researcher, one can reasonably conjecture that P lacks the

property. Of course, one must then supply a proof, but, as is well known in research, being disposed to

follow a single path of inquiry is often what is needed to enable one to find a sought-after answer. In

other words, if one can drop the consideration of attempting to construct a fixed point combinator and,

instead, concentrate on trying to find a proof that no such construction is possible, then the likelihood of

success is usually increased sharply. We have a similar but cloudier situation when the kernel method

finds some kernels, further effort leads to the discovery of no additional kernels, and the program fails

after a substantial effort to construct from any of the kernels it has found a fixed point combinator. Again,

one can reasonably conjecture that the strong fixed point property does not hold for the set P under study,

and one can concentrate on finding a proof to that effect.

The kernel method is also of value for investigating the presence of the weak fixed point property

when given some set P of combinators. When one finds a kernel for P, one has succeeded in proving that

the weak fixed point property holds for P. When a serious attempt with the method fails, then one can

strongly conjecture that the weak fixed point property is lacking. Of course, again, one must then supply

a proof.

In short, the kernel method may prove to be an important aid for attacking many problems of

diverse types. By quickly glancing at the four sets P visited in the introduction—B and W, B and L, S and

W, and S and L—we have a good illustration of how effective this new method is in the context of the

weak and the strong fixed point properties. When the kernel method is applied to the set P consisting of B

and W, the first kernel discovered in stage 1 of the two-stage version—the kernel equal to the square of

W(fl/)—immediately settles the issue for the weak fixed point property. To be precise, the form

W(Bx)(W(Bx)) of the kernel can easily be shown to be a y satisfying

y = xy

for all x; one merely reduces this form of the kernel with W, and then with B. With regard to the question
of the strong fixed property holding for P, W(Bx)(W(Bx)) provides no clues. Instead, one must focus on
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the next kernel, the cube of W(B(Bfi)—equivalenily, the cube of W(B(Bx))—to settle the question. With

this kernel, one finds 6 | by applying expansions satisfying the l ' s rule, showing that the strong fixed

point property holds for P. Even further, the first stage of the two-stage version of the kernel method

actually produces the kernel schema flflz with £2 = W(B(Bf))—«quivalently, Qilz with ft = W{fi{Bx)\

Focusing on this schema and its variable-free instances leads to the infinite class of infinite sets of fixed

point combinators constructible from B and W alone, the class that establishes that B and W are indeed a

powerful combination of combinators.

If die two-stage version of the kernel method is then applied to the second set P, that consisting of B

and L, its first stage yields the kernel LflLf). By setting y equal to Lx(Lx) and applying a one-step reduc-

tion with L, one sees that

y = xy

for all x, and, as expected, y does depend on x. In other words, one has a quick proof that the weak fixed

point property holds for this second set P. The attempt by the second stage of the two-stage version of the

kernel method to construct a fixed point combinatcr from B and L by using the kernel LflLf) fails. The

attempt to find other kernels at the first stage or to apply global expansions to LflLf)—which turns out to

be a superkernel—to find other kernels also fails. This discovery naturally leads to the conjecture that the

strong fixed point property does not hold for the set P consisting of B and L alone. Of course, since we do

not know for certain that our approach to finding kernels is complete nor do we know that to every fixed

point combinator there must correspond a kernel, we would still have more work to do- The situation is

further complicated by the fact that B is an isolator and L is a replicator, and we know that both types of

combinator—although not sufficient for the desired construction—are needed for constructing a fixed

point combinator. Nevertheless, because we are so fond of the kernel method and do in fact believe it to

be complete, we would in a situation like this recommend attempting to prove that P lacks the strong

fixed point property, which we succeeded in doing with Theorem 6 of Section 4.6.

When the kernel method is applied to the third set P, that consisting of S and W, no kernels are

found at the first stage, suggesting that neither the weak nor the strong fixed point property holds. A

glance at S and W—even if the kernel method is ignored—is in fact sufficient to show that the two proper-

ties fail to hold; after all, neither combinator is an isolator, and—for one of the two properties to hold:—an

isolator must be available for the required construction.

Finally, we come to the fourth set P, that consisting of S and L. Since consideration by the kernel

method of the set consisting of B and L shows that the presence of L alone is sufficient for proving that the

weak fixed point property holds for any set of combinators for which L is an element, we know immedi-

ately that this fourth set P possesses the weak fixed point property. Eα contrast to the failure when

attempting to use the kernel LflLf) to construct fixed point combinators from B and W alone, the attempt

to complete such a construction with S and L succeeds. The result is the discovery of SLL, which was

known to be a fixed point combinator long before the kernel method existed.

However, in addition to verifying known results, application of the kernel method to the study of

this fourth set P shows how poor the combination of 5 and L is when compared to the richness of the

combination of B and W. In particular, from what we have found so far—for which a formal proof is

lacking, which suggests a possibly interesting area of research—SLL is the only fixed point combinator
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constructive from S and L alone, in contrast to the infinite class of infinite sets of fixed point combinators

constructive from B and W alone. Especially for those who are new to combinatory logic—as we cer-

tainly are—this result is not a result that one would necessarily expect. After all, both 5 and L are replica-

tors, where B is not. In addition, and perhaps more important, S is so powerful that, if A" is adjoined to S,

one has a complete set of combinators for combinatory logic. One might, therefore, expect that if S and L

together are sufficient for the strong fixed point property to hold, and if the set consisting ofB and W also

possesses that property, then the richness would rest with 5 and L rather than with B and W. Indeed, B

and W are so powerful that, among the infinite number of infinite sets of fixed point combinators that one

can construct from B and W alone, one can find an infinite set such that no two are equal even when exten-

sionality is present.

As an aside, for those who are curious about the possible uniqueness of the set consisting of B and

W with respect to richness, a second infinite set of fixed point combinators can be constructed if one stu-

dies the set P consisting of 5, C, and B. We even have a third example of such richness, an example that

focuses on the combinatory, a combinator that Smullyan has not studied. The combinatory with

Nxyz = xzyz

when considered with B leads to an infinite set of fixed point combinators, and a set that is somewhat

reminiscent of Q(BW). Because of other discoveries concerning the power of JV—the use of the combina-

tor N seems to sharply increase the likelihood of finding gold when exploring a randomly selected

mine—we intend to stake out our claim in earnest by studying N intensely. For a fourth example of a rich

mine, one can study the set P of combinators consisting of B and H. We present, in Section 5.3.5, some

of the results obtained by our exploration of these various mines.

If we take the various observations made in this review into account, perhaps the simplest point we

can make is that combinatory logic is most intriguing and, because of its deep nature, quite unpredictable.

The kernel method may prove to be an important aid in unraveling the mysteries of this important field of

logic and mathematics.

5. Highlights

In this section, we cover the highlights of our research, dividing the material into four major subsec-

tions (5.2 through 5.5) focusing, respectively, on the impetus for our research, on what we discovered, on

questions that remain unanswered, and on conjectures that we suspect are valid and that we intend to

study. To permit one to briskly visit the various high points, we insert Section 5.1 where we simply sum-

marize the most significant aspects that are more fully developed in the material that follows. Therefore,

almost of necessity, the material in Section 5.1 will take the form of a series of somewhat disconnected

headlines, but will include references to the appropriate subsection(s).

At the beginning of each of Sections 5.3 through 5.5—whose titles reflect their respective

content—we shall again briefly highlight the more significant aspects covered there. Finally, so that one

can decide whether or not to read the material covered in a particular subsection of one of the major sec-

tions, we include at the beginning of each a summary of the significant points covered in that subsection.

In view of the organization of this entire section (Section 5), various topics will be visited more than once

and, for convenience, certain observations will be repeated.
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5.1. Summary of Highlights

The most satisfying result of our research concerns our introduction of the concepts of kernel and
superkernel, and our formulation of the systematic and uniform method, called the kernel method, which
relies on those two concepts to search for fixed point combinators. Where / is an arbitrarily chosen
combinator—from a syntactic perspective—a kernel with respect to a gi/en set P of combinators is an
expression F such that F reduces to /F by applying elements from the set P. A superkernel is a kernel F
such that exactly one reduction can be applied to F, and that reduction satisfies the I's rule—the term to
which the reduction applies contains the first symbol of F. For a fuller discussion of the concepts of ker-
nel and superkernel, see Section 5.3.2; for examples of each, see Sections 5.3.3 through 5.3.5; for the pre-
ferred and semantic treatment of these concepts, see Section 4.5.

The power of the kernel method is demonstrated by its successful use in answering various interest-
ing questions from combinatory logic (see Sections 5.3.3 through 5.3.5). The questions focus on the
strong and on the weak fixed point properties. What makes the kernel method especially appealing is that
each of the questions we have considered can be answered by our automated theorem-proving program
OTTER in less than one CPU minute of computer time. We say "can be answered" to avoid any confu-
sion with our earlier remarks about how we originally obtained some of our answers, before we had for-
mulated the kernel method and before we had access to our new automated theorem-proving program. In
contrast, it one were to avoid the use of the kernel method, to answer many of these questions might
require orders of magnitude more effort.

With the kernel method, where B and W satisfy the equations

Bxyz = x(yz)

and

= xyy,
one can prove that the set P of combinators consisting of B and W alone offers far more richness than was
evident even as late as 1986 (see Section 5.3.3). Specifically, one can prove that an infinite set B(BW) of
irreducible fixed point combinators can be constructed from P such that Q(BW) contains an infinite subset
with the interesting property that no two of its elements are equal even in the presence of extensionality.
Even further, by continuing to apply the kernel method to P, one can construct an infinite class of infinite
sets of irreducible fixed point combinators such that each set in the infinite class shares the cited interest-
ing property with Q(BW). The combinators in Q(BW) can be enumerated in such a way that the enumera-
tion is based on the ways to associate the symbols in the respective generators of each of the superkeraels
from which Q(BW) is directly and indirectly obtained. No fixed point combinators can be constructed
from B and W alone whose length is less than 8. From B and W alone, one can construct exactly 5 irredu-
cible fixed point combinators of length 8, 5 of length 9, and none of length 10; for any length greater than
or equal to 11, one can construct more than 14. Section 5.3.3 contains more detail on the material cited in
mis paragraph.

The combinator N with

Nxyz = xzyz,

to which we have so far found no reference in the literature, offers interesting and powerful properties (see
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Section 5.3.4). In particular, since

BN(BB)xyz=xz(yz),

which means that BN(BB) acts like the combinator 5, the system consisting of N, B, and AT is a complete
system for combinatory logic. From B and N alone, one can construct an infinite set Q(BN) of irreducible
fixed point combinators which contains an infinite subset with the property that all of the elements of the
subset are distinct even in the presence of extensionality. Therefore, the sets Q(BN) and Q(BW) share that
important property mentioned earlier focusing on richness; of course, these two sets exhibit marked
differences also.

The set/ , consisting of the combinators H and B alone with

Hxyz - xyzy

satisfies the strong fixed point property. With one exception, also satisfying that property are the sets
obtained from adjoining to the combinator B any one of the regular and noneliminating combinators
whose left side of its equation contains exactly three variables, whose right side is fully left associated,
and whose right side has the property that exactly one of its variables appears twice. The exception is the
combinator TV i with

Nixyz = xyyz,

which, by Theorem 9 of Section 5.3.6.2, lacks the needed power. Section S.3.S contains more detail on
the material cited in this paragraph.

To complement the use of the kernel method and to give additional evidence of the value of
automated theorem proving for solving problems from combinatory logic, we have adapted some of the
techniques of automated theorem proving to prove that certain sets of combinators fail to satisfy various
properties that are frequently studied. In particular, if the set P consists of a single regular combinator, or
if P consists of the combinators B and L alone, or if P consists of the combinators L and Q alone, then P
cannot satisfy the strong fixed point property (see Corollary 3 of Section 5.3.6.2). If the set P consists of
5 and W alone, then P fails to satisfy the weak fixed point property. If the set P consists of L and N alone,
then P satisfies the weak fixed point property—since L alone satisfies the weak fixed point property—but
P fails to satisfy the strong fixed point property. Section 5.3.6 contains more detail relevant to the topics
of this paragraph.

One can prove that if P satisfies the strong fixed point property, then P must contain a replicating
and an isolating combinator, not necessarily distinct from each other (see Section 5.3.6). A combinator is
a replicator if at least one of its variables appears more than once on the right side of its equation. Exam-
ples of replicators include

Wxy=xyy,
Lxy = x(yy),
Nxyz = xzyz,

and the like. A combinator is an isolator if the first variable on the right side of its equation is isolated
from the rest of the right side, which may be empty. Examples of isolators include

= x(yy),
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y(xz),
= xx,

lx = x,
Kxy=x,

and the like. A similar theorem holds when a set satisfies the weak fixed point property even though it
fails to satisfy the strong fixed point property.

The kernel method—which appears to be the first systematic method for searching for fixed point
combinators—attacks the problem of proving that the strong fixed point property holds for some given set
P of combinators by first attempting to prove that the weak fixed point property holds for P. However, if
the method does succeed in its first objective, it more than succeeds; in particular, the method achieves its
objective by finding a kernel—in other words, by finding a v such that y reduces to xy, which is a stronger
result than finding ay that satisfies the equation

y=xy>

which is the equation for the weak fixed point property. If the ktinel method succeeds in finding a kernel,
then it turns to attempting to reach its second objective, that of expanding the kernel, by using the ele-
ments of the set P under study, to a fixed point combinator. For a fuller description of the kernel method,
its various aspects, and both the two-stage and the three-stage version of the method, see Section 5.3.2.

The kernel method thus attacks the problem of proving that the strong fixed point property holds for
a given set P of combinators in a fashion that is opposite from what one might expect. In particular, since
the presence of the strong fixed point property for a set P of combinators implies the presence of the weak
fixed point property and not conversely, at least intuitively one might expect that first proving the weaker
of the two properties would not be the preferred order. After all, many situations exist in mathematics
and in logic, for example, where proving the weaker of two properties is of no value in proving the
stronger of the two. As it turns out, such an intuitive judgment is in error. Indeed, the kernel method
derives much of its power precisely because of (so to speak) inverting the importance of the order of the
two properties. This point is developed more fully in Section 5.3.2.

We have selected from our successful attempts to construct a fixed point combinator by relying
heavily on the kernel method the following fixed point combinators of interest. For each, we shall com-
ment on its significance.

From 5 and K with

Sxyz=xz(yz)

and

Kxy = jt,

one can construct

S(K(SS(SKK)(SS(SK))))(S(KS)K),

which is of interest because its length, from what we have found, is strictly less than that of any other
fixed point combinator constructive from S and K alone.
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From*and Wl with

Bxyz = x(yz)

and

one can construct

B(B(B(W' Wt XBW] ))B)B

B(B(WlWlXBWl))(BBB)

B(B(Wl W' ){B(BW' )B))fl

as fixed point combinators, which are of interest on their own, but are also interesting because one can

obtain from them an important set of five fixed point combinators constructible from B and W alone.

Indeed, the five combinators one obtains by uniformly replacing Wl byW happen to be the only irreduci-

ble fixed point combinators constructible from B and W alone that have length 9.

From B and N alone, one can construct the fixed point combinator

B(B(N(BB(N(BBN)N))N)B)B,

which is of interest because it is the first we constructed when we turned to the study of these two combi-

nators. We find this combinator interesting also because our program used the kernel method to find it in

less than one CPU minute of computer time, and we suspect that its construction would have required far

more time if a person were unacquainted with the kernel method. Perhaps more interesting is the fixed

point combinator, more precisely, fixed point combinator schema,

B{B(B(N(BNB)z)N)B)B

constructible from B and N alone. This expression is of interest because neither B nor N is eliminating,

and we are surprised that one can construct, without using eliminators, a fixed point combinator schema in

which a variable occurs.

For our final example, we return to a theorem that, if the kernel method is ignored, might require a

substantial effort to prove, but is easy to prove with the kernel method. The theorem asserts that the

strong fixed point property holds for the set consisting of B and H alone. As usual, our proof rests

entirely on supplying an appropriate fixed point combinator—in this case, the combinator

B(B(H(B(BH){BB))(H(BH)(BB))H)B)B

suffices. This fixed point combinator is of interest because one can construct it by starting with the super-

kernel that is obtained from r , by simply replacing B by ff; T{ is the superkemel that leads d'rectly and

indirectly to the construction of the fixed point combinators of length 8 in the study ofB and W.

Of the various questions that remain unanswered, one of the more pressing focuses on the complete-

ness of the kernel method with respect to the construction of fixed point combinators. Is it the case that,

for every set P of combinators and for every fixed point combinator 6 with respect to P, there exists a

kernel r with respect to P such that ©/reduces to r which in turn reduces to /T , where/is an arbitrarily
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chosen combinator? For a related question, if a set P of combinators satisfies the weak fixed point prop-
erty, does there exist a kernel T with respect to PI Then, we have a question raised by Smullyan in
private conversation [Smullyan87]: Does the set P consisting of the combinators B and M alone satisfy
the strong fixed point property? Finally, a question we raise because of our research: Does the set con-
sisting of/? and S alone satisfy the weak fixed point property?

With regard to conjectures, we conjecture that indeed every fixed point combinator has a natural
kernel that corresponds to it, a kernel such that the fixed point combinator can be obtained from its kernel
by applying expansions with elements of P. We next conjecture that every kernel with respect to a given
set P can be found by applying expansions to the right side of the equation

which in turn is obtained by assuming that the weak fixed point property fails to hold for P. To be more
precise, the given procedure for finding all kernels must be augmented with the use of instantiation, for
we know of kernel schemata that the kernel method finds, schemata such that one is required to replace
their variables by appropriate terms to obtain kernels. Next, because of certain research that is still
incomplete, we conjecture that the set P of combinators consisting of B and M alone does indeed fail to
satisfy the strong fixed point property even though P satisfies the weak fixed point property. To see that P
satisfies the weak fixed point property, one need only consider the kernel M(BfM), where/is an arbitrarily
chosen combinator. The consideration of this kernel, however, sheds no light on the possible presence or
absence of the strong fixed point property for the set consisting of B and M alone, for it cannot be
expanded to a fixed point combinator by using B and M (see Section 5.3.6 for an explanation). Finally,
we conjecture that the set consisting of B and S alone fails to satisfy the weak fixed point property.

Research, from Zero Almost to Infinity

The title of this section reflects our subjective reaction to 21 months of increasingly rewarding
research, research whose results we present throughout this report. For an overview, we began by trying
to crush a specific problem with mere power, turned to the use of what we eventually termed simple ker-
nels, were forced to use for broader studies what would be called semisimple kernels, and—to reach our
goal of providing a uniform method for constructing (when they exist) fixed point combinators—were
required to occasionally employ kernels that are not even semisimple. Then, both to address the problem
of proving that no such combinators can be constructed—when such is the case:—and to identify those
cases for which the method cannot succeed without even submitting such to the kernel method, we bor-
rowed techniques from the theory of automated theorem proving and applied them to combinatory logic.
In other words, we have an example of how one's fortune can be made—of how research can begin with
virtually no information, progress through various stages of increasing knowledge and access to ever
more effective techniques, *nd culminate with a systematic method, the kernel method, for searching for
various desired objects and with a set of theorems that assert, for certain cases, that no search can succeed.
To paint a more complete picture of how research can progress and of what actually occurred—especially
for those who choose to read this section only—we close this section with a few paragraphs that give the
appropriate details.
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With regard to research in general, our incomplete study of combinatory logic provides an excellent

illustration of how one can use an automated theorem-proving program most profitably. This study also

graphically illustrates the course that research can take. In particular, when we were presented with the

single problem of constructing from B and W a fixed point combinator—the problem that prompted our

entrance into combinatory logic (see Section 5.3.2)—we simply attempted to crush the problem with the

power of one of our theorem-proving programs and the might of a large computer. Fortunately, we failed;

had we succeeded, we might not have begun the formulation of a more complex attack on the given prob-

lem (see Sections 4.1.1 through 4.1.4). As one discovers in this report, our reaction to failure was to for-

mulate additional strategies to augment the various techniques offered by our theorem-proving programs,

techniques that include types of strategy, various inference rules, and a procedure for canonicalization.

The resulting approach—although primitive when compared to how we now attack problems of searching

for fixed point combinators—succeeded in rediscovering Statman's combinator, which we call 6 4 , and

four new fixed point combinators, Q\ through 63 and 65.

As one might predict, we experienced great delight at making a contribution, admittedly small, to a

field that has captured the interest of some of the most famous logicians. In addition, we were pleased to

find another impressive example establishing the value of the use of an automated theorem-proving pro-

gram for research. If one wonders how much we contributed to the discovery, we can say that, although

we are accorded by our colleagues the attribute of expert in automated theorem proving, in combinatory

logic we are clearly novices—an evaluation that one can accept as accurate, rather than as modest. No

doubt more important, at least from the global perspective, than our reaction of delight was the fact that

we now had momentum—the drive to attempt to demonstrate more clearly how useful automated theorem

proving is.

We therefore chose the imprecise objective of sharply reducing the time required by our theorem-

proving program to search for and construct the combinators e i through 65, the time equivalent to 20

CPU hours on a Sun 3 workstation. After pursuing this objective for three months—focusing almost

exclusively on the combinators B and W—we succeeded; we reduced the required CPU time from 20

CPU hours to 8 minutes on a Sun 3 workstation. The credit for this sharp reduction in CPU time goes

entirely to the kernel method; in fact, this was our first use of the method. However, we restricted the

method to the use of what we would eventually call simple kernels. When we then turned our attention to

using the kernel method to the study of combinators other than B and W, we encountered cases for which

we discovered we must use what we would eventually call semisimple kernels. Still later, we discovered

that we must occasionally use kernels that are not even semisimple, since our goal is to provide a uniform

means for addressing the question of constructing fixed point combinators for an arbitrarily chosen set P

of combinators.

Even with the kernel method fully developed, a severe obstacle stilt remains. In part and from a

general perspective—although we conjecture that all is in order—the obstacle is the lack of a complete-

ness proof for the kernel method if used in its full generality. Also in part and from a general

perspective—since we fear that all is not in order—the obstacle is die lack of a decision procedure for

determining the presence or absence of the weak and strong fixed point properties.
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From a concrete perspective, the obstacle is encountered when the kernel method either fails to find
any kernels, or finds one or more kernels but cannot find a way to use one of them to construct a fixed
point combinator. Of course, in both cases, we refer to failure after a reasonable amount of time—we
consider 1 CPU minute more than reasonable. Although we consider the discovery of no kernels within
the first CPU minute of computer Vime to strongly suggest that the weak fixed point property fails to hold
for the set P of combinators under study, we cannot be certain that, if given more CPU time, a kernel
might not emerge. The only exception occurs when the theorem-proving program exhausts all paths of
expansion, signified by a message that in effect no conclusions are left to be drawn. In that case, because
of certain results in automated theorem proving concerning semidecidability with respect to the considera-
tion of an unsatisfiable set of statements, we can say for certain that the weak fixed point property fails to
hold. Of course, when the weak fails to hold for the set P, then the strong cannot hold either—the strong
fixed point property implies the weak fixed point property.

When the kernel method succeeds in finding one or more kernels, but cannot after a CPU minute of
computer time complete the construction to a fixed point combinator, then again we are confident,
confident that the strong fixed point property does not hold, and certain that the weak does. Again, we
cannot be certain; in particular, there might exist a fixed point combinator that does not reduce to a kernel.
Or, there might exist a kernel that corresponds to the sought-after but not constructed fixed point combi-
nator such that the method has not found that kernel. Because of die cited considerations, we are left with
the problem of what to do when the kernel method does not succeed in one of its two objectives—at least,
we are left with this problem for some, but not all, cases.

As implied in the preceding sentence, we can in fact cope, for some cases, with the situation when
the kernel method fails in one of its two objectives. Indeed, in Section 5.3.6, we give a number of
theorems that can be used to prove, for sets P of combinators with appropriate but diverse sets of proper-
ties, that P cannot satisfy the weak or the strong fixed point property, respectively. Some of those
theorems enable us to entirely avoid using the kernel method, substituting instead an immediate proof
showing that the method must fail. Of course, as is most likely obvious, the source of the failure rests
with the set P of combinators under study, and not with the kernel method itself. For those cases for
which one of the theorems applies, we can save our effort and the computer's time and, far more impor-
tant, can cope with the uncertainty that would ordinarily be present if the kernel method either fails to find
a kernel, or fails to use a found kernel to construct a fixed point combinator.

In other words, for most of the cases we have studied, we can win the game—and more important,
from the viewpoint of mathematics and logic, prove that we have won—regardless of which side we must
take. When, for example, the strong fixed point property is not possessed by a given set P of combina-
tors, we can frequently use one of the theorems of Section 5.3.6 to supply a formal proof to that effect.
On the other hand, when, for example, the strong fixed point property is possessed by a set P under study,
we can use die kernel method to find an appropriate fixed point combinator for the set P. With the
expected warnings about completeness that we have given, we can say that our study has enabled us to
realize, at least to a fair extent, the researcher's vision;—the vision of penetrating some area to the extent
that one can cope often with the positive or the negative side of the corresponding questions.
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5.2. The Impetus for Our Research

The sole impetus for our entrance into the field of combinatory logic was no more—but no less—
than a straightforward request by our colleague Ross Overbeek. Overbeek asked us to search for a
mechanism that an automated theorem-proving program could use to find the same answer that the logi-
cian Statman had found when he succeeded in answering a question concerning the strong fixed point
property. The (formerly) open question, posed by Raymond Smullyan in his book To Mock a Mocking-
bird [Sraullyan84], asks: Can one find a single regular combinator that, when considered with the combi-
nator B, permits one to construct a fixed point combinator? Equivalently, but phrased in the terms we
have used throughout this report, does there exist a set P of combinators satisfying the strong fixed point
property such that P consists of B and one other regular combinator?

Statman had answered the question in the affirmative [Statman86]; from

Bxy2=x(yz)

and

= xyy,

he succeeded in constructing the combinator

B(WW)(BW(.BBB)),

which we call 64 to reflect its place in our enumeration of such combinators. To make the picture totally
clear, Overbeek was not asking us to find a way for a theorem-proving program to verify that 9 4 is a fixed
point combinator—that task, as it turns out, is not much of a challenge for any of our programs. Rather,
he asked us to find a way for one of our programs to find 64, starting only with the equations that give the
actions of B and W. Little did Overbeek know what a torrent of interest he would set loose, and what
would result from that interest—which is in part the topic of this entire section.

What made our colleague's request especially challenging—perhaps piquant, or even amusing, is a
better word—is the combination of our extensive knowledge of automated theorem proving and our
almost nonexistent knowledge of combinatory logic. The trepidation we might have felt because of our
lack of knowledge about this area of logic was dwarfed by our ever-present fascination with attempting to
find new techniques, or to adapt existing ones, for attacking problems from a field that had not previously
been considered as a target for automated theorem proving. As additional incentive, Overbeek informed
us that Smullyan,s book, from which the origin? 1 question was taken, contains a number of potentially
interesting problems to consider. The prospect of adding to the type and number of open questions that
could be answered by relying heavily on an automated theorem-proving program was irresistible.

To compensate for our lack of knowledge concerning combinatory logic, we were given what turned
out to be one crucial item of information. Specifically, we were given Overbeek's proof, obtained with
the theorem-proving program TCP, verifying that 64 is indeed a fixed point combinator. The notion was
that we might use that proof as somewhere between a catalyst and a guide to formulating a new approach
or to extending an existing approach. However—and this point cannot be overstated—we were not to
cheat in any way; for example, if we presented an approach that one could justly say was tuned to the
specific question by focusing, say, on 0 4 , then we would have failed to fulfill Overbeek's request.
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To emphasize and further clarify this point, the temptation is great to judge a piece of research of

this type a success merely because of obtaining the desired answer to a given question. For example, if

one obtains with a computer program a proof of a known theorem, one should carefully study the tech-

nique that was used, in order to estimate how much of the success should be attributed to knowledge of

how the known proof proceeds. In sharp contrast is the case in which an open question is answered with

the assistance of—perhaps, solely by—a computer program. For that case, the term "cheating" is

inappropriate—in effect, has no meaning. However, for duplicating known results, the researcher should

demonstrate that the new approach, or the extension of an older approach, exhibits generality rather than

specificity to the problem under consideration. We were in effect asked to do likewise.

But, let us dispense with the philosophy of science and experimentation. Instead, let us immediately

turn to the results of our research that appear to be the most significant. If any of the cited results pique

one's curiosity, answer a question one has considered, or complete one's understanding in some area, then

one might keep in mind that much credit goes to our colleague Overbeek for making the original request.

In addition, credit goes to Smullyan for having written a marvelous and provocative book, and to Statman

for having provided a solution to one of Smullyan's questions. Finally—and this observation predictably

gives us great satisfaction—substantial credit goes to our automated theorem-proving programs that were

so instrumental in obtaining our results.

5 3 . New Results

We shall divide this subsection into further subsections, each focusing on a specific topic; most of

the material in this section concerns new results, from what we currently know. Rather than adhering to

tiie typical formal approach, we shall simply discuss the various discoveries in a manner that often exhi-

bits our delight at what we found and our excitement about future research.

5 J . I . The Significant Discoveries

As observed, the most significant contribution we have made to combinatory logic appears to be the

introduction of the concepts of kernel, superkernel, and a systematic method, called the kernel method, for

searching for fixed point combinators (see Section 5.3.2). From what we know, no other method exists

for systematically searching for a proof of the presence of the strong fixed point property when given a set

P of combinators; we are currently attempting to verify that fact. The kernel method can also be used for

systematically searching for a proof that some given set P of combinators satisfies the weak fixed point

property; as far as we know, no other systematic approach exists for such a search. In addition—although

only in an indirect way—this method can also be used to suggest that a set P fails to satisfy either the

weak or the strong fixed point property.

The kernel method can be applied by a person rather easily, and can be applied by an automated

theorem-proving program with virtually no effort. When applied by our newest automated theorem-

proving program OTTER, one need allow less than 1 CPU minute before obtaining the results that essen-

tially settle the issue concerning the presence or absence of both the weak and the strong fixed point pro-

perties. The effectiveness and value of the kernel method compared to a straightforward approach is often

dramatic. For example, when we recently studied, in the context of the strong fixed point property, the set

P consisting of B and W' with
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Bxyz = x(yz)

and

W1xy = yxx,

our attempt to determine, without recourse to the use of the kernel method, whether the property is present
or absent did not succeed. In contrast, when we instructed OTTER to use the kernel method to study this
problem, the program succeeded in proving that the set P does satisfy the strong fixed point property,
and—fascinating to us—succeeded in finding a proof in less than 2 CPU seconds. In Sections 5.3.3
through 5.3.6, we present substantial additional evidence that strongly suggests that the kernel method is a
powerful aid for studying sets P when the object is to prove that the strong fixed point property or the
weak fixed point property is present or absent. The evidence is taken from our successful use of the ker-
nel method for a number of studies.

The remaining important results focus on various specific sets of combinators and answer a number
of questions, some of which were open before we attacked them directly and indirectly with the kernel
method.

If the set P consists of a single regular combinator, or if P consists of the combinators B and L
alone, or if P consists of the combinators L and Q alone, then P cannot satisfy the strong fixed point prop-
erty. On the other hand, where

Nxyz=xzyz,

Hxyz=xyzy,

and

Bxyz = x(yz),

the set consisting of B and N alone and the set consisting of B and H alone each satisfies the strong fixed

point property. From what we have found, the combinator N has not been studied before.

Statman showed—by constructing the combinator we call 64—thaf the set P consisting of B and W
alone also satisfies the strong fixed point property, but "satisfies" is clearly an understatement. Indeed,
with the kernel method, we show how one can construct from the elements of P alone an infinite set
&(BW) of irreducible fixed point combinators such that there exists an infinite subset of Q(BW) with the
property that all of its elements are distinct even in the presence of extensionality. Even further, we also
show how one can construct an infinite class of infinite sets of irreducible fixed point combinators con-
taining Q(BW) as out of its elements, where the construction depends on B and W alone. For the set
&(BW) of fixed point combinators, there exists a natural one-to-one onto mapping between its members
and the kernels from which they can be constructed. The elements of the infinite set Q(BW) can be
enumerated, where the rules for the enumeration rest solely with the generators of the superkemels of the
infinite sequence of superkemels from which the kernels that correspond to the elements of Q(BW) are
derived.

If we focus exclusively on Q(BW), among its elements we find combinators of length 8,11,14, 17,
and the like—and no others. If we instead focus on the infinite class of infinite sets, we can give the fol-
lowing summary. No fixed point combinators can be constructed from B and W alone whose length is
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less than 8, where the length of an expression is the count of the symbols in the expression, ignoring
parentheses. From B and W alone, one can construct exactly 5 irreducible fixed point combinators of
length 8,5 of length 9, and none of length 10; and for any length greater than or equal to 11, one can con-
struct more than 14.

If a set P satisfies the strong fixed point property, then P must contain a replicator and an isolator
(for the definitions, see Section 5.1). To obtain a set of combinators that is complete for all of combina-
tory logic, one can consider the set consisting of N,B,wAK alone. The completeness is established by
noting that

which says that BN{BB) is an 5, and by recalling that the set consisting of S and K alontt is complete. If
we consider the fact that BN{BB) acts as S does and recall that the set consisting of B and N satisfies the
strong fixed point property, and if we then note that the set consisting of S alone fails to satisfy the strong
fixed point property—which follows from the fact that no single regular combinator by itself can satisfy
that property—we indeed have an excellent example of how complex combinatory logic is. In fact, the
set consisting of S alone does not come close to satisfying that property; this set even fails to satisfy the
weak fixed point property.

53.2. The Kernel Method Revisited

At this point we focus heavily on the kernel method, whose formulation—together with the intro-
duction of the related concepts—may be the most significant result of our research. In this section, the
significant points concern the precise details for the use of the kernel method for searching for fixed point
combinators, the ease with which the method can be applied, the successes obtained with it regarding the
answers to previously open questions, and the remarkably small computer times required to obtain those
answers.

Definitions and Framework

To provide a general framework for the material in this section, we repeat the following informal
definitions; for the formal treatment, see Section 4.5. A kernel with respect to the set P of combinators is
an expression F such that F reduces to ft, where / is an arbitrarily chosen combinator and where all
reductions are with elements of P. In other words, since/is arbitrary, casually speaking, F reduces to jrF
for all combinators x. If F is a kernel—which means that F reduces to /F—then, obviously, F = / F ,
which in turn implies that F satisfies the equation

y = xy

for the weak fixed point property. Actually, since the reducibility of one expression to another is a
stronger condition than the relation of the two being equal, proving that some expression F is a kernel is
ordinarily more difficult than proving that F satisfies the weak fixed point property—equivalently, prov-
ing that F = / F for an arbitrarily chosen combinator/. However, when one is studying the strong fixed
point property, we shall see that attempting to prove that F is a kernel rather than simply proving that F *
/ F is the preferred approach.
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To complete the framework for the following material, we note that there exist kernels of three

types—simple, semisimple, and the rest. Rather than repeating the formal definitions given in Section

4.5, we instead give the following summary of the differences between these three types of kernel. Cru-

cial for the differences is the concept of isolating a term, as, for example, when one says that the expres-

sion is reduced until / i s isolated. For/ to be isolated in an expression, the expression must either consist

of /alone, or be of the form/A for some term A. A simple kernel F is a kernel such that, to reduce each of

its elements Yf to/ry, no reductions are required after/isolates. A semisimple kernel F is a kernel such

that, to reduce each of its elements F^ to fTf, all reductions (if any) that are used after one or more

occurrences of/isolate are required to satisfy the pseudo 1 's rule, defined in Section 4.5. One can quickly

show that every simple kernel is a semisimple kernel since no reductions occur after/isolates. Therefore,

three types of kernel exist—simple, semisimple, and those that are neither.

To apply the kernel method, one starts with a set P of combinators for which one wishes to deter-

mine whether or not P satisfies the strong—or, in some cases, the weak—fixed point property. For either

type of problem, in addition to the equations that give the actions of the elements of P and the axiom of

reflexivity, one also includes the inequality that corresponds to assuming that the weak fixed point prop-

erty fails to hold for P. For most studies, the kernel method can be applied rather easily by hand, and very

easily by an automated theorem-proving program. On<. can apply a two-stage version of the method or a

three-stage version. Before we turn to a discussion of the two versions, let us give an overview of how

the kernel method works and why it is so successful.

Overview of the Kernel Method

The kernel method approaches the question of attempting to prove that the strong fixed point prop-

erty holds for a given set P of combinators in a manner that might be termed opposite from what is the

most natural approach. The most natural approach—for a mathematician or logician, or for an automated

theorem-proving program—to proving that the strong fixed point property holds is to assume that it does

not, and then seek a proof by contradiction. In contrast, the kernel method approaches the problem by

first focusing heavily on attempting to prove that the weak fixed point property holds for P\ if it succeeds,

then the kernel method attempts to extend the proof to one that shows that the strong fixed point property

holds for P.

However, for the first objective, the method does not simply attempt to find a y such that

y = xy.

Rather, the method first seeks to find a kernel—a y such that y reduces to xy. By first focusing on the

weak fixed point property rather than on the strong fixed point property, the kernel method, in the follow-

ing sense, reverses matters. In particular, the strong fixed point property implies the weak fixed point

property, and not conversely. Instead of being hindered by this reversal of focus, the kernel method

derives much of its power by this action. By using the notation in which 6 denotes a fixed point combi-

nator, one can quickly see that the strong fixed point property,

&x = x(Qx),

implies the weak fixed point property,
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by simply setting y to 6JC.

The kernel method also derives much of its effectiveness and power from the fact that it focuses, in

effect, on only the left side of the equation

yx = x{yx).

Specifically, this method searches for a kernel—an expression T that reduces to fT for an arbitrarily

chosen combinator /—and, if one is found, attempts to expand the kernel to the construction of a fixed

point combinator. In particular, the method attempts to expand the kernel F to an expression of the form

Of with 6 containing no occurrences of/. If it succeeds, then the proof that the set P of combinators

under study satisfies the strong fixed point property merely requires certain obvious finishing touches.

By limiting its focus to one side of the equation for the strong fixed point property, the kernel

method avoids the increased complexity and potential of going astray that one encounters when focusing

on both sides of the equation, as one would ordinarily do when using the typical approach to address the

question of proving that the strong fixed point property holds for a given set of combinators. The kernel

me&od also benefits from pursuing a simpler objective, that of first proving that the weak fixed point

property holds, which it does in the first stage of the two-stage version. The corresponding search, espe-

cially with the strategies we suggest, is far narrower than the general search required by starting with the

assumption that the strong fixed point property fails to hold. Since the method, if it does succeed in this

phase of its search, then in effect discards all of the false leads, the search from a kernel to the goal of con-

structing a fixed point combinator—which is the object of the second stage of the two-stage version of the

kernel method—also involves a relatively narrow search. In other words, by partitioning the search for a

fixed point combinator into the two stages we have just described, the kernel method offers marked

advantages over the more direct search that proceeds from assuming that the strong fixed point property is

absent.

When we turn our attention in Section 5.3.3 to presenting various results concerning the set P of

combinators consisting of B and W alone, we shall discuss a mapping that naturally maps each fixed point

combinator to a unique kernel. For certain subdomains of the domain focusing on B and W alone, the

mapping is one-to-one; for others, it is many-to-one. For each set P of combinators to be studied, the ker-

nel method in effect relies on such a mapping, tacitly assuming that to every fixed point combinator that

one might consider there corresponds a kernel from which it can be constructed. The corresponding con-

jecture is still open. Although, for various sets P of combinators, many fixed point combinators naturally

map to a single kernel—with appropriate restrictions on the expansion path that leads from a kernel in the

direction of a fixed point combinator—one can obtain an inverse one-to-one mapping to that which maps

fixed point combinators to kernels. Specifically, if the expansions are confined to satisfy the 1 's rule, and

if one always chooses to expand the shortest term that can be expanded—ignoring those terms that merely

lead to a combinator that is uninteresting because it obviously reduces to one that will be found

otherwise—then it appears that, if any combinators can be constructed, a unique fixed point combinator

will be found as the image of the kernel.
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Of course, there exist kernels that do not lead to the construction of a fixed point combinator, which
one would predict since there exist sets P that satisfy the weak fixed point property but that do not satisfy
the strong fixed point property. For example, consideration of the kernel LfiLf), where/is an arbitrarily
chosen combinator and L is the only combinator to be used in the attempted construction, cannot lead to a
fixed point combinator. ">ne need not abandon such kernels entirely. Instead, one can use other combina-
tors to construct a fixed point combinator whose kernel is still LfiLf). One can construct BML or SLL or
N(BBL)L, for example, each of which naturally has LfiLf) as its corresponding kernel. In fact, we often
study cases in which the search for a fixed point combinator fails to complete the desired construction,
but, by finding one or more kernels, does succeed in establishing that the weak fixed point property holds.
Such a discovery often leads us to related studies, studies focusing on adjoining additional combinators.

More Background

We need a little more background before we can focus directly on the two-stage version of the ker-
nel method, and then on the three-stage version. Syntactically speaking, a kernel, with respect to some
given set P of combinators, is an expression F that reduces t o / f by applying some or all of the elements
of P as reductions, where / i s an arbitrarily chosen combinator. We could instead say that a kernel is an
expression F that reduces to xT for any combinator x if we chose to use the shorthand notation that is
used, for example, in group theory when one says that ex = x for the identity element e and for all x. Such
a shorthand notation is also used, for example, in ordinary arithmetic when one says that the product of 1
and x is x. Notation of this type is shorthand because one cannot directly consider either ex in group
theory or multiply 1 and x in arithmetic; in either case, the appropriate operation is actually defined on
pairs of objects in the system, and not on an object and a variable.

The same is true in combinatory logic; one cannot apply one combinator to a variable, but must,
instead, apply one combinator to another combinator. Therefore, technically, we must say that, for F to
be a kernel, F reduces to/T for an arbitrarily chosen combinator/, rather than saying that F reduces to xT.
Although we have found kernel schemata, every kernel that we have encountered has the property that it
is a function of/—or, speaking informally, a function of x. In other words, since / i s an arbitrary combi-
nator, any kernel I" has the property that F reduces to xF—if we are permitted to use a shorthand way of
speaking as is done in so many areas of algebra, for example—which implies that every kernel F has the
property that F = xF.

A simple and familiar (by now) example of a kernel is the expression LfiLf) for the combinator L
with

Lxy=x(yy).

By applying L as a reduction, one immediately proves that LfiLf) indeed reduces to fiLfiLf)), which says
that LfiLf) is actually a simple kernel. As we learned in Section 4.5, a kernel F is simple if F reduces to
fT without requiring any reductions after/isolates. For a second example of a kernel, we consider UUf

for the combinator U with

Uxy = y(xxy).

Again, a single reduction with U suffices, and we therefore have a second example of a simple kernel. For

a slightly more interesting example, we consider the expression W(Bf)(W(Bf)) for the combinators B and
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Bxyz = x(yz)

and

Wxy = xyy.

To prove that this expression is a kernel—indeed, a simple kernel—one must apply as reductions W fol-
lowed by B. We shall encounter many additional examples of kernels in this section and its subsections,
and some of those kernels will be quite intriguing to study.

For example, as a preview, the expression Bfiy^(fif))(W(Bf)) is a kernel that is not simple but is,

instead, semisimple (see Section 4.5). In particular, to prove that Bj\W(Bf))(W(Bf/) is a kernel, one must

apply a reduction with W after/isolates. If the set P of combinators consists of B, W, and N with

Nxyz = xzyz,

then one can use this semisimple kernel, by expanding with the elements of P, to lead to the construction

of the fixed point combinator B(N(BB(NBW))W)B, We thus have proved—although not in the manner we

would usually do so—that P satisfies the strong fixed point property. The proof we would ordinarily give

rests on simply citing the fact that the subset of P consisting of B and W alone satisfies the strong fixed

point property—which, with the construction of the infinite set Q(BW) of fixed point combinators, we

have proved in abundance. Of course, if a subset of a set of combinators satisfies the strong fixed point

property, then the set itself does also.

As an aside, we did not discover the concept of kernel—which is obviously related to the concept of

weaV %ed point property—because of any knowledge about the weak fixed point property. Only after

we had studied kernels for some time did we recognize the connection to the weak fixed point property,

which, ironically, shows that we are indeed novices in the field of combinatory logic. One can quickly

see that the concept of a kernel is related to the weak fixed point property by noting that if a kernel F

reduces to /T , then F = /T . But one can then use F as the y to satisfy for all x there exists a y such that y =

xy, which is the equation for the weak fixed point property. Because of this observation, one might even

talk about the reducible weak fixed point property for a set P of combinators to mean that one can find a

kernel T for the set P.

The point here is that a kernel is obviously a function of the combinator/that occurs in it, just as the

y that satisfies the equation for the weak fixed point property is a function of x. Although we have not yet

succeeded in proving that sets that satisfy the weak fixed point property also satisfy the reducible weak

fixed point property, we conjecture that such is the case. With the perspective the preceding remarks pro-

vides, we can now turn to the details of applying the kernel method for searching for fixed point combina-

tors.

Revisiting the Two-Stage Version

In the two-stage version of the kernel method, the first stage has the objective of finding kernels

with respect to P, where P is some given set of combinators under study. The first stage begins its search

for kernels by expanding the inequality y*fy which is obtained from the assumption that the weak fixed

point property fails to hold for P, where the expansions are confined to elements of P. The search
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continues by expanding the inequalities that are thus obtained. AH expansions are applied to the right
side only of an inequality. If any kernels are found, then one has a proof that the weak fixed point prop-
erty holds for/,—for all x there exists a> such that y = xy.

The second stage of the two-stage kernel method seeks to use the kernels, one at a time, found in the
first stage to attempt to construct a fixed point combinator with respect to P. More precisely, the second
stage of the method seeks to find expressions of the form 6/by expanding a kernel with the elements of
P. The researcher examines the results (if any) that are obtained, and discards those with the property that
6 contains one or more occurrences of/. Of course, if one is using an automated theorem-proving pro-
gram, then correct use of the ANSWER literal permits the researcher to simply and easily examine its
argument—which contains the object that has been constructed by the method—to see whether the con-
struct indeed contains no occurrences of / ( see Section 2.6). If any expressions 0 / remain such that &
contains no occurrences of/, we can correctly conclude that the corresponding 0 is a fixed point combina-
tor with respect to P. In other words, if the two-stage version of the kernel method leads to the construc-
tion of an expression of the form 6 / with / an arbitrarily chosen combinator and with 6 containing no
occurrences of/, then we have proved that the set P satisfies the strong fixed point property.

To see why this is so, we give the following outline of the corresponding proof. First, F = xT since
r is a kernel and/is an arbitrary combinator and, therefore, any combinator x can be used in place of/.
Second, since T expands to ©/and/is an arbitrary combinator, T = Qx, and xT = x(0x). Finally, again
using the fact that r=Jtr, we can complete the proof by applying transitivity of equality twice.

If the use of the two-stage method does not lead to finding any kernels in its first stage after a
moderate amount of effort by the researcher or—even more significantly—after a small amount of CPU
time has been used by a theorem-proving program, then one can conjecture with confidence that the weak
fixed point property is not satisfied by P. Similarly, if stage 1 succeeds in finding kernels but stage 2,
after a small amount of CPU time, fails to construct a fixed point combinator, then again with confidence
one can conclude that, although the weak fixed point property does hold, the strong does not. Of course,
since we have .^ yet proved the appropriate theorems focusing on the completeness of the kernel
method, nor proved that the kernel method leads to a decision procedure, one cannot be certain that P fails
in this regard. Even further, when no kernels are found,—since the strong fixed point property implies the
weak fixed point property—one can also conjecture with confidence that P fails to satisfy the strong fixed
point property.

When we study a set P of combinators, the imprecise phrase "a small amount of computer time"
usually means less than 10 CPU seconds. The fact that we expect the kernel method to succeed so
quickly suggests that, in our opinion, the method is extremely powerful; obviously, we find it difficult to
remain objective. Therefore, to form an independent opinion of the power of the kernel method, one
might consider the following question, but first without recourse to the kernel method or to a review of
the earlier results, and then with its use; we give its answer in Section 5.3.5.

If the set P consists of the two combhiaters B with

Bxyz = x(yz)

andW, with
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W lxy = yxx,

does P satisfy the strong fixed point property? Even further, before turning to the use of the kernel
method, one might glance at a clock to time one's first attempt. That attempt might, for example, proceed
by assuming that no fixed point combinators can be constructed from the set P, which we can express as

and then seeking a proof by contradiction. In part to enable a comparison to be made with the kernel
method—and, to be forthright, in part to show why we are so delighted with the kernel method—we note
that our newest theorem-proving program answered the question under discussion in less than two CPU
seconds. For those who are curious, our attempt to answer the question without recourse to using the ker-
nel method failed.

Revisiting the Three-Stage Version

Perhaps more appealing than the two-stage version of the kernel method is the three-stage version.
In the first stage, the object is to find superkernels with respect to the set P of combinatory, under con-
sideration. A superkernel T is a kernel such that no reduction with an element of P can be applied except
one involving the first combinator that occurs in T. In the second stage of the three-stage version of the
kernel method, the object is to use the superkernels found in the first stage, one at a time, to find kernels.
In contrast to the first stage in which the search is conducted by applying expansions with elements from
P where each expansion is required to apply to a single term, the second stage employs global expansions
with the elements of P. A global expansion is an expansion that is applied to a term and all like terms
simultaneously. The third stage of the three-stage version of the method is similar to the second stage of
the two-stage version; its object is to construct fixed point combinators from the kernels found in either
the first or the second stage.

The first stage of the three-stage version of the kernel method also searches for kernel schemata. A
kernel schema is an expression A th&i contains one or more variables such that, if one replaces those vari-
ables with variable-free terms, one obtains kernels. In addition, each of the kernels so obtained is not
required to reduce to a superkernel, but it can be used to globally expand to obtain additional kernels. For
example, the expression flflr with il = W(B{Bf)) is a kernel schema from which one obtains the super-
kernel CKlil, the pseudo-superkemel Q£l(£l£l), and the like. The superkernel QQ£l plays an important
role for constructing fixed point combinators from B and W alone, as we shall discuss in Section 5.3.3.
The reason that the kernel iiSlfQil) is not a superkernel is that it can be reduced with W in a manner that
does not involve the first of its symbols. The reason this kernel is called a pseudo-superkernel is that it
acts like a superkernel—it does not reduce to another superkernei.

Successes with the Kernel Method

We have successfully applied the kernel method to a variety of sets P of combin*tors; we hall dis-
cuss in detail the specific results in later subsections. Among those successes, the most noteworthy
focuses on aitemative answers to Smullyan's original question concerning the possible construction of a
fixed point combinator from B and one other regular combinator. On the one hand, we were able to con-
struct from the combinators B and W fixed point combinators that are not equal to e4—the combinator
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Statman discovered—and whose distinctness is maintained even when extensionality is present. We shall
discuss these combinators in some detail in Section 5.3.3. On the other hand, we were able to find various
regular combinators to replace W such that, when each is considered with B alone, one can construct fixed
point combinators. We shall discuss those regular combinators—N and H and ohers—and the
corresponding results in Section 5.3.4 and later sections, where N and H satisfy the following equations.

Nxyz = xzyz
Hxyz = xyzy

From a general viewpoint, perhaps more significant is the mapping that one finds by using the ker-
nel method. Specifically, to each fixed point combinator—by observing the appropriate constraints—one
can identify a unique kernel from which the fixed point combinator can be obtained by expansion with the
elements of the set P under consideration. If viewed from the theorem that says that the presence of the
strong fixed point property implies the presence of the weak fixed point property, the preceding remaik
says that to every fixed point combinator 0 there corresponds a kernel F such that 0/reduces to F, where
0 is a y satisfying the condition for all x there exists a y such that

yx = x(yx)

and where F is a y satisfying the condition for all x there exists a y such that

y = xy.

In other words, speaking informally, the corresponding conjecture asserts that for every fixed point
combinator, we can find a reducible weak fixed point combinator to which the fixed point combinator
naturally maps. Or—still speaking informally—in the context of the quantifiers, there exists a mapping
that interchanges the quantification, with of course a corresponding change in the relevant equation. The
mapping is not always one-to-one; more than one fixed point combinator may naturally map to a single
kernel (see Section 5.3.3).

Comparing the Kernel Method to the Standard Approach

Of a different flavor, but equally significant, either version of the kernel method offer,* far more
efficiency when searching for fixed point combinators than if one chooses the more typical route. To see
why this is so, we note that the typical route begins by denying that the strong fixed point property holds
for the set P under consideration. This route is typical of automated theorem proving, but it is also typical
of mathematics and logic. Next, one proceeds to apply reductions to the inequality—obtained from the
assumption concerning the absence of the strong fixed point property—and the inequalities that are
deduced. If one is using an automated theorem-proving program, then one would ordinarily use the infer-
ence rule paramodulation, for it builds in the concept of equality. Reductions must be applied to both
sides of the various inequalities because one is in fact searching for a combinator 6 such that

ex = x(&x)

for all combinators x.

Since one might easily miss the need for applying reductions to both sides of the various inequali-
ties, let us briefly cover that point immediately. In particular, let us imagine that we are presented with a
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candidate combinator 0 for the sought-after fixed point combinator. Our task would then be to prove that

Qx = x(Qx).

We would most likely invoke the Church-Rosser theorem which states that, when two expressions are
equal, then a third exists to which the two both reduce. Therefore, if indeed

Gx = x(Bx),

then both &x and JC(6JC) reduce to some to-be-determined common third expression. If we were asked to
be ir.'ore precise, we would actually consider Of and fi.Qf) for some arbitrarily chosen combinator/. The
need ibr this replacement of* by /arises from the fact that one cannot technically talk about applying 0
to x since one applies one combinator to another, and not to a variable. For a more familiar example, one
does not multiply x by 4 in ordinary arithmetic; the operation of multiplication is applied to pairs of
numbers, not to a pair consisting of a variable and a number. So, taking these remarks and observations
into account, we would attempt to reduce both QfaadfiGf) repeatedly until some common third expres-
sion is encountered. In other words, a natural proof that

proceeds by reducing both sides; very seldom does 6/, for example, reduce tofl&f).

Having clarified the point about the need to reduce both sides of various inequalities if one is rea-
soning backward, say, from the assumed falseness of the theorem, or the need to reduce both sides of vari-
ous equalities if one is reasoning forward, we can now show why use of the kernel method offers one a
distinct advantage over the typical approach. Specifically, we showed earlier why, when one finds a ker-
nel that expands to 0 / for some 0 containing no occurrences of/, such an event amounts to having a
proof that 6 is indeed a fixed point combinator. Contained in that discussion is the fact that the kernel
method is, in effect, required to focus on one side of the equality

only. Such a focus of attention is far more effective than that concerned with both sides, for the latter
obviously requires the examination of a substantially greater number of paths in most cases. Equally seri-
ous, the latter presents the danger of reducing the two sides in such a way that one never arrives at a com-
mon third expression. For example, if one applies the same reductions to both QfaadflQf) repeatedly,
then one will never obtain a reduction of both to the expression fT where F is the kernel—that we believe
always exists—from which the fixed point combinator 0 can be obtained by expansion, nor, in fact, to
any common third expression. The preceding analysis gives us a bonus, for it shows why, from the
viewpoint of automated theorem proving, one should not use the version of paramodulation that simul-
taneously replaces all like terms.

An additional factor contributing to the effectiveness of the kernel method when compared to other
more straightforward approaches rests with its narrow perspective. In stage 1 of the two-stage version, for
example, the object of the search is a kernel. The search for such an object is often far narrower, and the
path far shorter, than that for a fixed point combinator. Having found a kernel, the second stage then
ignores all of the paths that have not yet tr-n completed—and even considers the kernels one at a time—
and again pursues a narrower and shorter path, that from the kernel to the fixed point combinatoi com-
pared to that from the axioms to the fixed point combinator. Added to what we have said is the use of a
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number of strategies that make the various searches even narrower (see Section 4.5.1 where we presented
the two-stage kernel method). All of these observations apply equally to the three-stage version of the
kernel method as well. We thus have an explanation for the ease and effectiveness offered by the use of
either version of the kernel method for attempting to prove that the weak or the strong fixed point prop-
erty holds for some given set P of combinators.

The Kernel Method and a Mapping

One final point of substantial interest with regard to the kernel method. From what we have found
so far, it appears that to every fixed point combinator 0 there naturally corresponds a single kernel. In
most cases, one finds the image of a given fixed point combinator 6 by appending/to 6 , where / i s an
arbitrarily chosen combinator, and then repeatedly applying reductions to 0 / with the requirement that
each reduction must satisfy (he l 's rule or satisfy the pseudo l 's rule. Intuitively, a reduction satisfies the
l's rule if the term being reduced involves the first symbol in the expression being reduced, ignoring
parentheses and commas. Formally, a reduction satisfies the 1 's rule if the term being reduced has a posi-
tion vector consisting of all 1 's (see Section 2.3 or Section 3.4 for examples). The pseudo 1 's rule is simi-
lar to the l 's rule except that one ignores all leading/s when deciding whether the constraint is satisfied.
Unfortunately, there do exist cases for which one must eventually also apply reductions that violate even
the pseudo l 's rule.

Of course, the kernel that naturally corresponds to the fixed point combinator under study may not

be a simple kernel. For such an example, one considers the fixed point combinator S(QM)(QM) whose

naturally corresponding kernel is QMflQMf), which is a semisimple kernel.

The kernel that naturally corresponds to a fixed point combinator 6 is the first kernel one encounters
when reducing 6/for an arbitrarily chosen combinator/, where all reductions must satisfy the l 's rule or
the pseudo l 's rule. As expected, we conjecture that to every fixed point combinator e there exists a ker-
nel F such that 0 / reduces to T reduces to /P . Phrased in the context of the weak and strong fixed point
properties, we conjecture that the strong fixed point property implies the reducible weak fixed point prop-
erty. The existence of combinators that are eliminators and combinators that are permuters may present
severe obstacles, and the conjecture may require appropriate modification. Also, the existence of fixed
point combinators that do not have a normal form—combinators such as LO{LO)—may present addi-
tional obstacles. In particular, LO(LO) with

and

Oxy = y(xy)

is such that repeated reductions with L and O do not terminate. Nevertheless, a natural kernel correspond-
ing to this fixed point combinator exists, the kernel LO(LO)f.

The mapping of fixed point combinators to kernels is not one-to-one in all cases. Therefore, if one
wishes to reverse matters and to find a natural unique fixed point combinator (if such a combinator exists
for the combinator set under study) that corresponds to a given kernel—in other words, if one wishes to
apply a mapping that can be thought of as the inverse of that which maps fixed point combinators to
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kernels—one must impose additional restrictions on the path that leads from the kernel to the fixed point
combinator. To see why we must say "if such a combinator exists for the combinator set under study",
one need only consider the kernel LfiLf). The set consisting of L alone, although it obviously satisfies the
weak fixed point property as proved by the given kernel, does not satisfy the strong fixed point property,
which follows from Theorem S of Section 4.6. On the other hand, if one is allowed to adjoin combina-
tors, then there do exist fixed point combinators for which LfiLfi is the natural corresponding kernel. For
example, the fixed point combinator BML has as its natural corresponding kernel Lfljjf). We shall make
additional and clarifying comments about this topic and related topics as we proceed through the next few
subsections.

Because of the ease with which the following problem was solved, we now come to what may be
very persuasive evidence of the power of the kernel method. Specifically, as this section was being writ-
ten, we ' 'rediscovered the existence of the combinator //'' with

Hxyz = xyzy.

Since we wished to include in this report the results concerning the set consisting of B and N alone—
among which is an alternative answer to the question posed by Smullyan discussed earlier—we decided to
instruct our program to use the kernel method to study the set obtained by replacing N by H.

In 0.2 CPU seconds, the program found the kernel Qilil with £1 = H{B(Bf)). Of course, this kernel
is very familiar—familiar in that we have seen two clones of it, one with H replaced by N, and one with H
replaced by W. Surely, because of the success with B and W followed by the success with B and N, con-
sideration of this new kernel by the kernel method would lead to the construction of a fixed point combi-
nator, which in turn would prove that the set P consisting of B and H alone satisfies the strong fixed point
property. Surely, if we instructed the program to attempt the desired construction, we would have yet a
third solution to the Smullyan problem. In fact, such is the case.

After 60 CPU seconds, the program constructed

B(B(H(B(BHXBB))(H(BHXBB))H)B)B,

which is indeed an impressive fixed point combinator. Without the kernel method, we cannot even make
a good guess as to the number of hours of a researcher's time—perhaps weeks is a better estimation—that
would be required to construct this fixed point combinator from H and B alone.

For a quite different example, still focusing on H and B alone, we suggest one examine the kernel
HH(B(Bfl)(HH). The discovery of this kernel would also be sufficient to prove that the weak fixed point
property holds for H and B. We do not in any way mean to imply that we would have found this kernel
without the kernel method; quite the contrary, for it seems counterintuitive that this expression satisfies
any interesting equation, much less the equation for the weak fixed point property. However, since the
kernel method found this expression, why not reward the method with the request that it attempt to con-
struct from this kernel a fixed point combinator?

The method in fact succeeded. It found

H(B(H{HB))B)B{HH),

which one possibly could have constructed without the kernel method—unless, of course, one had seen
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the kernel, but not known it was one, and had then been asked to start with it. L that case, one might

simply have considered the given expression (kernel) useless, and decided that the request to use the

given expression could not lead to success.

As the final piece of evidence of the kind we have been giving, we turn to other combinators that are

regular and noneliminating and involve three distinct variables, whose right side is fully left associated,

and that replicate one variable—exactly one of the variables occurring on the right side of the correspond-

ing equation appears more than once. We in fact confine our attention to a subset of that set, to those such

that only one variable replicates and replicates exactly once. The combinators JV and H are examples of

what we have in mind. Of the remaining, only the combinator whose right side is xyyz has the property

that, when considered with B, the resulting pair fails to satisfy the strong fixed point property.

If one were hasty, one might conclude that, because of so many distinct solutions, the original ques-

tion posed by Smullyan—which was open until early 1986—was in fact an easy one to answer. We

suspect the opposite is true. From what we know, the reason for finding these distinct solutions rests

solely with the power of the kernel method, and not with the lack of difficulty of finding an answer to the

original question.
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53.3. The Combinators B and W

The most startling result regarding the combinators B and W concerns the unexpected wealth of
fixed point combinators that one can construct from the two. In particular, one can construct an infinite
set Q(BW) of irreducible Axed point combinators from B and W alone such that Q{BW) contains an
infinite subset with the property that no two cf its elements are equal even in the presence of extensional-
ity. Even more impressive, one can construct an infinite class of infinite sets of irreducible fixed point
combinalors from B and W alone. The members of the set Q(BW) can be enumerated where the enumera-
tion strongly connects them to the respective generators of the superkernels from which the set 6(5W) is
obtained. Indeed, B(BW) can be partitioned into an infinite sequence of finite subsets such that the
enumeration of all of 6(fiW) begins by assigning the integers 1 through S to the members of the first set
in the sequence, continues by assigning the integers 6 through 19 to the members of the second set in the
sequence, and, in general, proceeds by assigning to the members of the st-th set in the sequence the
integers Jt+1 through p where p-k is equal to the number of ways to associate «+3 letters. For any given
set in the infinite sequence, all of its members have the same length, the number of symbols occurring in
the combinator excluding parentheses; the length of the combinators in the i-th set in the sequence is
?(n+2)-l. The generator of the superkernel from which the members of the w-th set in the sequence are
constructed directly and indirectly contains n+3 symbols, one of which is the combinator W and one of
which is the arbitrarily chosen combinator / . The final point regarding the enumeration of the combina-
tors in Q(BW) asserts that the nth superkernel is the n+2 power of its generator. Essentially all of these
results were obtained by relying heavily on ihe kernel method.

The connection between the combinators in &(BW) and the individual kernels that lead to their con-
struction rests with the following observation. For the set &(BW) of fixed point combinators, there exists
a natural one-to-one onto mapping from its members to the set T(BW) of kernels from which they can be
constructed. In other words, speaking casually, there exists & one-to-one mapping of the y that satisfies
there exists a y such that for all x

yx = x(yx)

and the y that satisfies for all A there exists a y such, that

y = xy.

However, as we already noted, the y tliat the kernel method finds—if successful—to prove that the weak
fixed point property holds actually satisfies the more restrictive condition that y reduces to xy. One can
obtain an inverse mapping from the kernels in T(BW) to the elements of &(BW) if appropriate restrictions
fire placed on the expansion path that leads from a kernel to its fixed point combinator.

The set Q(BW) is a member of the infinite class of infinite sets we mentioned earlier. For most of
the other infinite sets in the infinite class, the mapping from fixed point combinators to kernels is many-
to-one. From Q{BW), one can construct an infinite set that acts as a companion to Q(BW). The construc-
tion consists of replacing the last occurrence of the combinator W in each combinator in Q(BW) by BW.
If we borrow from sets outside of &(BW), we can give the following summary regarding the lengths of the
fixed point combinators that can be constructed from B and W alone. No fixed point combinators can be
constructed from B and W alone whose length is less than 8. From B and W alone, one can construct
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exactly S irreducible fixed point combinators of length 8,5 of length 9, and none of length 10; and for any

length greater than or equal to 11, one can construct more than 14.

To put into perspective the propensity for constructing fixed point combinators offered by the set

consisting of B and W alone, as late as the spring of 1986, it was not known whether one could find a sin-

gle regular combinator that, when considered with the combinator B, would give the set P of combinators

consisting of B and the other combinator the power to satisfy the strong fixed point property. Then, after

Statman's discovery of the combinator we call 64, one might naturally have thought thai 6 4 was unique.

Indeed, when we notified Smullyan by letter of our discovery of four additional fixed point combinators

constructible from B and W alone—we give the five fixed point combinators shortly—he was quite

surprised.

To add to the perspective regarding the richness of the set P consisting of 3 and W alone, we recall

that the set consisting of S and K alone is complete, where S and K satisfy the following equations.

Sxyz = xz(yz)

Kxy=x

In particular, from S and K, one can construct any combinator that one wishes. But no corresponding

claim exists concerning the set consisting of B and W. Nevertheless, with regard to the strong fixed point

property—if we speak informally—these two combinators have almost all the power one might ever wish

for. So that one can gain some understanding concerning the source of all of this power, and so that or ̂

can get a view of the history of the research that produced the results, let us rush through the discoveries

as they were made.

The First Infinite Set of Fixed Point Combinators

The fixed point combinator O4, which Statman discovered, is one of a family of five such combina-

tors that can be constructed from B and W alone. Here are the five combinators, each preceded by the ker-

nel to which it naturally corresponds.

T, = W(.B(Bf))(W(B(Bf)))(WB(Bf»)
0 , = B(B(B(WW)W)B)B

T2 = W(BBBf)(W(BBBf)){W(BBBf))
0 2 = B{B(WW)W){BBB)

T3 =BWB(BfXBWB(Bf))(BWB(Bfl)
0 3 = B(B(WW)(BWB))B

T4 = BW(BBB)f{BW(BBB)f){BW{BBB)f)

0 4 - B(WW)(BW(BBB))

T5 = B{BWB)Bfifi(BWB)Bf){B(BWB)Bf)
0 5 = B(WW)(B(BWB)B)

Tn uie absence of extensionality, all five combinators Qx through 0 5 are distinct; in its presence, all five

are equal. All but the fourth are new discoveries resulting from our research. Each of the five fixed point
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combinators contains five occurrences of B and three occurrences of W. Of the kernels, only Fj is a
superkerael, and a superkernel from which the other four kernels can be derived by global expansion.

From the superkernel r t , one can obtain an infinite sequence of superkernels—we shall show pre-
cisely how one obtains this set at the end of this section, but we first give the more significant properties
of this set. As commented earlier, from T{—which is the cube of the expression W(B(Bf))—one can
obtain by repeated global expansion with B four additional kernels such that, from each of the five, one
can construct exactly one fixed point combinator. From die next superkernel—which is die fourth power
of W{3(B(Bf)))—in the sequence, one can obtain by global expansion 13 additional kernels. From each of
these 14 kernels—if one expands the smallest possible term in the kernel that contains an occurrence of
the generator of the kernel—one can construct exactly one fixed point combinator. Here are the 14 fixed
point combinators.

B(B(B{B(W{WW))W)B)B)B
B(B(B(W(WW))W)BXBBB)
B(B(B(W(WW))WXBBB))B
B(B(B(W(WW)KBWB))B)B
B(B(W(WW))W)(BB(BBB))
B(B(W(WW)XBWB)XBBB)
B(B(W(WW))WKB(BBB)B)
B(B(W(WW)XBW(BBB)))B
B(B(W{WW)XB(BWB)B))B
B(W(WW)HBW(BB(BBB)))
B(W(WW))(B(BWB)(BBB))
B(W(WW))(BW(B(BBB)B))
B(W(WW)XB(BW(BBB))B)
B(W(WW)XB(B(BWB)B)B)

From the next superkernel—whi.h is the fifth power of W{B{B(B(Bf))))—one can obtain by global
expansion 41 additional kernels. If i'ae observes the appropriate strategy to restrict the expansions, from
each of the 42 kernels one can crastruct exactly one fixed point ;ombinator. One can continue in this
fashion and generate an infinite sequence of superkernels such that, if one derives the corresponding ker-
nels and then applies the appropriate strategy for constructing fixed point combinators, the corresponding
sequence of sets of fixed point combinators contains 5, 14, 42, and, in general, the number of ways one
can associate n letters for n > 4. The n elements to be associated are the symbols in the generator of the
superkernel—for example, in F|, the symbols W, B, B, and/.

By focusing on the symbols in the generator of a superkernel of a set iu the infinite sequence and
analyzing their final position for each kernel derived from the superkernel, one obtains a natural enumera-
tion of the kernels (see Section 4.4.3). The enumeration of the kernels in turn induces an enumeration of
the corresponding fixed point comb!"«ors. Indeed, the kernels listed earlier—9[ through &$—reflect
this enumeration (see Section 4.4.3 for the full details). More to the point perhaps, we chose the notation
and naming conventions for the combinaton in the class &(BW) because of this enumeration and the map-
ping of fixed point combinators to kernels. All of the fixed point combinators within a given set in this
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infinite sequence have the same length-—8, 11, 14, and, in general 3£-l, where k is the power of the gen-
erator in which the superkerne! is expressed.

An Infinite Companion Set of Fixed Point Combinators

Next we come to an infinite set of fixed point combinr.?ors that act as companions to those we have

just discussed. We discovered this next set in our attempt to find combinators whose lengths would fill in

the :ome of the gape in the first set, the gaps between 8, 11, 14, and the like. The combinators in this

infinite set fall naturally into subsets based on the length of the combinator. The subsets consist of 5 com-

binators of length 9,14 of length 12, 42 of length 15, and—as one might guess—n of length 3k, where the

superkernel from which a subset is directly and indirectly constructed has the form ft* with Q its genera-

tor, and where n is the number of ways to associate £+1 letters. The subsets are, respectively, the com-

panion sets to the members in the infinite sequence whose union is €>(BW), the members consisting,

respectively, of combinators of length 8, 11,14, and the like,

To see how each companion set is obtained, let us focus first on the set consisting of 9 i through 85.

One simply modifies the corresponding kernel by replacing W by BW in all occurrences of the generator

and expands to the corresponding fixed point combinator, or, equivalently, directly replaces in the combi-

nator itself the last occurrence of W by BW. Here are the five pairs, each pair consisting of an element

from among 6] through 65 with its companion.

9 , = B(B(B(WW)W)B)B

companion = B(B(B(WW)(BW))B)B

9 2 - B(B(WW)W)(BBB)
companion = B(B(WW)(BW))(BBB)

e 3 = B(B(WW)(BWB))B

companion = B(B(WW)(B(BW)B))B

companion = B(WW)(B(BW)(BBB))

8 5 = B(WW)(B(BWB)B)

companion = B(WW)(B(B(BW)B)B)

In general, one obtains the companion set to one of the finite sets in the infinite sequence discussed earlier

by replacing the occurrence of W by BW in all occurrences of the generator of the appropriate kernel and

then expanding to the fixed point combinator. Instead, and perhaps simpler, one can obtain the compan-

ion set by replacing the last occurrence of W by BW in the actual combinator itself to which one is con-

structing the companion.

A Many-to One Mapping

Even though we have discussed two infinite sets of fixed point combinators, we have not yet

exhausted the riches that can be extracted from the consideration of B and W alone. In addition, we have

not yet discussed the case in which a kernel is the natural correspondent of more than one fixed point
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combinator—the case in which the mapping from fixed point combinators to their respective kernels is
many-to-one rather than one-to-one. We can attack both issues simultaneously by revisiting the super-
kernel from which, directly and indirectly, one can construct the 14 combinators each of which has length
11. As we noted, the superkernet is the fourth power of W(B(B(*f))). For notational convenience, let us
denote W(B(H{Bf))) by CI, obviously not to be confused with our normal use of Q = W(B(Bf)) in the con-
text of the superkernel Vt. The superkemel under study can thus be written as QflflQ.

Earlier in this section we noted that exactiy one fixed point combinator can be constructed from this
superkemel and from each of the kernels derived from it, provided that the expansions are applied to the
smallest possible term in the kernel that contains an occurrence of the generator of the kernel. In other
words, we supplied at that point in the discussion a hint of what we now say explicitly. Specifically, if
one expands the superkernel Qftftft with the intention of constructing fixed point combinators, one will
succeed. However, in contrast to F|, in this case one can construct four fixed point combinators. Each of
the four that one constructs maps naturally to the single superkernel ftftftft. To be even clearer, the four
are obtained by ignoring the constraint of applying expansions only to the smallest term in the kernel that
contains an occurrence of the generator CI.

To see how one can construct four fixed point combinators from CICICICI, we first examine G6,

B(B(B(B(W(WW))W)B)B)B,

which is the first combinator in the set consisting of 14 combinators of length 11. Of course, as indicated,
observing the constraint of expanding the smallest term containing CI leads to the construction of this
fixed point combinator. This combinator is named e 6 because the combinators of length 8 are numbered,
respectively, 6 | through 65, and the given combinator is the first member of the set of combinators of
length 11. This combinator is constructed by using the strategy we discussed in Section 4.5.1 and in its
subsections. Specifically, one treats CI as a constant, expanding until a single occurrence of CI remains,
then replacing CI by its definition W(B(B(Bj))), and then expanding further with B and W. In addition, all
expansions are required to satisfy the l's rule, and each term that is expanded after the definition replace-
ment must contain an occurrence of/. Here is the initial segment of the expansion path that leads to the
construction of 9 6 .

noon, wciaci, wwcici, w(ww)Ci

To complete the construction, one merely replaces CI by Us definition W(B(B(Bf))) and applies B as an
expansion four times, which, as expected, produces an expression of the form 6 / with 6 containing no
occurrences of /—the combinator 0 6 .

To construct the other three fixed point combinators from T6 = CffiClQ, one applies the same
approach used to construct 6«, except, of course, pursuing paths that do not favor the shortest term that is
expandable. An analysis of the approach shows that all four fixed point combinators so obtained differ
only in their respective middle segments. After all, the initial segment of each is identical and consists of
four occurrences of B whose presence is explained by the need to free/since CI contains four symbols to
be incorporated into die corresponding fixed point combinator. The final segment of each is identical,
consisting of the combinators in CI in order with the exception of /. In other words, the differences
between the four combinators rests totally with the expansion path that one traverses to obtain an
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expression in which the generator Q occurs exactly once. Therefore, we need list only the four expres-

sions, each of which contains a single occurrence of CI, for one can complete the construction by replacing

SI by its definition and expanding with B four times. Here are the four expressions.

W(BWW)£l

W{W(BW))O,

W(BW(BW))£l

Fixed Point Combinators That Were Missing

A quick glance at the four expressions shows that we have in fact answered one of the previously

unanswered questions concerning the construction of fixed point combinators, or perhaps extended one of

the answers is a better way to put it. In particular, we have found a means for constructing fixed point

combinators of length 13. Admittedly, for such a construction, we must abandon the one-to-one mapping

of fixed point combinators to their natural kernels. Nevertheless, another gap in the lengths of such com-

binators is filled in. As for the remaining gaps—for example, combinators of length 16, 19 and, in gen-

eral, 3/fc+l for k 5—the obvious guess is the right one. Specifically, we can focus on the superkemels of

the form W(B(fi(B(Bf)))) to the fifth power and the like, relax the constraint of expanding only the shor-

test term that contains at least one occurrence of the generator of the superkernel under study, and con-

struct the desired objects.

To see one such example—and to complete one's understanding of how it all works—let us focus

on HftflftQ, but now where Q = W(B(B(B(BJ)))). Because of the preceding discussion, we need give

only the partial expressions thai one obtains when pursuing an expansion path from JiflfXKi to the con-

struction of fixed point combinators. In other words, to complete a construction, one merely replaces the

generator by its definition and applies B the appropriate number of times—in this case, five. To add to the

growing picture, in contrast to the single fixed point combinator that corresponds to the cube of W(B(Bf))

and to the four fixed point combinators that correspond to the fourth power of W(B(B(Bf))), the following

18 expressions lead to fixed point combinators that correspond to and are directly construcuble from

with il = W(B(B(B(.Bj)))).

W(W(WW))Sl

W(BW{WW))il

W(BW(BWW))Q

W(W(B(BW)W))C2
W{W{BW(BW)))Sl

W(BW(B(BW)W))Q,
W(BW{BW(BW)))Sl
W(BW(W(B(BW))))il
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W(W(.B(BW){BW)))£l

W(W(BW(B(BW))))a

W(BW(B(BW)(BW)))Sl

W(BW(BW(B(BW))))Q

W(W(B(BW)(B(BW))))Q

W(BW(B(BW)(B(BW))))n

Of the 18 combinators that can be constructed, the first is that which we name 020 because it is the first of

length 14—its natural kernel correspondent is the third superkernel from the infinite sequence of super-

kernels discussed earlier in this section—and because there exist 5 such combinators directly and

indirectly derived from the first of the superkernels, F | , and 14 derivable from the second superkernel, F6 .

The combinators in the set whose natural kernel is r2o can be divided according to their length—

one of length 14, three of length IS, five of length 16, five of length 17, three of length 18, and finally one

of length 19. All 18 share a common initial and a common final segment. The main difference between

them rests with the middle segment, that which is determined by the expansion path that leads from the

superkernel to an expression in which the generator of the superkernel appears once. In particular, from

Fg), one can already fill in the gaps for combinators of length 16 and of length 19. Of course, for combi-

nators of length 22, 25, and the like, one simply moves to the fourth, fifth, and later superkernels in the

infinite sequence whose first element is F[.

A Simple Way to Study Certain Sets of Combinators

The preceding discussion concerning the construction of more than one fixed point combinator from

a superkernel applies equally to the kernels that are derived from that superkernel. Indeed, if for some

reason—which might be far from obvious—one wishes to study these various combinators, one can do so

in the following manner. One begins by selecting a superkernel from the infinite sequence of super-

kernels and expresses it as an appropriate power of a generator, which one can denote for that study as Q

to permit one to easily use the preceding examples. One then simultaneously expands all occurrences of

the generator—a process we call global expansion—to derive the full set of kernels that reside in the fam-

ily of the chosen superkernel. Next, one selects any of the kernels—including the superkernel itself—and

pursues all expansion paths that lead from the selected kernel to an expression in which the generator

occurs exactly once. However, each expansion along such a path must involve a term mat contains at

least one occurrence of the generator £2. This constraint is designed to avoid following a path that eventu-

ally leads to an uninteresting combinator, one that is equal even without extensionality to a combinator

obtained along a path that observes the given constraint. The search can be further restricted by requiring

that all expansions satisfy the 1 's rule. Then one replaces fl by its definition, and continues expanding.

At this point, the expansions can again be limited to those that satisfy the l's rule. Each expansion

must involve a term containing an occurrence off, where/is the arbitrarily chosen combinator that occurs

in the kernel. Similar to the earlier constraint, this restriction is designed to avoid constructing uninterest-

ing combinators. One reaches the final destination when one obtains an expression of the form 6/with 6

containing no occurrences of/, which means that 6 is a fixed point combinator. Except for F t , the map-

ping from kernel to fixed point combinator(s) is one-to-many.
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The following shortcut can be taken because the kernels within a set are so closely related. In the

simplest case, if one has constructed all of the fixed point combinators that correspond to a superkernel,

one can begin with the expressions that result from expanding that superkernel to the point at which the

generator occurs exactly once. For any other kernel in the set of kernels derivable from the superkernel,

the same expressions are relevant. Therefore, one merely replaces the generator of the superkernel by the

generator of the kernel under study, and expands to the various fixed point combinators that naturally

correspond to that kernel. Just to prevent one from trying to leap too far, one cannot simply move to the

set of fixed point combinators whose natural kernel correspondent is the superkernel that began this phase

of the study. Speaking informally, the reason such an action fails is that some of the expansions with B

that occur on the path from an expression containing a single occurrence of the generator of the super-

kernel already occur—for a kernel other than the superkernel—on the global expansion path from the

superkernel to that kernel.

We can easily illustrate this point about expansions with B occurring before and after the poL . at

which the generator of a superkernel and a derived kernel occur, respectively, once. We focus on 0 t and

64 and their respective natural kernel correspondents.

T, =W(B(Bf)W(B(Bf))W(B(Bf)))

0 , = B(B(B(WW)W)B)B

r 4 = BW(BBB)fiBW(BBB)f)(BW(BBB)f)

64 = B(WW)(BW(BBB))

On each of the two respective paths from the kemei to the fixed point combinator that corresponds to it,

two expansions with W occur to produce an expression in which the corresponding generator occurs

exactly once. However, to obtain 64 from WW£l4 requires a single expansion of B in contrast to the three

expansions with B that are required to obtain ©1 from WWClx. The explanation for this difference rests

with the fact that the arbitrarily chosen combinator/is, so to speak, freer in F 4 than it is in I γ In particu-

lar, since fii = W(B(Bf)),f is more deeply ensnared in fli than it is in i i 4 = BW(BBBf). Some of the work

of freeing/is done by the two global expansions with B that occur when deriving F4 from I^.

Therefore, although B occurs five times in both 64 and 6 1 , the source of their occurrences is

different for the two combinators. Specifically, in 64, one occurrence of B results from expanding Us ker-

nel, two result from deriving its kernel from the corresponding superkernel, and two result from the

occurrences of B in that superkernel. In contrast, in 0 t , three occurrences of £ result from expanding its

kernel—which is the superkernel itself—and two result from the occurrences of B in the superkernel

itself. Summarizing, we know of no simple and direct way to simply move from a fixed point combinator

to another when their respective kernels are different even though both kernels are derived from the same

superkernel. One can, however, resort to the shortcut we gave earlier and reduce the amount of work to

be done, which brings us to what might be termed "fine print". After touching on the appropriate

remarks concerning this fine print, we can complete our treatment of the set P of combinators consisting

ofB and W alone.
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Fine Print

As is well known, fine print is sometimes used to hide information, but it is also sometimes used to

keep information from being a distraction. Our intention is the latter—the following remarks, if made

earlier, might well have served no immediate purpose, but simply functioned as a distraction.

The point we must make now is that we have not attempted to prove that each facet of our approach

to constructing fixed point combinators has the appropriate completeness property. In particular, by fol-

lowing our approach precisely, one might fail to discover a fixed point combinator. One or more of the

restrictions we observe during the various phases of our search might indeed be too restrictive. Of course,

we have checked individual cases with one of our computer programs, but such a check does not replace a

formal proof. Therefore, one might exercise some caution with regard to the property of our approach

that focuses on finding all of the desired objects.

On the other side of the issue, that concerning soundness, our method is in fine shape. When one

applies the kernel method and succeeds in constructing what is claimed to be a fixed point combinator, the

claim is easily verified and always holds. As we commented, one is required to inspect, for example, the

9 in the expression 9 / that results from a successful completion of stage 2 of the two-stage version of the

method. However, such an inspection is a trivial task. Therefore, taking these remarks into account,

some reserve is warranted if one is intent upon finding all fixed point combinators corstructible from a

given set P of combinators, when the kernel method is the means for the corresponding search.

Additional Infinite Sets of Fixed Point Combinators

Having given both a warning about what remains to be done and an implicit invitation to embark on

the corresponding research, we can now complete our extraction of the riches that are offered by B and W.

Specifically, in addition to the various infinite sets of combinators we have discussed, still others exist.

When we mentioned earlier ths»; the kernel method could find kernel schemata, we had in mind expres-

sions such as £l\£l\z with Q\ = W(B(Bf)). But we also had in mind expressions such as il^ilexy, where

From the first of the two expressions, by instantiation one can obtain the superkernel F|—one sim-

ply replaces z by fl|. From the second expression, one can obtain the superkernel F6 . From the first of

the two superkernels, as we have discussed, one can construct, directly and indirectly, 9 t through Q5.

From the second superkernel one can construct, directly and indirectly, Q6 through 6 1 9 , and more. The

additional fixed point combinators arise from the fact that the mapping from fixed point combinators to

their natural kernels is many-to-one for sets of kernels derived from those superkernels in the infinite

sequence that are later in that sequence than F) is.

We can use the two kernel schemata to yield far more by replacing, respectively, z and x and v by

the appropriate expressions. Specifically, if one replaces z in the first schema by any expression purely in

terms of ii\, then, regardless of the association of the occurrences of that generator, one obtains a kernel.

From that kernel, one can obtain kernels by applying global expansions; such an action will produce

results that parallel the derivation of the kernels F2 through r 5 . Although we have not investigated the

corresponding case, it appears that similar actions with regard to the second schema produce results that

parallel F6 through F^.
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For example, if one focuses on the first schema and on the instance iiii(flfl) with £1 = W(B(Bf)),

one finds that fttf(flfi) acts like a superkernel. However, it is not a superkernel because there exist

reductions that apply to it but that do not satisfy the 1 's rule; it can be thought of as a pseudo-superkemel.

If one attempts to construct fixed point combinators from this pseudo-superkernel, one meets with suc-

cess. Indeed, from it—rather than constructing a single fixed point combinator—one can construct nine

such combinators. The source of this fecundity seems to be the same as that for the fourth power of

W(B(B(Bj))), which we reviewed earlier when we showed how one can obtain four fixed point combina-

tors from a single superkernel. Succinctly stated, more than one fruitful path exists from the pseudo-

superkernel to the point at which its generator occurs exactly once.

One might expect to find even wilder behavior if one studies Qtl(QQ£l) or Oft(ft(QQ)) or

£X2(QQQQ) and the like, with CI - W(B(Bfi). How extreme is the mapping one finds when one then

turns to the consideration of instances of the second schema we have not studied. Perhaps the most

appropriate utterance we can make relies on our earlier metaphor when we referred to these studies as

exploring the B-and-W mine. Using that metaphor, one might say that the B-and-W mine is one of the

richest mines ever found.

Odds and Ends

To complete this section, we have a few loose ends to tie up. For example, we promised to say how

one can generate the infinite sequence of superkernels that begins with I γ As may be transparent by

now, one takes the generator W(B(Bf)), inserts a B to the right of W, and then fully right associates the

result. The result is the generator of the next superkernel. One must, however, take the fully left-

associated fourth power of the new generator. For the third superkernel in the sequence, one simply takes

the generator of the second superkernel, inserts a B to the right of W, fully right associates, and then takes

the fifth power of the result. The general pattern for the superkernels in this infinite sequence is even

rather musical—the n-th element has a generator that contains n+1 occurrences of B, and the superkernel

is equal to its generator taken to the power n+2.

The next topic focuses on the superkernel W(Bf)iW(Bf)). For the person who has immediately

turned to this section on highlights, the existence of this superkernel might indeed be a shock. Such a per-

son might ask: Why has this superkernel been omitted from the infinite sequence? One might suggest

that it should be the first element in the sequence, rather than the cube of W(B(Bfii). After all, the require-

ments of the pattern for such superkernels are met by W{Bf)(W(Bf)) and, even further, one can begin with

it and generate the superkernel we have been giving the first place in the sequence. The answer—for the

person encountering W(Bf)(W(Bf)) for the first time or for the person who finds a review heilpful—is that

this superkernel cannot be used by the kernel method for constructing a fixed point combinator from B

and W alone. The fault does not rest with the kernel method; rather, it rests with the superkernel itself.

Although it does globally expand to yield an additional kernel—specifically, BWBftBWBf)—it is not the

natural kernel correspondent of any fixed point combinator constructible from just B and W alone.

To see what this superkernel lacks, one can either review our earlier comments on the subject, or

simply show that the possible expansions with B and with W will not lead to a 9 containing no

occurrences off, the arbitrarily chosen combinator. In other words, if 6 is a fixed point combinator
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constructed from B and W alone, which means that

for all combinators x, 6 f will never reduce to W(BfXW(Bf)). Therefore, since we are mainly interested for
this aspect of combinatory logic in constructing fixed point combinators, we treat the superkemel
W(BJ)(W(Bf)) as undesirable—although it certainly can be put to good use if other combinators are
present, combinators such as M or S or N.

Mx~xx
Sxyz=xz(yz)
Nxyz-xzyz

For example—and here we have a small preview of the next section—the expression B(N(BBW)W)B is a
fixed point combinator whose natural kernel is W(Bf)(W(Bf)). Finally, the superkemel W(Bj)(W(Bf)) is in
a sense the minimal y that satisfies the weak fixed point property for the set consisting of B and W alone,
at least with regard to this pattern of superkernels.

For the next topic, we return to a very brief visit to the infinite set of combinators we enumerate
beginning with 6 ] and to the companion infinite set. We think of these two infinite sets as companion
sets because they partition into the same type of subset—the first subset of each consists of 5 elements,
the second of 14, the third of 42, and we know the full story about the remaining subsets. We saw how to
obtain the companions of a subset of combinators; we simply replace the final occurrence of W in each by
BW. However, companion is the better word—the word clone would not be a good choice.

The significant difference to note concerns the schema Qflz of which the superkemel r , is an
instance. In particular, if one applies the first stage of the two-stage kernel method to the appropriate
study, one does find ftftz; however, one does not find its correspondent within the companion set, for it
does not exist. Indeed, one simply finds the superkemel that can be obtained from r , by replacing all
occurrences of W by BW. The explanation for this divergent behavior can be found if one reduces both
superkernels—if one considers the path that must exist for any kernel F showing that F reduces to/F. In
the one case, the third occurrence of the generator never is involved in the reduction. Therefore, one can
replace the third occurrence by the variable z and still preserve the reduction property under discussion,
which is why we call such expressions kernel schemata. In contrast, the companion superkemel, because
of the occurrence of B before the occurrence of W in its generator, does involve the third occurrence of its
generator. Therefore, one cannot make the corresponding replacement of a generator by a variable to
obtain a kernel schema.

We can now turn to the topic of the lengths of fixed point combinators constructible from B and W
alone. We have proved, by an exhaustive search with one of our computer programs, that none exists of
length less than 8. and exactly five exist of lengths 8 and 9—we are uninterested in those that trivially
reduce to others even when extensionality is absent. None exists of length 10, and many exist of length n
with n greater than 10.

We close our comments concerning B and W with the suggestion that perhaps all of the fixed point
combinators that can be constructed from these two combinators alone are captured by one of the sets we
have discussed here or by focusing on an appropriate instance of flflz and related schemata. In other
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words, perhaps future mining of the β-and-tf will only clarify the picture and add important detail to what

has been said here, but will not lead to the discovery of yet another independent vein from which new

gold can be extracted.

53.4. The Combinators B and N

Since we have explored the B-and-W mine as much as we intend to for this report—in particular,

extracted and refined the ore taken from various rich veins, and given the location of other perhaps richer

veins thit can be mined in the future—we now turn to the exploration of the B-and-N mine. Immediately,

one migLn ask about the reason for studying the set of combinators consisting of B and N with Bxyz =

x(yz) and Nxyz = xzyz. The source for our interest rests entirely with the discussion of the square consist-

ing of the four combinators—B, W, S, and L—discussed in Section 1.

B W

S L

In that discussion, we noted that, of the four sets obtained by choosing one element from column 1 and

one from column 2, the set consisting ofB and W satisfies the strong fixed point property, the set consist-

ing of 5 and L does not, the set consisting of S and W does not, and the set consisting of S and L does.

Two two-element sets remained unclassified, that consisting of B and S, and that consisting of W

and L. In Section 5.3.6, we show that the set consisting of W and L—although, because of the existence

of the kernel LflLf), it does obviously satisfy the weak fixed point property—fails to satisfy the strong

fixed point property. Unfortunately, we have not yet settled the case for the set consisting of B and S; we

can only conjecture, based on preliminary experiments with the kernel method, that this set fails to satisfy

both the strong and the weak fixed point property. The connection to the combinator N can be traced to

our tendency to imitate what has worked before, and to our failure to determine whether the set consisting

of B and S satisfies the strong fixed point property. In particular, we did try to "force , , a kernel to exist

for B and S alone, which failed; the failure, as we shall immediately see, led directly to the discovery, and

then the study of the combinator N.

We began our attack on the set consisting of B and S alone by starting with F t , which is the cube of

W{B(Bf))t and attempting to modify that kernel appropriately to produce a kernel for B and S. After trying

the simplest approach—that of uniformly substituting S for W—and recognizing that an attempt to reduce

the resulting expression A to /A fails to isolate /, we studied the effects of inserting an additional

occurrence of B in the generator and adding one more occurrence of the generator to permit a sequence of

reductions to isolate / The resulting expression does in fact permit one to apply reductions until / iso-

lates, but the occurrences of the generator are not associated in the desired manner in the result. Indeed, if

Q, = S(B(B(Bf))), and if one reduces CXKKl until /isolates, one obtains flQ(iin)Q).

In view of the two failures to force a kernel to exist for the set consisting of B and S alone, perhaps

the prudent action would have been to simply abandon the corresponding line of research. Instead, we

decided that, since we could not suitably modify the kernel T,—the kernel whose study had led us to the

construction of the infinite set B(BW) of fixed point combinators—perhaps we could "modify" the com-

binator S. Our conjecture for the failure of the combinator S, when considered with B, to yield a kernel

rests with the association of the variables on the right side of the equation for S. In particular, if the right
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side were fully left associated, perhaps all would go as desired, which it in fact does. Specifically, if we
replace 5, with Sxyz = xz(yz)> by N, with Nxyz = xzyz, and return to the study of a clone of I*j—which we
shall simply call F with F equal to the cube of N(B(Bf))~we find that F does reduce to/T.

In other words, we have proved that the set consisting of B and N at least satisfies the weak fixed
point property. With this success in hand, since the study of r , proved so fruitful and since F so closely
resembles r , , how could we resist studying I", and how could we resist attempting to prove that the super-
kernel F leads to the construction of fixed point combinators from B and N alone? Here are the most
significant results obtained from that study.

5.3.4.1. Significant Results Concerning B and N

The set P of combinators consisting of B and N alone does indeed satisfy the strong fixed point
property. In fact, one can construct an infinite set B(BN) of irreducible fixed point combinators that
shares a number of the important properties with Q(BW). For example, one can extract from Q(BN) an
infinite subset such that no two of its elements are equal even in the presence of extensionality. Where
the classes whose union is Q(BW) consist, respectively, of 5 combinators of length 8,14 of length 11,42
of length 14,132 of length 17, and the like, the corresponding classes in Q(BN) consist of 2 combinators
of length 13 and 3 of length 14,14 of length 14,42 of length 17,132 of length 20, and the like.

However, as strongly suggested by the fact that the first class of combinators in &(BN) does nor con-
sist of combinators of a common length, one should expect—especially if one wishes to imitate the
enumeration that we gave for Q(BW)—to encounter problems that do not exist when studying B and W.
The reason for such an expectation rests with the fact that W is not a permuter but N is. In particular, the
first three variables on the right side of the equation for AT are x, z, and Y, which means that their order is a
nontrivial permutation of the variables that appear of the left side of the equation.

The first problem one encounters concerns the fact that the mapping from fixed point combinators to
their natural kernels is many-to-one for all kernels that are used to [generate 6(fiJV), which is not the case
for all of the kernels that generate Q(BW). In particular, even for the first kernel I \ one can obtain, by
applying the second stage of the kernel method, many fixed point combinators; on the other hand, from
each of TX(BW) through F5(BW), one obtains a single fixed point combinator. Then, since the mapping
from fixed point combinators to F, which is the cube of N(B(B/», is many-to-one, we have the problem of
how to choose from among the combinators, or the problem of how to order the full set of combinators.

One might immediately suggest that we approach the problem as we did with F6 to which four com-
binators naturally map, and choose the shortest combinator from those that are available. In particular,
from r6 , one can construct four fixed point combinators—one of length 11, two of length 12, and one of
length 13—each of which has F6 as its natural kernel. Such an approach—selecting the shortest fixed
point combinator that naturally maps to the kernel under consideration—does not suffice. Let us quickly
show why this solution is not sufficient, and also show how prolific the superkerael F is.

In contrast to Fj from which the single fixed point combinator 6] is constructed by expansion with
B and W, from F, by expanding with B and N, one can construct at least 52 fixed point combinators
among which are the following four.

B(B(N(BB(N(BBN)N))N)B)B
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B(B{N(BB(N(N(.BB))N))N)B)B

B(BW(N(B(BB){N(BBN))))N)B)B

Therefore, the first superkernel r with respect to the set consisting of B and N behaves rather like the

second superkernel F 6 of the sequence of superkernels that leads to the construction of 8(5W). What

adds to the complication of the study of B and N when compared to that of B and W—in particular, if one

wishes to enumerate the corresponding fixed point combinators—is that two of the given four combina-

tors have length 13. Therefore, when studying B and N, we cannot simply choose the shortest combinator

from among those that naturally map to a kernel.

The superkernel F equal to the cube of ft, where ft = N(B(Bf)), is an instance of the kernel schema

ftzft. We thus have another similarity since the superkernel T\(BW) is an instance of a kernel schema,

but a schema in which the variable z occurs last. The schema flzQ yields many kernels that in turn lead

to the construction of additional fixed point combinators from B and N alone.

Since BN(BB) is an S, the set consisting of JV, B, and K is complete for combinatory logic. The

combinator N can be defined in terms of familiar combinators—N behaves like B(BW)C—which one can

see by using the following equations for those familiar combinators.

Bxyz=x(yz)
Wxy=xyy
Cxyz = xzy

In contrast, S behaves like B(BW)(BBC).

If we replace W by N in the square of combinators discussed in Section 1.3 to obtain

B N
S L

for study, we have a pleasing parallel. From B and N, one can construct—in abundance—fixed point

combinators; from B and L, one cannot; from S and N, one cannot; but from S and L one can. For such a

set of four combinators, we enjoy commenting—as we did in Section 1.3—that the replacement of either

of 2? or W respectively by S or L loses the strong fixed point property, but replacement of both restores it.

We thus again encounter the complexity, challenge, and intrigue of combinatory logic—metaphorically,

two negatives make a positive, again. Incidentally, in Section 5.3.6, we show that the set consisting of the

combinators N and L fails to satisfy the strong fixed point property, which parallels the behavior of the set

consisting of W and L\ the corresponding formal proofs of the two results are unalike.

With regard to less precise information, from what we have found in the literature, the combinator N

has apparently not been studied; in particular, neither the logician Smullyan nor the logician Barendregt

have studied the combinator N. As we shall indicate with examples—many of which we give in Section

5.3.5—for the use of kernels for constructing fixed point combinators, N appears to be far more useful

than S is. With this summary of the significant results in hand, let us now turn to a more detailed account

of what we found in our study of the set P consisting of B and N alone.
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53.4.2. Fixed Point Combioators Constructible from B and N

As always, to study a set of combinators—in this case, the set P consisting of B and N alone—we
apply the kernel method. Within die first few seconds of CPU time, the first stage of the two-stage
method yields a number of kernels and kernel schemata. The first it finds—which might, and indeed
should, naturally cause one to wonder how much guidance was given to the kernel method—is
N(B(Bf))z(N(B(Bfl)). The implied question deserves an immediate answer—the only guidance we gave
the method was that of using the 1 *s rule strategy, requiring all expansions to satisfy the 1 's rule.

Now, if we borrow from our earlier notation and write ft = N(B(B/)), then the first result obtained in
stage 1 is the kernel schema Clztl, which rright remind one of a kernel schema we studied extensively
earlier in the context of B and W—the schema O[BW)Cl(BW)z with r t as an instance, where Q(BW) =
W(B(Bf)). U we next instantiate the variable z in this B-and-N schema to Q, we obtain the superkemel
Qiiil with respect to the set P consisting of B and N, a superkemel which resembles F( (BW) except for
the uniform replacement of W by N. Let us, therefore, call this new superlternel I^ (BN).

Consistent with our objective of illustrating how research might be conducted, we next pose the
three questions that Jed us further into the exploration of the B-and-N mine, questions that arise from our
practice of imitating what has worked for other studies. First, can one use the second stage of the two-
stage kerne! method to construct from F^ (BN) one or more fixed point combinators from B and N alone?
Second, can one use the first stage of the three-stage kernel method to globally expand rx(BN) to obtain
other kernels with respect to B and N? Third, can one apply the techniques used to extract additional gold
from the B-and-W mine to extract additional gold from the B-and-N mine, if indeed the B-and-N mine
does contain gold?

Of these three questions, the second can be attacked most easily. In fact, if one examines the results
obtained by OTTER when that program applies the first stage of the two-stage kernel method to the study
of B and N, one finds among the first 17 kernels and kernel schemata five expressions that tell an impor-
tant part of the story. Ln particular, one finds AzA, where A ranges over the following five terms.

As one correctly guesses, by instantiating the variable z in the kernel schema under discussion to each of
the expressions fl|(BN) through C15(BN), we obtain five kernels. The second of the three questions is,
therefore, answered in the affirmative—each of the five kernels can be obtained by applying global expan-
sions with B to r((BN), if we include the empty set of expansions. In other words, we can parallel our
approach to the study of B and W and obtain, respectively, T| (BN) through T5(BN). Since no other useful
kernels can be obtained from the superkemel rt(BN), the connection between the sets consisting respec-
tively of B and N and B and W begins to tighten.

Before attempting to extend the parallel further by searching for additional superkernels, let us turn

to the first of the three questions, that concerned with expanding kernels to the successful construction of
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fixed point combinators. To answer that question—and, as usual, we assume tacitly that the kernel j
method is complete in the sense that is obviously behind the remark we are making—we first recall that

the natural kernel that corresponds to a given fixed point corabinator 9 is the first kernel one finds when

one reduces 6/subject to the following constraint. One appends/to the combinator under consideration,

where / i s an arbitrarily chosen combinator, and then applies reductions with the elements of the set P

under study, always choosing, when a choice is possible, the reduction that applies to a term furthest left

in the expression being reduced.

Immediately, when we apply stage 2 of the two-stage kernel method, we encounter a difference

between the power of Tx (BW) and T\ (BN). Specifically, from Fj (BN), one can directly construct, among

others, the following four fixed point combinators, two of which have length 13, and two of which have

length 14.

B(B(N(BB(N(BBN)N))N)B)B

B(B(N(BB(N(N(BB))N))N)B)B

B(B(N(N(B(BB)(N(BBN))))N)B)B

B(B(N(N(B(BB)(N(N(BB)))))N)B)B

In contrast, the application of the second stage of the two-stage kernel method to F] (BW) yields the single

fixed point combinator

6 , (BW) = B(B(B(WW)W)B)B,

which has length 8.

Having succeeded in constructing four fixed point combinators, each of which has as its natural ker-

nel the superkernel T\(BN)—and recalling that we remarked earlier that one can in fact construct at least

52 such combinators—next in order is the consideration of the four kernels T2(BN) through T$(BN) deriv-

able from TiiBN). Since each of the as-yet-unstudied kernels is, respectively, the cube of

Sl2(BN)=N((BBBf))

H4(BN)=BN(BBBY

£l5(BN) = B(BNB)Bf,

and since each of T2(BW) through F$ (BW) is, respectively, the cube of

BW(BBB)f

one can, by recalling what occurs for B and W, quickly hazard a guess concerning fixed point combinators

constructible from the four kernels under study. The natural guess is that the four kernels T2(BN) through

r$(BN) have the same power that T\(BN) does—at least 52 combinators can be constructed from each of

the four kernels. We conjecture that that guess is correct, but we have not yet succeeded in constructing

all of the required combinators. In addition, one naturally guesses that each set conjectured to contain 52

combinators also contains two of length 13 and two of length 14 that are related to the corresponding

combinators cited earlier in the context of the discussion of rt(BN). As strongly suggested by our
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application of the kernel method, that guess is not correct—at least, not for all four kernels under con-

sideration. Since we made the same guess, we were in no way prepared for this discovery. Specifically,

when stage 2 of the two-stage kernel method is applied to r2(BN), among the fixed point combinators,

one does find two of length 13 and two of length 14. However, when stage 2 is applied to constructing

fixed point combinators from r3(BN) through rs(BN), no combinators of length 13 are found.

To avoid any suspense and to provide a glimpse of how mischievous B and N can be, here are the

five fixed point combinators that we choose to be &\(BN) through Q5(BN).

B(B(N{BB(N{BB1W))N)B)B

B(N(BB(N(BBN)N))NXBBB)

N(N(B(BB)(N(N(BB)))))(BN(BBB))

N(N(B(BB)(N(N(BB))MB(BNB)B)

With these five fixed point combinators, we see that the first of the three questions posed earlier is also

answered in the affirmative. Of course, since expansion applied to three of the kernels under study does

not lead to any combinators of length 13 or less, we have no choice about including combinators of length

greater than 13 in the first class of those classes whose union is Q(BN), the class of combinators whose

natural kernels are, respectively, r, (BN) through T5(BN).

Given the fact that the kernel method fails to construct fixed point combinators of length 13 for

three of the first five kernels r^(BN) through T^BN), one naturally guesses that the picture for B and

/V—regarding the aspect of the study focusing en invariants—mirrors, only in a distorted fashion, the pic-

ture for B and W. By studying the following four fixed point combinators, one can gain some insight into

how much distortion is applied to the picture for B and W to obtain the picture for B and N.

B(B(B (WW) y/)B)B

B(B(B(B (W(WW)) W)B)B)B

B(B(B(B(B (W(W(W))) W)B)B)B)B

B(B(B(B(B(B (W(W(W(WW)))) W)B)B)B)B)B

These four combinators are, respectively, the first, sixth, twentieth, and sixty-second elements of &(BW).

In other words, these four combinators have as their respective natural kernels Fj (BW), V^(BW)t T^{BW),

and Y(>i{BW). In addition, except for the first of the four combinators—which is the only fixed point com-

binator that naturally maps to Tγ (BW)—these four are the ones selected from sets of fixed point combina-

tors, where each set maps to a single kernel. To see how the picture is distorted when one replaces the set

of combinators consisting of B and W with the set consisting of B and N, let us give a somewhat detailed

discussion of part of the recommended study of the four cited fixed point combinators selected from

O(BW). By including the details, we prepare the way for one to understand how the pair B andN behaves

in comparison to the pair B and W.

A glance at the first of the four combinators, S\ (BW), immediately gives one some of the invariants

pertinent to the entire set of five combinators consisting of &i(BW) through S5(BW). Indeed, if we again

write BdBW) as

B(B(B (WW) W)B)B,
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its three segments—initial, middle, and final—in effect summarize the important facts. Specifically, the

first five fixed point combinators in the set &(BW) each contain five occurrences of B and three of W. In

addition, to obtain any of the other four combinators from &i(BW), one replaces the final segment of

&i(BW) by the generator of the kernel corresponding to the desired combinator—of, course, ignoring/—

and removes the appropriate number of occurrences of B from the initial segment. For example, to obtain

&s(BW) whose kernel is generated by B(BWB)Bf, one takes

B(B(B (WW) W)B)B

and removes two occurrences ofB from the initial segment, repeats the nrddle segment, and replaces the

final segment by the significant part of the generator of the appropriate kernel to obtain

B (WW) (B(BWB)B).

We can apply the same type of analysis to any of the classes whose union is Q(BW) and discover

some of the invariants for the members of that class. Even further, such an analysis leads to the discovery

of some of the invariants for all of the fixed point combinators whose natural kernel is one of the kernels

that corresponds to an element in the class under consideration. For example, if we analyze 66(BW0 writ-

ten in its segmented form

B(B(B(B (W(WW)) W)B)B)B,

we can correctly conclude that each member of 6(BW) whose kernel is obtainable by global expansion

applied to T6(BW) has as its middle segment W(WW), contains seven occurrences of B and four

occurrences of W, and has an initial and final segment that are completely determined by the generator of

the corresponding kernel.

In addition, we can select a kernel from those that lead to the construction of the infinite set 0{BW)

and immediately give some of the properties of the fixed point combinators that are not members of

Q(BW) but that have as their natural kernel a kernel that is derived from the same superkernel as the

selected kernel is. For example, recalling that from each of the kernels T6(BW) through r\9(BW) one can

construct a set of four combinators consisting of one of length 11 and two of length 12 and one of length

13, one immediately finds that each of the 56 contains exactly four occurrences of W. With a bit more

care, one finds that an analysis of the changes one makes to obtain the segmented representation of

B6(BW) through Q\g(BW) shows what changes are required to obtain the segmented representation for the

remaining 42 combinators that naturally map to one of the 14 kernels r6(BW) through F ^ (£W).

In particular, one can partition the 42 combinators into three sets of combinators such that each con-

tains 14 members, one for each of the 14 kernels. The method that can be used to obtain each set is essen-

tially that which we applied to

B(B(B(B (W(WW)) W)B)B)B

to obtain the additional 13 combinators, each of which corresponds to one of the kernels obtainable by

applying global expansions to F6(BW). However, one applies the method to each of the following three

combinators one at a time.

B(B(B(B (W(BWW)) W)B)B)B

B(B(B(B (W(W(BW))) W)B)B)B
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D(B(B(B (W(BW(BW))) W)B)B)B

The given three combinators are those of length 12,12, and 13 such that, when considered with Q(,(BW),
they form the set of four fixed point combinators that can be obtained by applying stage 2 of the two-stage
kernel method to T6(BW).

Having reviewed in some detail how the pair B and W behaves—with particular attention to some of
the invariants—we can now give the corresponding analysis of how the pair B and N behaves. To begin
with—in contrast to the first five fixed point combinators in Q(BW)—the first five fixed point combinators
9 ] (BN) through &5(BN), if written in segmented notation, do not share a common middle segment. Here
are the first five combinators of Q(BN) written in segmented notation.

B(B(N (BB(N(BBN)N)) N)B)B
B(N (BB(N(BBNW) WfiBB)
B{N (N(B(BBXtf(N(BB))))) (BNB))B
N\N{B(BB)(N{N(BB))))) (BN(BBB))

N (N(B(BBXN(N(BB))))) (B(BNB)B)

As one can see, the first two of the five share a common middle segment, and the last two share a com-
mon but different middle segment. The explanation for this pairing—and for the fact that the first five
combinators in Q(BW) share a common middle segment—may rest with the fact that one can think of the
combinator B as a composition combinator. In particular, one can replace Bxy by x circle (as an operator)
y for all x and v, and then show that circle is associative. One can apply such a replacement to rewrite
combinators in which B occurs in terms of circle. If, for example, one rewrites &\(BW) through &s(BW)
in this manner, one finds that the five combinators present the five ways one can associate four letters; for
this example, the four so-called letters are WW, W, B, and B. Perhaps one can heavily use the circle nota-
tion to extract various secrets, for example, to explain why exactly five irreducible combinators of length
8 exist constructive from B and W alone. Application of the same type of analysis might reveal vital
information concerning how B and N work together.

Just as the segmented forms of &i(BW) through S5{BW) reflect the nature of the generator of the
corresponding kernel and what is needed to free the combinator from/—which can be seen by examining
the final and initial segments, respectively—so also do the corresponding forms for Qi(BN) through
&5(BN). However, in contrast to the pair B and W for which one merely applies an appropriate number of
5's to free/, for the pair B and N, the situation is clearly more complicated. The fact that N is a permuter
and W is not may be the explanation.

If one next attempts to extend the comparison of B and iV with B and W by focusing on other fixed
point combinators by selecting, for example, a fixed point combinator whose natural kernel is F2(BN),
and if one compares it to the corresponding fixed point combinator whose natural kernel is T^BN), one
finds that both contain the same number of occurrences of B and the same number of occurrences of N,
and that the two combinators differ only in the initial and final segments. Here are four pairs of fixed
point combinators, where each pair consists of a combinator that naturally maps to T\{BN) and its
correspondent that naturally maps to T2{BN).

B(B(N(BB(N(BBN)N))N)B)B
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B(N(BB(N(BBN)N))N)(BBB)

B(BiN(BB(N(N(BB))N)W)B)B
B(N(BB(N(N(BB))N))W){BBB)

B(B(N(N(B(BB)(N(BBN))))N)B)B

B(B<N(N{B(BBW{N(BB)))))N)B)B
B(N(N(B(BBW(N(BB)))))NKBBB)

To find the corresponding four-element sets for the other three kernels, r3(ZW) through F5(BN), one
cannot simply imitate what one does for the 14 kernels r6(BW) through r19(BW). One must, instead, find
a way to cope with the fact that 93{5A0 through 65(5iV) each have length 14, and not length 13 as do
Q\(BN) and e2(2W). In other words, the fixed point ccmbinators that one can construct from B and N
that appear to play the role that the first five fixed point combinators in O(BW) play are not nearly as well
behaved as one would prefer. Nevertheless, we can and shall show how one can enumerate an infinite set
B(BN) that, in a general sense, mirrors some of the important properties possessed by the infinite set
G(BW).

53.43. Enumerating Fixed Point Combinators Constructive from B and N

U one next turns to a possible enumeration of the fixed point combinators constructible from B and
N alone, an enumeration that parallels the enumeration of 6(£W), one encounters two obvious obstacles.
The first obstacle rests with the fact that, even for each of the first five kernels T\(BN) through Vs(BN), it
appears that one can construct at least 52 irreducible fixed point combinators. Such abundance is in sharp
contrast to the fact that one can construct only a single irreducible fixed point combinator from each of
T\{BW) through T<iBW). In other words, one is immediately faced with choosing from among a set of
combinators in the same way we chose from the four combinators whose natural kernel is T6(BW). The
rule that led us to choosing which combinator to call Q^(BW) requires following an expansion path that
focuses on the shortest term that can be expanded, from among those paths that lead to an irreducible
combinator. From a mechanistic viewpoint, the rule we used says to choose the shortest of the four com-
binators whose natural kernel is T6(BW), which is the combinator of length 11. We use the same rule to
choose &7(BW) through Ql9(BW), all of which have length 11, and also to choose the 42 combinators of
length 14 that come next in the enumeration.

The rule we use for choosing which combinatory to be &i(BN) through e5(BW) is more compli-
cated, as one might expect since two of the five sets from which we wish to choose contain two combina-
tors of length 13 and since the other three sets contain no combinators of length 13. And here we
encounter the second obstacle to enumerating the set we intend to call Q(BN)—the first class of combina-
tors contains five elements as does the first class for B and W, but, unlike the class for B and W, the five
combinators constructible from B and N are not all of the same length. Since we cannot apply the rule
that we used for choosing, for example, which combinators to call Q6(BW) through Ql9(BW)—no unique
shortest combinator is available for our enumeration of 6(2W)—we must use a more complicated rule.
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The rule we use says to choose the combinator whose expansion path from its kernel most quickly
removes occurrences of the arbitrary combinator/, if a unique combinator can be obtained in this way; to
break a tie, should one occur, one chooses the combinator obtained by pursuing an expansion path that
involves the shortest term that can be expanded. Of course, one ignores expansion paths that lead to redu-
cible combinators. The motivation for our rule can be traced to the desire to produce as quickly as possi-
ble an expression of the form 9/for some 9 that is free of any occurrences of/. With this rule—as noted
earlier—the following five combinators are chosen in order as 9 ( (BN) through QS(BN).

B(B(N(BB(N(BBN)N))N)ByB

B(N(BB(N(BBN)N))NKBBB)
B(N(N(B(BBXN(N(BB))))XBNB))B
N(N(B(BB)(N(N(BB))MBN(BBB))
N(N(B(BB)(N(N(BB)))))(B(BNB)B)

For the next step of the enumeration of the infinite set we are calling G(BN), we need the next class
of fixed point combinators, which means we need the next superkernel and the kernels that are obtainable
from it by global expansion. To obtain the next superkernel, which we shall call T6(BN), we can apply
the technique used to complete the construction of &(BW). Therefore, for the second superkernel, we
simply take the generator of F^BN), which is N(B(Bf)), insert a B to the right of N, fully right associate
the result to obtain a new generator il^(BN), take the fully left-associated fourth power of £lt(BN), and
obtain the next superkernel T6(BN).

When one applies global expansion with £ to this superkernel—as with T6(BW)—one obtains 13
additional kernels, which we, as expected, call r7(ftV) through Ti9(BN). If one applies stage 2 of the
two-stage kernel method to the sixth through the nineteenth kernels one at a time, one obtains from each a
set of fixed point combinators. One can then apply our rule for choosing, from each set considered in the
obvious order, one fixed point combinator to be called, respectively, e6(BAT) through Ql9(BN).

We find it instructive to suggest, at this point, that one make a guess about the lengths of the 14
fixed point combinators to be assigned the sixth through the nineteenth positions in &(BN). Our guess
was that each would have length 19. We reasoned that one could apply an expansion path similar to that
used to construct Q{(BN). In particular, we were convinced that one could construct from, for example,
r6(BN) a fixed point combinator by beginning with an expansion with B to isolate N from the second
occurrence of the generator N(B(B(Bf))). We were right; one can construct a fixed point combinator in
this fashion. Indeed, one can pursue an expansion path that begins in this manner and proceeds rather like
that leading to the construction of Q\ (BN). U one follows this approach, one does in fact construct a fixed
point combinator of length 19.

However—and here we have an excellent example of why we strongly suggest that theorem-proving
programs not be designed to imitate the way a person might attack problems requiring reasoning—shorter
combinators can be constructed from T6(BN). For example, a person could easily—and we in fact did—
apply the type of reasoning to produce the sixth fixed point combinator that was used to construct the first.
By way of clarification, we still recommend mat a person imitate earlier success; however, we recom-
mend against a theorem-proving program imitating a mathematician or logician. By following this
suggestion, we suspect that the team that results—that consisting of the scientist and the computer
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program—can be far more effective than either would be alone.

Perhaps, during the time between our suggesting that one make a guess about the lengths of the
sixth through the nineteenth combinators of 6(£N) and this point in the report—even though little actual
time has no doubt elapsed—a guess has been made. If one has not made such a guess—but one wishes to
do so—note that we are about to give the sixth through the nineteenth kernels, each coupled with the fixed
point combinator that naturally maps to it and that is, respectively, the sixth through the nineteenth com-
binator in our enumeration of O(BN).

B(B(B(N(BB(B(m)N))N)B)B)B

N(B(BBBfl)(N(B(BBBf))mB(BBBf)MWB(BBBf»)

B(B(N(BB(B(NN)N))N)B)(BBB)

N(BBB(Bf))mBBB(Bf»)(N(BBB(Bf)))WBBB(Bf»)

B(B(N(BB(B(NN)N))N)(BBB))B

N{BB(BBB)f)(N(BB{BBB)f))(N(BB(BBB)f)){N(BB{BBB)f))
B(N(BB(B(NN)N))N)(BB(BBB))

N(B(BBB)Bfi(N(B(BBB)Bf))(N(B(BBB)Bf)W(B(BBB)Bf))

B(N(BB(B(NfW)W)(B(BBB)B)

BNB{B{Bj))(BNB{B{Bf)))(.BNB{B{Bfi)){BNB{B{Bf)))

B{B(N{N{B{BB(NN)))YfiNB))B)B

BNB(BBBfKBNB(BBBf))(BNB(BBBflXBNB(BBBf))

B(N(N(B(BB(NN))))(BNB))(BBB)

B(N(N(B(BB(NN)))XBN(,BBB)))B

B{BNB)B(Bf)(B{BNB)B(BMB(BNB)B{Bf)){B(BNB)B{Bf))
B{N{N(B(BB{NN))))(B{BNB)B))B

BN(BB(BBB))f{BN(BB(BBB))f)(BN(BB{BBB))f)(BN(BB(BBB))f)

N(N(B(BB(NN))))(BN(BB(BBB)))

BN(B(BBB)B)RBN(B(BBB)B)f)(BN(B(BBB)B)f)(BN(B(BBB)B)f)
N(N(B{BB(NN))))(BN(B(BBB)B))

B(BNB)(BBB)f(B(BNB)(BBB)f)(B(BNB)(BBB)fKB(BNB)(BBB)f)
N(N(B(BB(NN))))(B(BNBXBBB))

B(BN(BBB))Bf{B(BN(BBB))BfKB(BN(BBB))Bf)(B(BN(BBB))Bf)

N(N(B(BB(NN))))(B(BN(BBB))B)

B(B(BNB)B)BfLB(B(BNB)B)BMB(B(BNB)B)Bf)(B(B{BNB)B)Bf)
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N(N(B(BB(NN))))(B(B(BNB)B)B)

Each of the given combinators has length 14, which was indeed a result we did not expect. We
therefore have an example of a set P of combinators—that consisting of B and N alone—such that there
exist two kernels with respect to P with the property that, although the two kernels are derived from
different superkernels, the length of the smallest fixed point combinator that corresponds to each of the
two kernels is the same. Specifically, we can choose any of T^{BN) through F5(BN) for one kernel, and
choose any of T6(BN) through rl9(BN) for the other. After all, each of Q3(BN) through Ql9(BN) has
length 14, and each fixed point combinator whose length is less than 14 has as its natural kernel a kernel
other thai the specific ones under consideration.

As one might suspect, we cannot say at this time how rare such a phenomenon is. We do, obvi-
ously, have a sharp contrast to the behavior of the kernels, with respect to the set consisting of B and W,
that we have studied. As we discovered, expansion applied to the kernels from which one can construct
B(BW) yields—if one selects a shortest fixed point combinator for each kernel—an infinite class of finite
sets which consist, respectively, of combinators of length 8,11,14,17, and the like. An immediate ques-
tion that most likely arises concerns the corresponding properties of the third, fourth, and later classes
whose union is &{BN). Let us now turn to that question; by doing so, we can provide the information that
one can use to complete the enumeration of Q(BN).

As one might expect, we shall apply the approach we used for obtaining T6(BN). For the third
superkemel r^o(BN), we simply take the generator of Fe(BN), which is N(B(B(Bf))), insert a B to the right
of N, fully right associate the result to obtain a new generator Q ^ (5N), and take the fifth power of
QyaiBN). When one applies global expansion with B to this superkemel—as with T^{BW)—one obtains

41 additional kernels, which we, as expected, call F2 | (BN) through F61 (BN). One can apply stage 2 to the
42 kernels, one at a time, to construct fixed point combinators, and then apply our rule for choosing from
each set considered in the obvious order one fixed point combinator to be called, respectively, Q&(BN)
through 6 6 , (BN). To complete the enumeration of Q(BN), one can, as with B and W, continue to obtain
the next superkemel, the kernels derivable from it by global expansion, and the appropriate fixed point
combinators, and assign those combinators their proper place in &(BN).

To close this section with a capsule summary of some of the differences between and some of the
invariants shared by the sets consisting, respectively, of B and W and B and N, we give the segmented
representation of the first, sixth, nineteenth, and sixty-second fixed point combinators in Q(BW) followed
by that for the corresponding combinators in Q(BN).

B(B(B (WW) W)ByB
B(B(B(B (W(WW)) W)B)B)B

B(B(B(B(B (W(W(WW))) W)B)B)B)B
B(B(B(B(B(B (W(W(V/(WW)))) W)B)B)B)B)B

B(B(N (BB(N(BBN)N)) N)B)B

B(B(B(N (BB(B(NN)N)) N)B)B)B

B(B(B(B(N (BB(B(N(NN)yN)) N)B)B)B)B

B(B(B(B(B(N (BB(B(N(N(NN)))N)) N)B)B)B)B)B
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In contrast to using superkernels to derive kernels which are then used to construct fixed point cora-

binators of lengths 8, 11,14, and the like—as occurs with Q(BW)—use of the superkernels one obtains

for 8 and N leads to the construction of fixed point combinators of lengths 13, 14, 17, 20, and the like.

Consistent with what one might guess if one were to extrapolate from the study of B and W, one can

obtain a sequence of finite classes of kernels such that the number of elements in a class is equal to the

number of ways to associate « letters, where n is the number of symbols in the generator of the super-

kernel from which the kernels in a class are derived. All of the combinators that are so constructed are

irreducible. In fact, this irreducibility property is present even for the fixed point combinators that do not

participate in the enumeration—those combinators we choose not to select from those whose natural ker-

nel correspondent is in one of the finite classes of kernels on which we are focusing.

5J.4.4. Additional Fixed Point Combinators Constructive from B and N

With regard to the third question, that concerned with exploring and extracting additional fixed

point combinators from the B-and-N mine in a manner similar to the way we explored and extracted addi-

tional gold from the B-and-W mine, we can answer that question in the affirmative—we can apply similar

techniques. Two techniques, other than that used to obtain the sequence of superkernels discussed in the

preceding section, were used to extract gold from the B-and-W mine, each of which is a candidate for

extracting fixed point combinators from the B-and-N. The first of the two techniques succeeds in con-

structing an infinite set of fixed point combinators that act as companions to the members of &(BW). As

discussed in Section 4.7, the technique consists of replacing, in each generator of each of the relevant ker-

nels, W by BW to obtain 5 fixed point combinators of length 9, 14 of length 12, 42 of length 15,. . . . If

one attempts to apply this technique to the study of B and //—specifically, to the kernels that generate

Q(BN)—the sought-after companion set of fixed point combinators is found. However, in contrast to

working for all of 6(£W), this technique does not produce companions for the first five combinators in

e(BN).

By focusing on the superkernel F ( (BW), which is the cube of W(B(BJ)), we can quickly see why the

given technique succeeds for all of &(BW). When one applies W as the first step in the set of reductions

that proves that Tusb\(BW) is in fact a kernel, the third occurrence of the generator is not part of the term

being reduced. Therefore, when one replaces W by BW in all occurrences of the generator, the reduction

with W, which follows the reduction with B, has room to apply; indeed, its application involves the third

occurrence of the generator. In contrast, we see why the replacement of N by BN in all occurrences of the

generator of Tx (BN) fails to produce a kernel. Specifically, when one applies N as a reduction on the way

to proving that Ti(BN), which is the cube of N(B(Bf)), is a kernel, the term that N reduces involves all

occurrences of the generator of the kernel. Therefore, the replacement of TV by BN produces an expression

that does not allow, after B is applied as a reduction, N to apply; too few terms exist for N to apply.

At this point, one might—simply and understandably—suspect that no hope exists for constructing

a companion set to 6(£/V), regardless of the mechanism to be used or the properties the companion set

might possess. Indeed, until the writing of this particular paragraph, we thought this was the case. How-

ever, if one were unusually persistent and attempted to carefully analyze what goes wrong, keeping in

mind how we discovered the combinator N, one could discover—as we have just discovered—that some

type of companion set does in fact exist. In particular, if one begins by focusing on V6(BN), which is the
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fourth power of N(B(B(Bf))), rather than on rt(BN), and then replaces N by BN in all occurrences of the

generator, one indeed obtains a kernel that is a companion to rf/(BN). Currently, we have not studied the

relationship of the companion combinators, and, therefore, simply give our conjecture concerning their

properties.

Where

S6(BN) = B(B(B(N(BB(B(NN)Ny)N)B)B)B,

its companion is

B(B(B(N(N(B(BB(NN))))(BN))B)B)B.

This companion to e6(BA0 is chosen by applying the same rule as that used to select the elements of

&(BN)—in particular, when possible, choose the shortest combinator that naturally maps to the kernel

under consideration. We conjecture that, if one ignores the first five combinators, each companion to one

of the fixed point combinators in the set O(BN) contains one more occurrence of B. In contrast to the

companions for the elements of Q(BW)t which one can obtain by merely replacing the final occurrence of

W by BW, the companions to the sixth and later elements of 6(£A0 exhibit a replacement of the last

occurrence of N by BN, but also exhibit a modification to their middle segments. If we were content to

dispense with the requirement of selecting the shortest fixed point combinator constructible from the ker-

nel under consideration, then it appears that we could produce a companion set of combinators such that

each companion is obtained from its mate by replacing the final two occurrences of AT by BN.

We close our current examination of the fixed point combinators constructiUe from B and N alone

by focusing on the final technique we used for extracting fixed point combinators from the B-vad-W mine.

Just as other instances of ili{BW)Qi(BW)z mark the entrance :o galleries in the B-aod-W mine whose

exploration proved profitable, the study of various instances of ilt (fi/v>O| (BN) lead to a wide variety of

discoveries. Indeed, since N is a permuter and W is not, if one thoroughly explores the B-and-N mine, one

will certainly encounter phenomena that are different from those one finds in the B-and-W mine. For

example, when applying the second stage of the two-stage kernel method to the construction of the four

combinators (given earlier) that naturally correspond to r^BN), one must expand terms that contain no

occurrences off. Such is not the case for B and W. Iα addition, if one looks closely at the result of those

expansions of terms that are free off, and what it leads to, one finds that the study of B and N indeed con-

tains some surprises.

Specifically, one finds intermediate expressions—between the kernel and the constructible fixed

point combinator—that one might ordinarily discard on the grounds that they cannot possibly lead to

interesting and irreducible combinators. The combinator

B(B(N(N(B(BB)(N(BBN))))N)B)B

is a perfect example; on the expansion path that leads to its construction, one encounters an expression

containing a term that is free of/and that reduces. Nevertheless, by the time the construction has been

completed, one obtains—as can be seen by inspection—a combinator that is irreducible. In other words,

the pair B and N do behave quite differently from the pair B and W.

An additional example of this different behavior is provided by a brief comparison of the properties

of the minimal kernel W(Bf)(W(Bfl) with the properties of the minimal kernel
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N(B(Bf))(N(B(B(Bf))))(N{B(B(Bf)))). Although both kernels are in fact superkernels, the first of the two is

useless for the construction of fixed point combinators when the construction is confined to the combina-

tors mentioned in it, where the second of the two is useful for the corresponding construction. Perhaps

the explanation rests with the fact that N(Bfi(N(Bfi) is not a kernel. However, since we discovered N in

our attempt to force B and 5 to have a kernel, let us see what can be done with the kernel W(Bf)(W(BJ))

when one of S or N is adjoined to the set of combinators to be used in the search for fixed point combina-

tors. By taking this action, we shall also gain a small glimpse of the relative power of S versus that of N.

From the set consisting of B, W, and S, the only fixed point combinator found by the kernel method

whose natural kernel is W(Bf)(W(Bf)) is B(SWW)B. In contrast, from the set consisting of B, W, and N,

the kernel method constructs both B(N(BBW)W)B and B{N(N{BB))W)B as fixed point combinators whose

natural kernel is W(Bf)(W{Bf)).

As for the first kernel N{B{Bf))(N(B{Bf)))(N{B{Bf))) in the sequence that leads to the construction of

&(BN), although it is obviously of use, this kernel also presents an anomaly just as the kernel

W(Bf)(W(Bf)) does. In particular, the two of the five fixed point combinators 0,(5AT) through BS(BN),

derived from this superkernel and the four kernels obtained by applying global expansion to it, each have

length 4*+l for k = 3, in contrast to the remaining elements of Q(AV) each of which has length 4/t+2 for k

U we pursue this line of inquiry somewhat further, we find that an analysis of the fixed point combi-

nators starting with @6(BN) leads to the discovery of another property shared by Q(BN) and Q(BW). The

property concerns the differences between elements selected from the adjacent finite sets whose union is,

respectively, 6(BN) and Q(BW). With the exception of the first set of five elements in Q(BN), the ele-

ments of the /t-f 1-st set differ from the elements of the n-th set by containing two more occurrences of B

and, respectively, one more occurrence ofN or W. We thus see why the sets whose union is S(BW) con-

sist of combinators of lengths 8,11,14, and the like, and those whose union is Q(BN) consist of combina-

tors of lengths 14,17, 20, and the like, if we ignore 6 , (B/V) and 62(£A0, Both N and W, when used as

expansions to construct the appropriate fixed point combinators, remove or collapse occurrences of the

generator of the corresponding kernel. However, for the first set of five kernels that are relevant to

Q(BN), insufficient room exists for N to be applied in this manner; instead, N must be used after B is

applied to separate the first symbol of a generator from the remaining symbols.

If the combinator N does in fact offer more power for constructing fixed point combinators than the

combinator S does, the explanation may be the following. In many of our experiments that succeed in

constructing a kernel, we find that the kernel is expressible as the fully left-associated power of some gen-

erator, and the generator is itself a fully right-associated expression. Obviously, fully left-associated

expressions more readily expand with a combinator such as N than with a combinator such as S since the

right side of the equation for N is fully left associated and that for S is not; in the obvious sense, N can be

thought of as the fully left-associated version of S.

From this observation, recalling that BN(BB) is an 5, we quickly have a basis for the suspicion that

the combination of B and N is more powerful than is 5, when the object is that of constructing fixed point

combinators. For example, we have demonstrated that the set consisting of the combinators B and N

satisfies the strong fixed point property, and satisfies it abundantly. On the other hand—although we have
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no formal proofs—we conjecture that the set consisting of B and S fails to satisfy the strong fixed point
property, and even fails to satisfy the weak fixed point property.

In addition to our earlier remarks, perhaps part of the explanation for the power of die combination
of B and AT rests with the fact that the combinator B is especially useful in expanding fully right-associated
expressions, expressions such as the type of generator we frequently encounter. Therefore, the complete
system consisting of the combinators B, N, and K may be easier to use for constructing fixed point combi-
nators than is the complete system consisting of S and K.

What other marvels await one who explores the B-aad-N mine thoroughly we cannot say, for we
have only begun our own exploration of the B-aad-N.

5.3.5. Experiments with the Kernel Method

In this section, we show how the general-purpose automated theorem-proving program OTTER was
used to implement die two-stage kernel method, and how the kernel method was used to search for fixed
point combinators from pairs of proper combinators. The choice of most of the pairs of proper combina-
tors on which we focus was motivated by Smullyan's question (first answered by Statman) on the possi-
bility of constructing a fixed point combinator from B and one other regular combinator. (We recall that a
combinator is regular if the first variable on the right side of its reduction rule or equation is the same as
the first variable on the left side of the reductkm rule and if that variable occurs exactly once on the right
side of the reduction rule. The order of a proper combinator is the number of variables on the left side of
its reduction rule.)

5J.5.1. Implementation of the Kernel Method

Each of the two stages of the kernel method requires a separate computer run with the program. We
use the combinators B and W to illustrate the method. Stage 1 uses the following input clauses.

(1) EQUAL(x,x)
(2) EQUAL(a(a(a<B,x),y),z),a(x,a(y,z)))
(3) EQUAL(a(a(W,x),y),a(a(x,y),y))
(4) -nEQUAL(y,a(f,y))IANSWER(y)

The program was directed to do the following for stage 1:

a. Paramodulate (without the 1 's rule) from the right sides of clauses (2) and (3) into the right sides of
negated equality clauses, producing new negated equalities.

b. At each iteration, paramodulate into the negated equality with the fewest number of symbols.

c. When a negated equality is found to contradict clause (1), (2), or (3), output the kernel (which is in
the ANSWER literal) so that it can be used in stage 2.

d. Stop the search after a specified number of seconds (rather than when the first contradiction is
found—the normal termination criterion).

The set of kernels from a stage 1 search was then collected. A typical set was large, containing
sometimes as many as several hundred kernels, so a means was required for selecting promising kernels.
We used the rule: Discard kernels that are reducible with a nonreplicating combinator (such as B); then
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discard kernels that are reducible via a reduction that is not a head reduction—not a reduction that

satisfies the 1's rule. The result was typically a set of less than ten kernels.

Stage 2 was run once for each kernel until fixed point combinators were found, or until the allotted

time was exhausted. From stage 1, the kernel W(Bj)(W(Bf>) and the kernel schema W(B(Bf))(W(B(Bfl))z

were used. Use of the kernel W(BftfW(Bfli) does not lead to fixed point combinators because this kernel

lacks the needed power; but use of the kernel schema does lead to fixed point combinators because its use

yields instances that are kernels with sufficient power.

Where FPF(y) means that v is a fixed point of/, a stage 2 search with the kernel schema uses the fol-

lowing input clauses.

(1) -nFPF(a(y,f)) I ANSWER(y)
(2) EQUAL(a(a(a(B,x),y),z),a(x,a(y,z))>

(3) EQUAL(a(a(W^))y),a(a(x,y)iy))

(4) FPF(a(a(a(W,a(B,a(B,O)),a(W,a(B,a<B,O)))Ix>>

The program was directed to do the following for stage 2:

a. Paramodulate, using the Ts rule, from the right sides of clauses (2) and (3) into positive unit clauses

whose predicate is FPF.

b. At each iteration, paramodulate into the positive FPF unit clause with the fewest number of sym-

bols.

c. When a positive P unit clause is found to contradict clause (1), output the possible fixed point com-

binator (which is in the ANSWER literal).

d. Stop the search after a specified number of seconds (rather than when the first contradiction is

found—the normal termination criterion).

The set of possible fixed point combinators from a stage 2 search was then collected. One can see

that a member, say 6 when it is free of/, of the set is in fact a fixed point combinator by noting that the

program has found a & such that, for arbitrary/, Of—» F —» f F, where a —» b means "a reduces to b,'.

Since 6f-» F, we haveXe/) - » / F . Since efandfl.6f) both reduce to /F , we have 9/=. /(9f) .

5 J.5.2. Application of the Kernel Method

We have applied the kernel method to various cases. One of the more interesting is that in which

we conducted a systematic study, searching for fixed point combinators from pairs of combinators con-

sisting of B and one other proper combinator. The other combinator was required to be noneliminating

and required to replicate exactly one of its variables. Of the cases in which the other combinator is regu-

lar we considered those of orders 1, 2, and 3; there exist none of order 1, 2 (W and L) of order 2, and 30

(including S, N, and H) of order 3. Of the cases in which the other combinator is irregular, we considered

those of orders 1 and 2; there exists one (AT) of order 1, and 10 (including O and Wl) of order 2.

5.3.5.3. Summary of Results

When we use the term "sage" we are borrowing the term from Smullyan [Smullyan84]; he uses this
term for a fixed point combinator.
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Table 1. Sages from B and One Other Regular Combinator

Combinator/Rule

Wxy = xyy

Lxy**x(yy)

Nxyz =xzyz
Hxyz = xyzy

N\xyz-xyyz
N2xyz = xzzy
W*xyz = xyzz

N4xyz - x(yz)z
Nsxyz = x(zy)z

N6xyz=x(zz)y

N1xyz-x{yy)z
Ntxyz = x(zy)y
N9xyz=x(yz)y

Sxyz = xziyz)
S{xyz = xz{zy)

S2xyz=xz(yy)

S3xyz = xyiyz)

S4xyz=xy(zy)
S5xyz=xy(zz)

_xyz=*x( )t
jcyz*x(_(_J)t

f 6 cases

Fixed Point Combinator with B

B{B(B(WW)W)B)B

none exists (Theorem 9)

B(B(B{N{BNB)x)N)B)B
H(B(H(HB)B)B){Hm

none exists (Theorem 9)
B(B{N2N2{N2N2))B)B
B(B(W*(W*(W*B))B)(W*By)B

B(B(N4(N4 (N4B)(N4(N4B)))N4)B)B
? (kernels found)

? (kernels found)

none exists (Theorem 9)
? (kernels found)
? (kernels found)

? (no kernels found)
? (no kernels found)
? (kernels found)

none exists (Theorem 9)
none exists (Theorem 9)
none exists (Theorem 9)

none exists (Theorem 9)
none exists (Theorem 9)
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Table 2. Sages from B and One Irregulai Combinator

Combinator/Rule

Mx-xx
Woxy = xyx
W1xy = yxx
W2xy = yxy

W4xy = xxy
Oxy = y(xy)
Lixy = x(yx)

L3xy = x(xy)
L4xy-y{yx)

Fixed Point Combinator with B

? (no appropriate kernels found)

? (kernels found)
B(fl(flQ¥' W' XBW' ))B)B
B(W2x(B(BW2)W2))B

? (kernels found)

none exists (Theorem 9)
? (no kernels found)
none exists (Theorem 9)

? (kernels found)
none exists (Theorem 9)
? (no kernels found)

Table 3. Some Kernels for Which Stage 2 Failed (See Tables 1 and 2)

Combinator/Rule

Ntxyz = x(zy)z
N(pcyz = x(zz)y
N%xyz = x(zy)y
Ngxyz = x(yz)y
S2xyz - xz(yy)
Mx = xx

Waxy - xyx
W3xy = yyx
L2xy = y(xx)

Kernel with B

N5(Bfix(Ns(Bfi)

N6(Bf)(N6{BMN6(Bfi)

N8(BfHN*(BflWi(Bfl)
N9(BfKN9(BfiXN9(.BJ))
S2(Bf)(S2(Bjy)(S2(Bf)(S2(Bf)y)

MififM)

WoWo(B(Bf)Wo)
W3(B(BfiW3)W3

L2(B(Bf)L2)(L2L2)

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the results for the regular and irregular combinators, respectively. In
each table, the rightmost column has a representative fixed point combinator constructed from B and the
other combinator, a reason why no fixed point combinator exists, or a question mark indicating that we do
not know whether the strong fixed point property holds. The entries with " ? " indicate whether any ker-
nels were found in stage 1. Each of the last two entries in Table 1 represents six cases.

Table 3 contains representative kernels for the cases in which stage 1 found kernels but s tap 2

failed to find fixed point combinators.

5.3.5.4. Details for Stage 2 Successes

When stage 2 finds a set of fixed point combinators, typically, many of the elements of the set
reduce to other elements; therefore, we usually delete all reducible elements. The one exception is the set
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of fixed point combinators constructed from the set consisting of the combinators B and W2; in this set,
all fixed point combinators we found were reducible. In the exception, we deleted all that reduce with B
and all in which W2 have more than two arguments—have terms of the form W2xyz for some x, y, and z.
There remained two fixed point point combinators, one of which reduced to the other; one was deleted.

We note that some of the kernels (kernel schemata) and some of the fixed point combinators contain

variables.

Table 4. Wxy = xyy, Starting Kernel W(B(Bf))(W(B(Bf»yx

Fixed Point Combinator Natural Kernel

B{B{B{WW)W)B)B

B(B(B(W(W(W(BB)))W)B)B

B(B(W(B(W(W(BB)))W))B)B

B(B(W(W(B(W(BB))W)))B)B

B(W(B(B(WQV(BBy))W)By)B

B(W(B(W(B(W(BB))W))B))B

Table 5. Nxyz = xzyz, Starting Kernel

Fixed Point Combinator

B(8(B(N(BNB)x)N)B)B

B(B(B(N(N(BN))B)N)B)B
B(B{N(BB(N(BNB))W)B)B

B(BiMB(BN(BB))IW)B)B

Natural Kernel

N(B(Bf))(N(B(Bf)yx)(WB(Bf)))
N(B(BfiW(B(Bf))B)mB(Bf»)
N(B(BflXN(B(Bf)XB(.Bfi)XN(B(Bf]i))
N{B(BMB{BMN{B{Bf)))

Table 6. Hxyz - xyzy. Starting Kernel HH(B(BJ))(HH)

Fixed Point Combinator Natural Kernel

H(B{H(HB)B)B)(HH)

B(B(H(H(B(BB)ff)W)B)B

H(H(B(HBB))B)(Hff)

H{H(H(B(BB)))B)(HH)

H(fi{HH{HB))B){HH)

H(H(H(H(BB)B))B)(HH)

H(H(H(H(HB)B))B)(HH)

H(H(H(H(HH)B))B)(HH)

HH(B{Bf)KHH)
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Table 7. N2xyz = xzzy, Starting Kernel N2N2{N2N2){B{Bf))

Fixed Point Combinator Natural Kernel

B(B(N2N2(N2N2))B)B N 2N 2{N 2N 2){B(.Bf)i)

Table 8. W*xyz = xyzz, Starting Kernel W*B(Bf)(W*B(Bf))x

Fixed Point Combinator

B(B(W*(W*(W*B))By(W*B))B
B(B(W*W*(W*BB)){W*B))B

B(W*(B(.W*{W*BB))XW*B))B
B(W*(W*(B(W*BB)WV*B))B

B(W*W*(B(W*BB)(W*By))B

W*(B(B(W*(W*B)B)(W*B)))B

W*(B(B(W*(W*BB)y(W*B)))B
W*(B(W*(B(W*BB))(W*B)))B

W*(B(W*(B(W*BB)(W*B))))B

B(B(W*(BW*(W*B))BXW*B))B
B(B(W*(W*(BW*)W*)B)(W*By)B

W*(W*(B(B(W*BB)(W*B))))B

W*W*(B(B(W*BBXW*B))B)
B(W*(B(B(W*(W*ByB)W*)B)B

BQV*(B(B(W*(W*BB)))W*)B)B

B(W*(B(W*(B(W*BB)))W*)ByB

B(W*(BW*(B(W*BB)))(W*B))B
B(W*(W*(B{B(W*BB))W*))B)B

B(B(W*(W*BXW*B))(W*B))B

B(W*(B(\V*B(W*B)))(W*B))B
B(W*(W*(W*B}BXW*B))B

B(W*(W*W*(BB))<W*B))B

B(W*(W*(BBXW*B)XW*B))B

B(W*(B(W*(W*B)B}W*)B}B

B(W*(B(W*W*(BB))W*)B)B

W*(B(B(W*B(W*B))(W*B)))B

B(8(W*(B(W*B)W*}BXW*B))B

Natural Kernel

W*B(BfMW*B(BMW*B(.BfKW*B(Bfl))

Ww D\D§]\ vw JOI .O/ f ft, fr ii*l•*/ j\f*f / f

Vy*JJ(B/KW*P(B/))(tf)

^^(B/XW^^fB/ )^

W*B(B/X^*B(B/)X^)
W*B(B^(W*fl(^XW*B(B/Xfi/»

w^s^/xw^^^xe/l*/))
W*B(B/X^*B(B/)Xe/(e/))
w*fl(5/xw*i?(i?/)x/vi:B/»
W*U(i»/X^*B(i»/)Xe^/))
W*B(B/X^*B(5/)XV/*i»(i»/XW*B(i?/)))

W^BCfl/XW^fi^/JXfi^/))
W^BCS/XWK^^XiJ/l*/))

w*B(B^oy*j9(B/)x*/l*^)
W*£(i»/XW*3(2tf)XW/))
Vy*B(B/XVy*B(B/)Xiy(i»/))

iy*B(ByXH^i»(e/)XiV(i?/))

^^(B/XW^^BOXH^ecfl/KW^By)))
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Table 9. N3xyz = xzyy, Starting Kernel N3{B(Bf)W3(B(Bf))XN3{B(Bfl))

Fixed Point Combinator Natural Kernel

B(B(N3(BB(N3{N3N3N3)»B)B)B

B(N3(BB(B(N3(N3N3N3 ))B))B)B

Table 10. N4xyz = x(yz)z, Starting Kernel N4(B(BM^4(B(Bfi)XN4(B(.Bf))}x

Fixed Point Combinator

B(B(N4(N4(N4BW4W4BW4)B)B
B(Ntyt(N4(N4BW4(.N4B)))N4yB)B
N4{B(B(N4(N4BXN4(N4BW4)B)B

B(B(N4(N4B(ff4(N4B)(N4(N4B))))N4)B)B
B(N4(B(N4B(N4(N4BW4(N4B))))N4)B)B
B(N4(N4B(B(N4(N4BXN4(N4B)))N4))B)B

B(N4(N4(BB(N4(N4B)(N4<N4B)W4)B)B

Natural Kernel (R = N4(B(Bfi))

RRR(R(R(B(Bfm)
RRR(R(R(Bfl))
RRR(R(Rf))

RRR(R(R(R(B(Bf)))))
RRR(R(R(R(Bf))))

RRR(R(R(B(BfKBf»))

RRR(R(R(B(BfKBfl)))

Table 11. W^'xy^yxx, Starting Kernel w\B{flfiWlYB(Bf)Wl)

Fixed Point Combinator Natural Kernel

B(B(B{W1W1XBW' ))B)B Wl (B(Bf)Wi ){B(Bf)W'

B(B(W lW1XB(BWrl)B))B Wl (B(Bf)W l {

B(WlWlXB(B(BWl)B)B)

Table 12. W2xy=yxy, Starting Kernel W2x(B{BW2)W2)(Bf)

Fixed Point Combinator Natural Kernel

B(W2x(B(BW2)W2))B W2x(B(BW2)W2XBfi

53.6. The Lack of Fixed Point Properties

In this section, we focus on those cases in which the set P of combinators under study fails to satisfy
one or both of the fixed point properties.
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In Section 3.1, we gave the definitions of proper combinator, regular cotnbinator, eliminator, repli-
cator, ptrmuter, and isolator (I and K are included among isolators). In Theorem 4 of Section 4.6, we
proved mat each set of combinators that satisfies the strong fixed point property must contain at least one
replicator and at least one isolator (not necessarily distinct from the replicator). In this section, we again
use the notation a - » b for "a reduces to b". We also use the symbol/for an arbitrarily chosen combi-
nator. Therefore, we may assume that /has no particular properties—from the viewpoint of automated
theorem proving,/is a Skolem constant. A few of the definitions and results in this section occur in other
sections—they are repeated here for completeness of the presentation.

For illustrations, this section focuses on the following combinators and their associated reduction
rules.

Bxyz = x(yz) Nxyz = xzyz

Cxyz = xzy Qxyz=y(xz)
Hxyz=xyzy Q \xyz=x{zy)
Ix=x Sxyz=xz(yz)

Kxy = x Wxy=xyy

Lxy=x(yy) Wlxy = yxx
Mx — xx

The strong fixed point property asserts that

( 9 is called a fixed point combinator). The weak fixed point property asserts that

VJT 3y (y = xy).

The weak fixed point property follows immediately from the strong fixed point property by letting y be

6JC, for any fixed point combinator 6 .

Definition. For any combination cd, the left component is c and the right component is d. En partic-
ular, the left component of cde is cd and the right component is e.

53.6.1. Results Concerning the Weak Fixed Point Property

In this section, we study the weak fixed point property, and focus on sets for which it fails to hold.

Definition. A proper combinator is called an isolator if and only if the right side of its reduction
rule is either a single variable or of the form lr, where / is a single variable. An equivalent definition is
that a proper combinator is an isolator if the right side of its reduction rule is not of the form cde for any
terms c, d, and e.

For example, the combinators B,Q,Q\,L, M, /, and K are isolators.

Definition. Consider two terms / and/. The term t has 0 leading f's if and only if t is not of the
form fg for some term g; the term ft has n+1 leading f's if and only if t has n leading / ' s . For example,
flflft)) has 3 leading f's if t is not of the form/g for some term g.

Lemma 2. Iff is an arbitrarily chosen combinator, then a reduction can never decrease the number
of leading f's; if a reduction increases the number of leading/'s, then an isolator is present.
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Proof. Consider a term with some number of leading/'s: fift, • • (ft) • • •)). The only terms to which a
reduction can apply are t and subterms of r. Clearly, no reduction can decrease the number of leading/'s.
(Note that i f /= / , then a decrease does occur; but/is arbitrary—in particular,/is not guaranteed to be /.)
Assume that some reduction increases the number of leading/'s. Then there must be a one-step reduction
t'-*ft", where r'has no leading/'s. Clearly, an isolator is required; the proof is complete.

Theorem 8. If P is a set of proper combinators, and if M is the only isolator in P, then P fails to
satisfy the weak fixed point property.

Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, rhat P satisfies the weak fixed point property. Hie weak fixed
point property asserts (with the obvious notational change) that V/3f (r =ft). By the Chuich-Rosser prop-
erty for applicative systems, mere exists a term g such that t—»g and ft —» g. Since/is arbitrary, the left
component of all terms to which ft reduces must b e / Therefore, g must be of the former' for some r'.
Since)} -»ft\ t must reduce to t\ Now we have that t reduces to both t'mift'. The term ft' has one
more leading/than t', so by Ifflima 2, mere must be at least one use of an isolator in the reduction / —»
ft'. Since M is the only isolator, any isolation step that increases the number of leading/s must beMf-*
ff. Therefore, t reduces to a term t" that consists of nothing but/s . Since t"=ft" and neither is neces-
sarily reducible, a contradiction has been established and the proof is complete.

The following example shows that the analogue to Theorem 8 in which / is the only isolator does

not held. Consider the combinator U', with U'xyz = yzixxyi). (U' is derived from Turing's combinator

U.) U'Ul is a fixed point combinator, which can be demonstrated with a two-step reduction.

Corollary 1. If P is a set of proper combinators, and if M is the only isolator in P, men P fails to

satisfy the strong fixed point property.

Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 8 a&l the fact that me strong fixed point property
implies the weak fixed point property.

Corollary 2. The set consisting of the combinators M, W, Wl, S, H, N, C satisfies neither the weak
fixed point property nor the strong fixed point property.

Proof. The only isolate in the set is M. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 8 and Corollary

1.

S3.62. Results Concerning tke Stnmg Fixed Poi«t Property

In this section, we study the strong fixed point property, and focus on sets for which it fails to hold.

Lemma 3. If 6 is a fixed point combinator, men mere exists a sequence of terms t0, titt2,... such
that G»f-»r0 -*>ft\ -**f(ft2) - » • • • •

Proof. Let fe be Bf. Since 9 is a fixed point combinator, Qf^ftQf). By the Chuich-Rosser property for
applicative systems, there exists a term ; i such that Bf-» gi and/(6f) - » gt. Since/is arbitrary, the
left component of all terms to which flQf) reduces must be/ . Therefore, gi must be of the form/f, for
somcfi. Since Qf-»ft\,f(&f) must reduce to fift{). Now we have that fOBf) reduces to both fti and to
ftftx). By a second application of the Church-Rosser property, there exists a term g2 luchthat/fi -»g2

*°d fifti) - » 82- The term g2 must be of the form fift2) for some t2. Successive applications of the
Church-Rosser property establish the existence of the desired sequence such that Of - » t0 —» ftt
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- » • • • , and the proof is complete (see Figure 1).

6/
I \ I \

fix fifto mo)
f \ i \ i \

fi2 f(ft2)

Figure 1. Diagram for Lemma 3.

Conjecture. If 6 is a fixed point combinator, then there exists a term r such that Qf-»T

—»fifT) - » • • • . (The kernel method presented in Section 4.3 finds fixed point combinators by finding
such a P. A proof of the conjecture would be of great value for proving the total completeness of the ker-
nel method.)

Definition. A proper combinator is called left restricted if and only if the last variable on the left

side of its reduction rule does not occur in the left component of the right side of its reduction rule.

For example, the combinators B,Q,Q\, and L axe left restricted.

Theorem 9. If P is a set of proper combinators, and if all members of P are left restricted, then P

fails to satisfy the strong fixed point property.

Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that P satisfies the strong fixed point property. Then there
exists a fixed point combinator 6 constructed from the members of P alone. By Lemma 3, there exists a
term t such that Of —v^ ft, for arbitrary/. Of has the form cd, where c is free off. We show that if a one-
step reduction with a left-restricted combinator is applied to a combination cd, where c is free off, then
the result is a combination c'd', where c'is free of/.

Case 1. The reduction involves c only or d only. Obvious.

Case 2. The reduction involves both c and d. The reduction rule for a left-restricted combinator has the
form Ac i • • • xH ™lr, where / is free of xn. Since/ is constructed from nothing more than JC], • * * ,xw_t,
the term c' is constructed from nothing more than the subterms of c. In particular,/does not occur in c'.

Since 6 is free of/, we can conclude that, regardless of the number of reduction steps, e/cannot reduce to
ft. A contradiction has been established, and the proof is complete.

Corollary 3. The set consisting of the combinators B,Q,Q\,L fails to satisfy the strong fixed point
property.

Proof. Each member is left restricted. By Theorem 9, the set fails to satisfy the strong fixed point prop-

erty.

Richard Statman's result [Statman86], which we give as the next corollary, on the nonconstructibil-
ity of a fixed point combinator from a single regular combinator is a corollary of the preceding theorem.

Corollary 4. If P is a set consisting of a single regular combinator, then P fails to satisfy the strong
fixed point property.
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Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that P satisfies the strong fixed point property. Let A be the sin-

gle regular combinator. By Corollary 1, A must be an isolator. Therefore, the reduction rule for A has the

form A*! • • • xH =X\r, where r is free of x\. Clearly, n > 1 and r is not empty. Since the left component

of the right side of the reduction rule does not contain xn,A is left restricted. By Theorem 9, P fails to

satisfy the strong fixed point property, which establishes a contradiction and completes the proof.

Definition. A proper combinator is called right terminating if and only if the last variable on the

left side of its reduction rule is the only variable that occurs in the right component of the right side of its

reduction rule.

For example, the combinators L, W, M, and N are right terminating.

Theorem 10. If P is a set of proper combinators, and if all members of/, are right terminating, then

P fails to satisfy the strong fixed point property.

Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that P satisfies the strong fixed point property. Then there

exists a fixed point combinator 9 constructed from the members of P alone. By Lemma 3, there exists a

term t{ such that Qf-»fti -»fifti), for arbitrary/ The term β^is of the form cd, where d contains

nothing more than occurrences of/. We show that if a one-step reduction with a right-terminating combi-

nator is applied to a combination cd, where d contains nothing more than occurrences of/ then the result

is a combination c'd', where J'contains nothing more than occurrences of/.

Case 1. The reduction involves c only. Obvious.

Case 2. The reduction involves d only. This case cannot occur, because d contains nothing more than

occurrences of/.

Case 3. The reduction involves both c and d. The reduction rule for a right-terminating combinator has

the form Ax\ • • • xH = lr, where r contains nothing more than occurrences of xn. The term c matches

(unifies) with AY i •xH_i,aad d matches with xH. The term c ' is the appropriate instance of /.and a" is

the appropriate instance of r. Since d matches with xH and d contains nothing more man occurrences of/

J ' contains nothing more than occurrences of d, and therefore, nothing more than occurrences off.

Therefore, all terms to which Qf reduces have a right component that consists entirely of occurrences of/

Since 0 f -»ft\ -*• f&i), we have that t \ -»/r 2 . But f i consists entirely of occurrences of/ which

establishes a contradiction and completes the proof.

Theorem 11. The set of combinators consisting of L, M, N, H,W,Wl fails to satisfy the strong

fixed point property.

Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that 6 is a fixed point combinator constructed from members of

the set. By Lemma 3, there exists a term t such that 6f-»fi for arbitrary/ Clearly, there exists a head

reduction—a reduction that satisfies the 1 's rule—Qf-»ft\ where fi' -»fi. The last step of such a head

reduction must be with an isolator. The only isolators are hi and L; the last step cannot be with M,

because that would makcfi' beff, which is not necessarily reducible; therefore the last step is with L. Let

us consider a head expansion hem ft' to Of. We have just seen that the first step is with L, to produce Lfg

for some term g. Any number of subsequent expansions with L produces Lfg'for some term g'. The

term / ' has the form L(U • - • {If) • • • )), where the number of leading L's is the number of subsequent

expansions with L. We may therefore assume that the current term is Lf 'g', and that the next step is not
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with L. Let us now consider the next step of the head expansion.

Case 1. A head expansion with M produces M{Lf), which cannot be further expanded with any of the

available combinators.

Case 2. A head expansion with W produces WLf', which cannot be further expanded.

Case 3. A head expansion with Wl produces IV lf X, which cannot be further expanded.

Case 4. A head expansion cannot occur with NotH because Lf 'g' does not have enough arguments.

The only head expansion path that includes a term of the form 6/is by case 2, which can include WLf, but

WL is not a fixed point combinator. This contradiction completes the proof of the theorem.

We note that Theorem 11 can be easily extended to cover other combinators and classes of combina-

tor.

5.4. Open Questions

Our enjoyment of a paper, report, or book is markedly increased when we find that the authors have

included open questions to answer, questions that can be used as the focus of research. The explicit

presentation of such questions can stimulate interest in a field, and such an action can produce important

advances. Indeed, as we remarked earlier in this report, Smullyan's question concerning the possible

existence of a regular combinator that, when considered with the combinator B, permits one to construct a

fixed point combinator caused us to study combinatory logic in the context of automated theorem prov-

ing.

With the intention of increasing the interest in both automated theorem proving and combinatory

logic, and with the object of stimulating research focusing on questions whose answers are especially per-

tinent to the material presented in this report, we now turn to a discussion of various research topics and

open questions. By definition, an open question is one whose answer has not yet been obtained. As one

might expect, this section will consist of a number of somewhat disconnected paragraphs, many of which

will be short. In the next section, we shall give some of our conjectures that are pertinent to the topics of

this section.

5.4.1. Open Questions Focusing on Completeness

Question: IfQ is a fixed point combinator for the set P of combinators, must there exist a kernel T with

respect to P such that, for every combinator f, Ofreduces to Fy, where Fβ is an element ofT?

Question: If T is a kernel with respect to the set P of combinators, will T always be found by applying

expansions with elements of P to the right side of the inequality y * fy, an inequality obtained from

assuming that the weak fixed point property does not hold for P?

Question: If the setP of combinators satisfies the weak fixed point property, must there exist a kernel F

with respect to P?

The first topic for discussion in this entire section on open questions—and the topic that fascinates

us the most—concerns the possible completeness of the kernel method. The topic consists of the three
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open questions posed at the beginning of this subsection. For these questions, we again use the phrases
"fixedpoint for/*" and "kernel with respect to P" to mean that the corresponding object is constructible
from the elements of P. Does there exist, for every set P of combinators and every combinator 6 that is a
fixed point combinator for P, a kernel to which 6 naturally maps? If T is a kernel with respect to the set
P of combinators, will F always be found by expanding the right side of the equation y *fy with elements
from PI If P is a set of combinators satisfying the weak fixed point property, must there exist a kernel F
with respect to PI

If the first two questions can be answered in the affirmative, then, for any set P of combinators that
satisfies the strong fixed point property, we know that the kernel method will always succeed in finding a
proof of that fact. If the second and third questions can be answered in the affirmative, then, for any set P
of combinators that satisfies the weak fixed point property, we know that the kernel method will always
succeed in finding a proof of that fact.

5.4.1.1. The First Open Question Focusing on Completeness

With regard to the first of the three open questions on completeness—if the question turns out to be
answered in the affirmative—we noted earlier that one finds the natural kernel F to which some given
fixed point combinator 6 maps by applying reductions to O/, where each reduction must be with an ele-
ment of the set P of combinators to which F and 9 are relevant, and where/is an arbitrarily chosen com-
binator. To be precise, one actually finds a kernel F such that F contains a F/ such that 6/reduces to ry.
When a choice of reductions to apply exists, one must choose that which applies to the leftmost term; we
shall give an example pertinent to this point shortly. When a reduction applies, one is not allowed to
avoid its use—to skip the reduction; we shall shortly elaborate on this point as well. By definition, the
natural kernel that corresponds to 0 is the first expression F such that 6 reduces to F and F reduces to/F,
where/is an arbitrarily chosen combinator.

To be totally candid, we note that this choice for the definition of natural kernel is based merely on
our preference; obviously, in many cases, other interesting choices exist. For example, with our definition
of natural kernel, the fixed point combinator BM(QM) naturally maps to tee kernel M(QMx), rather than to
the kernel QMx{QMx). For a more interesting example, as we shall immediately see when we discuss the
fixed point combinator S4(BW) = B(WW)(BW(BBB)), one has the choice of at least three kernels to which
Q4{BW) reduces, namely, T4{BW), T2(BW), and F t (BW). Although we would like to find a deep theoreti-
cal justification for our preference for the natural kernel corresponding to a given fixed point combinator,
we have not yet succeeded in doing so. Since the concept of kernel has not been studied before—at least,
our current research suggests that this is the case—we cannot suggest another source for this topic.

To illustrate precisely what is meant by the first of the two questions concerning the completeness of
the kernel method—and to attempt to provide some insight on how the question might be attacked—let us
focus on the following example. Here we give the promised example concerning selecting the first kernel
one encounters. Let the set P consist of the combinators B and W with Bxyz = x(yz) and Wxy = xyy, and
let the fixed point combinator be Q^BW) = B(WW)(BW(BBB)). For convenience, we shall refer to this
fixed point combinator simply as 64, rather than as B4(BW), and take similar actions when we discuss
various kernels.
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One reduction step with B applied to β^yields WW(BW(BBB)f). Clearly, one next has a choice of

applying a reduction with W to the entire expression, or applying a reduction with B to BW(BBB)f. How-

ever, when the object is to attempt to find the natural kernel to which 64 naturally maps, one must apply

W, rather than skipping this reduction step—even temporarily. Indeed, if one applies B first and then

applies W, one will fail to find the desired natural kernel r 4, which is the cube of BW(BBB)f. Instead,

once the rules have been violated by applying the reduction with B before that with W, one will eventually

find either the kernel r 2 or the kernel F,, where F2 is the cube of W(BBBfl and Tγ is the cube of

W(B(Bf)). What one finds depends on whether one again applies a reduction with B before one applies a

reduction with W.

To see precisely what can go wrong if one skips a reduction, we can focus on the same example.

However, we must first address what some might consider a fine point. In particular, one cannot know

that a kernel has been found—even the wrong kernel—until one has (so to speak) passed it. Only in

retrospect, by examining the earlier expressions, does one determine that one of those expressions is a F

such that a later expression has the form/T. Now, if one follows the rules by applying in order B, W, and

W again as reductions, starting with 64/ = B(WW)(BW(BBB))f, one obtains F4 equal to the cube of

BW(BBB)f. Since one cannot know that F 4 is a kernel until one has applied in order B, W, B, B, and B as

reductions to obtain JT4, one could find the wrong kernel by applying to each copy of BW(BBB)f one

reduction with B. In other words, one could skip the reduction with W. In such an event, one would

obtain r 2, which one would later prove to be a kernel by applying the appropriate reductions to obtain

/r2.
Finally, we can apply the same type of analysis to the same example to show that, if one does not

select the first kernel one encounters on the way from reducing 64 to some expression/T, one will not

succeed in locating the natural kernel to which the fixed point combinator under consideration maps. For

example, after reducing 64 to r 4, a reduction with B applied to the first occurrence of BW(BBB)f yields a

perfectly good kernel F 4—but not the desired one—which differs from F4 only by having W(BBBf) in

place of the first occurrence of BW(BBB)f. Indeed, one can easily verify that 6 4 reduces to F 4 which in

rum, by applying a reduction step that satisfies the pseudo Vs rule, reduces to/F4. Of course, as the

notation suggests and as we saw earlier, it is also the case that 64 reduces to F4 which in turn reduces to

/T4. To find the desired kernel, one must, therefore, make a choice from among these two given kernels

as well as any other candidates. Our rule says that one must always choose the kernel one encounters

first, by applying reductions constrained by the given rules for their application.

We use the following approach—which has not failed yet—for avoiding the pitfalls we have just

discussed and for finding the natural kernel to which a given fixed point combinator under study naturally

maps. We append to the combinator 6 under study the symbol/, where / is an arbitrarily chosen combi-

nator, and reduce 6/with the elements of the set P of combinators under consideration, where all reduc-

tions are subject to the l 's rule, until /isolates. Where we denote the expression we have at that point by

/A, we test the intermediate expressions to see whether in fact one of them is A itself. If we find such an

expression, then, by setting F = A, we have found the kernel F to which 8 naturally maps. In addition,

we know, by definition, that F = A is a simple kernel.
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On the other hand, if A is not a kernel, then we attempt to apply reductions subject to the pseudo l 's

rule to /A, checking after each reduction to determine whether the result is of the form/T where T appears

_ earlier on the reduction path. If we find such a F, if at least one reduction was applied after/isolates, and

if all reductions satisfy the l ' s rule or the pseudo l 's rule, we have found a semisimple kernel—and one

that is not a simple kernel. Of course, consistent with our earlier remarks, we always choose the first ker-

nel that we find. For example, if BM(QM) is the fixed point combinator under consideration, we choose

as its natural kernel M(QMx) rather than QMx(QMx) even though BM{QM) reduces to both kernels. We

continue to apply reductions subject to the pseudo 1 's rule, even if more than one occurrence of /has been

isolated from the expression to its right.

Since the natural kernel being sought may not even be semisimple, a search for kernels that is

restricted to observing the pseudo l's rule may fail to terminate. Therefore, after/ isolates, one must

simultaneously explore the full set of reduction paths. Iα particular, when the kernel being sought is not a

simple kernel, one must explore reduction paths that include steps that violate the pseudo l ' s rule; we

shall shortly give an appropriate example. In our search for the natural kernel, if we are forced to violate

the pseudo l 's rule, we always first consider the reduction path that focuses on applying the reduction to

the leftmost term that reduces; we shall amplify this remark with the promised example. As we have

commented, for every fixed point combinator we have studied, we have always succeeded in finding a

kernel to which it naturally maps. In other words, we have never embarked on an infinite reduction path,

which suggests—but does not prove—that the kernel method is indeed complete in the sense that to every

fixed point combinator there corresponds a natural kernel to which it reduces.

For the promised example, let us consider the fixed point combinator B(S(CSI)(CSI))B. To study

this combinator, we use the following equations.

Bxyz = x(yz)

Cxyz = xzy

Ix = x

Sxyz = xz(yz)

If we apply our procedure for finding the natural kernel that corresponds to this fixed rxunt combinator,

and if we pause at the point at which we encounter an expression with one isolated occurrence of/, we

have the expression/(S(/E)), where S * CSI(Bf), As it turns out, the path from the given fixed point com-

binator to the expression just given passes through the expression EH. Therefore, if we apply a reduction

with the combinator / \of{Z{FZ)), we obtain f(ES), which proves that EH is a kernel, and in fact the kernel

that is the natural correspondent of the fixed point combinator B(S(CSIKCSI))B. This kernel is not even

semisimple.

The important aspect of the example under discussion is the fact that if, instead of skipping the

reduction step with C that satisfies the pseudo l 's rule, one applies this step and continues applying reduc-

tion steps constrained by the pseudo l 's rule, one will fail to find the desired kernel. Even worse, as this

example shows, steadfastly observing the pseudo 1 's rule can cause one to embark on an infinite reduction

path that never terminates with finding a kernel. In other words, one cannot simply begin with a fixed

point combinator and apply reductions that satisfy the l 's rule until/isolates, and then apply only those

reduction steps that satisfy the pseudo l ' s rule, and expect to always find a kernel. In the given example,
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because of the nature of 3S, such an action will never lead to finding a kernel. Unfortunately, therefore,

when one begins with a fixed point combinator, the search for its natural kernel may require pursuing a

number of reduction paths simultaneously; of course, when the desired kernel is simple, then one need

pursue only one reduction path, stopping when/isolates.

Before turning to the second open question on completeness, let us briefly discuss the possible

relevance of the Church-Rosser theorem to the first open question. The Church-Rosser theorem says that

if two expressions are equal, then a third expression exists such that the two equal expressions each

reduce to it. Of course, the third expression may be identical to one of the two expressions under

consideration—one of the expressions may reduce to the other. To set the stage for this aspect of the dis-

cussion of the possible relevance of the Church-Rosser theorem to the completeness of the kernel method,

let us consider the following example.

Since the combinator M has the property that Mx-xx for all combinators x, we see that MB(MW) =

BB(MW) and that MB(MW) = MB(WW). Therefore, BB(MW) = MB(WW). By Church-Rosser, there must

exist a third expression, not necessarily distinct from the two under consideration, such that the two

expressions of interest each reduce to it. That expression is BB(WW), Now, if 6 is a fixed point combi-

nator, then Bf^fl&f) for any arbitrarily chosen combinator/. By Church-Rosser, both Qf and fijdf) must

reduce to a common third expression. As we have discussed earlier in this report, that third expression

must have the form/A for some A. Just as one can see that the reduction path that reduces fiQj) to/A

must reduce 9 to A, one can also see that the reduction path that reduces 0/to/A must reduce/(e/) to

fifdk). Therefore,/i;e/> reduces to/A and also to f(fA), so/A =fifA).

Next, let Ax = A. By applying to/A| and fifAi) the analysis that leads to finding A l t we can find a

A2 such that both/A| a n d y ^ ) reduce toflflfA2)), and, therefore, such that At reduces to/A2. We can

continue in this fashion, applying the Church-Rosser theorem, to obtain an infinite set of expressions A,,

where the integer i gives the number of leading/s in the expression to which each of the so-called preced-

ing pair of expressions reduces.

Unfortunately, nothing in the Church-Rosser theorem enables us to conclude that a kernel occurs in

the sequence of A's. In particular, we cannot conclude that, for some i, A,- = A, + 1. Indeed, if the kernel

method is not complete, continued application of the Church-Rosser theorem will give us an infinite

sequence of A's such that no kernel occurs in that sequence. This discussion thus shows how the kernel

method might escape from being complete and, in a distant fashion, also shows why we suspect that the

kernel method is in fact complete. After all, 6/reduces to A and also to/A, which says that A =/A, which

in turn says that A must reduce to Jα for some H.

5.4.1.2. The Second Open Question Focusing on Completeness

With regard to the second completeness question—that focusing on the completeness of the algo-

rithm for finding kernels by expanding the right side ofy±fy—we can make only a few observations.

First, one must permit expansion steps such that the term being expanded is a single variable. For exam-

ple, to find the semisimple kernel QMx(QMx) with Qxyz = y(xz) and Mx = xx, one can begin by expanding

the variable y in the term fy by applying M to obtain xx ±f{Mx). If, instead, one restricts the search for a

kernel by requiring that all expansions satisfy the l's rule restriction, then stage 1 of the two-stage kernel
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method will not find QMx{QMx).

Since the kernel QMx(QMx) is the natural correspondent for the fixed point combinator S(QM)(QM)

with Sxyz = xz(yz), preventing expansion steps from applying to single variables will prevent the kernel

method from finding a proof that the set consisting of the combinators S, Q, and M satisfies the strong

fixed point property. Perhaps one must always permit expansion of terms that are variables in order to

find a kernel if that kernel is strictly semisimple—a kernel r such that its reduction to fT requires one or

more steps to be applied after/ isolates, where those additional steps satisfy the pseudo l's rule. The

corresponding question is at present still open.

The second observation concerns the need to permit expansion steps to be applied to terms that con-

tain no occurrences off, the arbitrarily chosen combinator. For example, if the set P consists of the com-

binators L and O with Lxy=x(yy) and Oxy= y(xy), then one can show that P satisfies the strong fixed point

property, hi particular, one can prove that LO(LO)x = x(LO{LO)x) for all combinators x, which says that

LO(LO) is a fixed point combinator, and also obviously implies bat LO(LO)x is a kernel—in fact, the

natural kernel for LO(LO). To find this kernel, one first expands fy with O to obtain xf* Oxf. One then

expands with L to obtain yyf* LOyf, which requires expanding the term Ox.

For a more interesting and closely related example, the fixed point combinator O(LO(LO)) has as its

natural kernel O(LO(LO))xt which reduces to x(LO(LO)x) by reducing it with O, and then to

f(P(LO(LO))x) by reducing with L. If one simply attempts to apply the corresponding expansions, but in

reverse order, to jy, one encounters an intriguing obstacle—neither the term fy nor any of its subterms is

appropriate for expanding with L. However—and we cannot say how general this case is—one can

instead first expand ./y with O to obtain xf* Oxf, and then expand the occurrence of x on the right side of

this inequality with L to obtain x{yy)f# O(Lxy)f. In other words, an expansion path exists that begins with

fy of y *fy and terminates with the discovery of the desired kernel, O(LO(LO))x. After the next observa-

tion, we shall return to this example in the context of an interesting question for those whose field is

automated theorem proving.

The third observation concerns the need to continue along an expansion path even after one has suc-

ceeded in finding a kernel. For an appropriate example, we return to the study of the combinators B and

W. When these two combinators are used to search for a kernel by applying stage 1 of the two-stage ker-

nel method, the inequality yy * W(Bf)y is encountered, and from it one extracts the kernel W(Bx)(W(Bx)).

If the set P of combinators under study consists of S, B, and W, and if one is attempting to prove that P

satisfies the strong fixed point property, then one can put this kernel to immediate and good use.

Specifically, stage 2 of the two-stage kernel method can expand this kernel with S and then expand the

result with B to obtain the fixed point combinator B(SWW)B, and one has the desired proof.

However, if one were asked to find a proof that rests on a fixed point combinator that does not begin

with B—a request that might seem synthetic, but that provides us with a simple example—then truncating

the search for kernels along the given expansion path would be a mistake. In particular, if one expands

the right side of the inequality yy * W{Bf)y with B to obtain yy # BWBfy, one can extract the kernel

BWBx(BWBx). From this kernel, one can immediately construct the fixed point combinator

S(BWB)(BWB), which is precisely what is needed to fulfill the hypothetical request.
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A distantly related example that might merit exploration focuses on the two kernels

M(CCM(C(Bx))) and M(C(C(Bx))M). The first kernel reduces to the second by applying C as a reduction,

where Cxyz = xzy. The two kernels are simple, and the second is in fact a simple superkernel. The fixed

point combinator B(B(BM(CCM))C)B has the first kernel as its natural correspondent, and the fixed point

combinator C(B(B(B(BM)C)C)B)M bus the second kernel as its natural correspondent.

The second kernel, M(C(C(Bx))Af), offers added interest, for one can construct the following four

fixed point combinators from it—combinators that manifest an interesting property.

C(B(B(B(BM)C)C)B)M

B(C{B(B{BM)C)C)M)B

B(B(C(B(BM)C)M)C)B

B(B(B(C(BM)MyC)C)B

In addition to the fact that each of the four combinators naturally maps to the kernel M{C(C(Bx))Af), one

can apply a simple algorithm to obtain the «-th from the n-lst for n 2. One can obtain the second from

the first by interchanging the first two symbols and by interchanging the last two. One can obtain the

third from the second by ignoring the first and last symbols, and then applying the same type of inter-

change. Finally one can obtain the fourth from the third by ignoring the first two and last two symbols,

and applying the same type of interchange.

We close this discussion of the second completeness question by giving the promised discussion

oriented to research in automated theorem proving. When we considered as an example the fixed point

combinator O(LO(LO)) and its natural kernel correspondent O(LO(LO))x, we commented on the (so to

speak) absent term that one would ordinarily expand with L, if one could. We showed that, despite the

absent term, another path exists for finding the kernel O(LO(LO))x—one expands fy with O, and then

expands a subterm (x) of the result with L. In the context of automated theorem proving, one would say

that the into term that is called for to enable one's program to paramodulate from the right side of L into a

subterm of/y is missing. One who is very familiar with paramodulation might suggest that the functional

reflexive axioms could be used to replace—if written in terms of the function a for applies—a(f,y) by

a(f,a(y,z)). For a reminder, the appropriate functional reflexive axiom is

EQUAL(a(y,z),a(y,z»

if written in the standard clause notation. The functional reflexive axioms for a set of clauses are just
those instances of the clause

EQUAL(x,x)

(for reflexivity of equality) obtained by replacing x by, for example, a(y,z), g(y), and the like for every

function a and g that is present in the set of clauses. The use of functional reflexive axioms—even to fill

the gap of a (so to speak) absent into term—is at best unpalatable. Their use, almost always, materially

decreases the effectiveness of an automated theorem-proving program.

Now, since one ordinarily relies heavily on the use of strategy to restrict the application of whatever

inference rules are being used, and since the set of support strategy is typically the choice of strategy, one

encounters an additional complication. In particular, the ploy of having paramodulation apply to pairs of

positive clauses—the ploy that one might use to avoid introducing functional reflexive axioms—does not
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mesh well with placing in the set of support only the clause corresponding to y *fy. IΓ. other words, if

one wishes to increase the likelihood of refutation completeness—which amounts to always having some

path available to complete a proof by contradiction when the set of clauses under study is self-

contradictory—one is faced with various choices, none of which is very appetizing.

The question or questions that one might ask—from the viewpoint of automated theorem

proving—concern the discovery of the conditions, if any, under which the use of paramodulation for the

search for kernels is refutation complete. For example, can one identify specific properties (of the equa-

tions for the combinators present in a problem) that preserve refutation completeness when the set of sup-

port consists only of the clause

-£QUAL(y,a(f,y))

and when no functional reflexive axioms are adjoined? For a second question, if one does in fact include

the functional reflexive axioms, can one formulate & strategy for sharply curtailing their use? As an aside,

we find it rather piquant to discover that the functional reflexive axioms might indeed be relevant to the

use of an automated theorem-proving program for any important application—and the study of combina-

tory logic with such a program might indeed prove to be important.

If one can show that the functional reflexive axioms are indeed necessary when the set of support

consists of the single inequality resulting from assuming that the weak fixed point property does not hold,

then one might use this result to show that the second completeness question must be answered in the

negative. In other words, one might succeed in proving—to our ̂ 'appointment—that the first stage of

the kernel method requires actions equivalent to using the functional reflexive axiom for the function a; in

particular, one might be forced to replace, for example, the variable y in the tenafy by xy.

5.4.1.3. The Third Open Question Focusing on Completeness

With regard to the third compfeteness question, which focuses on the possibility that every set P of

combinators that satisfies the weak fixed point property must also admit a kernel with respect to Pr we can

only give examples that might in some distant fashion suggest an attack on this open question. By study-

ing the properties of the examples, one might see how to prove that the question can be answered in the

affirmative; or, regretfully, one might see how to answer the question in the negative by constructing an

appropriate counterexample. All of the examples concern functions whose domain is the full set of possi-

ble combinators and whose range is a set of objects, each of which is a fixed point for one of the combina-

tors.

For the set of examples, let P be a set of combinators that satisfies the weak fixed point property.

Then, for each combinatory, there must exist at least one fixed point of/that is constructible from the ele-

ments of P. Indeed, since for all combinators x there exists a y such that y = xy—when one chooses an

arbitrary combinator/—the y that exists and that depends on /is a fixed point of/. Let us focus on the set

P consisting of B and W alone—which we have repeatedly shown satisfies the strong fixed point property,

and therefore the weak—and note that the following discussion can be applied to any choice of a set of

combinators that satisfies the weak fixed point property. To complete the stage setting for the examples,

let us also assume that we have an ordered, infinite set /*' of combinatory
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In our first example, we focus on the kernel W(Bx)(W(.Bx)). For each combinator / in P', since
W(BfX]W(Bf)) reduces to fi.W(Bf)(W(Bfl)\ we immediately have W(BfKW(Bfl) as a fixed point off, not to
be confused with a fixed point combinator. In particular, iff and g are two distinct combinators, then a
fixed point off is ordinarily not a fixed point of g: here, we are focusing on fixed points of functions,
rather than on fixed point combinators. If we hold the kernel constant, as/ranges over the elements of/,',
we obtain a one-to-one function £ that maps each element /of P' to a single fixed point of/ In addition,
the elements of the range of E are very tightly coupled—the only difference between two distinct ele-
ments in the range of a is the uniform replacement of /by g, where/and g are elements of P\ Indeed,
there exists a single reduction that reduces Tf to/ry, where/ranges over the elements of P' and where ff
ranges over the corresponding set of fixed points. The reduction under discussion is that which proves
that W(Bx)(W(Bx)) is a kernel. Even further, since each of the set of fixed points whose union is the ker-
nel W(Bx)(W(Bx)) are f-reducible fixed points for the set P consisting of B and W alone, and since we
have a fixed point for each combinator/ we also have a proof that P satisfies the weak fixed point prop-
erty.

For our second example, we consider the kernel schema Q£lz with .ft - W{B{Bx)). As we study this
example, we learn that a set of fixed points A/—one for each/as/ranges over the elements of/,—can
have the property that there exists a single reduction that takes each Â  to fAf without the set of fixed
points forming a kernel. To see how this can occur, let us assume that the elements of f are ordered. Let

us also map each element to a fixed point of it by instantiating z first to B, second to BB, third to BBB
The resulting set of fixed points does not form a kernel, because one cannot, for two distinct combinators/
and g, obtain one fixed point from the other by simply applying a uniform replacement of / by g.
Nevertheless, since for each combinator/there exists a F-reducible fixed point off, we again have a proof
that the set P consisting of B and W alone satisfies the weak fixed point property—even though the proof
does not rely on the use of a kernel.

A single reduction exists with the property that, for every combinator/ the corresponding instance
H of Qflz reduces to fa. The mapping under discussion maps a combinator to a fixed point of that combi-
nator, but the members of the set of fixed points in the range of this mapping are not tightly coupled in the
way that they are when we use a kernel to induce the mapping. Summarizing, although a single common
reduction is present for all of the members of this set of fixed points, the members do not form a kernel,
showing that the property that focuses on a common reduction is not sufficient for defining a kernel.
Also, in answer to a question that might naturally arise, we reject the use of the entire schema, for its use
would not produce a one-to-one mapping from combinators to a fixed point of each; instead, its use would
produce a many-to-one mapping, which is not of interest to us.

For our third example, we focus on the set of expressions BWBfiW(Bf)), where/ranges over the ele-
ments o f f . The first and third example differ only in the fact that BWBf(W(BJ)) does not possess the
reducibility property of a kernel, for BWBf(W(Bf)) does not reduce to f(BWBf(W(Bf))). In other words, we
again have a one-to-one function that takes a combinator of P' and maps it to a single fixed point of that
combinator, and the elements in the range of this function are tightly coupled in a manner similar to the
coupling for the elements in the first example. Both the function that maps / to W(Bf)(W(Bf)) and that
which maps / t o BWBfiW{Bf)) are very well behaved. Although the set of fixed points in this example do
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not form a kernel, the existence of this set is sufficient for proving yet again that the set consisting of the

combinators B and W satisfies the weak fixed point property.

In contrast, the next function we discuss exhibits slightly wilder behavior. For this fourth function,
we recall that—closely related to the set T{BW)—we can construct an infinite set of superkernels (contain-
ing the superkernels of T(BW) as a subset) from B and W alone such that the i-th superkernel, for i =
1,2,3,..., is the i+l-st power of its generator ft,, wlwre fti = W(Bx), £i2 - W(B(Bx)), fl3 « W(B(B(Bx))\
and the like. For our function, we map the i-th element of P' to the i-th element in the given infinite
sequence of superkernels. In contrast to our first two functions, the elements in the range of our third
function are not nearly so tightly coupled. Instead, if /and g are two consecutive elements of P', then the
image of g can be obtained from the image of / by a procedure that we used earlier to generate the super-
kernels of T(BW). In that procedure, we obtained the generator of the next superkernel from the generator
of the preceding superkernel by inserting an occurrence of B and fully right associating, and we increased
the exponent by 1. As in the preceding example, we have a set of fixed points that suffices to prove that
the set consisting of the combinators B and W satisfies the weak fixed point property, even though that set
of fixed points is not a kernel.

For our fifth and last function, we consider a very badly behaved mapping that takes an element/of
P' to a single fixed point of/. We consider the elements of P' in order, starting with the first. For each
element, we use a random number generator to generate an integer between 1 and 5. The integer is used
to assign a single fixed point to the particular element of P' being mapped. The chosen integer selects
from among the following five kernels, and assigns the fixed point that is obtained by choosing from that
kernel the element with/in place of*, where/is the combinator being mapped.

Lx{Lx)

M(BxM)

M(QMx)

QMx(QMx)

The idea is to prevent the elements in the range of the function being constructed from forming a (single)

kernel, even though each of those elements is a member of some kernel.

The main aspect of our examples is to show in a small way how far a set of fixed points of a set of
combinators/can be from forming a kernel. By studying these examples and by extrapolating heavily,
one might see a way to prove that every set P of combinators that satisfies the weak fixed point property
also admits a kernel. Or—although we do not prefer this possibility—perhaps a study of these examples
will enable one to find a counterexample.

5.4.2. Open Questions Focusing on Specific Sets of Combinators

Question: If the set P consists of the combinators B and M alone with Bxyz = x(yz) and Mx • xx, does P
satisfy the strong fixed point property?

Question: If the set P consists of the combinators B and S alone with Sxyz = xz{yz), does P satisfy the
weak or the strong fixed point property?
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Question: If the set P consists of the combinators B and N^ with N\xyz - xyyz, does P satisfy the weak

fixed point property ?

In this section, we pose open questions that focus on specific sets of combinators in the context of
one of the fixed point properties—the weak or the strong or both. The first question, posed by the logi-
cian Raymond Smullyan, asks about the presence or absence of the strong fixed point property for the set
P consisting of the combinators B and M alone.

Where Bxyz = x(yz) and Mx - xx, one can immediately see that P satisfies the weak fixed point prop-
erty by noting that M(BxM) is a kernel, and, therefore, M(BfM) = f(M(BfM)) for any arbitrarily chosen
combinator/ Smullyan in fact proves that P satisfies the weak fixed point property by giving this partic-
ular expression on page 135 of his book To Mock a Mockingbird [SmuHyan84], but, of course, he does
not call the expression a kernel.

Stage 1 of the two-stage kernel method finds the following four kernels in less than 1 CPU second
when applied by the automated theorem-proving program OTTER (Other Theorem-proving Techniques
for Effective Research) on a Sun 3 workstation. The first of the four, which is the one in Smullyan's
book, is found in .06 CPU seconds.

M(BxM)
M(B(Bx)M)z
M(BBBxM)z
M(MBBxM)z

If given more time, the first stage of the kernel method finds additional kernels with respect to P. How-
ever, none of the given four kernels—or, for that matter, none of the others found by the kernel
method—leads to the construction of a fixed point combinator.

We can rather easily outline an argument showing why none of the given four kernels—or any ker-
nels that fail to have/as the last symbol—could ever lead to a proof that the strong fixed point property is
satisfied by P. In other words, we can outline an argument showing why—if one is ever to succeed in
constructing a fixed point combinator by using the kernel method—one must first succeed in finding a
kernel whose last symbol is / , where/is an arbitrarily chosen combinator. First, let us assume that some
6 exists such that 9 is a fixed point combinator for P. Then, if one is ever to succeed in applying the ker-
nel method to construct 9 , there must exist a kernel T such that expansions with B and with M applied to
T eventually yields 9/. Therefore, 9/must reduce to V—whether or not r is the natural kernel correspon-
dent of 9—which in turn reduces to/T. All of the reductions that are involved must be with B or with M.
Finally, because the last variable on both sides of the equation for B is the same, and because this property
holds for M as well, any reduction with B or with M applied to an expression ending in/—an expression
such as 9/—must yield an expression ending in/. In particular, therefore, T must end in/ , which rules
out the use of the four given kernels or any like them. If one wishes to study this argument in its com-
plete form, we recommend a study of the corresponding theorem, which we intend to include in the com-
ing book.

Of course, since we have not yet proved that the kernel method is complete—which is the subject of
the first open question discussed in Section 5.4.1—the line of attack on which we are focusing may not be
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a wise choice. One can take a totally different approach to the study of the question of whether P satisfies
the strong fixed point property, an approach that avoids reliance on the kernel method and, therefore, is
unaffected by the possible incompleteness of that method. In particular, one can attempt to prove that P
does not satisfy the property by finding an appropriate model, a model that satisfies B and M but violates
the strong fixed point property

yx = x(yx),

where y is existentially quantified and x is universally quantified. Predictably, we prefer to study the
question in terms of the kernel method; indeed, we have a proof that the strong fixed point property does
not hold for P, a proof, however, that depends on the assumption mat for every fixed point combinator
there exists a kernel to which it reduces. We expect to include our (so to speak) partial proof in the pro-
posed book mentioned earlier—or, even better—wish to include a proof that is complete.

In contrast to our remarks that all point toward the possibility that the set P consisting of B and M
alone fails to satisfy the strong fixed point property, one might be inclined to think that P in fact does.
After all, B is an isolator, and M is a replicator and an isolator. By Theorem 4 of Section 4.6, we know
that, for a set of combinators to satisfy the strong fixed point property, it is necessary for P to contain an
isolator and a replicator. On the other hand, we also know that the presence of such combinators is not
sufficient for proving that a set satisfies that property. For example, by Theorem 6 of Section 4.6, we
know that the set consisting of B and L alone with Lxy * xiyy) fails to satisfy the property—fails even
though B is an isolator and L is both an isolator and a replicator.

Since we have nothing more to contribute regarding the possibility of constructing a fixed point
combinator from B and M, let us turn to the second two-part open question of this section. Does the set P
consisting of B and 5 alone, with Sxyz = xz(yz), satisfy the strong fixed point property? Does P satisfy the
weak fixed point property? Our only contribution to these questions consists of the fact that the kernel
method has not succeeded in finding any kernels with respect to P. We have not yet succeeded in proving
that it is impossible for the kernel method to find any appropriate kernels, nor have we proved that our
approach to applying the kernel method is complete, which is the second question of Section 5.4.1. Even
further, we have not yet proved the theorem that asserts that if a set of combinators satisfies the weak
fixed point property, then there must exist a kernel with respect to that set—a topic that is the focus for
the third open question on completeness.

The next open question is very similar to the second of the preceding two. Let the combinator Nt

be such that Nxxyz = xyyz. Does the set P consisting of the combinators B and N \ satisfy the weak fixed
point property? Except for citing Theorem 9 of Section 5.3.6.2—which shows that the set under discus-
sion cannot satisfy the strong fixed point property—we can do no more than parrot our remarks concern-
ing the similar question focusing on B and S.

5.4.3. Additional Open Questions

Question: Does there exist a finite model satisfying B and L in which the strong fixed point property fails

to hold?

Question: Does there exist a finite model satisfying WandL in which the strong fixed point property fails
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to hold?

Question: Does there exist a finite model satisfying S and W in which the weak fixed point property fails
to hold?

Question: What interesting conditions are sufficient to guarantee that a set of combinators satisfies the
weak fixed point property?

Question: What interesting conditions are sufficient to guarantee that a set of combinators satisfies the
strong fixed point property?

Question: What conditions are necessary, and what are sufficient, for a set P of combinators such that
there exists a simple, alternatively semisimple, kernel with respect to PI

Question: Does there exist a kernel T in which at least two distinct replicators occur such that the two

replicators each participate in the reduction that proves that T is a kernel?

Question: What properties of a fixed point combinator are necessary, and what are sufficient, for its

natural kernel to be simple, alternatively semisimple?

Question: If& is a fixed point combinator whose natural kernel is F, and if all combinators in 0 are reg-

ular, noneliminating, and nonpermuting, must T be a simple kernel?

Question: Ignoring parentheses, what is the length of the shortest fixed point combinator expressed

purely in terms ofS and K?

Question: How large is the largest set of combinators that satisfies the strong, alternatively weak, fixed
point property such that no proper subset does?

Question: Can one find other sets (than the two we have discussed) of combinators that can be arranged
in a square with isolators down the diagonal and replicators down the antidiagonal such that the sets
consisting of the elements in a row satisfy the strong fixed point property and such that all other sets con-
sisting of one element from each column fail to satisfy the property?

The following observations are pertinent to the cited questions. We have proved with Theorem 6 of
Section 4.6 that the set consisting of the combinators B and L alone cannot satisfy the strong fixed point
property. Therefore, we know an appropriate model must exist, but we do not know if a finite model of
the desired type exists. We would be interested in examining either a finite or an infinite model that
satisfies both B and L but that fails to satisfy the equation for the strong fixed point property. Obviously,
because of the kernel Lx(Lx), we know that any set of combinators containing L must satisfy the weak
fixed point property.
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Because of additional theorems we have proved in Section 5.3.6, we know that one cannot construct
a fixed point combinator from L and W alone, and we also know that the set consisting of 5 and W alone
cannot satisfy the weak fixed point property. Therefore, corresponding models must exist, but again we
do not know if the desired finite models exist. We would also be interested in examining either finite or
infinite models with the appropriate properties.

As for interesting sufficient conditions, we are ruling out, for example, conditions such as that which
asserts that the set contains B and W.

The shortest fixed point combinator known to us that is expressed purely in terms of 5 and K con-
tains 15 symbols. We present this fixed point combinator using the following equations that express the
combinators /, B, and W in terms of S and K.

I = SKK, B = S(KS)K, W = SS(SK).

S(K(SSIW))B

Finally, of the two squares that are relevant to the cited questions, the first hai a first row of B and W

and a second row of S and L. The second square is obtained from the first by replacing W by N.

5.5. Conjectures

When one poses open questions for research, as we did in the preceding sections, the sporting ges-
ture is to make conjectures concerning the more important among those questions. In addition, since the
experience one has had with an area of research usually disposes one to a specific side of a question from
that area, the action of making conjectures provides a pleasant and exciting way to convey that experi-
ence. Therefore, we now make various conjectures.

5.5.1. Conjectures Concerning Completeness

The conjecture that is most appealing to us focuses on the first of the three completeness questions
posed in Section 5.4.1. Specifically, we conjecture that the kernel method is complete. In particular, if P
is a set of combinators mat satisfies the strong fixed point property and 6 is a fixed point combinator
expressed purely in terms of the elements of P, we conjecture that there must exist a kernel T with respect
to P such mat 6>f reduces to T which in turn reduces to)T, where/is an arbitrarily chosen combinator. In
other words, if © is a fixed point combinator expressed purely in terms of the elements of come set P of
combinators, then, for each combinator/, we conjecture that there exists a kernel T with respect to P such
that T contains a P-reducible fixed point ry of /with the property that Of reduces to ry which in turn
reduces to/Ty.

We also conjecture that one can find the natural kernel for such a 6 by first appending/to 6 , where
/ i s any arbitrarily chosen combinator, and applying reductions with the elements of/ , such mat all reduc-
tions satisfy the I's rule. The object is to find an appropriate P-reducible fixed point Tf of/such that Of
reduces to Tf which in turn reduces tofTy. When/ isolates, one then pauses to examine the resulting
expression to see whether it is of the form fT for some T that has already occurred on the reduction path.
If in fact die resulting expression has this form, then one has found the desired natural kernel, and the ker-
nel is simple. If not, then one must pursue in an orderly fashion all of the reduction paths that emanate
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from the expression for which / first becomes isolated. The additional search is required because the
natural kernel of 6 may not even be semisimple. If one finds a number of candidate kernels—technically,
candidate Z,-reducible fixed points of /—the natural kernel is that containing the P-reducible fixed point of
the form/ry, where iy is the earliest such fixed point of/along all reduction paths.

With regard to the second open question posed in Section 5.4.1, we conjecture that all kernels with
respect to a given set/* of combinators can be found by applying expansions with the elements of P to the
right side of the inequality y*fy. As we have repeatedly remarked, this inequality arises from assuming
that the weak fixed point property fails to hold for P. We shall not be amazed—although we shall be
disappointed—to find that one might be forced, in certain bizarre cases, to use the functional reflexive
axiom

EQUAL(a(x,y),a(x,y))

when paramodulation is the inference rule one instructs the chosen automated theorem-proving program
to apply, hi other words, from the viewpoint of combinatory logic, one might be forced to replace y infy
by xy, and take a similar action ir ore than once.

Finally, with regard to the third question of Section 5.4.1, we conjecture that when a set P satisfies
the weak fixed point property, then there must exist a kernel with respect to P. In other words, we conjec-
ture that all sets P of combinators that satisfy the weak fixed point property also satisfy the reducible
weak fixed point property, and, even further, in such a way that one can find among the P-reducible fixed
points of/for all combinators/a subset that forms a kernel with respect to P.

5.5.2. Conjectures Concerning Specific Sets of Combinators

We conjecture—as Smullyan does—that the set P of combinators consisting of B and M alone with
Bxyz - x(yz) and Mx = xx, although it does satisfy the weak fixed point property, fails to satisfy the strong
fixed point property. As commented, the existence of the kernel M{BxM) is sufficient for establishing that
P satisfies the weak fixed point property. Our conjecture is in part influenced by the fact that we have a
partial proof that P cannot satisfy the strong fixed point property, a proof that depends on the assumption
that, to every fixed point combinator 0 expressed purely in terms of B and M, there exists a kernel T con-
taining an element Tf such that 6/reduces to Tf which in turn reduces lofTp More generally, our partial
proof rests on the completeness of the kernel method.

However, we do know of an expression purely in terms of B and M that might serve as a warning,
an expression A\ such that Aj/reduces to/A^f which reduces to/j/A3) ad infinitum. Specifically, if one
begins with B(BM(BM))B and reduces with B and M first by observing the 1 's rule, and then by observing
the pseudo l's rule, one can travel an infinite reduction path that contains expressions with an ever-
increasing number of occurrences of/, each isolated from the expression to its right. An analysis of the
possible reduction paths that begin with this expression strongly suggests that it is not a fixed point com-
binator. Were one trying to construct a fixed point combinator from B and M alone, the expression
B{BM(BM))B might provide a starting point.

If one can find a fixed point combinator that can be expressed purely in terms of B and M—as our
colleague Ross Overbeek points out—then one has proved that the kernel method is, sadly, incomplete.
The missing link is, of course, our proof that no such fixed point combinators exist, a proof that depends
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on the completeness of the kernel method. In particular—unless we have produced a flawed proof in

some other way—the existence of such a combinator would assert that our proof does not hold, and the

only flaw would be the use of the completeness of the kernel method.

We conjecture that the set consisting of the combinators B and 5 alone with Bxyz = x(yz) and Sxyz =
xziyz) fails to satisfy the weak fixed point property and, therefore, also fails to satisfy the strong fixed
point property. We are greatly influenced by our view of the kernel method and by the fact that no ker-
nels were found for this set of combinators after 60 CPU seconds when the program OTTER, running on
a Sun 3 workstation, applied the first stage of the two-stage kernel method.

We also conjecture that the set consisting of the combinators B and Ni alone with Bxyz = x(yz) and
N\xyz= xyyz fails to satisfy the weak fixed point property. Our view has the same basis as that given for
the preceding conjecture.

5.5.3. Additional Conjectures

Currently, we have only one conjecture relevant to the open questions posed hi Section 5.4.3. We
conjecture that the natural kernel that corresponds to a fixed point combinator is always simple when the
fixed point combinator is expressed purely in terms of regular, noneUminating, and nonpermuting combi-
nators.

6. Conclusions

From our viewpoint, when a mathematician or logician expresses interest in a problem or an area,
that interest defines the problem or area as significant and meriting research, provided of course that the
person in question is an expert in the corresponding field. In other words, one needs little additional
justification for working on the problem or area, or for considering such work as important.

A case in point is Smullyan's obvious interest in fixed point properties, as evidenced in his book
[Smullyan84] and in a lecture he gave in Indianapolis in the spring of 1986. From comments in his book,
from comments in private conversations with him, and from discussions with other logicians in the field
of combinatory logic, what becomes very clear is that the presentation of a set of combinators coupled
with the query about the presence or absence of either the weak or the strong fixed point property often
results in no information. Obviously, the fault does not lie with the mind(s) of the scientist(s). Rather,
the problem of proving that either fixed point property is present or absent is nontrivial, and fraught with
arduous computation; the corresponding questions are in fact deep questions.

What we offer in this report is evidence that has been desired for many years by researchers in
automated theorem proving. Specifically, researchers have hoped to find some area of mathematics or
logic that would be so amenable to attack with an automated theorem-proving program that the probabil-
ity of answering questions randomly selected from that field would be greater than one half. In addition,
the hope was that the answers would typically be obtained quickly. To always succeed is not the real
goal, although obviously a great one if achieved. However, to be able to frequently succeed is what has
been desired by many.

We can now, apparently, fulfill this desire for fixed point problems randomly selected from combi-
natory logic. In particular, one can choose combinators at random, submit the corresponding fixed point
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problem to our kernel method applied by our automated theorem-proving program OTTER using a Sun 3

workstation, and have a good chance of getting important answers in less than one CPU minute. Viewed

as a contest, if somebody in an imaginary audience shouts out some combinators, and if an expert in com-

binatory logic competes with the kernel method to see who first produces an appropriate proof, the kernel

method will win a high percentage of the time. In other words, by using the automated theorem-proving

program OTTER to apply the kernel method, we have an example of an area, perhaps smaller than one

would like, such that we can return meaningful information almost immediately.

The kernel method is not an algorithm for constructing fixed point combinators. Rather, the method

provides a systematic means for reasoning about the constructibility of fixed point combinators—and

therefore, about the presence or (indirectly) the absence of fixed point properties. Indeed, the kernel

method is a global strategy for searching for proofs of both the weak and the strong fixed point property.

When the method proves that the weak fixed point property holds for some given set P of combina-

tors, it does so by finding a set of /'-reducible fixed points that are very tightly coupled—the set of fixed

points is a kernel. More precisely, such a proof is based on rinding a single ^-reducible fixed point of the

combinator/—where / i s an arbitrarily chosen combinator—in such a way that one can correctly conclude

that the corresponding P-reducible fixed points have been found for all such combinators/.

When the kernel method proves that the strong fixed point property is satisfied by a given set P of

combinators, the proof rests on the construction of an appropriate fixed point combinator. That fixed

point combinator is constructed by applying expansions with the elements of P to one of the kernels

found by the method.

Of course, instead of applying the kernel method, one can adopt either of two standard approaches

for searching for fixed point combinators. One can couple intuition with a somewhat random search. Or,

one can assume that the strong fixed point property is not satisfied by the set of combinators under study,

and then attempt to produce a proof by contradiction. The results given in this report, however, strongly

suggest that use of the kernel method is far superior to either of the standard approaches one might

employ.
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